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ABSTRACT
From Sam Taylor’s 1929 Taming of the Shrew to Kenneth Branagh’s 2000 Love’s
Labour’s Lost, nine comedies have been filmed and released for the mainstream film market.
Over the course of the twentieth century a filmic cycle developed. By the late 1990s, the films of
Shakespeare’s romantic comedies included cinematic allusions to films produced and distributed
in the 1930s. This cycle indicates an awareness of and appreciation for the earlier films. Such
awareness proves that the contemporary films’ meaning and entertainment value are derived in
part from the consciousness of belonging to a larger tradition of Shakespeare comedy on film.
Recognizing the intertextuality of Shakespeare’s comedies on film challenges the notion that
Shakespeare’s comedies do not merit the same critical attention as their tragic counterparts. The
cinematic conversation between directors—as played out on screen—illustrates the relevance
and cultural significance of Shakespeare’s comedy.
This dissertation explores these comedic adaptations chronologically and offers analysis
of the films as they enter the cinematic Shakespeare tradition. Each decade in which the
comedies were produced reveals a unique view or understanding of the role of comedy in
Shakespeare. For 1930s audiences, the three comedies offer innovative performances by bigname stars as some of them transitioned from silent films to talkies while others tried to flex their
acting muscles. 1960s movie audiences saw Shakespeare comedy that was less about the
theatrical tradition and more about cinematic realism and social relevance. Kenneth Branagh
would move to capitalize on this approach and take populism to the next level with his two
comedies in the 1990s. Branagh’s contributions to the comedy tradition proved to be both
monumental and overconfident; however, the impact Branagh himself had on the field of
vi

Shakespeare on film is undeniable. His influence would inspire other directors (including Trevor
Nunn and Michael Hoffman) who pay homage to Branagh stylistically and thematically.
Recognizing the history of Shakespeare’s comedies on film allows us the opportunity to revisit
and reexamine the comedies’ place on the Shakespeare-on-film canon by calling attention to
what these films attempt to accomplish through cultural, social or cinematic means.
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Chapter One:
Shakespeare’s Comedies on Film:
An undiscovered history

Since the 1899 release of Herbert Beerbohm-Tree’s King John, much has been made
about the cinematic adaptation of William Shakespeare’s plays. In fact, a subgenre of
Shakespeare studies has developed which focuses almost exclusively on the what, where, and
how of adapting Shakespeare to the movie screen. Early critical references to filmed Shakespeare
appear as film reviews rather than traditional critical analysis; subsequent critics began to assess
the films based on the differences between film and theatre as well as the film’s textual fidelity
to the original source material. 1 The standard reference for Shakespeare-on-film analysis in the
latter half of the twentieth century is Jack Jorgens’s 1977 Shakespeare on Film. Jorgens’s text
was not the first book of its kind; Roger Manvell’s Shakespeare and the Film appeared in 1971
and Charles W. Eckert’s Focus on Shakespearean Films, a collection of themed essays and
reviews, was published in 1972. Despite these earlier publications, Jorgens’s book stands as the
1

For an example of early Shakespeare-on-film criticism, see Meredith Lillich, “Shakespeare on the Screen: A
Survey,” Films in Review 7, no. 6 (June/July 1956): 247-260. See also Sidney Homan, “ A Cinema for
Shakespeare,” Literature/Film Quarterly 4, no. 2 (Spring 1976): 176-186, J.L. Styan, “Sight and Space: The
Perception of Shakespeare on Stage and Screen,” in Shakespeare: Pattern of Excelling Nature, eds. David
Bevington and Jay L. Halio (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1976): 198-209, and O.B. Hardison,
“Shakespeare on Film: The Developing Canon” Proceedings of the Comparative Literature Symposium 12 (1981):
131-145.
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touchstone for nearly all critics in the field of Shakespeare on film. It is Jorgens who establishes
and defines the three “modes” of Shakespeare adaptation—theatrical, realistic, and filmic—and
the three styles associated with them—presentation, interpretation, and adaptation. 2 These
categories continue to be employed by critics forty years later.
Jorgens’s text, while thorough in its formalist readings of select texts, is flawed by an
obvious bias: “Jorgens’s main argument is that a Shakespeare film must have a sound track so
that the spoken text can be reproduced faithfully. In other words, for Jorgens the meaning of a
Shakespeare play is concentrated in the poetry.” 3 Scholars who followed tended to accept (and to
an extent share) these biases. A consequence of this point of view became a preference for
filmed Shakespearean tragedy. The tragedies were seen as the more successful cinematic
productions of Shakespeare’s films, thus overshadowing (and leading critics to ignore) the film
versions of Shakespeare’s comedies. Even today’s contemporary Shakespeare-on-film critics
favor adaptations of Shakespearean tragedy; this preference is illustrated by the number of
articles written about the tragedies versus the number written about the comedies, the tone of the
essays on the comedies, as well as the somewhat harsh belief in film’s inability to get
Shakespeare’s comedies “right.” Scholars who study Shakespeare on film, especially in the last
fifteen years, are less likely to view a film version of a comedy favorably. The general
presumption in literary studies is that tragedy is more serious and more profound than comedy,
thus making tragedy “better” as an art form. Perhaps this slight is based on personal preference
or a firm belief in a specific interpretation of Shakespeare’s comedy. 4

2

These categories are described and discussed in the Introduction to Jorgen’s 1977 Shakespeare on Film.
John Collick, Shakespeare, cinema and society (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989), 2-3.
4
Michael Hattaway argues that comedy proves difficult for directors because of the genre’s reliance upon exterior
situations and groups; recreating a familiar exterior world upon which the actions (and reactions) of the characters
3

3

John Collick, in Shakespeare, cinema, and society (1989), posits a likely explanation for
the field’s disapproval of Shakespeare’s less successful films. He argues that one of the potent
legacies of New Criticism in the twentieth century is a reluctance to accept any extrapolation of
theme that cannot be found within the text itself:
Shakespeare film criticism uses and endorses the method of literary analysis developed
by the New Critics and promoted as the correct response to a literary text in the British
educational establishment. In summary the tenets of this approach are as follows. The
understanding of a text is an act of personal consumption. Secondly the correct response
to a play will allow the sensitive individual to understand the experiences and truths
communicated by the writer. Thirdly these values, then embodied in good literature,
transcend historical and cultural difference. Finally the purpose of a good Shakespeare
film is to reproduce, like a sensitive critic, the meaning of the essential text. 5
In other words, any attempt to modernize or popularize Shakespeare violates the tenets of New
Criticism, and therefore cannot possibly be Shakespeare. This philosophy is easily seen in the
study of Shakespearean comedy on film. Filmmakers had to adjust Shakespeare—either verbally
and/or visually—in order to convey the themes inherent in the text. 6 Any adjustment meant
changing the original source material. For some critics, any manipulation of the text—either
depend is more troublesome in the comedies: “The [comedies] are enacted in distinctive fictional worlds which were
designed for presentation within the frames of a specifically theatrical architecture” (“Comedies” 86). Tragedies,
Hattaway counters, are easier to adapt because of the focus on the individual characters made possible through the
actor’s facial expressions, shot selection, camera distance: “Films of the tragedies have exploited this [sense] of
interiority, have deployed special effects for the supernatural and have used salient visual images to conjure
portentous themes appropriate to the genre or to create [a character’s] distinctive consciousness” (86). See also
Barbara Hodgdon, “Wooing and Winning (or not): Film/Shakespeare/Comedy and the Syntax of Genre,” in A
Companion to Shakespeare’s Works Vol. III, eds. Richard Dutton and Jean E. Howard (Malden, MA: Blackwell,
2003): 243-265.
5
Collick 5-6.
6
Anthony Davies claims that “in adapting Shakespeare’s dramatic materials for the cinema screen, the film maker
must, therefore, compensate for the changed relationship between what is spoken and what is shown… He must
develop a cinematic language which is articulate on the same level” (“Introduction” 2).

4

literal or thematic—renders the resulting production suspect. As a result, criticism of
Shakespeare’s comedy is often harsh and tends to reflect an individual critic’s political ideology
or personal reading of the original play.
However, this dissertation seeks to offer a new way to understand filmed Shakespearean
comedy by highlighting the emerging self-consciousness on the part of the directors about
belonging to a history of Shakespearean comedy on film. This study is the first to chronicle the
history of Shakespearean comedy on film and to identify the tradition that emerges. As such, this
dissertation not only illuminates a tradition of Shakespearean filmed comedy but also suggests a
unique way of understanding the Shakespeare-on-film canon. This new perspective is a
necessary addition to the existing Shakespeare-on-film criticism because it pushes past the
ideological boundaries of established schools of criticism and examines all of the films as a unit
rather than as individual texts. Seeing the films as a unit unveils a previously “unheard”
conversation between the directors of Shakespeare films. This conversation sheds light on the
meaning and value of Shakespearean comedy on film by revealing the influence of previous
films as it manifests itself through various elements of the later film’s production design. Just as
Olivier and Welles would inspire the filmed tragedies of Polanski, Brook, Loncraine, and Parker,
the comedies of Sam Taylor, Max Reinhardt, William Dieterle and Paul Czinner have influenced
those of Franco Zeffirelli, Peter Hall, Kenneth Branagh, Trevor Nunn and Michael Hoffman.
From Sam Taylor’s 1929 Taming of the Shrew to Kenneth Branagh’s 2000 Love’s
Labour’s Lost, nine comedies have been filmed and released for the mainstream film market.
Since 2000, fewer than ten have been produced for cable television or overseas markets. Over
the course of the twentieth century a filmic cycle developed. By the late 1990s, the films of

5

Shakespeare’s romantic comedies included cinematic allusions to films produced and distributed
in the 1930s. This cycle indicates an awareness of and appreciation for the earlier films. 7 Such
awareness proves that the contemporary films’ meaning and entertainment value are derived in
part from the consciousness of belonging to a larger tradition of Shakespeare comedy on film.
Recognizing the intertextuality of Shakespeare’s comedies on film challenges the notion that
Shakespeare’s comedies do not merit the same critical attention as their tragic counterparts. The
cinematic conversation between directors—as played out on screen—illustrates the relevance
and cultural significance of Shakespeare’s comedy.
This project explores these comedic adaptations chronologically and offers analysis of
the films as they enter the cinematic Shakespeare tradition. Each decade in which the comedies
were produced reveals a unique view or understanding of the role of comedy in Shakespeare. For
1930s audiences, the three comedies offer innovative performances by big-name stars as some of
them transitioned from silent films to talkies while others tried to flex their acting muscles.
Movie audiences in the 1960s saw Shakespeare comedy that was less about the theatrical
tradition and more about cinematic realism and social relevance. Kenneth Branagh would move
to capitalize on this approach and take populism to the next level with his two comedies in the
1990s. Branagh’s contributions to the comedy tradition proved to be both monumental and
overconfident; however, the impact Branagh himself had on the field of Shakespeare on film is
undeniable. His influence would inspire other directors (including Trevor Nunn and Michael
Hoffman) who pay homage to Branagh stylistically and thematically. Recognizing the history of
Shakespeare’s comedies on film allows us the opportunity to revisit and reexamine the

7

Directors often reference earlier films as a means of either celebration or criticism of the work of previous
filmmakers.

6

comedies’ place on the Shakespeare-on-film canon by calling attention to what these films
attempt to accomplish through cultural, social or cinematic means.

The theatrical stage versus the soundstage
At first glance, the genres of theater and film look similar. Both are “dramatic
presentations,” meaning that they are meant to be experienced by an audience. 8 Both rely upon a
written script, actors, and a director whose vision determines the production design. A primary
difference between these two genres is the sense of permanence that film includes. 9 While a
director of a theatrical production can adjust elements of the production after a given
performance, a film director cannot. Film is a singular performance crafted after months of preand post-production work. A film director usually has one chance of “accurately” capturing his
vision for the project; a theatrical director can tweak the minor elements as the performance
schedule proceeds.
Theatrical productions take place multiple times over the course of a play’s “run.”
Typically, shows are performed nightly over the course of several weeks or months. This
schedule means that no two performances will be exactly alike. Each audience sees a slightly
different performance; an actor’s intonation or emphasis can change, as can lighting adjustments
or stage positioning. Each performance is a unique moment in the play’s performance history.

8

Roger Manvell. “Principles of the Film: Filmmaker, Actor, and Audience,” in Theater and Film, 23-28 (Madison,
NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1979), 23. Another main difference deals with actors; a film actor can do
multiple takes, allowing the director to choose the best one to incorporate into the final film product.
9
Some scholars posit that the localization of the two genres is the most significant difference. Theater limits the
location of a play to a set stage with selected props and accessories, while film allows for on-location shooting and
cinematography which establishes a production’s artistic vision. Peter Morris argues that since “Shakespeare’s
plays had no curtains and no acts [,] they were built upon a progression of scenes with no limit to the frequency of
scene shifts. … Shakespeare left most of his scenery to the audience’s imagination while the film must stress
realistic settings. This has led to one of the basic problems of transposing Shakespeare to the screen—‘to unite,’ as
Laurence Olivier expressed it, ‘the beauty of the verse and the realism and intimacy demanded by the screen’” (1)

7

On the other hand, film guarantees a single performance that can be repeated exactly multiple
times. Each viewer will see the same production—down to the actor’s intonation and facial
expressions—each time the film is viewed. The only variation in experience results from the
interpretation of the spectator. 10 Roger Manvell, in his Theater and Film (1979), describes the
difference between these two media by saying that a “stage play…is a ‘live show’ in the fullest
sense; the actors are physically present on each occasion and rework their performance” whereas
a film “offers a minutely observed, technically perfected, and detailed rendering of the drama,
which, once completed, offers exactly the same experience to audiences all over the world.” 11
As evidenced early on by Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle’s A Midsummer Night's
Dream (1935), the medium of film allows for a more comprehensive and complex articulation of
a particular artistic vision of the text. The post-production process enables directors to fine tune
the project. Dialogue can be dubbed for greater clarity or even to replace an actor’s voice if it
proves ineffective. Voice-overs can be added as a means of introducing a scene or emphasizing
an action. Diegetic and non-diegetic sound can be used to heighten the emotional tension of a
sequence or illustrate a theme without compromising an actor’s performance. Shots can be
spliced together to alter the flow of action or to improve a tedious scene or transition. Any
mistake by the actors can be erased by the film editor after shooting has concluded. Often, the
larger the budget is for a film, the more creative or expressive a director is allowed to be in
regards to set and production design.

10

The permanent nature of film means a higher level of scrutiny because of its ability to be viewed multiple times.
With a stage production, unless it is filmed, the performance is singular and cannot be repeated for critical scrutiny.
11
Manvell 22, 24-5. In this chapter, Manvell describes in detail the physical differences between stage plays and
films, including the reliance upon location shooting, “acting area,” and the “photographic setups” necessary to make
a film (27). Subsequent chapters in this text illustrate the economic differences between theater and film, as well as
the different styles of writing and acting required for each genre.
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While these post-production elements enable the final product to be a more vivid
depiction of a director’s design and can be tailored for specific audiences, they lack a vital
element inherent in all theatrical productions: immediacy. 12 Theater gives audiences the
opportunity for a more personal engagement with a performance. An audience’s proximity to the
actors and to the stage fosters a sense of immediacy and intimacy with the actors and the play
itself. Film reduces the level of personal connection with the production by removing the live
performance element. Audiences view a previous (and somewhat distant) performance rather
than a live and personal one. 13
If one of the major challenges for film directors who adapt a theatrical play to a cinematic
format is finding the most effective visual representation for textual elements, then a further
challenge for directors who choose to adapt Renaissance comedy to modern film is finding an
applicable cultural analogy. Obviously, contemporary audiences would not be privy to the
cultural in-jokes of the Renaissance; we would not have knowledge of social figures and events
to which Renaissance comedy often referred. Comedy frequently relies upon a sense of
connection between the audience and the subject matter; similarly, the effective humor found in
contemporary television shows like Jon Stewart’s The Daily Show and Seth MacFarlane’s
Family Guy depends entirely on an audience’s cultural literacy. However, on film, comedy is
more difficult to convey because of the lack of personal interaction—directors (and actors) have
12

Davies suggests that “the major difference between cinematic and theatrical presentation lies in the relationships
of components rather than in essence: the relationship of action to time, and more especially in the case of
Shakespearean drama, the relation of the aural to the visual. While theatre can, and frequently does, incorporate
spectacle of location as an organic dimension of its expression, so cinema has come to incorporate dialogue” (2).
The introduction to Davies’s book Filming Shakespeare’s Plays offers a thorough examination of the theoretical
differences between theater and film, with a heavy emphasis on the work of André Bazin.
13
However, certain film elements may potentially increase the intensity of the connection between audience and
actor, especially the use of close-ups which magnify the power of a facial expression to communicate emotion.
Stage plays do not allow for this level of communication on a large scale; only audience members in the front rows
have the opportunity for this sort of experience.

9

to trust that audiences will understand or “get” the joke or reference on film. If they do, then the
humor succeeds, but if the audience is not aware of the reference, the humor falls flat.
A general understanding of film comedy is “the epitome of light relief or ‘just
entertainment’ on film,” but a more complex view is that comedy, while “initially defined as a
work that is designed in some way to provoke laughter or humour on the part of the viewer… is
a relative rather than an absolute phenomenon, dependent on a range of specific contextual
factors.” 14 Geoff King suggests that comedy in film “is probably best understood as a mode,
rather than as a genre.” 15 Comedy, therefore, depends more on an actor’s delivery rather than a
text’s plot structure.

It’s not all hearts and flowers: Romantic Comedy as a Film Genre
If King is correct in saying that comedy is more about presentation than convention, then
romantic comedy (with its specific conventions) stands as a recognizable and viable genre of
film. 16 The label for this genre “implies a much more central and sustained focus on the detail

14

Geoff King, Film Comedy (London: Wallflower Press, 2002), 2.
King 2. He elaborates: “Comedy is a mode—a manner of presentation—in which a variety of different materials
can be approached” (2).
16
Taking their cue from their literary predecessors, films follow a standard of genre classification similar to that of
forms of print literature. In literary studies, a work’s genre determines a set of expectations and guidelines for its
interpretation. In film, a similar pattern is followed; however, the generic characteristics are often not as easily
defined and recognized as those in the literary realm. As the film industry began to grow and produce more films,
“types” of movies emerged, some were judged more successful (or more profitable) than others. Thomas Schatz, in
his 1981 book, Hollywood Genres: Formulas, Filmmaking, and the Studio System, discusses the various genres that
the studios made use of during the 1930s and 1940s. Schatz defines a genre film as one that “involves familiar,
essentially one-dimensional characters, acting out a predictable story pattern within a familiar setting” (6). Genre
films appealed to audiences because the characters and settings were easy to relate to—the familiarity of plot and
character fulfilled an audience’s desire for entertainment. The genre film “comprised the vast majority of the most
popular and profitable productions, and this trend has continued even after [the studio system’s] death” (6-7).
However, genre films were not the only type of film being released during this era. The style known as the nongenre films attracted the most critical, instead of popular, attention. Non-genre films, as Schatz outlines, “generally
trace the personal and psychological development of a ‘central character’ or ‘protagonist.’” (7). These protagonists
appealed to audiences because “they [were] unique individuals whom [they] relate[d] to less in terms of previous
filmic experience than in terms of [their] own ‘real-world’ experiences” (7). The importance of non-genre films rests
in the development of a “linear plot in which the various events are linked in a chronological chain and organized by
15

10

and texture of romance, romantic relationships and characters, as both plot materials and source
of comedy.” 17 The comedy found in this genre is more situational than the result of basic gags
and physical stunts, although elements such as these appear as devices typically employed by
secondary characters. The essential definition of romantic comedy has two primary elements:
First, it is a format in which romance is the main and foregrounded element of the
narrative… Second, the romance is generally treated lightly, as a matter of comedy rather
than of more ‘seriously’ dramatic or melodramatic relationships. One key defining
ingredient, helping to mark the boundary between romantic comedy and romantic
melodrama, is the happy ending, a convention of much comedy in film and elsewhere and
an essential component of the classical Hollywood romantic comedy. 18
As a genre, romantic comedies are known for their memorable couples, seemingly
insurmountable obstacles that keep them apart, and comic secondary characters. Central to any
romantic comedy is a revelation—either of love (as when Harry and Sally realize their feelings
for each other in Rob Reiner’s When Harry Met Sally) or of the restrictive nature of social
structures (as seen in Frank Capra’s It Happened One Night or Garry Marshall’s Pretty Woman).
When these revelations occur, characters undergo a personal transformation—changing their
minds, behaviors, and attitudes. The power of love is integral in these transformations. Another
central element in a romantic comedy is the comedy itself, more specifically, the types of humor
a director chooses to use. Secondary characters, like Elizabeth Imbrie (Ruth Hussey) in The

the central character’s own perceptual viewpoint” (7). These films allowed audiences to see events, people, and
experiences through someone else’s eyes—thus leading to the escapist reputation of films. People could lose
themselves in a film, in someone else's journey toward a goal. As a result, during the Depression in the 1930s the
nation’s moviegoers often flocked to the cinema in order to indulge their imaginations and for a time, be in a place
without the hardships of their real lives.
17
King 50.
18
King 51.
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Philadelphia Story (1940), Becky (Rosie O’Donnell) in Sleepless in Seattle (1993), Dean
(Jeremy Piven) in Serendipity (2001), or Healy (Matt Dillon) in There’s Something About Mary
(1998), provide humor, either through clever wit or physical comedy. Standard comic elements
include drunkenness, sexual innuendo, and mockery. Understanding the components of the
romantic comedy genre facilitates how a text can be adapted to the film medium because many
of the same components exist in both media.
Of the films released in the 1930s, perhaps one of the most successful types of romantic
comedy was the screwball comedy. 19 Screwball comedy, defined by Wes Gehring, is a genre
“based upon the old ‘boy meets girl’ formula—gone ‘topsy turvy.’” 20 This genre “dominated
Depression-era screen comedy and provided that period’s most significant and engaging social
commentary.” 21 Drawing on the work of film historian Georges Sadoul, Schatz suggests that
the screwball comedy is distinguished essentially by its style and theme. The genre
derives its identity from a style of behavior (reflected in certain camerawork and editing
techniques) and from narrative patterns that treat sexual confrontation and courtship
through the socioeconomic conflicts of Depression America. 22
The traditional boy-meets-girl formula of the romantic comedies of the early 1930s paved the
way for the screwball comedy by establishing a style of “narrative pacing and [a] concern for
class distinctions and attitudes.” 23 Screwball comedies appealed to audiences because they
“reassured audiences that the filthy rich were, after all, just folks like you and me, and that
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although money didn’t necessarily buy happiness, it certainly generated some interesting social
and sexual complications.” 24 By focusing on protagonists of different socioeconomic levels,
these films reinforce, for audiences, the possibility of a society where social class was not a
defining factor of one’s capabilities. In order to foster this belief, screwball comedies illustrated
how members of varied classes could come together: “Despite the difference in social class, it
becomes increasingly obvious that [the protagonists] share the same ideals of individual selfassertion, direct and honest human interaction, and a healthy disregard for depersonalizing social
restrictions.” 25 These shared ideals became the elements to which film audiences could aspire.
Shakespearean comedy fit well within these constructs. 26 Textually, Shakespeare’s
romance comedies offered elements that audiences enjoyed—sharp, witty dialogue, romantic
entanglements, conflicts of the individual against society, and often a wise clown—or as Phillip
Henslowe (Geoffrey Rush) in Shakespeare in Love (1998) claims, “Love, and a bit with a dog.
That's what they want.” While the purpose of this dissertation is not to offer a survey of criticism
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about Shakespearean comedy—doing so at this point would detract from the project’s main
argument about the emerging history of Shakespeare’s comedy on film—it is helpful to note
some scholarship which contextualizes the appropriation of the romantic comedy film genre for
the purpose of adapting Shakespeare’s comedy to film.
In 1962, John Dover Wilson referred to Shakespeare’s romantic comedies as the “Happy
Comedies.” This label implies a formalist reading of the plays, one that focuses solely on the
themes of forgiveness, marriage, and love. However, this classification belies a more complex
understanding of Shakespeare’s comedy. 27 Stanley Wells and Lena Cowen Orlin posit that
“Shakespearean romantic comedy, at its core, is fuelled by desire” and as such feature “plots
[which] are driven by erotic energies which cross the spectra from heteroerotic to homoerotic,
from platonic and elevated to openly sexual and low, from Petrarchan clichés to innovative
surprises.” 28 And along this spectrum the agenda of the romantic comedy plays runs parallel with
the conventions of the romantic comedy film genre.
The dynamic female characters found in Shakespeare’s comedies feature behaviors that
thwart convention—from Katharine’s anger to Beatrice’s sharp wit, Hermia’s and Helena’s
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daring defiance to Rosalind’s and Viola’s cross-dressing, these women go against the dictates of
the Renaissance social structure. In doing so, these characters have been interpreted as protofeminist. 29 Catherine Belsey’s essay “Disrupting Sexual Difference: Meaning and Gender in the
Comedies” explores Shakespeare’s comedies as a means of understanding (and perhaps
undermining) the assumption of difference between masculine and feminine as terms of position
and power. She argues that “women, then as now, were defined in relation to men and in terms
of their relations with men. A challenge to the meaning of the family is a challenge to these
relations and in consequence to the meaning of what it is to be a woman.” 30
This same claim is made regarding Hollywood’s screwball comedies of the 1930s and
1940s; the heroine in most screwball comedies is a woman with a sharp and clever wit from a
privileged background and who defies convention by either being employed outside the home
like Hildy Johnson (Rosalind Russell) in His Girl Friday (Howard Hawks, 1940) or engaged in
activities that are unseemly, as with Lucy Warriner (Irene Dunne) in The Awful Truth (Leo
McCarey, 1937). Each of these screwball heroines finds herself defined by and against their male
counterparts, be they husbands (or ex-husbands) or bosses; similarly, all of the heroines of
Shakespeare’s romantic comedies come from wealthy families, display verbal dexterity, and
behave in a manner contrary to “typical” feminine behavior. In addition, each heroine is defined
as much by her characteristics as she is her male partner; Beatrice is defined by Benedick,
Rosalind by Orlando, or Katharine by Petruchio.
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The marriages of these characters are often regarded as the reiteration of patriarchal
power, or, in other words, marriage reinforces patriarchy. 31 For most feminist readings of the
comedies marriage is often seen as the best method of subordinating a wayward female;
subduing a forward woman seems obligatory in a society dominated by a belief in religious (and
social) order. In one interesting reading of the comedies—which remain the site of many
conflicting readings—Margaret Lael Mikesell examines Shakespeare’s comedy (especially
Taming of the Shrew) as a melding of dominant Protestant conduct standards and Shakespeare’s
view of marriage. Mikesell concludes that ultimately the conflict in Shakespeare’s play is not a
matter of society against a wayward woman, but rather a woman seeking inclusion through
companionate marriage and the release of power that comes through matrimony. 32 Mikesell’s
reading of Taming of the Shrew mirrors Stanley Cavell’s reading of Hollywood’s romantic
comedies. In Pursuits of Happiness, Cavell argues that Hollywood’s romantic comedies affirm a
cultural belief in the “equality of consciousness between a woman and a man.” 33 Equality of
consciousness, therefore, unites mutuality and respect. The “couple” becomes a source of
strength for both the woman and the man as they go through life.
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This sense of strength through partnership is the basis of Frances Gray’s essay
“Shakespeare, Shrews and Screwballs.” Gray references the 1980s romantic comedy television
series Moonlighting as she argues that the screwball comedy genre best suits Shakespeare’s
comedies because “in drama the choice of a husband became a crucial moment of selfdefinition.” 34 Screwball comedy applies to Shakespeare’s comedy heroines because “the heroine
dealt with men on her own terms; she was witty, she was active, she fought back. When she fell
into the arms of the hero, she hadn’t found a master, but a playmate, a rarity in the all-too-stuffy
world where they shared their adventure.” 35 The “shrew” in Shakespeare’s plays is given a
choice and the freedom to find a suitable partner; similarly, Gray suggests, Shakespeare
“rewrites” the story and allows the hero flexibility as well. In Much Ado About Nothing, “love
means that Benedick, rather than Beatrice, must change himself” and by choosing to defend Hero
against his male comrades “abandons his part in the patriarchal code of honor—a change far
more profound than those conventional marks of love, such as the newly-trimmed beard, that his
friends jokingly find in him.” 36
Shakespeare’s comedies—typified by strong female characters and their anti-hero male
counterparts, obstacles to love (either social or familial), and resolution in the form of
marriage—mesh well with the structural conventions of Hollywood’s romantic comedies; in fact,
some critics see Hollywood as “an inheritor of the preoccupations and discoveries of
Shakespearean romantic comedy.” 37 As such, romantic comedies (both by Shakespeare and
Hollywood) direct audiences’ attention to the characters and their relationships rather than a less-
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than-original plotline. The importance of this focus is the emphasis on the players in the game of
love rather than the game itself. Shakespeare’s lovers, whether they spar verbally or physically
on their journey toward love, transcend not only centuries but genres of performance media. The
comic appeal of Shakespeare’s lovers is easily translated from stage to screen with the help of
sassy actresses who are adept at delivering quick-paced dialogue and expressing emotion through
body language or facial expression. Pairing such actresses with actors of equal talent and
physical appeal created dynamic film couples who would resonate with film audiences; these
audiences would be drawn to any film featuring these star-powered couples. Shakespeare’s
romantic comedies became a touchstone for Hollywood’s romantic comedy films.
Similarly, in the “game” of adapting Shakespeare’s romantic comedies on film in the
twentieth-century, the focus should be on the relationship between the “players” (the individual
films) as well as the cinematic conversation between the “stars” (the directors). This dissertation
seeks to reveal the connection among the films, thereby creating a subtext for understanding not
only the films (as individual interpretations of a play) but also the value of the tradition and
history of Shakespeare’s comedies on film. Recognizing the history behind the production of
Shakespeare’s comedies on film broadens the critical conversation about the merit of
Shakespeare on film.

Representation of Shakespeare on Film: Why does it matter and to whom?
While many traditional Shakespeare-on-film scholars believe that the power of
Shakespeare is not in his plots but in his poetry, the earliest Shakespeare films on record were
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silent films, having no audible dialogue for an audience to hear. 38 With the advent of sound
technology, Shakespeare films could couple image with verbalized text, thereby offering film
audiences a mainstream alternative to a conventional theatre production. 39 For some critics,
Shakespeare’s move to film signaled a natural progression of media:
It may be impossible to do Shakespeare properly anywhere but on a stage—and finally
a platform in broad daylight—but surely the movies offer the best possibility of
rediscovering Shakespeare's popularity, in the best sense of that word, by a
photographing process which sustains his dreamed world by adding image, movement,
space and color to his words. … This sensory potential of the medium can be the more
than adequate counterbalance offered by filmmakers to both ethical and ontological
objections. 40
Sidney Homan concurs, commenting that “the movies are our medium, a way of bringing
something good to millions be it Shakespeare or a screen play… The people’s playwright in his
day, he will not be so today if confined to that legitimate stage which increasingly means college
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stage or Shakespeare-festival stage.” 41 He continues by suggesting that “If the film is the
metaphor for our time, a technological achievement that now focuses literally and figuratively on
our technological world with its potential for tragedy and comedy, then the Shakespeare of all
ages deserves no less a medium.” 42 The value of filmed Shakespearean dramas, according to
Charles Eckert, is that “they will bring [Shakespeare’s] plays to popular audiences whose
appetite for complex emotion, eloquence, and meaning is only increased by the watery dramatic
fare set before them on most television programs and in most films.” 43 Some critics go so far as
to suggest Shakespeare behaved in a similar manner as contemporary filmmakers, thus
establishing a logical reasoning for Shakespeare’s appeal to those in the film industry. 44
The initial 1976 publication of Shakespeare on Film Newsletter signaled the academy’s
interest in the study of Shakespeare and moving images; with support from the Folger
Shakespeare Library, this newsletter encouraged the treatment of film as “texts in their own
right, worthy of study” and supported the concept of Shakespeare films as examples of
Shakespeare’s performance history. 45 Catherine Belsey claims that seeing Shakespeare films as
specific “readings” of the text “may enhance our understanding of the text: it certainly offers us a
41
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way of grasping the ideological conditions of its own production.” 46 The films, therefore,
became vehicles for interpretation. Just as a stage production privileges a director’s
interpretation of a play, so does a film version. By regarding films as performances, the field of
Shakespeare studies was broadened and allowed a wider audience to “experience” Shakespeare
through performance rather than straight textual analysis. But as more Shakespeare films entered
the marketplace, the films began to be seen as more than just performances. Kathy Howlett
argues that “Shakespeare films are mimetically powerful because they are capable of moving us,
like Shakespeare’s drama, by the activation of our imagination, and prompt us to reflect upon
what we see in ways that are epistemologically and phenomenologically distinctive from that of
normal awareness.” 47 Simply put, Shakespeare films allow us to reconsider our perspective of
the world and the events in which we are involved. This sort of awareness opened the door to the
study of Shakespeare films as more than individual performances but rather as culturally and
politically charged commentaries.
The critical field surrounding Shakespeare’s adaption to film has been described by
Douglas Lanier as having three primary stages of inquiry: script-centered criticism, film-centered
criticism, and ideology-driven criticism. Script-centered criticism, according to Lanier, “begins
with the Shakespearean script and measures the film at hand against it, typically with an eye
toward specifying its degree of fidelity.” 48 On the other hand, “film-centered criticism embraces
the cinematic integrity as its key criterion of value; its interest is in the extent to which
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Shakespeare has been fully converted from stage to screen.” 49 While these two categories are
generally found in the scholarship prior to the 1989, they illustrate the academy’s perspective of
Shakespeare on film (and adaptation studies in general). Shakespeare films were either compared
against the text or against other films of the time. After 1989, Lanier suggests, Shakespeare-onfilm scholars began to see Shakespeare films differently. In the ideology-driven mode of
criticism, scholars “conceived of film adaptation as an ideological process”; in other words,
“Shakespeare films actively recast Shakespeare’s text in the service of particular political or
ideological ends, ends which the critic teases out for critique.” 50 It is this method of criticism
which has dominated the field of Shakespeare-on-film studies. The sense of personal preference
that is inherent in any sort of ideological analysis can offer an explanation for why particular
films receive the bulk of attention while others are dismissed. 51
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Reviewing, even briefly, the main kinds of Shakespeare-on-film scholarship and the
development of the field as a whole helps to explain why the history of Shakespeare’s comedies
on film has been overlooked. The history that I allude to is not dependent on script fidelity, style
of filmmaking or shared ideology. Rather, this dissertation will focus on the unwritten
connection among the comedies that exist through their attempts to capture and express a
different “kind” of Shakespeare than the tragedies offer, a connection that creates beyond a
single chronology of filmed comedies a history in which filmmakers openly display their
consciousness of participating in the tradition of filming Shakespeare’s comedy.

Shakespeare’s Comedies on Film: An undiscovered history
Despite the flurry of publication activity in the Shakespeare-on-film field during the early
part of the twenty-first century, the vast majority of the scholarship has been what Emma French
calls “aesthetic critiques of filmic devices, or … comparisons between the film and the source
text.” 52 Very few of the studies published delve into new territory, instead preferring to review
the most popular (or widely viewed) films through an ideological lens. And disappointingly,
none of the studies published deal entirely with Shakespeare’s comedies on film. A few of the
collections of essays include an article or two about one of the comedies, but there are no works
dedicated to the examination of the comedies on film. 53 This dissertation seeks to fill that gap by
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engaging the seven mainstream film releases of the twentieth-century. By no means is this study
entirely inclusive, nor does it attempt to be comprehensive. 54 I do not seek to argue what makes a
good Shakespeare comedy on film nor do I attempt to present a definitive understanding of the
existing comedies on film. Rather, I intend to explore the tradition of Shakespeare’s comedies
on film as it comes to light through the comedies of the twentieth-century, and as it progresses
into a self-consciously historical form. Emerging as they do at seemingly odd intervals, these
seven films are connected by a subtle thread: they are visual articulations of prevalent cultural
concerns, artistic conception and social ideology of their respective time periods. As the films
were released in clusters, this dissertation approaches the films in a chronological order.
Interestingly, these film “clusters” occurred in thirty-year time interval, with the first three films
released between 1929 and 1936; the second cluster occurred between 1967 and 1968, and the
third falling between 1993 and 2000.
The chapters of this dissertation focus on the films released in a given decade and explore
the possible connections between and among the films, be they cultural connections or stylistic
choices by the film’s director. The result is a study which examines Shakespeare’s comedies as
unique tools of cultural transmission—whether it be the literal exploration of the dynamics of
moving a play from a theatrical space to a film studio, the artistic inquiry into film’s ability to
highlight and/or illuminate a specific textual element found in the play itself, or the examination
of the increasingly vitriolic debate over the role of Shakespeare’s place in popular culture.
My second chapter opens the discussion by focusing on the first three English-language
film adaptations of Shakespeare after the introduction of sound into films. The three films
54
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included provide a solid foundation for the study of Shakespeare’s comedies on film and serve as
the touchstone for future films. These three films establish a pattern, style, and design which
will be referenced by later Shakespeare comedies-on-film. As sound-era productions, the films
offer a three-pronged view of the methodology of adapting theatre to sound film. The tension
between theater and film is evident in the various styles in which these films approach
Shakespeare’s text. However, each of the films pays more attention to the talents of the actors
than to the film’s script. Sam Taylor’s Taming of the Shrew (1929) chooses to excise most of the
theatrical conventions, relying instead on the lead actors’ familiarity with films. Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks had ample experience in front of the camera and were familiar with how
to act for a lens; what they lacked, however, was experience with having their voices recorded.
The awkwardness of the actors is apparent in the hurried dialogue and the dominance of the
exaggerated action accompanied only by non-diegetic sound. This film looks more like a
conventional 1930s Hollywood farce than it does a traditional Shakespeare production.
On the other hand, Warner Brothers’ A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935) was designed
to be an elaborate version of Max Reinhardt’s Hollywood Bowl stage production. Hiring
Reinhardt, an experienced and respected theatrical director, to codirect the film (with William
Dieterle) allowed Warner Brothers the chance to produce a respectable “prestige picture” which
would help appease cultural critics who believed the film industry promoted decadence and
immorality. This version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream featured seasoned sound-film actors
which removed the awkwardness of the dialogue Taylor’s film. In addition, the technology
inherent in the film industry enabled Reinhardt to experiment with special effects—especially
lighting techniques—which enhance his romantic image of the play. The incorporation of a
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soaring soundtrack—drawing on Felix Mendelssohn’s opera—added to the sophistication of the
film. This film stands as an example of the film melding with three other (and seemingly more
“sophisticated”) media: theatre, ballet, and opera.
If Taylor’s film is more filmic and Reinhardt and Dieterle’s film is more theatrical, then
Paul Czinner’s As You Like It (1936) is a hybrid production. In the attempt to recreate a theatrical
experience for a film audience, this film highlights the theatrical elements—fixed sets, movable
props, understated acting—more than any filmic ones. The set construction is modest; two
primary sets (which resemble those assembled for a stage production) dictate the setting for the
scenes. Actors—and their livestock companions—roam the manufactured hills and forests with
little attention paid to where the camera (or the microphone) is positioned. The result is a stagey
production, but one that was meant to showcase the actors—namely the Elizabeth Bergner as
Rosalind—and downplay any secondary activity. Audiences would be able to focus their
attention on the actors and the dialogue rather than be distracted by exaggerated acting or
complex special effects.
The legacy of these first three Shakespeare comedies on film is ultimately a lesson in
flexibility. Each of the films takes a different approach to negotiating the line between theater
and film, whether it be eliminating the elements of theatre all together, melding film technology
into an existing theatrical structure, or simply bringing the theater to a film audience. The
comedies of the 1930s illustrate how physical comedy can effectively convey the humor in a
scene—as with the wooing scene between Katharine and Petruchio—and how special effects can
achieve levels of believability unattainable on stage—as with Bottom’s transformation; in
addition, focusing the camera on an actor creates a heightened awareness of language, thereby
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engaging audiences on a more personal level. These different techniques would be employed and
further developed in the two subsequent film clusters released in the twentieth century.
My third chapter turns its attention to the 1960s and the two comedies released during
that decade. The two films of this decade mark the beginning of the “tradition” of Shakespeare
comedy on film and the directors’ consciousness of an emergent history. These two films
distinguish themselves from their 1930s counterparts by illustrating the benefits of the film
industry’s development. If the first three comedies navigated the line between theater and film,
the next two films celebrated the generic differences. Franco Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew
(1967) utilized the star-power strategy of Sam Taylor’s earlier film, casting two big-budget boxoffice stars in the lead roles. The marriage between Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton lurks in
the background of the film as a not-so-silent elephant in the room; this awareness heightens the
romantic tension between the two characters, and fed the celebrity-gossip need of many audience
members. This version of Taming of the Shrew used the draw of its stars for the financial
backing needed for filming but was shot on location in Italy, thereby making the play’s setting
seem more realistic. Zeffirelli’s realistic style of filmmaking meant that Padua had to look,
smell, and sound like an authentic place; therefore, his set design called for a natural
appearance. 55 However, against this manufactured backdrop, Zeffirelli shoots a film that reflects
the tension that exists between artifice and authenticity. He employs elements of a theatrical
production—including a reliance on props and costumes—to present a film that reflects the
essence of a historical setting. Inside this history, he urges audiences to question what they see.
The result is a film that challenges the traditional notion of identity for Shakespeare’s sparring
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The walls were made to look dirty, the dogs mangy, and even the extras were to look “normal” with their flaws
highlighted rather than hidden.
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lovers. Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew posits that while appearances may be deceiving, only
through patience can truth be discovered.
If Zeffirelli’s film was a lush, romantic and realistic imaging of Shakespeare’s Padua,
Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night's Dream (1968) was a naturalistic character study. Based on a
previous theatrical production, Hall designed his film to showcase Shakespeare’s text as it is
delivered by the characters. He chose to shoot on location during the wettest time of the year in
England; this meteorological move fulfilled one of Hall’s primary objectives: to show the impact
of the disharmonious relationship between Titania and Oberon. The conflict between the fairies
leads to a disruption in the elemental nature of the world, hence the rain, the mud, the overcast
skies, and unusual behavior of the youth of Athens. This interpretation of Shakespeare’s play is
based on a passage from the original text; Hall designs his vision of A Midsummer Night's
Dream around Titania’s monologue. In order to effectively capture such an unconventional
vision of the play, Hall calls upon trained Shakespearean actors and focuses the camera on their
faces. Using shallow focus and moderate to extreme close-up shots, the film forces audience
members to pay attention to the dialogue as it is spoken and to note the subtlety of the actor’s
delivery for emotional context. The result is a slightly uncomfortable position for the film
audience as it is forced to participate in the action rather than remain an outside (and distant)
observer. Peter Hall’s film style and textual fidelity combine to create a film of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream that highlights the relationship between the natural world and the man-made
social structure of society; by taking advantage of inclement weather and outfitting his cast in the
clothing trends of the era (including mini-dresses, go-go boots, Nehru jackets, and strategic semi-
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nudity), Hall directly addresses a younger film demographic and subtly suggests that natural
imbalance feeds social conflict.
The two comedies produced during the 1960s illustrate the lengths to which the film
industry had advanced. Filmmakers were no longer limited to closed studio stages or fixed
microphones. The introduction of color film allowed for vivid creative visions, whether through
the overwhelming use of color or the specific lack of it. Film as an industry did not face the same
sort of cultural backlash that faced the studios during the 1930s. The end of the studio era meant
the growth of more independent and international productions which would pull talent and
funding from multiple sources. This expanded participation in the industry meant that the films
produced and distributed could be stylized for specific audiences. The Shakespeare comedies of
the 1960s reveal a desire to reach specific audiences: youth. The comedies are also
overshadowed by their tragic counterparts; during the 30 years since the release of Czinner’s As
You Like It, a number of Shakespearean tragedies had been adapted to film with varying degrees
of success. Far more Shakespearean tragedies were filmed and released during this interim. Once
again, this disparity has no clearly defined explanation other than the mass appeal of emotional
plots and the difficulty of devising cultural equivalents for those found in Shakespeare’s comedy.
However, after Hall’s Dream another thirty years would elapse before Shakespearean
comedy would be seen on the big screen. This time Shakespeare himself became a driving factor
behind the appeal of the film. Kenneth Branagh emerged onto the Shakespeare-on-film arena
with his monumental Henry V (1989), bringing with him a belief in the universal appeal of
Shakespeare and a desire to “return” Shakespeare to his original audience: a broad popular
audience, only this time in the medium of film. Branagh’s goal to popularize Shakespeare
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became the driving force behind his four Shakespeare films released between 1989 and 2000,
each building upon the success (and failure) of the previous films.
Chapter four turns its attention not to specific films as the previous chapters do, but to a
central figure in the critical conversation regarding Shakespeare and popular culture: Kenneth
Branagh. As Branagh entered the Shakespeare-on-film arena, he brought to light a simmering
debate regarding the “proper” place for Shakespeare in contemporary culture. While the
previous two clusters of films deftly sidestepped issues of Shakespeare’s position in popular
culture, Branagh confronted the topic head-on, bringing to light the lines of demarcation among
textual scholars, cultural scholars, and Shakespeare fanatics alike. Branagh feels that
Shakespeare belongs to the masses, not just the educated elite; Shakespeare’s plays, therefore,
need to be (and ideally should be) staged in a manner with which the majority of mainstream
film audiences could identify. The result is a Shakespeare who looks like average folk, whose
characters dress like “normal” people and face the same dilemmas of life, love and tragedy as
everyday people. Branagh believes that Shakespeare needs no academic filter through which a
“true” interpretation is gleaned; because Shakespeare writes to and of the common man, his
writing should be accessible to anyone.
As examples of Branagh’s mission of accessibility in action, his two comedies Much Ado
About Nothing (1993) and Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000) exemplify the extent to which Branagh
accurately understood Shakespeare’s appeal to the mainstream marketplace. The success of
Much Ado is due to an acute recognition of the appeal of witty wordplay between two characters
with whom audiences could identify. During the early part of the 1990s, Hollywood romantic
comedy was among the most popular genre in the film industry. Following the success of Rob
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Reiner’s smash When Harry Met Sally (1989), film audiences clamored for romantic comedies
with their sparring (and experienced) lovers and the comedic overtones of situational humor.
Kenneth Branagh understood that these elements existed in Shakespeare’s Beatrice and Benedick
and the plot of Much Ado. As such, Branagh stylized his film to highlight this relationship and
downplay the textual focus on misogyny and classism; Branagh’s Much Ado is a glorious, sunny
jaunt through an egalitarian Italian countryside, a journey which ends with the celebration of two
lovers who value each other as equal partners rather than adhering to the conventional patriarchal
hierarchy.
On the other hand, while Much Ado About Nothing accurately appealed to audiences in
1993, Love’s Labour’s Lost, released seven years later, failed to reach a fraction of the previous
film’s success. The box-office failure of Love’s Labour’s Lost illustrates Branagh’s inability to
live up to his own ideals. He believed that by adapting Shakespeare’s most verbally extravagant
and textually dense play into a 1930s Hollywood musical, he could enable audiences to see the
connection between Shakespeare and twentieth-century songwriters. While his project has merit
in theory—many of his song choices reveal clever thematic parallels—it is undermined by poor
casting decisions, genre confusion, and directorial miscues. Love’s Labour’s Lost attempts to
posit the inarguable power of love to overcome social dictate and reason; it is intended to
showcase love as a game where women have the upper hand. Instead, the film lacks the
cleverness and at least the illusion of sincerity needed to fulfill this premise; the majority of the
acting is exaggerated and sometimes outright silly, while the cast’s singing and dancing abilities
fall short. Overall, the film stands as an awkward attempt to force Shakespeare into a Hollywood
musical mold.
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Recognizing Kenneth Branagh’s quest to reclaim Shakespeare from the academy and
understanding his own success and failure enables us to examine how Shakespeare has been
“claimed” by various camps and the ends to which he has been used. Branagh’s success may not
be in a handful of films but rather in confirming Shakespeare’s continued viability. Every debate
or heated discussion further confirms Shakespeare’s appeal to various elements in both academic
and popular culture circles. Chapter four argues that Branagh’s work succinctly articulates the
history of Shakespeare’s comedy on film by illustrating the influence and legacy of earlier filmed
comedies.
My chapter five looks to how Shakespeare’s comedies are being adapted after the turn of
the century. The Shakespeare-on-film Renaissance is believed to have ended in 2000; the new
“films” of Shakespeare make every attempt to disguise themselves as Shakespearean, instead
choosing to market themselves as something else—teen film, television mini-series, or popular
culture mosaic. While two other Shakespeare comedies were filmed during the 1990s, neither
achieved much acclaim, due in part to a saturated marketplace as well as a lack of originality.
Trevor Nunn’s Twelfth Night (1996) contains echoes of both Branagh’s work as well as Paul
Czinner—Nunn cast his wife in the lead role. Michael Hoffman’s operatic A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (1999) is overshadowed by an extended “interpretation” of Bottom (deftly played
by Kevin Kline), and a reliance on a famous cast, most of whom are unfamiliar with performing
Shakespeare. The result is an uneven film, one that waffles between embracing the cultural
merits of opera and sophisticated society and celebrating a seemingly inherent pagan nature of
man and woman alike. Both films are heavily indebted to Branagh’s Hollywood style of
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filmmaking and as such struggle to distinguish themselves as innovative examples of filmic
adaptation of Shakespeare’s comedy.
The future of Shakespeare’s comedy on film seems to lie in smaller, more focused
projects—teen films and television series; however, once again comedies are overshadowed by
Shakespeare’s tragedies. Even though the number of Shakespeare films being made has fallen
drastically, the commercial marketplace for Shakespeare has remained steady. Recent additions
to the Shakespeareana collection are graphic novelizations of several of the plays; all of these
novelizations have been of Shakespeare’s tragedies.
This dissertation seeks to reclaim some canonical ground for Shakespeare’s comedies on
film. While the titles may not be as familiar to most as Hamlet, Macbeth, King Lear, and even
Henry V, the collective value of the comedies is, I believe, as great as that of the tragedies.
These seven comedies reveal continued attempts to understand and make light of the struggles of
everyday life—love, heartbreak, betrayal, and fulfillment. When viewed through the lens of
history, these films illustrate not only their reflection of the times in which they were produced,
but the impact of the films that came before. With each successive film, the influence of
previous films becomes more pronounced.
The culmination of this filmic cycle is Branagh’s Love’s Labour’s Lost. While not a
commercial success, it echoes the musicality of Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream in its focus on music and dance. The connection between these two
films is evident from the opening of each. Reinhardt and Dieterle use fading graphics over a
fixed image to introduce the title. The words appear on screen as watery images, rippling
downwards; this effect is accompanied by light violin accompaniment. The film’s title is bold
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and is maximized for full screen coverage. Branagh uses a similar fade-in approach, having a
fixed image of red satin serve as the backdrop for the scrawled text of the film’s title. The
appearance of the title is emphasized with bold musical accompaniment—this time with
trumpets. As subsequent credits appear, each film uses changing music to emphasize the
difference between actors and crew members. While this style of film opening—listing the
credits first—is common with early films, contemporary films typically reserve the credits for
the end of the film, preferring to get to the action as quickly as possible. Branagh’s inversion of
credit placement reiterates the film’s 1930s style. The grouping of actors in the credits, too, is
similar. Branagh introduces characters (and the actors who play them) via headshots and
headings: Ladies of France, Men of Navarre, et cetera. This gives the audience a visual playbill
of who’s who. Reinhardt and Dieterle do not use images to establish their characters but opt for
a more traditional playbill approach. Character names and brief descriptors are listed by subplot:
the Athens authority figures, the four lovers, the rude mechanical, and the fairies. This structure,
like Branagh’s, allows audiences to anticipate the film’s actions and connections between
characters.
Both films begin the action with a narrative introduction. In A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, the first image we have is a written proclamation which establishes the context for the
action; the proclamation announces the return of Theseus, fresh from his “defeat of the
Amazonian army” and the celebration that will accompany such a gallant success. This
description contextualizes the celebration at the film’s opening and gives audiences a snapshot of
what is going on. The Navarre Cinetone News newsreel and voiceover function in the same
manner in Love’s Labour’s Lost. The narrator not only situates Navarre in a physical location
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(using a map) but also establishes a time and atmosphere for the upcoming action. While
Branagh’s choice of a newsreel introduction may seem more like a logical means of setting up a
difficult play, it also serves as a tangible film allusion to the style of the 1930s Hollywood films.
The obvious relationship between the formal proclamation in A Midsummer Night’s Dream and
the newsreel in Love’s Labour’s Lost forges a solid link between the two films. The style of
Love’s Labour’s Lost opening echoes that of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, thus creating a link
between the earlier Shakespeare comedies on film and those made at the end of the twentiethcentury. This link is meaningful to Branagh because he wants audiences to see his film as part of
a larger tradition of film. Devotees of Shakespeare-on-film would recognize Branagh’s film as
part of the greater Shakespeare-on-film canon as well as Branagh’s own film canon; however,
Branagh wanted general audiences to recognize the stylistic connections between Love’s
Labour’s Lost and other Hollywood comedies. This recognition would help Branagh himself be
seen as not only a product of Hollywood film convention but also as a producer of Hollywood
films.
For this project, the significance of the link between Love’s Labour’s Lost and Reinhardt
and Dieterle’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream is crucial because recognizing the connection
among the films allows for a greater appreciation and understanding of the role Shakespeare’s
comedies play in the larger Shakespeare-on-film canon. The Shakespeare films of the 1930s
were designed for mass audiences—the educated and uneducated alike. Somewhere in the latter
half of the twentieth-century, Shakespeare’s plays inherited a stigma of being difficult to
understand; this stigma affected which Shakespeare films were produced as well as the way the
films were produced. Kenneth Branagh’s “mission of accessibility” sought to erase the stigma
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and reinvigorate the popular interest in Shakespeare. His films reflected contemporary cultural
trends and shifted Shakespeare’s plays out of the theatre and into settings to which film
audiences could relate. 56
Just as cultural trends ebb and flow, so too do filmic trends. Branagh’s final comedy
reveals the extent to which Shakespeare’s comedy on film is indebted to each and every previous
attempt. Cultural markers may have to shift and be reconfigured, but the appeal of the basic
“happy ending” remains constant. The true significance of Shakespeare’s comedies on film is
their reaffirmation of life. As the focus of this dissertation, the emergent history of these films
holds tremendous value not only to Shakespeare-on-film scholars, but to anyone who appreciates
the value of a happy ending.
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The early success of Branagh’s mission is tempered by its later failure; however, as a populist critic I believe the
core value of Branagh’s mission remains sound. Shakespeare “belongs” to the general public, not just to those
enrolled in a college or university literature course. Producing films of Shakespeare that appeal to (and include
elements of) popular culture does not degrade Shakespeare of his original “message”; to the contrary, it is more in
line with Shakespeare’s own career—give the people what they want and help them see themselves in theatrical
characters and dramatic situations. Branagh’s quest, while not entirely successful, should be seen as a worthy guide
for future filmmakers.
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Chapter Two:
Shakespeare in the 1930s:
Taming the Dream As [They] Like It

Three of the first English-language film adaptations of Shakespeare’s comedies in the
sound era—the Pickford-Fairbanks Taming of the Shrew (Sam Taylor, 1929), Warner Brothers’
prestige film production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Max Reinhardt, 1935), and the British
production of As You Like It (Paul Czinner, 1936)—offer, in their variety, a good starting point
for considering the early cinematic adaptation of Shakespeare’s comedies. These films reveal a
tension between a classic medium—the theater—and a new, fledgling medium—film. Taken
together, they reveal the concern about how to meld theater—especially Shakespearean theater—
to film. These comedies offer three different styles and modes of adaptation, each a hybrid of
theater and film, and each adapts theater to film in different ways in the new era of sound
movies.
Prior to 1928, Shakespeare on film was a silent enterprise. Film actors, much like their
theatrical counterparts, would act their roles, except, unlike in a theater, the dialogue would not
be heard; the text—fiercely edited—would be flashed on the screen via intertitles. With the
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incorporation of synchronized sound, new “talkie” Shakespeare films offered audiences the
chance to hear Shakespeare’s words as they accompanied an action, synchronized to the actors’
speech. The three films produced between 1929 and 1936 introduced film audiences to a new
means of engaging Shakespeare. For studios, this meant that their presentation of Shakespeare
must grab the attention of potential audiences. In an age of social upheaval caused by an
unstable economy, the range of levity offered by comedy was an obvious genre choice. So
perhaps not so surprisingly, the first three talkie Shakespeare films are comedies—not
tragedies—and offer elements of the familiar and the fanciful in their attempt to entertain. At the
same time they offer a glimpse into the evolution of the film medium.
America’s Sweetheart, Mary Pickford, and her husband, swashbuckler star Douglas
Fairbanks, teamed up for the first time to star in The Taming of the Shrew (1929). Directed by
Sam Taylor, the film is a clear example of the early incorporation of sound. The action is largely
silent, accompanied by non-diegetic sound, while the dialogue is short and hurried. The acting is
exaggerated at times and the text was cut to fit the images and reputations of the film’s stars.
Instead of a serious adaptation of Shakespeare, the film captures the casual and awkward
relationship between two of Hollywood’s most popular silent film stars, trying to adapt to a new
medium. The exchange of dialogue is laden with innuendo and suggestion, while the action
reveals a tension both between the actors themselves as well as between the actors and the new
film technology. The Taming of the Shrew was an early sound-era Hollywood production, not an
homage to the theatre.
Six years later, after Hollywood had much more successfully adapted sound technology
into its mode of storytelling, Warner Brothers decided to mount a substantial production of A
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Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935). Significantly, they hired a respected and experienced
theatrical director, Max Reinhardt, to direct the film and oversee the production. For the most
part, the players were veteran Warner Brothers actors much more experienced in acting for
talkies than Pickford and Fairbanks had been. Trained on the stage both as an actor and director,
Reinhardt was able to assist his actors in effectively understanding how to handle Shakespeare’s
verse. This film also signals the advancement in sound technology in its dependency on a
musical score: Felix Mendelssohn’s opera arranged by Erich Korngold. Music is a central
element in the development of the film. The incorporation of Korngold’s score marks the
intersection between film and another artistic medium. As a result, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
looks and sounds like a sophisticated adaptation of the play and can be seen as an attempt to
mingle a new industry with an accepted “high-culture” format.
While Hollywood’s vision of Shakespeare resembled something quite familiar to
American eyes—an easily recognizable comic structure acted by well-known actors—it was not
the only source of Shakespeare films. The British film industry was also trying to adapt
Shakespeare for the cinema. In his desire to blend the theatre experience with film, Paul Czinner
approached As You Like It (1936) as an opportunity to capture the theatrical experience for a
large movie audience. With a budget of £250,000 57, his design called for two main sets that
would remain constant throughout the film: the court and the forest. These sets would indicate
the location of the story without unnecessary interruptions for scene changes. Transitions were
made with simple camera movement and shot selection. The fixed set also meant that Czinner
could use sound to his advantage—sound in the theatre is limited by the size of the stage and the
theater hall, as well as the acoustic design of the structure. Film, then, allowed him the chance to
57

According to the exchange rate in 1936, this number roughly equates to $1.25 million.
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capture the vocal nuances of the actors and add sound effects to enhance the setting without
incorporating additional background action. The actors—most of whom had never worked in
film before—became central to the film. Audiences could be riveted by what was happening on
the screen and not distracted by background activity. The sound technology allowed Czinner to
recreate a theatrical performance on film. The result is a reliance on stage conventions instead of
filmic manipulations. While Taming of the Shrew deliberately excises the theater aspects of the
play and A Midsummer Night’s Dream embraces the technology of the film industry to capture
what would be impossible on stage, Czinner’s film is a hybrid filmed play, a production which
succeeds in bringing the theater effect to film audiences.
As the first Shakespearean films produced in English during the sound era, these films
provide insight into how Shakespeare was perceived by a largely non-academic industry.
Exploring these three films reveals how Shakespeare’s text is used as source material for
directors (and studios) with preconceived agendas. In the case of Taming of the Shrew, the
original source material is overshadowed by the film’s actors and their respective reputations.
Reinhardt and Dieterle’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream attempts to merge multiple forms of
artistic expression in order to capture a feeling of magic and escape. Proving that Europeans can
do “Shakespeare” better seems to be at the heart of Paul Czinner’s As You Like It, with its
proliferation of stage actors and a surreal set design which combined elements of both reality and
fantasy. These films are not concerned with being an exact copy of a classic play; instead, they
illustrate the determination of filmmakers to find new elements to draw out in order to make a
sound film.
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These films do not attempt to present an interpretation by literary critics; instead, these
films seek to use Shakespeare for individual purposes, whether that be pairing the most popular
Hollywood couple for audience appeal, incorporating a lush musical score to blend media, or
capturing a theatrical feel in a cinematic setting. These films were made largely to entertain
audiences and not to promote an academic view of Shakespeare. While every adaptation of
Shakespeare (whether on film or in the theatre) is an interpretation of the text, the choices made
in these early films speak to the concerns of the studio and the respective director, not prevailing
theoretical point of view. 58 For these films, the selection of setting, actors, textual cuts, and the
use of the camera and the microphone reveal a distinct film design—each offers a different
example of how to adapt Shakespeare’s romantic comedy to sound film. They do not serve to
further a particular type of interpretation of Shakespeare’s play. Reinhardt and Czinner, with
their experience with Shakespeare in the theater, understood the impact a director has on the
overall feel of a production, but their choices do not illustrate a literary focus, as would later
Shakespeare film productions. In addition, reading these early films in light of the future of
Shakespeare on film reveals interpretations that impact future filmmakers and Shakespeare
scholars. The portrayals of certain characters or the implied style/setting of a particular film have
been repeated in later interpretations of the same text. The way in which these films present
Shakespeare to a mainstream audience has influenced the directors and stars of Shakespearean
film in later decades.
This chapter examines how these early films negotiate the adaptation of Shakespeare onto
film. All three offer examples of hybrid productions that intermingle theater and film; however,
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There is little evidence that filmmakers of these three films consulted Shakespeare scholars. Later films would
rely upon prominent scholars for their interpretation and/or understanding of the text.
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each does so in a different way. The thread among these three films is not the universality of
Shakespeare and his text, but rather the struggle to capture that text in a new medium. All three
of these films contain the requisite conventions of romantic comedy, but the manner in which
those conventions are expressed varies depending upon directors’ choices and the context in
which the film was produced. These films can be read as singular texts, but their filmmaking
styles evoke a conversation between directors and studios. 59

The Taming of the Shrew (United Artists, 1929)
Famous more for the ego of the male lead and the audacity of the director than for its use
of Shakespeare, United Artists’ Taming of the Shrew was the first Shakespeare film produced
with a synchronized soundtrack. 60 Thought to be “safely classical and yet sufficiently light,
comedic, and adaptable,” this film marked Mary Pickford’s second talkie film. 61 Taming was
Douglas Fairbanks’s first attempt at a “talkie” and he saw the film as the chance to “create new
film personalities for the both of them in the newly uncertain movie medium.” 62 Initially,
Pickford was reluctant to do this film; as she admits in her autobiography, Sunshine and Shadow,
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For an extremely general overview of Shakespeare and Hollywood in the 1930s, see chapter two of Maurice
Hindle’s Studying Shakespeare on Film (New York: Palgrave, 2007): 26-30.
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Most scholars of Shakespeare and film do not include Taylor’s film in their texts—Jack Jorgens, the standard
reference for Shakespeare on film, begins his study with a later film. Other critics mention the film in passing by
grouping it with other examples of early Shakespeare. The few who do reference the film choose their words
carefully. Analyses are limited to formalist readings of the key scenes or sweeping generalizations about the film’s
stars: “A large part of the continuing attraction of the film lies in the bravura-style acting performance of Douglas
Fairbanks which is well in keeping with the rough, raucous and romantically robustious character of Petruchio.”
(Peter Morris 6). Kenneth Rothwell focuses his praise on Pickford: “[she] has self-reflexively demonstrated for the
world how to be the first speaking Shakespearean heroine on screen... She has taken the Shakespeare movie beyond
the actualities, the silents, the proscenium stage, and positioned it for a new role among ‘spirits of a different sort.’”
(History 32) And Russell Jackson limits himself to description: “Katharina and Petruchio are defined largely through
physical behavior and facial expression, which leads to showy athleticism on his part and absurd acts of vandalism
on hers.”(“Comedies” 111).
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of Kentucky, 1997), 267.
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“I was talked into doing The Taming of the Shrew against my better judgment. I have no qualms
about admitting that Katharine was one of my worst performances.” 63 Despite the fact that she
hired a dramatic coach, Constance Collier, to help achieve a kind of “formal grandeur”
appropriate for performing Shakespeare, the director, Sam Taylor, informed her that “‘we don’t
want any of this heavy stage drama; we want the old Pickford tricks.’” 64
The impact of Taylor’s focus was a film that was “clearly designed to draw on [Pickford
and Fairbanks’s] separate stage experience and capitalize on their separate movie successes.” 65
The emphasis on “Pickford tricks” made Pickford herself uncomfortable. 66 Commenting in her
autobiography, she says: “I’m sorry I wasn’t told this before I decided to make the film. I would
have fought it out bitterly. Now that the years have intervened I can see clearly what effect the
‘Pickford tricks’ had on the characterization.” 67
As co-financiers, co-producers, and co-stars, Pickford and Fairbanks wanted this film to
succeed as an example that films with sound could be not only popular but also artistic. 68 The
two stars supplied the $504,000 needed to produce the film and insisted on having some input in
terms of artistic style. While Pickford and Fairbanks attempted to maintain a sense of creative
collaboration, Sam Taylor had other ideas. His plan for the film did not involve retaining a sense
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of artistry, but rather making it as commercially appealing as possible: “Taylor did supply a lot
of visual low-comedy slapstick of a sort not employed in doing The Taming of the Shrew, but he
defended it later as necessary to broaden the public acceptance of the picture … Taylor also said
he never fully intended to be faithful to Shakespeare in the first place.” 69 His intention was
masked at first by the screenplay which was a “loose adaptation, and on paper, at least,
reasonably faithful to Shakespeare” 70; however, the end result was perhaps one of the most
infamous acts of any Shakespearean director. Taylor amended the opening credits to read: By
William Shakespeare with Additional Dialogue by Sam Taylor. Pickford protested this move,
calling it “positively silly” considering that there was little additional dialogue, but admits that
she was outvoted by Fairbanks and Taylor. 71
Unhappy with her performance as well as embarrassed by her husband, 72 Pickford
believed that Taylor’s direction was largely to blame for what she considered a dismal
performance. Rather than a Katharine who was, in Pickford’s own terms, “a forceful tiger-cat,”
she was reduced to a “spitting little kitten.” Douglas Fairbanks’s Petruchio, however, was to be
a combination of all the swashbuckling roles he had played in his earlier films. The result for
Pickford was a “strange new Douglas acting opposite me … [one who] was being another
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Petruchio in real life, but without the humor or the tongue-in-cheek playfulness of the man who
broke Katharine’s shrewish spirit.” 73 The tension between Pickford and Fairbanks should have
translated into a palpable tension between Katherine and Petruchio; instead, it undermined the
play’s intent and created not a Shakespearean romantic comedy, but a Hollywood drama. One of
Pickford’s biographers comments that “Mary’s tax accountant, Edward Stotsenberg, said later
that Kate was the image of [Mary’s] off-screen anger. An alarming thought, for as Pickford
fumes, supercharged with rage, she seems trapped by a hurt she barely understands.” 74 Released
one month after the infamous Wall Street Crash of 1929, the film grossed $1 million dollars,
nearly double the production cost; however, it failed to accomplish the goals of its stars.
Pickford withdrew from films, and Fairbanks never gained a foothold in the talkie industry. 75
The Taming of the Shrew was supposed to be a comedic tour-de-force for Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks. It was the vehicle through which they could push their careers forward,
progressing with the film industry itself. Its stars were cinematic—big, box-office draws—and
the hype surrounding their first on-screen pairing created for audiences comedic expectations.
Employing nearly every tactic known to audiences of the time—whips, chairs, tumbles, and
mismatched clothing—the film relies upon physical comedy to appeal to audiences. The
conventions were familiar and successful. And Shakespeare’s story of an extraordinary romance
offered those same audiences the opportunity to see their favorite stars acting out their own lovelives onscreen. This voyeuristic tendency was what Pickford, Fairbanks, and Taylor were
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counting on as they designed the production; however, what audiences received were in fact
examples of two silent film stars trying to adjust their acting to fit a sound-era film.
The choice of Mary Pickford to play Shakespeare’s notorious shrew can be seen as both
ingenious and foolish. Pickford was America’s golden child. The roles for which she was
famous were predominately young, innocent girls who overcame obstacles on their way to a
happily ever after. Her popularity even spawned a movie label: the Pickford heroine. Her screen
persona was “a lively and spirited young girl, if not a little hellion,” and “whether her story had a
Cinderella touch, or whether she rejected a wealthy beau in favor of a childhood sweetheart, she
captivated the masses that crowded into the theatres to see ‘our Mary.’” 76 However, Pickford
outraged many of her fans in 1928 when she cut off her trademark blond curls. She adopted the
hair style of more modern—and mature—women. The fervor over her haircut led Pickford to
write an article published in Liberty magazine in June of 1928. 77 In this article, entitled “Please
May I Bob My Hair?” she explains: “Today the tempo is different—faster. For better or worse,
our behavior has entirely changed. We have sacrificed our dignity, but it has not been a dead
loss, for we have gained freedom of thought and action...Short hair fits our new character as
gracefully as long hair crowned the more dignified behavior of our ancestors.” 78
Her “new character” fit well with Sam Taylor’s image of Katharine. While
Shakespeare’s Kate is loud, argumentative, and sometimes violent, we know from stage
directions that her unconventional behavior is primarily confined to her language (or lack thereof
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in later acts). Taylor’s Kate—as played by Pickford—is marked as exceptional from the opening
of the film. The film begins with a Punch and Judy puppet show in which the puppets are styled
to resemble the film’s stars, not their film characters. As Punch compliments Judy—“You’re
beautiful. Kiss me!”—she slaps him, retorting “I’ll kiss you.” He leaves to get his “fool’s cap”
and returns with a stick with which he begins to beat her, claiming all the while “I’ll tame you.”
His new violent behavior appeals to Judy for she sighs and says “Oh, you’re wonderful” and
kisses him. This exchange establishes the tone for the entire film. It suggests that what will
follow will defy all convention. And that the heroine will not be the typical young woman.
This idea is continued in Kate’s introduction. We hear her before we see her. As
Baptista bemoans to Gremio the fact that he is “grieved” by his family, the camera cranes
upward, as a chubby servant climbs a grand staircase. As he reaches the midpoint, the window at
the top of the staircase shatters, followed by the rapid opening of the door and the flight of
another servant. The two collide and tumble straight down to the floor of the set. Chairs begin
to fly down the stairs as shrieks and shrill sounds echo. To emphasize the unpleasant nature of
the source of the destruction, a dog hides, other servants are struck with crockery, and Gremio
tries to retreat through a locked door. When the noise and the throwing ceases, the camera tracks
up the stairs, slowly as if to mimic a person’s careful approach to an uncertain destination.
Inside the room we see the cause of the chaos: Kate. She sits in a chair, one hand on the
arm—her elbow pointing upward, as if she’s preparing to rise—and the other holding a whip.
She wears a form-fitting black dress with a low neckline, accented by a long pearl necklace. Her
leather boots are exposed—not the shoes of a dainty miss. On her head she wears a black cloche
hat, complete with a feather plume. Her hair is short and curls around her face. She is breathing
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heavily and shooting glares around the room as if to spot her next target. This image of female
unrest immediately contradicts any notion of the traditional woman. Her behavior is an
argument for her desperation. She is uncomfortable in her role—as a daughter, as a woman, or
even as a fictional character—and lacks the means to overcome her restrictions.
The active method she chooses to express that desperation reflects an element of what Liz
Conor claims is typical of the modern woman of the 1920s. She explains that in the 1920s the
burgeoning sect of “modern women” viewed themselves as opposed to the traditional women
who followed the social status quo: “modern women constituted themselves as spectacles, or
‘objects,’ assuming the status of modern subjects through the new meanings of cultural presence
and social inclusion that were accruing to feminine visibility.” 79 This conscious move to call
attention to what is feminine can be seen in Pickford’s portrayal of Kate.
For Kate, what is feminine is what makes her different. Her power lies in her control
over her own image and how people perceive her; a tangible example of this is her whip. The
long and slender leather braid allows her to dictate other people’s behavior. The cracking sound
it makes causes people to jump and take notice of her. She therefore gains control of the
situation. In doing so, she makes a spectacle of herself and insists on being acknowledged—
perhaps as a character, but also as a woman. The behavior of the male characters around her—
namely her father and her sister’s suitor, Hortensio—indicate that Kate has been dismissed as a
person. She is not treated as a man would be, nor is she treated as any woman would be. The
counter-argument to this claim is that her own behavior dictates how she is treated. This point is
true to some psychological extent; however, it is also true that as audience members we are not
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given the opportunity to see Kate by herself—and thereby witness her private side—or see what
motivates her to act out as she does. Even when we do see her alone in the opening minutes of
the film, she is playing out the consequence of her own previous actions—she’s out of breath
because she completed her outburst. But we do not see the trigger for that emotional explosion.
What the audience is privy to is the fear and disdain with which Katharine is treated.
The introduction of a male foil—in the form of a suitor—creates a situation in which the
notions of traditional and progressive clash. Adding a personal layer to this conflict is the
casting of Pickford’s real-life husband, Douglas Fairbanks, as Petruchio. Known for his
swashbuckling behavior—both on-screen and off—Fairbanks brings a sense of tension to the
role. With his reputation for dramatic flair and exuberant behavior, he approaches the role of
Petruchio as a man who has fenced and fought his way to success, in such popular films as The
Mask of Zorro (1920), The Three Musketeers (1921), Robin Hood (1922) and The Black Pirate
(1926). As a young man, Fairbanks began his career on the stage, in roles on Broadway—some
of his biographers suggest that his attraction to the role of Petruchio resulted from an affinity
with Shakespeare. 80 While he was a successful film actor, Fairbanks was unfamiliar with sound
technology, something he viewed as a limitation for the role. As a result, he decided to play the
role with as “much comedy as the bard would allow.” 81
The characterization of Petruchio in this film lives up to the notion of pushing the
comedy envelope. While Kate’s behavior stems from deep-seated frustration, no real explanation
for Petruchio’s obnoxiousness is offered. He gesticulates, leaps, pounces, tackles, and conquers
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anything and everything nearby. Petruchio is a man who seemingly embraces the vivacity of life
and uses the energy to his advantage. What we get is an exuberant, animated and extremely
active hero hell-bent on achieving the impossible: taming the untamable Kate. Petruchio may
want a wife for monetary reasons, but when he sees Kate, the challenge of taming the untamable
becomes as appealing. Taylor works with this sense of intrigue in the impossible.
Fairbanks’s Petruchio appears in the film not as a traveler with a mission, but seemingly
as just another passerby. When we first see him, he saunters through the streets of town, his
servant Grumio in tow. Dressed in dark hose and a matching tunic, he carries a shiny cape over
one shoulder. He smiles and nods to the people in the street. In the play Petruchio is an old friend
of Hortensio, but the film has Petruchio being recognized by Gremio, who calls out to him as
“my old friend, Petruchio.” Petruchio responds to Gremio’s call by running up the steps onto the
balcony where Gremio and Hortensio wait while Grumio stays at the bottom of the balcony with
the luggage. Without a word, Petruchio reaches down and pulls up the luggage, tosses it aside
and then does the same with Grumio. This act suggests his strength and his tendency to show
off. As he removes his hat, Petruchio is visually tied to Kate. The hat features a long feather in
his hat, just as hers does. Under his hat, he wears a dark scarf around his head, suggestive of the
piratical nature of Fairbanks. In addition, at Petruchio’s hip is a long whip. These accessories
function as indicators of the suitability of the couple. They are seemingly well-matched, in
temperament as well as costume.
The plan to woo Kate is first suggested by Hortensio, who up until this point in the film is
a stranger to Petruchio. As Hortensio proposes the match, Petruchio’s demeanor suggests he is
disinterested in just any woman—in fact, he looks up and down the streets as if trying to spot his
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own woman to woo. However, when Petruchio hears of her wealth, his mind is made up.
Grumio protests, claiming that despite his low status she is so shrewd that even he wouldn’t
marry her. Petruchio ignores his servant’s concerns, saying that nothing she could say or do
could possibly frighten him, for he’s seen the world and faced the most dangerous aspects of it.
To articulate his arrogance, he tosses his head back and laughs riotously at the notion of a
frightful woman—Grumio’s response is to shake his head as if to say “I warned you.”
Petruchio’s laughter continues as the picture fades, even when Kate’s voice is heard
saying “is it your will to make a stale of me amongst these mates?” This fade is significant
because it positions his arrogance against her anger. When the picture returns, we see Baptista,
his face wearied. Kate continues to yell. Angry about her father’s preference for Bianca, she
points accusingly at her sister. The dialogue suggests that an argument is ongoing, and the
audience walks in on the middle of it. Shouting, “Talk not to me!,” she stomps up the stairs,
leaving behind her a threat of revenge.
When Petruchio enters Baptista’s home to woo Kate, he does so not knowing what lies
before him. He marches up to Baptista, who is sitting on the steps muttering, “was ever a
gentleman thus grieved as I?” and demands to know if Baptista has a daughter named Katherine.
Baptista initially hesitates to answer, instead refusing Petruchio’s suit, but Petruchio persists,
claiming that he is a busy man and cannot come every day to woo. Baptista relents, but says that
the marriage cannot take place until Petruchio has gained Katherine’s affection. Petruchio
repeats the word “love” and laughs. Shrugging, Petruchio retorts, “that’s nothing.” Before
Baptista can respond, Hortensio tumbles down the steps, a lute broken over his head. Petruchio
looks down at him: “Katherine?” Hortensio nods. Petruchio, staring up the steps, tells Baptista
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that he “longs to grapple with her.” Baptista climbs the stairs to fetch Kate. Petruchio waits
below, swinging his whip around saying, “What a wench; what a wench.” He walks to the mirror
and begins to preen. Reciting only a few of Shakespeare’s lines, he growls at his own reflection
and then smiles. This suggests his determination to appear fierce in the face of a challenge and
his delight at his own prowess. He continues to stare at himself and stand with his hands on his
hips—proudly and defiantly—a posture that can be seen as daring Kate to defy him.
Kate enters from the top of the stairs and stands still, listening to his prattle. She opens
the “wooing session” with a crack of her whip. Again, she attempts to control the situation by
immediately establishing the power she feels she has. Instead of shying away in fear or surprise,
Petruchio laughs and snaps his own whip. Kate’s eyes widen in surprise—this move can be read
as tremulous fear of being equally matched. In order to overcome this new development, she
tosses her hat at him. The hat serves as a gauntlet being thrown down in the face of a foe—she
challenges him wordlessly. But the act also reveals her shorn hair, signaling that she is not the
“traditional” woman—her hair indicates her rebelliousness. Petruchio shrugs off her challenges
and charges up the stairs to make his intentions clear: he pulls her down the stairs and kisses her.
While she flails and protests, Kate’s resistance fades when he lands a kiss on her lips. He
releases her and she backs away, her breathing labored and her eyes steely. The modern woman
just received a taste—literally—of what her freedom meant to traditional men. Petruchio’s
kisses argue his refusal to see Kate as an equal, but rather as something to be conquered.
Petruchio’s flippant delivery of the “I will marry you” results in a startled Kate.
Pickford’s experience in the silent movie industry shines during this sequence. As he
talks, she paces madly, tossing her head from side to side as if she was trying to process the new
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information or as if she were plotting a devious revenge plan. Either way, Pickford’s physical
action reflects the modernity of this Kate. She does not acquiesce as a “traditional” woman
would, nor does she attempt to battle Petruchio with words as Shakespeare’s heroine does. Her
dialogue in this infamous exchange is cut and replaced with visual imagery. When Petruchio
orders her to sit—her pacing obviously taking a toll on him—she crosses her arms and turns
away. He slides a chair at her which hits her behind the knees, making her sit. 82 Not one to
remain passively seated, she picks up the chair and swings it at him. Her resistance does not
deter him; he continues in his speech. When he begins his list of compliments, she responds to
each one with a solid slap across his face. This Kate is not one to be wooed quietly or easily.
Again this exchange would have had a startling impact on movie audiences. “America’s
Sweetheart” was not behaving sweetly. She growls her lines, nearly spitting them at Fairbanks,
perhaps in response to his arrogant demeanor. She throws objects of furniture, appearing to
delight in the destruction. And finally, she raises her hand to her husband. The result of this
uncharacteristic behavior was on one level mystifying, but on another refreshing, for audiences
believed they were getting a glimpse into the lives of their favorite stars. The clash of their
movie-types is clear and creates new questions regarding power. Even the set behind the actors
lends itself to second-guessing who is in charge:
When the performer known for her golden curls and for a whole bag of coy “Pickford
tricks” first confronts Fairbanks’s Robin Hood-Black Pirate Petruchio, a frieze depicting
Herod’s slaughter of the innocents frames her figure, perfectly troping her image as a
grown woman pretending to be a little girl as well as her self-characterized victimization.
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But her costume...draws on an equally familiar published identity, that of the
androgynous tomboy, according her the power associated with male masquerade; she, not
Petruchio, cracks a mean whip. 83
That the image on the wall is of the “slaughter of innocents” fits the mood of the scene, at least
from Kate’s perspective. She is the innocent, being led to an inevitable doom. If she resists
Petruchio, she risks the physical consequences of being forced. But if she goes willingly, she
undermines her own independence and freedom. Her only means of survival is to fight back,
choosing her words and her actions as carefully as a warrior choosing the battles in which he
wishes to engage. Sam Taylor’s plan for the film works well to communicate this decisive
method. Pickford’s reliance on her body conveys Kate’s sense of desperation, whether through
the tossing of furniture, the snapping of a whip, the stomping of a foot, the pacing, or the
stabbing glares. The use of language is subordinate to action—for Pickford’s Kate, actions truly
do speak louder than words.
And along with action, an understanding of mise-en-scène is integral to capturing the true
essence of Kate’s character. While Hodgdon sees Kate’s costume of a riding habit and boots as a
gesture of masculine masquerade, I believe the costume is better read as an example of the dress
of a woman trying to wordlessly articulate her defiance of a conventional culture. This visual
argument is enhanced with the introduction of Bianca, Kate’s younger and more “traditional”
sister. Bianca fulfills the image of the “traditional” woman of the 1920s. Her character, as
written by Shakespeare, is meant to represent the ideal woman—beautiful, docile, and
obedient—and reinforce Katharine’s unruliness. In Taylor’s film, though, the role of Dorothy
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Jordan’s Bianca is severely cut, reducing her importance to a minor character, one who is
affected by Katherine’s outbursts, but only in passing. Her importance in the film, however, is
more subtle. She functions, albeit briefly, as a visual representation of all that Katherine is not—
tight-laced, ornate, and submissive. Her clothes, designed by Mitchell Leisen, reflect the
traditional nature of her character. She wears elaborate dresses with long trains and ornate
headpieces. The collars and sleeves duplicate Renaissance fashion, with the stereotypical ruffles
and small buttons. She is covered from head to toe and follows dutifully behind her father and
suitor.
Although props like Kate’s whip hint that she challenges traditional gender roles, her
character is overtly torn between two roles which do not mesh: that of the rebel and that of the
woman. Her costume, while not the typical attire for a period Shakespearean role, is still
feminine. But her behavior is decidedly not. As the exchange during the wooing sequence
attests, Kate feels driven to protest through physical means. During the scene the camera plays
an integral role in the manipulation of action. Kate’s movements seem sharp and direct, while
Petruchio’s actions run the gamut from short and sudden to suave and effortless. The contrast
means that Kate is perceived as unsuccessful in her resistance to her new suitor, while Petruchio
barely breaks a sweat in his endeavor to attain wealth and an enviable reputation. However, the
obvious dichotomy here creates for audiences—both in the cinema and for the other characters in
the film—a constructed image of reality. In one particular moment, the camera shows the thin
line between perception and fact. Baptista and Gremio brave a look into the room where
Petruchio and Kate are. They see Petruchio sitting, his back to the door, with Kate’s blond head
resting innocently on his shoulder. The two men exchange incredulous looks. The camera then
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pans around and reveals the truth behind the comfortable picture. Petruchio has Kate’s mouth
covered with his hand and his leg is trapping hers down. She is obviously trying to struggle
against his restraint. Knowing that he has an audience, Petruchio releases her and turns to
address the newcomers. Kate, sensing an opportunity to attack, picks up her whip and beats
Petruchio. He is unmoved by the lashes and does not even recognize the sting. Again, Kate’s
attempts to assert any freedom or power are dashed.
However, her efforts to resist Petruchio and his suit continue until a particular moment.
After Baptista agrees to their marriage date, Kate tries to run away, but Petruchio follows and
takes hold of her, demanding that she kiss him. At her refusal, he pulls her down on the steps
and kisses her. While she smacks at his arm repeatedly, her slaps weaken until she stops and
seems to return his kiss. When he pulls away and walks from the room, Kate is left dazed,
shaking her head—Pickford’s eyes here betray the emotion. Her body language softens and she
becomes a woman experiencing pleasure instead of a hellion. To the audience, this is the
moment of Kate’s taming. However, she rebounds by directing her venom toward Baptista after
Petruchio’s departure. After her father runs away, she watches from a window as Petruchio rides
off, shouting “On Sunday, Kate!” as he struggles to stay on his horse. The camera moves in for a
brief close-up of Kate framed in the arched window, her hands gripping the columns of the
façade. Her eyes narrow and she mutters a response: “Look to your seat, Petruchio, or I’ll throw
you. Katherine shall tame this haggard, for if she fails, I’ll tie up her tongue and pare down her
nails.” Kate’s threat against herself introduces an intriguing prospect. She clearly states her
intention to tame him, but also attaches punishments for herself if she fails to do so. This
challenge then articulates her need to be the one in power. She recognizes what he is trying to do
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and instead of fighting him, devises her own counterattack. The penalties she proposes illustrate
where she feels her power lies—in her tongue, for sharp rhetorical battles, and in her nails, for
sharp physical battles. Her decision to “tie up and pare down” if she fails is crucial; for if she
fails, she becomes exactly what other people want her to be: silent and passive.
But Kate is going to be anything but silent and passive. Petruchio’s actions insure this
fact. At times his behavior seems specifically designed to cause an outburst from her. While his
tactics are aimed at taming through humiliation, Petruchio only succeeds in making Kate
cleverer. She has to recognize his game before she can play it. This sense of recognition begins
to form during the wedding scene. Because the entire Bianca subplot is removed, the wedding
becomes one of the longest scenes in the film. 84 This scene functions as a showcase for the
lengths to which Petruchio will go publicly to challenge Kate. The fact that Pickford and
Fairbanks were married in reality added an element of fun to this scene: “the wedding [scene]
gave both actors more opportunities to hurl smirks and make faces at one another...That the
actors were married in real life and believed by the public to be blissfully happy on their Pickfair
estate gave this scene even more ironic possibilities. They could play against type without fear
of losing their devoted audience.” 85
Seeing the marriage of “Mary and Doug,” albeit through cinematic means, was the
fulfillment of many filmgoers’ dreams. As Kate and Petruchio, this pair could stage a wedding
to delight their fans. However, the wedding of Shakespeare’s warring lovers was anything but
romantic. The establishing shot shows the large church, decorated with flowered garlands, and
the large crowd awaiting the ceremony. This setting reiterates the importance not only of the
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Minola family, but also of Kate’s finally being married. Gremio paces out front of the church,
shaking his head—a clue to the audience that the wedding is not the typical happy event. The
film cuts to an interior shot of Kate seated in a throne-like chair, her fingers drumming on the
armrest as the wedding guests stare at her. Her appearance is more traditional, with an ornate
headpiece and a large necklace, but her expression shows her humiliation. As her father
discusses his woeful situation with the priest, she loses her patience and shouts back at them that
it is she who is shamed, not them. Her snappy retort indicates that she recognizes that Petruchio
is up to something. She is more upset about being made a fool of in front of the entire town than
about Petruchio’s tardiness. During her tirade, she mocks Petruchio by imitating his cocky
swagger and broad gesticulation. For movie audiences in the 1930s, this mimicry would indicate
Pickford’s familiarity with Fairbanks’s trademark style of acting. Kate dissolves into angry tears.
When the word comes that Petruchio has entered town, Kate shows little enthusiasm, but goes to
the church door with her family to await his arrival.
Petruchio has indeed “come to town.” Similar to the description in the text, he rides in on
a horse, but instead of a broken down animal, this horse is decked out in flowered garland and
wreaths around each hoof. On its back, Petruchio wears clothes that are mismatched and torn to
shreds. But most noticeably, he wears an upturned boot on his head. As he nears the church, he
leaps off the horse and marches up the stairs, shouting “Where is my wife? Where is Kate?” He
refuses Gremio’s request to change clothes and pushes his way into the building. In
Shakespeare’s text, the events of the wedding are described by Gremio, who runs from the
ceremony to tell all who will listen about the debacle inside. In Taylor’s film, the wedding is
shot and the action changed. As Kate is walked up the aisle by Baptista, Petruchio does not wait
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at the altar with the priest; instead, he lounges in a nearby doorway, munching loudly on an
apple. He makes her wait for him, delighting in her impatience and annoyance. He continues to
eat the apple and has to be motioned over to the altar by the priest.
The priest begins the ceremony, describing in modern language the meaning and
importance of marriage, most importantly that marriage is “most sacred and most serious.”
Interestingly, these words are not part of Shakespeare’s text. The comic twist is that neither Kate
nor Petruchio are paying any attention to the priest’s words. Petruchio still munches on the
apple, chewing as loud as he can. Meanwhile Kate fumes, breathing heavily and shooting sharp
glares at Petruchio, who only smiles at her. Matrimony is not the goal of this merry couple; it is a
consequence of their banter. As he is asked by the priest to recite the vows, Petruchio waves his
arm wildly and swears he will. When Kate’s turn to say her vows comes, she hesitates. The
close-up of her face shows her contemplating whether or not to answer. She purses her lips and
furrows her brow. Impatiently, Petruchio stomps on her foot, eliciting her loud “I dooooooo!”
As the wedding party exits, the guests applaud and cheer, and Petruchio accepts their
congratulations as signs of his masculine success. His wave to the crowd is reminiscent of the
behavior of a returning hero, fresh from battle. He notices the tables set out for the wedding
feast, and the camera closes in on his face. He nods knowingly and decides to thwart the plan.
Petruchio calls for his horse, intending to take Kate away, depriving her of the lavish feast
awaiting her. Kate, breaking all conventions for women both in the Renaissance and 1920s
America, confronts him in front of the entire congregation and asks him to stay for her. Using
only a select number of Shakespeare’s lines, Petruchio’s daring speech is enhanced by Kate’s
reaction to his use of the word “chattel.” Her eyes widen—a typical Pickford trick—and she
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breathes heavily. She is horrified by his claim, because it reduces her to nothing in the eyes of
the townspeople—people who until this day feared her. Her power has been eradicated by a
single word. As the horror fades from her eyes, it is replaced by tangible anger. This anger
continues to show as she is forced to ride out of town and away from any sort of positive
acceptance from her peers.
Noting Pickford’s expressions and the changes between the text and the film are integral
to understanding the cinematic nature of this production. The film shoots scenes not included in
the original text, and changes the events to suit the reputations of the main stars. Shakespeare’s
Petruchio tosses a chalice of wine into the sexton’s face and curses him. Fairbanks’s Petruchio
relies upon less violent and more comic means of humiliating Kate. Much of Shakespeare’s
language is lost in this sequence—it is instead replaced by what the production team believed
was funny and appropriate for Pickford and Fairbanks as characters. What results is a charged
episode that can either be read as simple slapstick, or a minute commentary on the actors and
their crumbling marriage. For fans of the couple, the wedding scene was designed to offer a
level of satisfaction, a vicarious look at the marriage of their favorite stars. However, the scene
does support the claim of the cinematic nature of the film. The shot selection, the behavior, and
the subtle commentary all reflect a Hollywood movie more than a theatrical staging.
While the wedding scene could be seen as wish fulfillment for devoted fans of Pickford
and Fairbanks, the wedding night scene succeeds at illustrating the theme of the film itself. The
wedding “night” exchange is by far a major focus of the film and one of the film’s most enduring
sequences. Taylor’s script calls for an assumed consummation of the marriage—something
Shakespeare scholars believe Shakespeare’s play does not—so much of the action occurs in
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Petruchio’s bedchamber. After their arrival at Petruchio’s house, Kate is deposited in the main
hall. She chooses a chair off to the side and sits in her wet gown, all the while gripping the
handle of her whip, muttering “Look to your seat, Petruchio.” This warning calls attention to her
threat earlier in the film. Even as humiliated as she is, she clings to her promise to tame him, as
opposed to being tamed herself.
As Petruchio berates his servants and yells at them, Kate looks offended on their behalf.
Her expression is haughty, as if his blustering is beneath her. After denying her food, Petruchio
takes her upstairs to the bedroom. Once inside, Kate attempts to act the part of wife, but is
frustrated by Petruchio’s lack of attention. He chooses to play with tarot cards instead of looking
at his wife. In a sudden move that could be read as the result of weakening resolve, he stands
and exits the room.
He reseats himself at the large table. His subsequent soliloquy describes his taming plan
but is restructured into a conversation with Petruchio’s dog, aptly named Troilus. Unbeknownst
to Petruchio, Kate has emerged from the room and overhears Petruchio’s plan. As she listens to
it, an expression of delight crosses her face. She knows that with knowledge of his plan, she can
anticipate his behavior and counter it with her own. The power in the relationship has returned
to her, and she can follow through on her promise to tame him before allowing herself to be
controlled. She retreats into the bedroom, a plan already forming in her mind.
The plan she devises plays on classic Mary Pickford comedy. Again, this scene is clearly
a cinematic reference and not a theatrical staging. The subtlety with which Kate responds would
be lost on a theatre audience. After bolstering his courage by talking with the dog, Petruchio
enters the room, intent on disturbing his sleeping wife. When he trips over a stool, she continues
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to feign sleep. When he sings loudly, she awakes, sits up in bed, and applauds him. He looks at
the fire in the grate, marches across the room, and throws open a window, to which she responds
by opening another. The wind blows through, nearly knocking her down, but she withstands it
and continues to smile. Kate’s silence is overshadowed by the knowing glint in her eyes as she
actively baits her husband, matching him outrageous action for outrageous action—wordlessly
daring him to act on his taming plan. Petruchio tosses the mattress on the floor, and Kate
straightens it and settles herself in bed. His frustration is evident. The exchange ends when
Petruchio destroys the bedclothes around her, and Kate throws the stool at him, striking him on
the head. As he falls to the ground, she cradles him in her arms with a smile. While he sleeps,
she tosses her whip into the fire. This act signals the end of their merry war, but not her
surrender. She has found the true way of battling her husband, and it is not through violence.
Taylor cuts to the next day—an assumption suggested by the bandage Petruchio wears
around his head. Kate offers a speech on the glories of marriage and obedience. On the surface,
her speech draws upon the submission speech of Act Five. However, Pickford’s delivery quickly
suggests that this is not the Elizabethan’s idea of submission. As she speaks, she gestures
broadly, casting glances at her wounded husband, who sits lounged, his leg thrown over the
chair’s arm. He feigns an injured expression but can scarcely hide his delight in a sly smile. The
other members of the family present seem to listen to Kate with only one ear, nodding and
mumbling to themselves. But when she gets to the word “obey,” she clearly pauses, and—
perhaps the most famous movement in the film—winks at Bianca. This action, according to
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Kenneth Rothwell and Diana Henderson, succeeds in “subvert[ing] her own declaration…in such
a way as to suggest their sisterly bond in the ‘female subculture,’ leaving men out of it.” 86
Pickford’s wink spoke volumes about the sincerity of her character and perfectly
encapsulates the mood of the entire picture. As with the Punch and Judy puppet show in the
beginning, the wink—directed at Bianca, but witnessed by every moviegoer—signals that
everything that happened before has been a farce, a joke; the power dynamic between
Hollywood’s “power couple” has not shifted but remains as it was: a meeting of equals in a new
medium. By including the audience in her defiance, Kate—and therefore Pickford herself—has
succeeded in transcending media: “The famous wink is in fact stronger in its effect than her
vocal delivery of the speech…It might be argued in retrospect that the speech belonged to one
medium, and the wink to its new successor.” 87 By moving, even minutely, from medium to
medium, Pickford—along with Fairbanks and Taylor—proved the viability of filming
Shakespeare with sound. The result, however, was a new Shakespeare, one that no longer
resembled the staid stage productions of the nineteenth century or even resembled the strict
textual readings being offered by scholars. 88
This new Shakespeare was more than just slapstick comedy. He was a Hollywood
celebrity—he was the writer who brought Pickford and Fairbanks together for the first (and only)
time. This film marks an important moment in the cinematic adaptation of classic literary works.
While Taming of the Shrew as a play has dialogue, characters, settings defined in such a way as
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to facilitate adaptation, this film shows how those elements can be manipulated to appeal to a
particular design and/or projected theme. The major scenes discussed above all work to define
the aim of this motion picture. The textual cuts—Inductions 1 and 2, the Bianca/suitor subplot,
and all characters save seven—indicate a shedding of the excess in an attempt not only to
streamline the plot and appeal to audiences but also to simplify the transition from stage to
screen. With only the skeleton remaining, featured sets could be constructed. These lavish
structures, such as the interior of the Minola house and the church, establish a sense of place
without having unnecessary dialogue and stage directions.
Camera distances and angles concentrate on only the most important elements in a scene;
for example, close-ups on Pickford’s face during the wedding night sequence show audiences
Kate’s cleverness, whereas wide shots of Baptista’s main hall offers a nonverbal illustration of
wealth. The movement of the camera also suggests action, as with the early scene in which Kate
attacks the servants. The camera pulls out to show their cautious steps, but cuts close and darts
from side to side as they fall and as she throws crockery. The shot selections highlight the actors
of a scene and capture their subtle movements as well as their grand gestures. The focus on
facial expressions in addition to clever camera angles offers film audiences a new way of seeing
Shakespeare’s play. And with the introduction of a synchronized soundtrack which includes
dialogue, diegetic music, and background noise as well as Pickford’s small sounds of surprise,
adds a dimension of realism to the film. Shakespeare’s characters walk, talk, and sound like
Hollywood’s biggest stars. A stage production could not capture the intimacy audiences felt for
these actors.
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An important example of this would be the infamous wink at the end of the film. Theatre
goers not sitting in the first five rows or so would not see the wink and would therefore be left
out of the joke. Kate’s speech would be seen not only as odd, but also as a triumph for
Petruchio. The film argues that Kate fulfills her promise to tame Petruchio and not the other way
around. In this case, a stage production would not be able to make this claim effectively because
so many of the instances that support this argument are filmic, dependent on emphasis through
tighter camera distances—the saucy wink, the knowing nods, the deliberate burning of the whip.
All these gestures rely upon a director’s cinematic understanding of how to present actors and
objects with the camera. Particular movements are framed in such a way that they are all the
audience sees in a specific moment. In a theatrical production, an audience’s attention can be
drawn by any number of elements on the stage at a given moment. The advantage Sam Taylor
has by using film is that he controls what the audience sees and how they see it—the close-ups
are red flags. They demand our attention. Wide shots and the camera pans allow us to see what
else is going on, as if we were part of the action at that moment. In adapting Shakespeare’s text
to argue how Kate could triumph rather than submit, Taylor took full advantage of the
conventions available to filmmakers and not theatrical directors. Pickford’s Kate and Fairbanks’s
Petruchio would not be as successful on the stage because of the very limitations of film that
make modern critics skeptical of this production. 89
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With two of Hollywood’s heavyweights at the helm, this film attempts to establish
Shakespeare as a credible source of comedy in a new age of sound on film. The vivacity of the
age—the end of the “Roaring Twenties”—perhaps aids in informing the playfulness of Katharina
and Petruchio’s antics. However, after the Stock Market crash in 1929, the onset of the Great
Depression, and the establishment of Hollywood’s Production Code in 1934, the time for
playfulness was over. The next Shakespearean comedy on the big screen had to whisk audiences
away and offer bright and light fantasy. Shakespeare was moved away from comic reality and
into ethereal fantasy. But the Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks Taming of the Shrew
succeeded in proving that Shakespeare could be adapted to the film medium. Their success—
while not the big box-office smash they’d hoped for—would inspire filmmakers of the future to
mount their own adaptations of Shakespeare’s texts. This, in turn, would create an entirely new
industry.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Warner Brothers, 1935)
Taming of the Shrew may not have been the career vehicle that Pickford, Fairbanks and
Taylor hoped it would be, but it did illustrate that Shakespeare could be adapted to film. While
the production is primarily an exercise in farcical film comedy, it does offer a glimpse into what
is possible when adapting Shakespeare’s comedies. Six years after the release of The Taming of
Taming of the Shrew as an example of the prototype for later Shakespeare films. He concludes that the
“knockabout” style of the film “suggests how influential Shakespeare’s comedy may have been in popularizing
battling-couples movies in Hollywood...A film like Taming could be said to have contributed not culture to popular
films but a plot device and acting style that took advantage of the talents or writers and actors on the lookout for new
material” (25-6). But as a film, Willson writes, this version is above all “the product of an age of innocence in the
movie industry and American life...and likewise the product of a time when prosperity and optimism prevailed in
America” (29). A notable exception, however, would be John Brett Mischo’s “The Screening of the Shrews:
Teaching (against) Shakespeare’s Author Function” in which he details the usefulness of this film in classroom
discussions about the influence of adaptation on textual interpretation. This essay is found in The Reel Shakespeare:
Alterative Cinema and Theory, eds. Lisa S. Starks and Courtney Lehmann (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson
University Press, 2002): 212-228.
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the Shrew, the Warner Brothers studio decided to mount its own attempt at filmed Shakespeare. 90
Their production, however, would serve to showcase the wonders of special effects and film
technology. Synchronized soundtracks were now the norm in Hollywood, so the newness that
helped The Taming of the Shrew would not sell a version of Midsummer Night’s Dream. Instead,
the studio wanted a production that looked and sounded unlike any other. They wanted a
“prestige picture.” 91
According to Tino Balio, a prestige picture in the 1930s was a “big-budget special based
on a presold property” that was “injected with plenty of star power, glamorous and elegant
trappings, and elaborate special effects.” 92 One of the most popular production trend of the era,
prestige pictures, with their large budgets and running times longer than the normal seventy to
ninety minutes, were so expensive that they were almost always shot in black and white—the
noted exceptions being Wizard of Oz (M-G-M, 1939) and Gone With the Wind (Selznick, 1939).
Prestige pictures brought status to the studios that produced them and allowed them to showcase
the talent they had under contract.
For Warner Brothers, Midsummer Night’s Dream was an ideal opportunity to appeal to
an audience not particularly known for being avid moviegoers—the educated middle-class.
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Using Shakespeare as source material particularly appealed to this part of the movie audience. 93
With a budget set at $1.3 million dollars, this black-and-white film fits all the criteria of a
prestige picture, complete with a final running time of 143 minutes—80 minutes longer than
Taming of the Shrew. Warner Brothers studio head Jack Warner set up the production and
emphasized the grandeur of the production by insisting on popular movie actors for key role. 94
Using stars like James Cagney, Dick Powell, Olivia deHavilland, and Mickey Rooney allowed
the film to be “accessible to audiences that otherwise might be reluctant to take on a work by
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Shakespeare.” 95 These casting choices also provided the actors the chance to alter their own
reputations; James Cagney, known primarily as a gangster film actor, leapt at the chance to
soften his cinematic image by playing a lovable, comic role. 96 The choice of Dick Powell as
Lysander seems to have been made with a similar sense of underlying subtext. While Cagney
would bring a sense of danger to the character of Bottom, Powell’s romantic hero persona made
him an ideal choice to play one of the lovers. Having starred as the romantic lead in such popular
Warner Brothers musicals as Footlight Parade, Gold Diggers of 1933, 42nd Street (all 1933), and
Gold Diggers of 1935 (1935), Powell fit the bill for a Lysander with “[a] romantic, singerdancer, leading man identity.” 97 The casting of these two men, in particular, is significant in that
they are the clearest example of typecasting, even when the script is a Shakespearean play.
To complement the casting of Bottom and Lysander, Olivia deHavilland, a relative
unknown at the age of nineteen, was chosen to undertake the role of Hermia. deHavilland had
played Puck in a college production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream; when she was
recommended for a role in Reinhardt’s Hollywood Bowl production, she was offered the
understudy role to Gloria Stuart’s Hermia because Mickey Rooney had already been signed on to
play the part of the famous imp. When Stuart was called up for a film role, deHavilland got the
chance to play Hermia. While she was reluctant to play the part, she so dazzled the director that
he wanted her for the film version. 98
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In a move designed to show an awareness of what was going on in the realm of theatrical
productions of Shakespeare, Warner Brothers chose Max Reinhardt to direct A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Reinhardt brought with him an immense reputation from the European theatrical
community. 99 Believing that “theatre should be ‘a meeting ground for all the arts,’ a combination
of space, light, music, design, acting, mime, dance, and the spoken word,” 100 Reinhardt designed
his 1934 Hollywood Bowl production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream as an amalgamation of
fantasy, fairy tale, and magical illusion. 101 This production caught the attention of the studio
heads at Warner Brothers who immediately offered Reinhardt the chance to translate his
theatrical version to the screen. 102 The prospect of putting his vision of Shakespeare on film
appealed to Reinhardt, who was fascinated by the technology available in the film industry,
because he believed that “his Dream would break new interpretive ground and demonstrate how
filmed Shakespeare could illuminate previously unexplored features of the comedy.” 103
While Reinhardt was chosen for his theatrical experience with Shakespeare, he was
assisted in the actual filming by Warner Brothers director, William Dieterle. 104 While difficult to
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determine precisely what role Dieterle’s direction played, the stark contrasts within the film point
to possible Dieterle influences. 105 Having worked for Reinhardt as an actor and director in
Germany during the 1920s before making the move to Hollywood in 1931 to sign a contract with
Warner Brothers, Dieterle was a noted director of such films as Jewel Robbery (1932), Fog over
Frisco (1934) and The Life of Louis Pasteur (1935). 106 He brought to the union an experience
with film technique, and a familiarity with the Warner Brothers studio. 107
Dieterle’s film know-how proved helpful because of Reinhardt’s inexperience with the
technical details of filmmaking. As a theatrical director, Reinhardt was restricted by the
limitations of space. For Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a theatre’s stage had to be
a royal court, a fairy realm, and a forest. Props were relied upon to set the scene, but were kept to
a manageable number in order to facilitate scene changes during a performance. But in film, the
restrictions of a fixed space were reduced. While the film was shot on a sound stage at Warner
Brothers studios, multiple stages were constructed, each for a particular element of the film.
Having this sort of freedom allowed the directors—specifically Reinhardt—to expand their
design for the film. As a result, Reinhardt could fulfill his vision for the film, a vision based on
what he saw as the play’s true theme:
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In Shakespeare’s lovely fantasy, I have always seen, above all, a cheering, hopeful
reminder that since Life itself is a dream, we can escape it through our dreams within a
dream. When stark reality weighs too heavily upon us, an all-wise Providence provides
deliverance. Everyone has a secret corner into which he can retire and find refuge in
Fancy. A Midsummer Night’s Dream is an invitation to escape reality, a plea for the
glorious release to be found in sheer fantasy. 108
This notion of escaping reality in A Midsummer Night’s Dream is possible through adaptation to
film. The freedom of film allowed Reinhardt to transcend the reality of restriction and embrace
innovation and imagination.
Assuming a role not scripted by either playwright or director, the composer Felix
Mendelssohn features prominently in Reinhardt’s film. Written when he was just seventeen years
old, the overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1826) was later incorporated into a fuller
piece of music—called incidental music—in 1843. This incidental music was standard in most
stage productions of the play during the nineteenth century. By including Erich Korngold’s
adaptation of Mendelssohn’s work in the film, Reinhardt utilizes the music’s structure to help set
the mood of the film. However, when considering Warner Brothers’ influence on the production
itself, it is no surprise that the large interludes establish time for musical numbers, reminiscent of
the successful Warner musicals. The film is an exercise in intertextual intersection. The music
enhances the poetry, while the poetry creates a fluid setting for the actors (and dancers) to
perform.
In a manner of speaking, Mendelssohn’s music is the first character introduced in the
film. As the film opens, the screen is dominated by the word Overture, while a smiling fairy
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with outstretched arms underlines the word. Mendelssohn’s Overture plays for nearly six
minutes, thereby establishing an immediate understanding between filmmaker and audience
member: The film about to be seen is not an ordinary movie. By 1935, the American film
industry had effectively incorporated sound, both diegetic and non-diegetic, into classical
Hollywood storytelling. Big budget musicals familiarized audiences with lush soundtracks.
While Mendelssohn’s music had been used in over forty pictures since the incorporation of
sound in 1928, the fact that his music was used to enhance the grand nature of this prestige
picture makes his presence in Reinhardt and Deiterle’s film significant. Mendelssohn’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream would be used in a large scale production of the play for which it
was written. What the musical opening does, in fact, is to prepare the audience for the coming
artistic experience. The opening image then of the fairy with the word Overture signifies a
blending of multiple media—film, opera, and later theater.
As the music continues, the picture changes and the introduction to the film begins.
Warner Brothers’ name comes first, stating their pride to present a Max Reinhardt production.
His name would have carried cultural weight with an educated movie-goer. The credits
continue, with Shakespeare and Reinhardt (and Dieterle) each given screens to themselves. The
final credit offered is a filmic Dramatis Personae: the Cast of Characters. In a move similar to
that in a theatre’s playbill, the actors are named with their respective characters. And to assist the
audience’s understanding of the plot, a description of each character is given under his or her
name. This decision reflects Reinhardt’s theatrical leanings, but also reveals a slight sense of
fear that the audience would not understand Shakespeare’s text without a cheat sheet. As the
names fade, further background to the world of A Midsummer Night’s Dream is given, this time
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by a royal proclamation—visually, a piece of parchment fastened to a door. Taking the place of
dialogue scripted by Shakespeare, the proclamation serves as silent narrator, providing a backstory for the coming action. Described in the announcement are the successful return of
Theseus, the Duke of Athens, his defeat of the Amazonian Queen, Hippolyta, and their
impending nuptials. Included in this summation is the “invitation” to all the peoples of Athens to
prepare personal performances to be given in honor of the royal union: “Let masques and plays
be readied against the nuptial day.” The actors chosen to perform for the Duke will be given a
hefty payment. This inclusion sets up the “rude mechanicals” subplot and explains their role in
this otherwise regal setting.
Trumpets announce the entrance of the actors. To this point, the film very much
resembles a play, complete with a visual playbill. However, with the arrival of the actors, the
scope of this production can be seen. The establishing shot shows the heart of Athens as a great
hall, surrounded by large columns, with a raised platform in the middle. The scene is crowded
with people, so many that the camera is pulled back so that it does not show any particular faces.
Each actor waves a flag or a symbol of celebration. As the camera moves in, two figures in
shimmering costumes are framed in the center of the shot, above them a rounded umbrella. A
long shot shows Theseus (Ian Hunter), with an elaborate metal headdress. The headdress is
styled with what look like wings on the side, a large feather plume running along the top. He is
dressed very much like a classical hero. He turns to look at Hippolyta (Verree Teasdale) and
smiles. She, on the other hand, is not at all pleased by the celebration. Her down-turned face
and defeated pose serve as a stark contrast to the jubilant music and fanfare. The snake coiled
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around her neck and right arm is meant to symbolize her position as Amazon queen, but really
works to accentuate a conquered woman.
As the dialogue begins, Theseus addresses Hippolyta, but the camera cuts to a medium
closeup of a young, dark-haired woman, wringing her hands. Her face lights up as she looks up
and to her right. The next shot is a medium closeup of a young soldier, similarly dressed as
Theseus with armor and a plumed helmet. He raises his arm in greeting and enthusiastically
waves at her. Another man darts from behind him to wave in the same direction. Both men, it
seems, are after the same woman. At this point, the film relies on the camera shots to make this
claim. No words have been spoken to identify any of the three young people, but from the closeup pushing and shoving, face-splitting grins, and eye-line matches, the audience understands that
they are witnessing a love triangle.
Music again takes a central role in this scene as Theseus and Hippolyta take their place
on the dais. The crowd begins to sing in his honor—an act to which Hippolyta smirks. The
song, made to sound like a hymn, begins “Theseus be blest for may he always be.” As the
singing continues the camera works to illustrate the number of people who love their Duke. The
first shot is a medium closeup of a bevy of young women, arranged on the right side of the
screen in three to four rows, each with wide smiles and adoring eyes. Next is a medium shot of a
panel of older men, their white beards lying on their Elizabethan collars. They are arranged up
the left side of the screen, with a royal flag flapping in the background. Finally, the camera
positions nine or ten young boys in the center of the screen for a medium closeup shot. Each
sings with youthful exuberance and gusto. These three shots argue for Theseus’s greatness and
show the love his people have for him. Significantly, the shots work with the music, as if to
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further enhance the Duke’s appeal. This pairing marks the union of music and film as methods
of establishing mood and explaining character—something for which a theatrical performance
would rely upon dialogue.
However, the song is also relegated to a duty with the following shots. The camera again
goes to the young woman, Hermia (Olivia deHavilland), who is singing but is not interested in
the Duke or his bride. She is scanning the crowd for her young man; when she spots him, she
frantically waves her scarf and looks at him adoringly, clasping her hand to her breast. Lysander
(Dick Powell), as we see in the next shot, is not looking at his leader either. He too is searching
for his love. When he spots her, he sings to her, not to the Duke. The act does not go unnoticed,
for enter the parental obstacle. An older man, Egeus (Grant Mitchell), is seen in the next shot.
He smiles as he sings, until he glances to his right and catches Hermia in the act. He raps the
staff he holds, and she jumps with a start, demurely lowering her head and turning toward him.
Again, without words the relationships among characters are articulated through framing and
editing. The identities of the characters derive from their actions and interactions with one
another. A movie-goer familiar with Shakespeare’s text would immediately recognize who each
player is, but with the help of the camera (and the cast of character list shown earlier), a novice
would understand who the characters were and their purpose.
Just as an audience would be growing comfortable with the characters, another one is
introduced in the next shot. Another medium closeup shows another young woman (this one a
blond) singing distractedly. Helena (Jean Muir), like Hermia, searches the crowd looking for a
face. She lights up when she sees it, but just as quickly the happiness fades as she frowns. We
can glean from this brief emotional display that she has spotted the object of her fancy and is
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dejected to find that he is not paying attention to her. The suspicion is proved true when the next
shot shows Demetrius (Ross Alexander) looking skeptically to his right, and rolling his eyes—
presumably at Helena. His displeasure is obvious and only emphasized when he looks to his left
and smiles broadly. Cut to Hermia who sees him and turns away with a silent huff. Cut to
Lysander who sings, but does so forcibly as if to threaten the other man. Demetrius turns and
sings at Lysander. They argue through song, and ironically the song praises the valor of their
leader and the war they just won. Instead of being elated to be home and done with fighting, the
two men seem drawn into conflict with one another; this time their only weapon is song, not
swords.
Yet again, with no dialogue having been spoken the identities of the characters are
revealed. Helena is obviously in unrequited love with Demetrius who is enamored with Hermia.
Hermia, in turn, loves Lysander, who does not seem to have her father’s favor. This plot has
been established in the first five minutes of the action and done so entirely through shot
selection. But Reinhardt and Dieterle are not finished with their clever filmmaking. The next
shot shows a group of men, dressed in working clothes, being led in song by one man. The
working men indicate a range of interest from total disinterest in the celebration to an
exaggerated mimicry of elation. These new characters are the actors to which the opening
proclamation called.
As the laudatory song ends, Hermia edges away from the women and makes her way to
Lysander. She presses herself against him as if to claim possession. Her father, seeing this,
moves to protest but is stopped. Demetrius looks around for her, unaware that Helena stands
behind him. Instead he watches as Hermia places a laurel wreath around Lysander’s head.
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Helena offers to do the same for him, but he is pulled away by Egeus. Only now are the
characters identified by name as Egeus charges Lysander with stealing Hermia’s love.
As the dialogue begins, the original Shakespeare text emerges. While the scenes are
spliced together and out of order, the text reiterates what the camera has just suggested. The four
lovers exist in an odd relationship with one another. Hermia and Lysander are in love.
Demetrius loves Hermia but has of late courted Helena who has fallen for him. In addition, we
later learn that Hermia and Helena are best friends and former schoolmates. This twisted tangle
of love intertwines friendship, loyalty and devotion. As a result, dire consequences may occur.
Egeus tells Hermia that if she does not marry Demetrius (his choice), then she will suffer the
“law of Athens,” meaning she will either be put to death or forced into a convent. This threat
darkens the light mood of the characters’ introduction. When Hermia tells Helena of her plans to
escape into the forest with Lysander, Helena does not hesitate to go tell Demetrius—she believes
by telling him, she will endear herself to him. The plan to flee into the forest does more than
alleviate the social pressure for the lovers. The forest represents a dark place, a place of
unknown danger and mystery. They leave the realm of light and structure as symbolized by the
bright columns and fixed edifices. What awaits them is less solid and much darker.
Reinhardt’s image of the fairy realm is one of magic and frivolity, but both in harmony
with the natural world. Our introduction to this place is subtle. At first glance, the camera
shows us a forest at night, with animals (deer, owls, frogs) roaming in their natural habitat and
flowers blooming despite the darkness. Finally the camera rests on what looks like a pile of
leaves. Suddenly two arms emerge in a exaggerated stretch. Puck sits up and rubs his eyes.
This combination of shot selection and props allows the directors to again suggest the
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surroundings and then introduce the players. In this case, recognizing that we are no longer
within the city walls is crucial to the next stage in the play. Only by contrasting the tall, white
columns with the shadows of the forest and the movement of live animals can this dramatic
transition take place with maximum effectiveness.
The look of Puck also drives home the different setting. Gone are the smartly dressed
young boys of the opening. Here is a shirtless, tousled imp, complete with stubby horns. He
spots the moon, screeches in delight, and then pounds on the nearby tree as if sounding the
nightly alarm for his fellow fey folk. The result, of course, is the awakening of the fairy world—
the immediate appearance of a unicorn signals the arrival of extraordinary beings. A slowly
creeping fog that hugs the forest floor, follows the stream, and skirts the trees invades the forest’s
darkness. The mist continues to build, in harmony with Mendelssohn’s music, until white shapes
form in a spiral pattern on the forest floor. These shapes develop into transparent fairies, fairies
that dance along the mist, winding their way up the trees, to the very moon itself. This balletlike dance culminates in a solid figure that frolics toward Puck’s position among the tree
branches. As this sequence continues more figures from the natural world emerge. More female
fairies, and a grotesque goblin orchestra, provide surreal proof of the fantastic elements. As the
fairies frolic, their Queen arrives on a shimmering moonbeam. Verree Teasdale’s Titania is
dressed in a tunic of strands of silver film that flutter with her every movement. She is a
glimmering, ethereal vision in white. As her opposite, Ian Hunter as Oberon is a tall, menacing
figure in black. He enters on horseback, his large headpiece designed to make him look like one
of the majestic bucks shown earlier in the scene.
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This scene significantly illustrates the freedom Reinhardt felt film offered. The
diaphanous dance of the fairies, their aerial acrobatics, and the materialization of Titania could
not be staged in such a way. Only on film could such shots be obtained. In fact, Hal Mohr, the
cinematographer, developed a special filter through which to shoot the fairy sequence, in
addition to altering Reinhardt’s original design for the forest. 109 As a result, the fairy realm does
not resemble the reality of Athens or even that of the movie theater itself. 110 The very air glitters
with magic and fantasy. The inhabitants of such a world are gilded in their own enchantment,
thus further emphasizing the different settings of the film. In fact, when the lovers invade the
forest, the shimmering stops, and the only indication of the presence of something supernatural is
a goblin musician who hides among the shrubbery.
However, the magic of the forest is not lost on Lysander and Hermia. As Lysander
serenades her, they cling to one another as they walk. 111 Demetrius and Helena soon enter, the
lurking figure of Oberon (posing as a tree against which they both lean) behind them. The forest
has now become a playground for fairy and lover alike. The forest also welcomes the rude
mechanicals—the local townsmen who are rehearsing their version of Pyramis and Thisbe. With
James Cagney as an enthusiastic Bottom, this motley crew seems unaffected by the forest’s
magic until Bottom is transformed—a scene which shocked many movie goers because of the
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not in the play’s text, Lysander becomes a singing suitor.
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slow-motion development of the ass’s head. The haziness and the slowed film make the head
seem very realistic. 112
As Puck wreaks havoc among the lovers, the drama unfolds much like a stage production
would. In a move that would be impossible to achieve on stage, the camera is used in close-up
shots to highlight the fear on Hermia’s face when she wakes from her nightmare, the ardor of
both Lysander and Demetrius as they pursue Helena, and the anguishing disbelief of Helena as
she attempts to elude her suitors. The camera pans out to make the forest seem immense and
treacherous, but dollies in to reiterate the individuality of the characters as they move through the
darkness. All the while, Puck (a fourteen-year old Mickey Rooney) screeches and hollers,
mimics frightening animals, and creates as much mischief as he can. His delight, it seems, is
most apparent when he transforms Bottom into an ass. Cagney’s exaggerated acting—wild
gesticulating, loud bellowing, and wide smiles—gives the audience a sense of why Puck plays
his trick. In addition, it also reveals Puck’s childish mentality—a child is playing him after all.
For a child, if a man acts like an ass, then he is one. Puck’s devious spell-casting only makes that
understanding literal. As his fellow actors run away, he remarks “This is to make an ass of me,”
and when he feels his own face to find the long ears and the large snout, Cagney makes his entire
body shake with fear. A panning shot traveling the length of his body—as though following the
tremors down—helps to illustrate the extent to which Bottom is affected by his own
transformation. The transformation can be seen as a warning for anyone who acts up excessively.
In this film, Bottom’s arrogance resembles the cockiness of Cagney’s famous gangster roles, but
without the implied violence or fear. Rather than being punished for being an ass, Bottom is
rewarded. While horrified by his appearance, he is intrigued by the attention he receives from
112
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Titania (who falls in love because of Oberon’s love potion). And again, instead of learning his
lesson about behaving outrageously, he begins to revel in the lifestyle being offered to him; he
makes demands on Titania’s fairies and takes advantage of her love for him. In their “wedding”
scene, Titania tells her fairies to “tie my love’s tongue” and bring him to her “silently.” This
command suggests that Titania, while believing herself to be in love, still finds fault with him. 113
The comedy of the quartet of lovers sequence is similar to the screwball comedies
popular in the 1930s. A hero and heroine love each other but are kept apart by various forces—
in this case, Puck’s mistakenly applied love potion. The comedy results from the resolution of
those obstacles. For this film, Puck (while instructed to correct his error and insure the proper
man loves the right woman) uses fog to create more mischief and humor. Lysander and
Demetrius fight one another through the mist, their swords slashing and swiping at air. Neither
is near the other; Puck disguises his voice to mislead and distract. With the women, he hangs on
their dresses, slowing their progress and echoing their sad plights. Once he has all four wearied
from their respective chases, he does indeed correct his error by dropping the corrective potion in
Lysander’s eyes (making him once again love Hermia). Similarly, Oberon administers the
antidote drops to Titania, revealing to her the creature that has shared her bed. While shocked at
her own actions and Oberon’s deceit, she does not harbor ill feelings; instead, they seem to forge
a sort of temporary alliance. The two sides of the fairy realm unite—showcased by another
lengthy ballet exchange, an erotic dance of dark and light—in the face of the coming dawn. Even
Bottom is revived and returned to his previous state, left only with “a rare vision” that has him
baffled. He claims that “man is but an ass if he do expound upon this dream,” and fears that he
still resembles an ass. He feels his head and face for the ears and snout, and finding none begins
113
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to tremble as he did earlier. This parallel action creates a sense of harmony—with a medium
close-up shot, the extent to which Bottom shakes can be seen by every audience member. He
first shook with fear, and then he shakes with glee. Despite his earlier claim about the type of
man who would boast about the dream, he returns to town, planning to share it with his friends.
As the lovers return to Athens to be married, no one questions what has transpired in the
wood; they choose instead to believe that they have been but dreaming. Somehow, the wrongs
have been righted, even in a world where nothing is as it seems (or should be).Their time in the
world of mischief and fantasy has ended, and they return to the world of structure and reality.
But they do so gladly. As they emerge from the forest, the sweeping sound of Mendelssohn’s
famous Wedding March echoes and signs of civilization and formality come into view. The
horse-drawn caravan to the gleaming white columns of the city and the tall maypole around
which young girls dance symbolize in literal terms the structure to which the lovers return. The
music heralds the arrival of Theseus and Hippolyta on their way to their nuptials, just as it
signaled their return to Athens in the film’s opening. The celebrations are grand, but rooted in
the construction of the city. Once again the people are ornately dressed, a stark contrast to the
sparse and filmy adornments of the fairies. They all look up from their positions to those who are
higher than they, be they leaders like the Duke or social superiors—this opposes the level
viewpoint of the fey folk who looked around at each other rather than up or down. And a final
literalization of the lovers’ return is the behavior of Egeus. He drags Hermia, and therefore the
other three, before the Duke and “begs the law, the law upon her head.” He wishes her to be
subject once again to the structure and stricture of the city. However, his demands are thwarted
by a jovial Duke who recognizes in the four their recent conversions and instead decrees that
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they are all to be wed with him “in the temple by and by.” One wedding has turned into three.
The fantasy of love has transcended law to become reality.
As the rustics begin their performance, a return to crude theater occurs. A prologue is
offered that explains how people can represent objects—wall, moonshine, and a lion. As the
players perform, they have to be prompted with their lines and often lose their concentration,
giggling and dropping their props. This exaggeration of drama is purposeful comedy. The film
actors are all skilled in their craft, but have to play novices who are so inexperienced that they
even go so far as to explain the play’s intent to the royal assembly. 114 The suspension of
disbelief is impossible; these players are truly playing with their craft. While this portion of the
play is often regarded as Shakespeare commenting on his fellow actors and the profession, it is
staged in this film as a mockery of the very medium of the original performance. The “play’s”
actors are so comic that the audience insults them. In a way, these scenes suggest a sort of
superiority of film over theatre. The “audience” sits in judgment of the theatrical performance
before them; they offer criticism (often harsh) and ridicule the attempts of the players. The
civility of the “audience” as seen by their elaborate attire and refined behavior stands out sharply
against the crudeness of the players’ homespun costumes and simplistic props. As the Brief and
Lamentable Tragedy of Pyramus and Thisby concludes, Hippolyta remarks that “this is the
silliest stuff that ever [she] heard.” The players do not understand the veracity of the
commentary; instead they believe their actions to be successful. As they return for a final dance,
they emerge from behind the curtain only to see an empty hall. The assembly has abandoned
them.
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After the hall empties, Oberon, Titania and the fairies fly in and unite the worlds of magic
and structure. Oberon issues an order for the fairies: “through the house give glimmering light.”
The unification of the two worlds of the film is completed by the imposition of the Mohr’s
sparkling overlay; instead of tall trees and dense brush glittering in the dark, tall white columns
and sweeping staircases begin to shimmer with magic. Fairies dance around the hall, sprinkling
their magic about as Titania offers a song. The camera shifts then to the Athenian throng. The
couples and their followers converge at the top of the staircase, and as Theseus and Hippolyta
retire to their wedding chamber, the lights go out. As members of the group scream and dash
about, the lovers stand firm and laugh. For they know there is nothing to fear in the darkness, as
Puck affirms by his final monologue in which he offers an apology for any offense given. This
monologue in the text serves to conclude the play and acts as an epilogue of sorts. For the film,
though, having Puck directly address the audience—framed in medium closeup, Puck looks
straight into the camera—brings a new dimension to the production. Moviegoers are now
brought into the dream and confronted by the conflation of reality and fantasy. They are offered
the choice to accept what has transpired before them or to excuse it as folly. Reinhardt ends the
film as he opens it, with a gesture towards an alternative artistic medium. Just as with the
Overture in the beginning, the film ends with “Exit Music.” Mendelssohn’s famous Wedding
March plays grandly, as if to escort the audience out into their world of choice—the realm of
reality or of fantasy. In the end, the choice is theirs.
As a whole the film negotiates the line between film and theatre in an unique fashion.
While Pyramus and Thisby can be seen as a commentary on the world of theatre, the rest of the
film attempts to merge the two media by crossing the boundaries of the stage to achieve the
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fantastic and by bringing Shakespeare (by all accounts a paragon of the dramatic genre) to a new
audience. Unlike Taylor’s The Taming of the Shrew, which relies primarily upon film
conventions and appeals to the average middle-class movie-goer, Reinhardt and Dieterle
accomplish this task by creating a graphic image, a visual representation of fantasy. They used
film to their advantage by pushing on the boundaries of imagination—both of the audience
members and the film industry itself. By developing technology in order to present a particular
image, Reinhardt and Dieterle take an important step in the adaptation of Shakespeare on film.
Not only is A Midsummer Night’s Dream a testament to what filmmakers could achieve with a
large budget and a famous cast, but it is also evidence that film can be used to capture a mood, a
feeling, and even an interpretation. And as such, a recurring theme in this production is the
contrast of dark and light. The forest is dark while the city is light. Hermia is dark haired while
Helena is fair. Oberon is dressed in foreboding black while Titania in ethereal white.
While the film itself is shot in black and white, the play with depth of color and shadow
work together to suggest more than what is visible. Perhaps the most striking representation of
this theme is the contrast between Oberon’s darkness and Titania’s lightness. Her appearance on
screen is accompanied by pale light and glimmering beauty, but when Oberon emerges, he does
so from the shadows. He rides a dark horse and wears a tremendously long cape (which can be
seen in a later scene as symbolic of the envelopment of the world in darkness.) When he anoints
her eyes as she sleeps, he looms over her like a black cloud, menacing and foreboding. His
crown is adorned with sharp points like those of tree branches. This sharpness stands out against
Titania’s softness as evidenced by her blond curls and dewy skin, backlit to create an angelic
glow. In fact, the stylization of these two characters in such a fashion is what fascinates most
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scholars of Shakespeare in film. The literal conflict between light and dark translates into a
theoretical image of the play as a whole. 115
Jack Jorgens credits the “energy of the film [to] the clash of the Reinhardt style and the
Dieterle style, of ornate escapist fantasy and dark vision.” 116 Kenneth Rothwell sees the film as
having two levels, the first in which the film acts as “a classic comedy of the green world
triumphing over the wintry as young lovers push aside the blocking parental figures of authority
and establish their own hegemony; at another it is a dark vision of disorder and chaos with nature
gone awry and the rule of reason threatened by unchained forces” 117 But, as Roger Manvell
suggests, the intent of the directors to create a “new” understanding of the text results in conflict:
“In the midst of a bold attempt to create on film a visual metaphor for Shakespeare’s green
world, [the directors] are foiled by trying to impose literal narrative on the suggestive reaches of
Shakespeare’s imagination. The dark and erotic possibilities of the visual landscape they create
falls victim to the light and recognizable tale they ask it to contain.” 118
Regardless of the critical interpretation of the forest scenes, the manner in which they
were shot reflects the directors’ desire to create a new Shakespeare for film audiences. The
shadows created by studio lights and special effects illustrate an art design and direction for the
film. Reinhardt and Dieterle wanted audiences to understand Shakespeare’s text visually as well
as aurally. Their directorial decisions about the costumes, props, sets, music, as well as special
effects and shot selection all suggest that they (along with the studio, of course) wanted to create
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a prestige picture unlike any other. And to that end, the elements of the production are woven
together, as if to create a tapestry of images and ideas in which audiences could find what
Reinhardt believed the play offered: a “glorious release…found in sheer fantasy.”
The idea of “sheer fantasy” is key here. While The Taming of the Shrew utilizes camera
angles and textual cuts to control the story, this film is a dream, captured on celluloid to share
with audiences. The whimsy offered by the sparkling image of the forest posits an argument for
the interpretation of this play as a dream instead of a convergence of plots and characters. With
as much focus and attention to detail afforded to the forest scenes, one can see Reinhardt’s vision
of Shakespeare’s text. A Midsummer Night’s Dream is an airy exploration of imagination. By
choosing to focus on the more ethereal side of the play, Reinhardt aligns himself with the
nineteenth century theatrical tradition of Shakespeare. In her most recent text, Judith Buchanan
argues that “the Reinhardt/Dieterle film resummons the subjects of Victorian fairy paintings in a
piece of retrospective sentimentality.” 119 Her assessment continues by pointing out that the use
of Mendelssohn’s music ties this film to nineteenth-century productions, making the film an
exercise in nostalgia. The musical suite “had been considered a little passé as early as 1914.” 120
Since the music was considered “outdated,” Reinhardt/Dieterle’s use of it links them to earlier
productions which relied heavily upon Mendelssohn’s music, utilizing the ebb and flow of the
music to dictate the action of the characters. But the nostalgic mood suggested by the music did
not deter the design of the production; in fact, one could say the music set the design. One
reviewer remarked, “The musical accompaniment is greatly responsible for mood transportation
and on several occasions, when scenes are prolonged, the defect is forgotten while one is
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enchanted by the scoring.” 121 Erich Korngold’s arrangement of Mendelssohn’s score allowed
directors to implement dance numbers—calling upon trained dancers to weave physical poetry
onstage to complement to verbal poetry of Shakespeare.
With the choreography of Busby Berkeley (famed choreographer of early 1930s Warner
Brothers musicals), the dance sequences, called “ballet-like,” dominate the screen. The
production numbers “involved seemingly hundreds of leggy girls in stunning costumes
swimming in unbelievably complex patterns, playing white violins or pianos, tap dancing and
singing to fully orchestrated swing tunes.” 122 This reliance on the dance and the music have led
some critics, most notably Jack Jorgens, to comment that “[The film is one] of carefully
choreographed movement, where the swirl of Titania’s fairies around a tree matches the swirl of
Puck as he spirals upward on a branch to fetch ‘love-in-idleness,’ ... So fluid are the lines and
shapes of the film that some critics suggest it is more a film of Mendelssohn’s music than of
Shakespeare’s play.” 123 Agreeing with Jorgens’s assessment, Robert Willson claims that the
directors may have, in fact, overused the music in an attempt to fashion an “acceptable” image of
what a Shakespeare film should be: “Reinhardt and Dieterle ... [while] exploiting the text’s
musicality through images, ... were eager to reassure a mixed audience that, even though they
were watching a ‘classical’ drama, the Bard knew a good musical routine when he saw one.” 124
The film’s contemporary critics agree with this assessment. Graham Greene, in his review in
The Spectator, claims that “the freer, more cinematic fairy sequences are set to Mendelssohn’s
music, and this is the way Shakespeare’s poetry ought surely to be used if it is not to delay the
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action. It must be treated as music, not as stage dialogue tied to the image of the speaker like
words issuing from the mouth of characters in a cartoon.” 125
This kind of stylized adaptation—an amalgamation of dramatic theatre, musical theatre,
ballet, and film—leads to an awkward understanding of how this film works as a Shakespearean
adaptation. Critics of The Taming of the Shrew focused their interests on the actors and not the
text they were acting. But with A Midsummer Night’s Dream they could not dismiss what the
basis of this film was: Shakespeare. Many early Shakespeare reviewers had a problem with these
adaptations, a problem that Kenneth Rothwell calls “the [anxiety] of confronting not only the
transition from stage to screen but the new technology that gave voices to previously silent film
actors.” 126 While contemporary critics like Richard Watts, Jr. believed the film to be too long
and dominated by unnecessary elements, he also understood the motivation behind the design of
this production. He saw that his film, being the first truly studio production, was going to
determine whether or not future Shakespeare films would be made. He remarks in his review
“At present, the future of Shakespeare in the films seems to rest pretty heavily on the shoulders
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, or rather, on the shoulders of the paying spectators.” 127 While
the film failed to recoup its production costs, it did open the door for another studio version of
Shakespeare: MGM’s Romeo and Juliet (1936). This film, despite its big name stars, fared
similarly to A Midsummer Night’s Dream: a lot of hoopla and very little impact. But Reinhardt’s
film proved that prestige pictures and Shakespeare can work well together. This idea, while tied
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to the limited run of the prestige picture, is crucial to the importance of this film in the canon of
Shakespeare on film.
As a comedy, Reinhardt’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream does not look like Taylor’s
Taming of the Shrew. The earlier film, with its awkward camera movements and overindulgent
acting, reflects the unfamiliarity with which the actors approached their speaking parts. A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, on the other hand, benefits from Taming of the Shrew’s missteps.
Where Taming of the Shrew seems like a typical scripted Hollywood slapstick film, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream reflects the diversity of the movie industry—the genres, the
conventions, and seasoned actors—as it attempts to use what film has to offer in order to fulfill a
theatrical vision unattainable on the stage. The differences between the two films, Robert
Willson claims, can be seen in the two directorial styles: “Reinhardt’s presence ensures a
production informed by the knowledge and experience of a seasoned Shakespearean
director...Sam Taylor, for all his talent as a director of movie comedy, displayed little insight into
his material, deciding instead to rely on props and sight gags to ‘interpret’ the farce.” 128
The two films, when studied side by side, illustrate the variety of ways that Shakespeare’s
romantic comedy can be adapted to film. If Taylor’s film uses shot selection and focused
dialogue to suggest an interpretation of Shakespeare’s fiery couple, then Reinhardt and Dieterle
go a step further by using shot selection accentuated with special effects and non-diegetic sound
to portray the magic (and mystery) of love’s not so smooth course. Both films, though, retain
theatrical elements, such as fixed sets and elaborate costumes, which link them with the literary
heritage of the particular text being adapted. How those theatrical elements are used, however,
separates these films and leads to yet another way of merging theater and film. This time the
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film is not a Hollywood production, but a British enterprise. Paul Czinner’s As You Like It
(1936) follows in the footsteps of Taylor, Reinhardt and Dieterle by attempting to blend theatre’s
reliance upon props and accessories with film’s promise of freedom from limitation and ability to
craft a stylized final product.

As You Like It (Twentieth Century Fox/ Inter-Allied-Film, 1936)
What should have been a triumph of artistic collaboration instead resulted in an
unremarkable, if not uncomfortable, production of As You Like It. Paul Czinner planned to
launch his wife’s film career with Shakespeare’s pastoral comedy; however, Elizabeth Bergner
proved to be the main culprit behind the film’s lack of success. In 1936, Shakespeare was well
on the way to becoming a film commodity. Since the introduction of sound films less than ten
years prior, the major studios in Hollywood had already produced three films: Taming of the
Shrew (Sam Taylor 1929), A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Max Reinhardt 1935), and Romeo and
Juliet (George Cukor 1935). Czinner, born in Hungary in 1890, married Bergner in 1933 and
decided to use the emergence of Shakespeare on film to introduce Bergner to the Western film
industry with a “classic” role. Bergner, who had played the role of Rosalind in Germany to
much acclaim, had vowed not to enter the film industry—and play this role specifically—until
she spoke fluent English.
To escape religious persecution in Germany, Czinner and Bergner moved to London in
the early 1930s. 129 During their time in London, Czinner took advantage of the British film
industry and began to plan his production of As You Like It. Having had a similar genesis as the
American industry, the British film industry began with small exhibitions of nonfiction shorts
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and fairground showings of documentaries; however, it failed to have notable financial success
with larger scale productions due to a lack of funding (primarily from the government) and
heightened competition from American studios. 130 From early in film history, American film
distributors sent their films to Britain to be shown alongside domestic productions. 131 British
exhibitors, therefore, created a market in which most British films could not compete. In spite of
governmental attempts to stoke the industry132—namely the passage of the 1927 Cinematic Film
Act (also called the Quota Act), which called for a set percentage of British films to be shown at
a given cinema—British patrons did not propel their industry to the massive success of
Hollywood. According to Ernest Betts, “[the British] did not go to see British films, they went to
see American ones. … American comedians were funnier, American stars more glamourous
than ours, [and the] American dream was definitely more attractive than the British example at
home.” 133 But British filmmakers were undeterred. In the early decades of the twentieth-century,
Britain’s industry was active and thought to be on its way to rival Hollywood, but international
events—notably, World War I—intervened and progress was halted. However, film production
never came to an end.
After the introduction of sound, British filmmakers and producers tried to keep up with
the changing nature of the industry, even installing the sound systems of their American rivals.
The first talkie attempts were unremarkable; even Alfred Hitchcock’s Blackmail (1930) was said
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to have muffled and overly complicated dialogue. Overall, the sound films being produced in
Britain in the years between 1929 and 1939 fell into four general categories: comedies, musicals,
crime, and history films. 134 The British films deemed the most successful were “essentially
escapist films, sometimes with a strong element of wish fulfillment … [conveying] essentially
optimistic concepts [such as] hope, cooperation, self-sacrifice, and patriotism, and they centered
on traditional, homespun values.” 135
However, according to most critics, two primary trends were beginning to emerge and
carve out a foothold in the industry. These two trends “(one deriving from legitimate stage plays
and the other from music halls) … were paralleled by the distribution patterns of the movies
themselves, with the features starring music hall performers playing in the provinces but never
playing in the West End, and with prestige productions with legitimate stage actors having
trouble at the box office outside of London.” 136 The first of these trends—the production of stage
plays—persisted as a stereotype of British film. Stephen Shafer argues that “while it was true
that in the first years of the sound era producers searching…for properties naturally relied on
stage vehicles, the great majority of films were created from original stories or were based on
novels and stories already published.” 137 Using adaptation of existing text is not uniquely British;
it is exactly what American studios did in their early years. British studios, however, had a talent
pool of actors who were unfamiliar with the media and even more skeptical of the success of a
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British production. Up until the early thirties only one British star had been able find a modicum
of success with American audiences. 138
At this time, Laurence Olivier was making a name for himself on the British stage in
numerous Shakespeare productions. Upon seeing one of Olivier’s performances as Romeo at the
Old Vic, Bergner is said to have told her husband: “That is the man I want as my partner.”
Olivier was skeptical of film versions of Shakespeare; he believed that the complexity of the
language and the reliance on the verbal would be overshadowed by the inherently visual nature
of film. His opinion—fully supported and encouraged by his friend John Gielgud—was only
solidified by the lackluster box office returns for the three previous Shakespeare films. Olivier
viewed himself as a stage actor above all else and “regarded film-acting as ‘slumming for
money’” 139 but could not resist the financial benefits of Czinner’s offer—£600 a week. While
retaining his doubts about the viability of capturing Shakespeare’s play on film—he believed
“the play would be swamped by the realistic production Czinner was planning [and that] the
camera’s demand for realism would make the Elizabethan stage convention of the heroine
disguised as a boy look foolish” 140—Olivier agreed to play Orlando, opposite Bergner. He
commented in a studio interview:
I have always wanted to play Shakespeare decently, not with genius—God forbid—just
decently and intelligently. I had hoped to do it with Romeo—no, good heavens, not a
screen Romeo, but in the theatre. Perhaps I did. … In the meantime I hope I can do
something with Orlando, something reasonably intelligent. No one can play with Bergner
138
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without learning something from her. I suppose she is the finest Rosalind in the theater
today. She has played Rosalind so often that there cannot be a line of the dialogue or a
detail of the part that she doesn’t know exactly what to do with. It’s a big chance for me
to play with her. 141

Olivier’s enthusiasm was bolstered by Czinner’s assurances that Shakespeare’s text would not
suffer at the hands of the censors. In fact, Czinner had Sir James Barrie, of Peter Pan fame, do a
screen treatment of the film, which, Czinner promised, only made “a few discreet cuts.” 142 In
addition to Barrie, the other talents brought together for this film suggested that As You Like It
would show Hollywood studios that the Brits knew how to handle Shakespeare. Czinner’s cast
Bergner as Rosalind, Olivier as Orlando, Henry Ainley as the exiled Duke, and Leon
Quartermaine as Jacques. Helping the stunning cast were William Walton, who scored the film,
while Carl Meyer helped Robert Cullen adapt the screenplay.
Czinner’s strategy for this film revolved around combining the space that cinema offered
with the realistic trappings of the theater. The result is a film that tries to look as much like a live
theater performance as possible. This goal is evident from the establishing shot which begins
high in the sky and slowly pans down, capturing the movement of the clouds in the sky, the
waving of tree branches in the wind, and the laboring of peasants, and coming to rest on a
gathering of chickens in a barnyard. The inclusion of live animals hints at Czinner’s aim. While
Reinhardt and Dieterle used live deer and owls in the opening shots of their forest scene, the
animals did not reappear. Throughout As You Like It, live animals are scattered about, reiterating
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the live feel for the film. In the film’s opening, the camera continues to pan down until it rests
on men taking their meal, and ends on a broodish Laurence Olivier. He props his head up with
his left hand and stares into space while a white-haired man sits to his right. Both wear defeated
facial expressions, the look of downtrodden men. With a heavy sigh, Olivier—as Orlando—
speaks. He talks of his “sadness” with Adam, his elderly companion. Czinner plays upon
Olivier’s theatrical experience here by shooting the sequence in medium closeup range. This
shot selection focuses the viewer’s attention of Orlando’s face and allows him or her to watch as
he discusses his plight. He does not look directly at the camera, rather choosing to have his gaze
look around him, highlighting his lowly surroundings. In a few cuts to Adam (played by J.
Fisher White), the older man mirrors Orlando’s sadness with an even more crestfallen
expression; he bows his head as if in shame. He cautions his master to mind his words as the
source of their unhappiness approaches.
As Orlando’s older brother Oliver (played by John Laurie) approaches, we hear the
clucking of the chickens again, a reminder of how low this wealthy man is stooping. Orlando
makes his way toward his brother, the chickens scattering around his feet as he walks. A picket
fence separating the two men symbolizes the class divide. But when Oliver insults and strikes
Orlando, the younger easily jumps the fence to meet his brother on common ground. The
symbolism here is essentially theatrical. Symbolically, the younger brother illustrates the
fragility of the boundaries imposed by his elder. Realistically, a fence is a fixed object on the set,
one easily used in a stage production; yet the camera keeps a close distance to the men,
presenting most of their bodies but little of their surroundings. Keeping such a close range
indicates that Czinner wanted audiences to feel as though they were in the same place as the
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actors, instead of being made to feel like distant observers of a grand story, as with Reinhardt’s
Dream or a domestic squabble as with Taylor’s Taming.
After securing his brother’s word that part of his will (the money left for him by his
father) will be given to him, Orlando opens the gate in the fence and walks through—a gesture of
his willingness to return to his subordinate state. As he walks away, Adam goes through the gate
to aid Oliver. Instead of being grateful, the richly clothed man kicks the beragged one, saying
“get you within, you old dog.” Oliver recognizes the power of the fence by pushing the peasant
to return to its confines. Again, the symbolism is highlighted by the camera which captures the
paleness of the fence in the dark shadows around it. Adam returns, pausing only to secure the
lock on the gate.
The film fades then, indicating a shift from the rural setting to another location. This new
scene is the world of established wealth. Our first image of this realm is of solid walls, arched
doorways, and a finely clad servant, bearing a large candelabra. The candelabrum is a theatrical
prop to indicate night—such a prop would have been used in Shakespeare’s own Globe Theater.
The servant stops at the feet of Oliver, who still wears his striped robe, lined with fur (signs of
his wealth). While these robes contrast starkly to Orlando’s plain tunic and hose in the barnyard
scene, they seem fitting and appropriate for the courtly atmosphere suggested here. Again, the
men fill the film’s frame with the shot capturing them in medium long shot. Only the actors can
be seen, not the set or the surrounding props. This choice continues to reinforce Czinner’s desire
to keep the film as theatrical as possible by focusing the audience’s attention. As the scene
progresses, Oliver calls for Charles, the wrestler, to be brought to him. Charles’s arrival signals
the link between Oliver’s home and the Duke’s court, for he brings with him the latest news of
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the “old Duke being banished by the new Duke.” This gossip is a plot device used to reveal the
background of the story without the inclusion of a prologue or a narrator. Charles also reveals
that the old Duke has escaped to the forest of Arden where he is said to be living “like the Robin
Hood of old.” These details are significant because they establish the two main settings for the
remainder of the film. An audience member knows to expect to see a court sequence and a forest
sequence. Czinner uses these details to pare down his sets to the primary necessities, but he does
so knowing that a stage production would approach the text in a similar way, thus reaffirming the
stage-like nature of this film.
Charles comes to Oliver to inform him that Orlando intends to wrestle him the following
day at court. The wrestler hopes that Oliver will convince his brother not to compete because, as
Charles admits, most men leave the ring wounded and battered after facing him. However,
Oliver does not plan on warning his brother. Oliver sees the upcoming match as an opportunity
to rid himself of his “stubborn” younger brother and keep all of his father’s money to himself.
Charles responds to the request with great delight and takes his leave in order to prepare. Left
alone, Oliver turns toward the camera, lowers his eyes and says “I hope I shall see an end to
him.” He continues by admitting that, for an unknown reason, he “hates nothing so much as
him.” This dark statement is reinforced by the mass of shadows created by the set’s lighting
design. Oliver is bathed in darkness, the only light highlighting his torso. Czinner here uses
lighting to support the devious and dark deals made in the Oliver’s shadowy world.
Such a secretive tone is offset by the next scene, which like the film’s opening, begins
with a shot of a live animal. This time a swan shakes its tail feathers as it climbs out of a pool of
water. Another swan swims nearby, and as the camera pans upward, we can see the elaborate
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construction of the court. Three tall columns with intricate carvings stretch up on the left, with
white steps rising to meet them. And on the right, a sweeping staircase that curves as it enters
what looks like the main structure. Trees flank the columns and surround another pool of water
in which two more swans swim. All of the structures are white, setting up a striking visual
contrast to the previous scene. Among this splendor are two women—Celia, shown playing with
a badminton bird and bat, and Rosalind who sits on a white bench by front pool, her head
lowered. The juxtaposition of these two settings implies a sort of femininity of wealth.
Everything in the world of the court is light and beautiful, a contrast to the dark and grainy (and
more masculine) worlds of the barnyard and Oliver’s chambers. The two women, however, are
speaking not of frivolity or wealth, but of grief and mourning—yet another striking distinction.
Celia (Sophie Stewart) urges Rosalind “be merry,” instead of gloomy over the banishment of her
father. Rosalind (Elizabeth Bergner) admits she knows not how to forget her sadness, despite
being told that when her uncle dies, Celia shall make the situation right. This revelation is yet
another interesting insertion into a seemingly superficial realm. Two women discuss matters of
state and inheritance instead of trivial things as would be assumed of noble women.
This scene introduces Elizabeth Bergner’s Rosalind. Her accent is quite thick, and her
delivery of the lines in English stilted. Instead of the melancholy demeanor Rosalind usually
displays in this scene, Bergner’s character smiles and giggles, almost inappropriately. She seems
ill at ease with the language and struggles to match the tone of the line with her vocal inflection.
When Rosalind says she will no longer dwell on her misfortune and will devise other sport, her
eyes sparkle and her actions become more animated, as though more comfortable with lighthearted games than with realistic troubles. In the lighter tone of the “sport of love,” Bergner
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captures some of Shakespeare’s mirth. With the entrance of Monsieur LeBeau, the two women
rush to greet him, the gossamer veils from their hennins 143 and gowns flowing behind them. He
brings them news of real “sport”—a wrestling match.
The screen fades to reveal a shirtless Charles, flexing his muscles in front of a large
crowd. This transition links the two previous scenes. The wrestling match, already shrouded in
darkness and secrecy, is brought forth for the enjoyment of the two women who seek sport in its
truest form. As an audience we know that Orlando will be competing against the older wrestler,
and we know that a conspiracy has been designed against him. At the same time we understand
that Rosalind and Celia search for something to entertain their imaginations. An immediate
connection can be drawn simply from the visual sequence Czinner has presented in the first
twenty minutes of the film.
As the match begins, Charles bellows forth an arrogant call for challenge. Orlando
responds with a nimble leap over the crowd onto the platform. The camera dollies back at this
moment to show fully the scale of both the set and the match taking place, for it is not only a
match between a seasoned athlete and a green youth, but also a face-off between forces of
malevolence and goodness. Czinner structures this scene to showcase this confrontation. The two
men circle one another, all the while being ringed by an eager crowd restrained only by soldiers
holding a thick chain. The match itself is theatrical. Charles raises Orlando over his head, swings
him over his shoulder and even tosses him into the crowd. Each time Orlando goes down, he has
a non-diegetic sound to highlight his failing. And when he begins to succeed, the music swells
and takes on a positive tone. The crowd cheers as their hero is defeated. The magnitude of
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Orlando’s victory is enhanced by the fact that it takes six soldiers to bear Charles off the mat.
And as a further sign of success, Orlando is barely out of breath whereas Charles lacks the
strength to speak. While the match itself is over quickly, the impact is lasting. Visually, we are
shown exactly how the mighty are toppled and how youth and goodness can be glorified.
However, just as quickly we understand how goodness is not always enough. Duke
Frederick addresses Orlando, asking his name. Orlando tells him that he is the youngest son of
Sir Roland; however, unbeknownst to Orlando, Sir Roland was an enemy of Frederick’s, so
regardless of Orlando’s victory, Frederick is unwilling to accept the son of his enemy. Instead of
lauding the youth with praise for his victory, the Duke turns and walks away, taking the crowd
with him. Celia and Rosalind watch this exchange and disapprove of the outcome. Rosalind
reveals that her father, the banished Duke, “loved Sir Roland as his soul.” The women take it
upon themselves to congratulate Orlando; Rosalind places a chain around his neck and asks him
to wear it for her. As they move to leave, Orlando mutters to himself, chastising his inability to
thank her properly.
In a move that would work in the theater, but is made more effective by a close-up,
Czinner focuses on Orlando’s lovelorn face as he chides himself for not speaking to Rosalind.
This soliloquy would be delivered in a similar fashion on stage, with Orlando standing still,
gazing after the exiting women. But on film, the camera can show the emotions of the actor
through facial expressions, which erases the physical distance between actor and audience. This
way we can see every movement, every glance that an actor makes, and thereby creating a more
intense character, similar to the close-ups of Mary Pickford in Taming of the Shrew. In this case,
Olivier does not look directly at the camera, but looks down and to our left. His eyes are heavy-
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lidded, and he fiddles with the chain Rosalind just put around his neck. As he speaks he keeps his
eyes down in a manner that suggests shame. He is ashamed of his inability to respond to
Rosalind, and his words imply a burgeoning love for her and tell of his struggle with that
awareness. In the midst of his brooding, Monsieur LeBeau comes to him with a warning to leave.
After LeBeau departs, Orlando starts to leave the castle but pauses at the large iron gates. Much
like the fence in the opening scene, this gate marks the line between worlds, the world of the
“tyrant Duke and that of a tyrant brother.” He goes through the gate, gazing behind him as he
walks. Again, he chooses the familiarity of the world he knows.
While Orlando returns to his former life, Rosalind finds her own way of life taken from
her in the following scene. The screen fades on Orlando and reveals an inside hall of the castle.
Celia calls for Rosalind, only to find her at a window, pining for Orlando. Celia asks if her
behavior is for her father. Rosalind replies that it is for her “father’s child.” Interestingly,
Shakespeare’s original text reverses these words so that Rosalind pines for her “child’s father”
rather than bemoaning her own state. By switching these two words, Rosalind’s focus moves
from Orlando to herself, an introspection of sorts rather than an external expression of desire.
Any of her own desires disappear the next moment when the Duke arrives and banishes her from
the court. Instead of reacting with an abundance of emotion, her response is relatively restrained.
She stands still, without tears or shock. Celia, on the other hand, throws herself at her father’s
feet, begging him to change his mind. Her emotional outburst has no effect; the Duke leaves.
The image on screen as he exits, again, is extremely theatrical. Celia lies weeping on the ground
in the foreground, while Rosalind sinks to her knees in the rear. Their lowness (prone on the
ground) is further emphasized by the height of the set’s walls, arches, and doors. This “lowness”
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can also be interpreted as the distance Rosalind has fallen socially, from the daughter of the
Duke to a banished rebel for no actions of her own. As Rosalind continues to weep, it is Celia
who suggests that they leave together, to “seek [Duke Senior] in the forest of Arden” thereby
leaving her father to “find another heir.” Camera angle and distance help reinforce the emotional
impact of this scene. By dollying back, the camera illustrates the coldness of the castle. As the
camera pulls back, the room grows larger and bleaker. The black-and-white film works here to
emphasize the sterility of life in the castle. Rosalind’s life—as seen through the camera’s eye—
seems overwhelming and austere.
As with the move from barnyard to chamber earlier in the film, the transition from castle
to forest is just as sudden. As the women embrace inside the castle, the screen dissolves to
reveal the branches of a tall tree, its leaves creating a comfortable canopy for the merry band of
men below. We hear men singing, and as the camera cranes around the tree, it lowers to show a
camp. A fire glows in the background, meat roasts on a spit, and the men sit around a man in the
center. As the camera closes in on him, we are to understand that this is the banished Duke, the
good leader usurped by his corrupt brother. The jovial nature of this scene suggests that the men
are not unhappy in their new surroundings; in fact they embrace them as they would the richness
of court. Banishment is not, for these men, so much a change in status as it is a mere change in
location. Once again, the forest set does much to solidify the scene’s meaning. Tree branches
make cozy chairs for the men who lounge in them and tree trunks a sturdy backrest. And there is
plenty of flat ground for other men to stretch out upon. The fire and spit in the background
suggest the plentitude of food and warmth, as well as lending realism to the scene. One of the
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lords begins to strum a Renaissance lute and sing, lending yet another indication that this exile
band of men is content.
After a withdrawal from the forest, in which the camera shows the rustling of the leaves
on the trees, we return then to the confines of the court. After the coziness of the forest, the
heavy furniture and tall structures of the castle imply a sense of imprisonment. Celia and
Rosalind are packing for their escape into the forest. Both wear colored dresses, their heads now
covered in a French hood-like cap. They seem to be packing all of their gowns and jewelry until
Rosalind asks how they will travel unharmed. Celia then suggests that they dress as peasants,
complete with dirty faces. With eyes gleaming, Rosalind stands, saying she has a better idea: she
will dress as a man. She will be called Ganymede 144 while Celia will become Aliena, a name she
sees as befitting her new (and truly alien) state. Rosalind goes one step further and suggests that
they take the court’s fool with them. Touchstone has only been seen once so far in the film—at
the wrestling match where he mimicked the actions of the athletes. The women see Touchstone
as a “comfort” on their travels. Despite the fact that he wears bells on his upturned shoes,
Touchstone leads the women through the shadows by the swan pond and into the forest.
Celia’s disappearance, as well as the fool’s, does not go unnoticed. In the next scene
Frederick, still dark and brooding, paces in an interior chamber while he shouts at his servants,
demanding to know his daughter’s whereabouts. His anger illustrates the extent to which his plan
has been disrupted. The significance of this segment lies in its placement between two scenes of
escape. Frederick insists his daughter return to him, and essentially his controlled environment.
But the previous scene articulates the stifling nature of that setting. While Rosalind is the one
who is banished, Celia chooses an unknown life (with its freedom of choice) to a life without her
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beloved cousin. Frederick’s tirade is followed immediately by a glimpse (once again) at the
rustic life Orlando is forced to live. The camera focuses on a pair of hands chiseling an ornate R
into a wooden bench. As it dollies back, we see that Orlando is the carver. We hear the clucking
of the chickens and the bellowing of the cattle; both remind us of the more natural state of
Orlando’s love as opposed to the constructed love found in the court. Frederick’s affection for
his niece is fickle, rising and falling based on his mood and/or public opinion. Such love cannot
be natural, Czinner suggests, but the simplicity of Orlando’s affection is the epitome of natural
love. But again, the harsh realm of the court and the darkness of the previous exchange pervade
the rural barnyard.
For this film Czinner chooses to literalize the sanctuary offered by the pastoral setting.
This film has two primary settings: the court and the forest of Arden. Both settings have their
ancillary locations, but the feel is the same; for the court, a sense of heavy foundation and
enclosure, and for the forest, a tone of teeming life and hope. Unlike the forest scenes in
Reinhardt and Deiterle’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Arden is not the home of fairies and
enchanted folk; instead, it is the home of the rustic and the natural. In A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, the forest is a dark, unknown place, a realm outside of the laws of man where rules of
propriety are suspended (or even ignored all together). But in As You Like It, the forest is an
optimistic place, a refuge for those seeking a simpler life.
However, our first glimpse of Rosalind, Celia, and Touchstone on their journey to rustic
simplicity juxtaposes the natural and the spoiled. On the left of the screen, a tall waterfall rushes
down the side of a hill, its splashing offset by non-diegetic music. Tall trees and lush bushes
take up the rest of the screen until we see movement on the right. Touchstone, with his pointed
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hat, leads the trio on an uphill trek. Rosalind carries her belongings in a sack tied to a stick. She
turns to help her cousin and bemoans “how weary are my spirits.” While she is dressed as a man,
she wishes she could forget her masculine appearance and “cry like a woman.” Touchstone and
Celia also complain about their weariness. While we are to assume the group has traveled a long
way, their discomfort speaks volumes about their former lives. They are unused to walking great
distances, especially while carrying their own packs. Their moans diminish as they continue their
journey over the rocks. The screen dissolves again and a herd of sheep come through the pass.
They leap over one another, baaing loudly, and we see that the noble trio has fallen asleep in the
grove. They are startled awake by the animals. Soon joined by two men who obviously live in
the forest, the three travelers listen intently as the shepherd (Corin) and a young man (Sylvius)
converse.
This scene distinctly indicates Czinner’s goal of making a realistic production. The
placement of the props (the trees, limbs, and rocks) is theatrical in that sight-lines are maintained
and the actors are arranged in an inverted V pattern (a position that would allow a theater
audience to see all of the actors at the same time). Meanwhile, live sheep roam the set, their
footfalls and baas lending a sense of realism to the sequence. The camera does not move
drastically here either; instead, it pans left to right as the action unfolds. As the shepherd and
young man move away (towards the rear of the set), they raise their voices so as to be heard by
the stationary microphone. When viewed in the context of the two previous Shakespearean
comedies filmed in this decade, this film’s reliance upon live creatures and stage conventions
separates it from the slapstick style of Taylor’s Shrew and the fantastical nature of Reinhardt’s
Dream. While the former fits the Hollywood film conventions and the latter makes use of
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innovative technology, Czinner’s film relies upon the theatrical precedent, utilizing precise
staging and illustrative props to present the film’s themes.
As Rosalind speaks to the old man (Corin), Czinner visually reinforces the argument
between the city and country. She is dressed as a man but not necessarily a rustic peasant. Her
hair is styled in a tight bob and covered by a jaunty cap (complete with feather). She wears a
short tunic over hose and a dark cloak. Carrying what is supposed to be a sword, she resembles
anything but a man. However, Corin wears heavy robes, apparently made of sheepskin. His
long, white beard appears unkempt, and he slowly pulls a small wool cart. The difference
between the two is obvious: one is at home in the forest, and the other is a stranger to it and its
way of life. In a move that can be seen as the easy way out, Rosalind buys all of Corin’s goods,
including the cottage and flock that belong to his master. But when the sale is complete, instead
of gathering the sheared wool for use (or sale) later, the trio toss it aside so that Celia may ride in
the cart. Once more, the indulged life of a Princess appears out of place in a bucolic setting.
As per his technique, Czinner moves us from the sheep herd to the camp of Duke Senior
by way of an overhead crane shot. The camera shows a lofty (and leafy) view of the men below,
and slowly cranes down and in to reveal the scene. The persistence use of leaves and branches is
a recurring motif throughout the forest half of the film. Unlike Celia, the exiled men seem
comfortable in the forest; in fact, they sit around a lavish feast—heaping platters of fruit (implied
to have been gathered in the forest). They dine with plates and knives and goblets—all of the
comforts of their former lives. Their pleasantries are interrupted when Orlando bursts through the
trees, a sword drawn. The men scramble and reach for their weapons but stop when they see that
the Duke is not in danger. The Duke inquires to what Orlando needs. The youth seeks food and
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shelter for Adam, who has collapsed along their journey. The Duke invites the two to join his
camp and share their meal. His kindness takes Orlando off-guard. The younger man explains
that he believed the forest was full of “all things savage.”
The subsequent monologue provides another example of Olivier’s theatrical acting. He
stands, mid-screen, and delivers his lines with dramatic enunciation rather than heartfelt emotion.
Not making eye contact with his fellow actors, his tone does not reveal Orlando’s desperation or
his weariness; instead, he comes across as slightly pompous and insincere. But he is not the only
stiff performer in this sequence. The other men—with the exception perhaps of Jacques—read
their lines with dead-pan tones and little physical movement. A bright spot, however, is Leon
Quartermaine. His Jacques, while supposed to be melancholy, acts with a liveliness that
transcends the screen. He delivers the “All the world’s a stage” speech with varied intonation
and emphasis, and he sits munching on a piece of fruit. The use of props here returns our
attention to the film’s setting instead of the actors themselves. 145 The camera closes in on
Jacques during stages three through five, but pans out at stage six to show how intently the other
men listen to his tale. As the camera pauses on a medium close-up of him, Quartermaine briefly
looks directly at the camera. This move immediately unites him with a film audience—much
like the attention given to the subtlety of Mary Pickford’s facial expressions—by allowing them
the chance to see something they may have missed from the rear of a theater. A brief sequence in
which Orlando brings Adam to the camp is signaled by a slight fade out and in showing a tall,
thick tree, the always present leafy branches, and Orlando carrying Adam. Then a shaky but
grateful Adam drinks from a golden goblet, surrounded by concerned faces. Once more the
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Ironically, the speech compares the life of man with the many roles an actor can perform.
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forest offers more than escape, more than sanctuary; it offers hospitality and friendship. Orlando
and the Duke discuss his parentage, and the younger man is fully accepted into the Duke’s circle.
A shift away from the cozy comforts of the forest and back to the cold, distant world of
the court emerges with a solid fade out/fade in. Frederick stands, flanked by ministers and
guards, on his steps confronting Oliver. The physical distance between actors in this scene
contrasts the closeness and implied brotherhood of the previous exchange. In the forest, the
Duke sits in close proximity to his followers. When Orlando joins them, he is welcomed with
open arms (literally) and sits next to the Duke. In the court scene, however, several feet separate
all of the actors, and Frederick literally towers over Oliver—an idea reiterated by a shot-reverseshot sequence that aims the camera down towards Oliver and up at Frederick. The implied
superiority and power cannot be ignored. Again, Czinner reminds us of the vast difference
between the court and the forest, suggesting even that the power Frederick wields can only exist
within tall walls, whereas the power of Duke Senior is innate.
Another significant screen fade out/fade in returns us to the forest and to a happier scene.
Orlando posts his love verses to the trees of the forest. Melodic music accompanies his
declaration of love for Rosalind. He is shown carving into the trees, an action which reminds the
audience that the trees are in fact real. The vast number of verses nailed to trees and the amount
of carvings are shown to us in a sweeping pass through the forest, with short pauses on each tree.
When Rosalind finds one of the verses, she reads it aloud as she heads back to the cottage she
and Celia share. Once there we see Touchstone, who has abandoned his court jester costume in
favor of a sheepskin tunic which comes to his knees. Behind him, sheep rest. Even the courtliest
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of figures, it is suggested, can adapt to a more rustic way of life. 146 Touchstone teases Rosalind
about the verses, which she says she got from the trees; he responds, “truly the tree bears bad
fruit.” When Celia joins them, she enters reading from another parchment.
In a way, the fact that these proclamations of love come from the trees emphasizes that
Orlando’s love is a natural one, a love not manufactured or structured but grown and nurtured
among the trees and fruits of the forest. But Rosalind does not know who has announced his
affection so grandly. Celia taunts her cousin with the information. When Rosalind learns that it
is Orlando, her surprise is obvious but fades into quick excitement as she demands to know how
Celia knows her admirer is in fact Orlando. In the telling of the tale, the two spy Orlando coming
through the woods with Jacques. The women scramble up and over the hills and rocks and
around trees—further proof of the natural environment in which they find themselves. By
having them climb rocks and dodge trees, Czinner implies that their world is no longer flat and
contained but rather wild and untamed.
The men stop in front of a large tree, behind which we know hide Celia and Rosalind. As
Jacques inquires after Orlando’s love, he asks of “what stature is she?” Orlando’s response—a
hand to the chest—is offset by Rosalind, who appears to come out from behind the tree but is
quickly pulled back by her cousin. This flash of physical comedy again relies upon positioning
on the set—a trick that could work on the stage but is as effective on film where the camera can
direct the collective eye of the audience. When Jacques leaves, Rosalind emerges and speaks to
Orlando. She has put on her hat and clutches the rolled-up parchment as she did her sword in
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Later in the film, Touchstone finds himself in love with Audrey, a peasant milkmaid. Their wooing scene occurs
over a cow that she milks. This union is the ultimate argument for the “countryfication” of a courtly man.
Touchstone—it can be argued—is drawn to Audrey not for her “poetical” nature, but for her rustic appeal (most
commonly illustrated in stage productions by her overtly sexual behavior).
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earlier scenes. This exchange leads to Orlando’s introduction to “Ganymede” and Ganymede’s
plan of action to help “cure” Orlando of his love
This intrigue—or dramatic irony—does not work as well on the screen as it might on the
stage. Because of the close-up camera work, Bergner’s feminine face is hardly reminiscent of a
young man’s. Her lips are painted, her eyes outlined, and her hair styled precisely. Up close,
she looks like a pretty young woman, and nothing like a man. But from a distance in a theater, an
audience could be made to believe that “Ganymede” is a young man. Czinner could not easily
“masculinize” Bergner through make-up because he needed her to retain some of her femininity
so as not to lose film audiences. 147
The proposed plan erases the constructed boundaries of Rosalind’s “forest identity” and
creates a tenuous tie to her former self, the figure Orlando loves. But as their wooing sessions
continue, the sense of freedom inherent in the uncivilized forest begins to overwhelm Rosalind
as she forgets courtly manners and attacks Orlando for being late, for not wooing her well
enough, and for lying. While he is not guilty of anything except tardiness, he begins to see
Ganymede as Rosalind and treats him as such. However, her inclination toward emotional
outbursts indicates the level to which she returns his love. And only in the forest—free from the
social strata that would have separated them otherwise—can she feel free to love him so openly
(even if through the use of disguise). 148
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Also, for an actress who is trying to break into the film industry, an unattractive and masculine look would not
appeal to studios and/or audiences. Vanity plays a large part in why Bergner did not look more like a boy.
148
On one occasion, Rosalind paces outside her cottage, weeping. Orlando is late, and she believes him false, for he
had sworn to be there within an hour. Celia suggests that perhaps Orlando has fallen out of love and therefore has
chosen not to come as promised. Rosalind’s shock at such an idea is obvious by her change in body language. She
uncrosses her arms and with a furrowed brow leans toward her cousin as if to confront such a lie up-close. The two
women stand when they hear trumpets. Over a slight rise (on the rear of the set), winding around a worn rock path
comes a procession of men and dogs. Celia offers that the men are subjects of Rosalind’s father and perhaps
Orlando is among them. Her theory proves true as Rosalind spies Orlando in the crowd—she acknowledges this
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But a downside to pretending to be a free-spirited young man occurs when “Ganymede”
is told of a quarreling young couple. Corin, the old shepherd, knows that Ganymede professes to
be an antagonist to love and invites him to witness love being rejected. True to his character (and
once more wearing the “masculine” cap), Ganymede cannot resist intervening in an exchange
between Sylvius and Phoebe, a young peasant couple. He loves her, but she does not love him.
Ganymede attacks the man for loving such an ungrateful woman and attacks her for treating a
devoted suitor so poorly. Phoebe then finds herself attracted to the forceful youth, and ignores
the doting shepherd. Ganymede leaves them both, saying to Phoebe, “Love me not...for I do not
like thee.” Giggling, he and Aliena return to their cottage where they find Orlando waiting.
Despite the fact that he greets the youth Ganymede as “the fair Rosalind,” the visual
argument against the plausibility of such an idea is unmistakable. Again, Bergner’s feminine
features make seeing her in any manly fashion impossible. The pairing of these two scenes—the
scornful youth critiquing foolish love, and the willing “woman” who misses her lover—creates
an intriguing argument for Rosalind’s true character. Is she a woman who truly loves, or is she
merely engaging in the “sport of love” to which she referred earlier in the film? Her reaction to
Orlando’s arrival seems to argue for the former. She returns his greeting with outstretched arms,
which fall to her side as she realizes that she is being too forward. She opts, then, to play the part
of a scorned woman by chastising Orlando for his lateness and acting offended by him.

recognition by raising her arms above her head. But he makes no return gesture. She seems comforted to know that
he has not forsaken her but instead has been detained by service to the Duke. She recounts that during her time with
Orlando, she was introduced to the Duke (her father. In telling the story to Celia, she reveals that the Duke asked of
what parentage she was; her response was “as good as he.” The smile on her face as she remembers this encounter
seems to be one of contentment; she knows where her father is and is assured of his well-being but does not feel
guilty about not revealing herself to him. She’d rather focus on Orlando and her love for him: “But why talk of
fathers when there is such a man as Orlando?” Despite her “manly” garb, Rosalind cannot disguise her heart and her
feminine emotions.
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But is she pretending or belying a part of her true identity? The answer, I think, lies in her
reaction to Orlando’s comment that if he were facing the real Rosalind, he would “kiss before he
speak.” She stumbles backward, her eyes widening as if the very idea of a kiss is shocking. A
physical expression of affection appears all too real to her at this point—she will have to deal
with the realistic consequences of her actions, not merely by verbal sparring but with physical
contact. She seems unsure of what to do—on one hand, her emerging smiles seem to indicate
that a kiss from Orlando would not be unwelcome, but on the other, the nervous fidgeting of her
arms and hands argues that she is fighting the urge to undo her deception. As is her fashion, she
talks her way out of an awkward situation and into one that she can control.
When he later announces that he must leave her for two hours, she once more begins to
pout and whine—both feminine responses—about his departure. She again plays the dual role of
feigned woman and wounded lover. When she sees that he is unaffected by her false tears and
“poor me” routine, she relents but holds him to his two hour promise. As he walks away—up a
hill, over rocks and through trees—she clings to a tree, watching him leave. In a move that is
most effective on film, the portion of the trunk upon which she rests her cheek is carved with one
of Orlando’s love tokens—a R inside a heart. We are able to see this detail because of the tight
camera distance.
In a scene not included in Shakespeare’s play, Czinner reunites Orlando with his brother
through the exploitation of the forest’s fauna. Orlando is shown making his way through the
brush—an eerie musical accompaniment can be heard—when he stops suddenly. The camera
reverses to show Oliver, asleep on the forest floor, an enormous snake crawling over his chest.
The realism of this moment is made all the more potent by the use of a live snake. As it slithers,
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the audience can almost feel it sliding. It moves to coil itself around Oliver’s head, but before
Orlando can do anything, a mountain lion leaps across the screen. Once more, the reliance upon
live animals illustrates Czinner’s dedication to making this forest as alive as possible. While we
are not shown Orlando’s altercation with the lion, it is implied both by the way the screen fades
as the animal moves toward us and by Oliver’s retelling of the story later.
After the screen fades out on the stalking lion, we hear Celia’s lilting voice—a striking
contrast to the dangerous situation—as she sings to Rosalind. This happy scene is disrupted
when Oliver asks whether the two own the nearby house and explains the encounter Orlando had
with both the snake and the lion. As he talks, Rosalind edges closer to her cousin, seemingly
grasping for something to which to cling. Rosalind faints at the news of the encounter; to cover
up an obvious female reaction, Rosalind insists that she was only pretending to faint because
Ganymede is to react as would the real Rosalind: “I pray you sir, tell your brother how well I
counterfeit.” Oliver does not believe the faint to be faked but still seems to see Ganymede as a
man. As she is being helped back to the cottage, she proclaims, “Counterfeit I tell you.”
A jump cut shows Orlando and Oliver make their way through the forest. Orlando has
learned that Oliver has fallen in love with Aliena after only a few moments with her. The forest,
then, has once more sparked love between two unlikely people. Czinner cuts to an interior shot
of the cottage where Rosalind taunts Celia with the same happy ditty from earlier. This time
Celia is the one who looks distressed by love. As Czinner cuts back to the brothers, Orlando
sends Oliver after Aliena. He runs toward the cottage only to meet Rosalind on the small bridge.
She heads toward Orlando as Oliver continues to the waiting “Aliena.” When Rosalind reaches
Orlando, she insists on knowing whether or not he was told of her “counterfeit swoon.” He says
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he was told and was shocked at to the suddenness of his brother’s love. When he learns that
Oliver and Aliena are to be married tomorrow, he looks sad. He says that their happiness only
makes him feel more lonely for Rosalind and that at the wedding tomorrow, he will not be as
happy as he could be with her there. “Ganymede” asks whether or not he could serve as
Rosalind at that time. Orlando’s response, “I can live no more by thinking,” indicates that
Rosalind’s ruse must come to an end, and soon.
She tells him that she “can do strange things” and suggests that she can arrange the
marriage between Rosalind and Orlando to take place when Oliver marries Aliena: “For if you
will be married tomorrow, you shall. And to Rosalind, if you will.” Orlando is not given the
chance to respond because Phoebe and Sylvius emerge from over the hill. Phoebe accuses
Ganymede of doing her much harm. What follows is typical comedy in that as Sylvius expounds
on what it means to love, he says “and so am I for Phoebe.” Phoebe returns with “and I for
Ganymede.” Orlando joins in: “and I for Rosalind.” Ganymede concludes: “and I for no
woman.” The smile on Ganymede’s face belies any anger, instead revealing the literal truth
behind the words. But no one is looking at her face for a reaction. Each is too enraptured by the
thought of their love. This love quadrangle of sorts makes for solid comedy, which comes to a
climax when Ganymede/Rosalind arranges a meeting of them all. He says to Phoebe that he
“will marry [her] if, ever I marry woman. And I’ll be married tomorrow.” He moves to Orlando
and tells him that “I’ll satisfy you, if ever I satisfy man. And you shall be married tomorrow.”
All are instructed to be ready to wed the following day, and each replies, excitedly, that they will
meet at the prescribed location.
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The final scene serves as a bucolic climax. As Czinner often does in this film, the scene
opens with a shot of gate, shown through the branches of a tree. Through the gate, a herd of
sheep come running through, accompanied by several pipers. It seems, then, that the sheep are as
much a part of a forest wedding as the participants themselves. Behind the flock come the
shepherds, their staffs bedecked with flowers. Behind them, the country folk. Their destination,
we are shown, is the Duke’s camp where the Duke, Orlando, and Oliver await the arrival of the
women. The camera pans back to the gate where Celia, dressed in white, enters. Rosalind, too
dressed in white, accompanies her; between them walks a young boy dressed as Cupid. As the
trio approaches the Duke, they pause, and Rosalind asks if he would receive his daughter. For
she has brought his daughter “hither so that [he] might join her hand with [Orlando’s].” Both the
Duke and Orlando proclaim that “if there be truth in sight, then you must be Rosalind.” Phoebe,
along with Sylvius, watches this exchange and recognizes that the youth she knew as Ganymede
is really a woman and cannot marry her. Finally her disguise is discarded and her true identity
confirmed. Celia is called forth by her true name and accepted by the Duke. She is joined with
Oliver. All deception has ended and the true celebration can begin. Czinner shows us the entire
gathering as they dance and sing. The camera cranes up to an extreme high-angle shot, then
cranes down for an eye-level glimpse of the party. It pauses on the foursome of Rosalind,
Orlando, Celia, and Oliver as they dance together, and then dollies in to show the other revelers.
The shots are framed by the tree branches and their leaves, as if to imply that only in the safety
and security of the forest can such a joyous even take place with such vigor and elation.
The dancing stops when a trumpet sounds, announcing the arrival of a knight in armor.
Striding through the crowd, he stops in front of the Duke to tell him that Frederick has returned
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the crown to his brother and all the land and goods that belonged to those who lived in exile with
him. While the crowd cheers, the Duke tells the soldier to put aside the political news and join in
their “rustic revelry.” Amidst the cheers of the crowd and the non-diegetic choir’s hymn, the film
ends with the closing of heavy metal gates—symbolizing perhaps the true entrance into the
forest—upon which the word “Epilogue” is written. In front of the gates, Rosalind stands in her
wedding finery. Although a good play, she says, needs no epilogue, she nevertheless wants to
make this a better play by adding an epilogue. In a use of “movie magic,” Rosalind’s dress fades
to her Ganymede costume when she charges “O women, for the love you bear to men, to like as
much of this play as please you.” Her wedding dress reappears as she addresses “O men, for the
love you bear to women that between you and the women the play may please.” She drops in a
deep curtsy as the screen fades to black.
The inclusion of this epilogue reiterates the theatrical nature of this film. Bergner directly
addresses the film audience by looking into the camera as she would a theatre audience by
standing before them. Unlike Taylor and Reinhardt and Dieterle, Czinner’s film of Shakespeare
is not so much a movie, but a filmed stage production. While utilizing stage conventions—
blocking, props, and the epilogue—Czinner experimented with the scale a film offered. Film
critic Graham Greene comments on Czinner’s design in his review of the production for
Spectator:
Czinner…seems to have concluded that all the cinema can offer is more space: more
elaborate palace sets and a real wood with room for real animals. How the ubiquitous
livestock (sheep and cows and hens and rabbits) weary us before the end, and how
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disastrously the genuine English woodland is spoilt by too much fancy, for when did
English trees, in what is apparently late autumn, bear clusters of white flowers? 149
Fellow critic Raymond Mortimer concluded that the presence of the camera only highlighted the
“settings” as the film’s worst features: “The exterior of Duke Frederick’s palace looks as if it had
been designed by Gunter; the interior resembles the foyer and corridors of a Super Cinema
DeLuxe. The Forest scenes are less vulgar but more insipid.” 150
Despite the gifted cast and crew, Czinner’s vision for the film seemed to doom it from the
outset. The film, based on one of Shakespeare’s “most airy comedies,” is weighed down by
Czinner’s insistence on mixing realism with fantasy. 151 Throughout the film, especially in the
barnyard and the forest scenes, the establishing shots always begin with live animals—both in
picture and sound, as with the clucking of chickens during the film’s opening. This consistent
reiteration of the “naturalness” of the film becomes tedious as the film continues. Instead of
using animals as a set decoration of sorts, Czinner makes them a collective character, a physical
representation of the life within the forest. In a stage production, animals could be used, but they
would be difficult to manage in front of a live audience, but with a film, scenes could be reshot
and animal handlers could be on set to intervene. The animals, therefore, became characters in
Czinner’s world.
149

Spectator, 11 September 1936; reprinted in The Pleasure Dome: Collected Film Criticism 1935-1940 (Oxford:
Oxford UP, 1980),
150
Mortimer, The New Statesman and Nation, 12 September 1936.
151
As one of Olivier’s biographers comments: “the film was an inconsistent mélange of styles and moods, and
ultimately it could not bear the weight of its clumsy artiness. … [the production] was a fussy agglomeration of
realism and fantasy, alternately crowded with a menagerie of peacocks, dogs, geese and sheep and moments later
monastic in the frugality of its sets and props…Arden seemed more a thicket than a forest, and too often the camera
battled against the cast, swirling dizzily when it should have recorded calmly.” (Donald Spoto 97). Foster Hirsch,
too, criticized the production’s attempt to force realism: “the Forest of Arden is presented as a perplexing mixture of
artifice and reality. Real sheep are paraded against fake fauna and a studio sky, and the brooks and trees and hillocks
belong to the back lot rather than to nature. … Czinner even includes a scene of altogether-misplaced realism in
which a snake coils around Orlando’s evil brother while a lion crouches in readiness for attack. This sudden image
of nature as predatory is jarring, and it darkens the story in a way Shakespeare had not intended” (Hirsch 41).
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Most film scholars of the era concede that Czinner fell victim to what the other
“experiments” in filming Shakespeare did—trying too hard to match the word to the action.
Instead of letting action replace the word—and thereby incense textual critics—or letting the
words establish the setting—and run the risk of angering the studios by making a film that ran
long—most directors chose to match text with action. The result is a tedious production, one that
can be slanted to favor a character or a subplot, instead of a balanced performance that seeks
harmony between text and interpretation.
In the seventy years since the initial release of this adaptation of As You Like It,
Shakespeare and film scholars and critics alike have come to a somewhat unified consensus
about the lack of success of this production: It failed primarily because of the focus on Elizabeth
Bergner’s Rosalind. 152 However, Bergner’s performance was not the only one to suffer
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Roger Manvell, in his 1971 Shakespeare and the Film, claims: “The production was once again a victim of the
star system...Czinner’s wife, Elizabeth Bergner, had a screen personality diametrically opposed to that of Rosalind.
Rosalind is a forthright woman, capable, provocative, and determined beneath her surface diffidence and charm.
Elizabeth Bergner’s screen character was exactly the opposite—she derived her charm from depicting an ageless,
kittenish quality in women, a kind of self-destructive femininity, half innocent, half knowing, which inevitably led
to frustrated infatuations with a tragic outcome (30-31). Stephen Buhler agrees, saying “Bergner’s performance,
intended to be reassuringly feminine, quickly becomes irritating in the context” (Shakespeare in the Cinema 131).
Her performance is classified by Michael Hattaway as “not…cinematic acting but a record of an atrociously stagy
and egoistic performance that made nothing of the subtle and complex communion between herself, Rosalind, and
Rosalind’s forest role as Ganymede” (“Comedies” 92). In a film that should be about pastoral youth and energy,
Bergner’s invasive acting results in a transformation of character for Rosalind. Instead of a clever young woman,
she becomes an annoying sprite: “[she] lacks resilience and independence; she is, rather, dainty, vulnerable in the
extreme, skittish, cute.” (Crowl, “Babes” 188).
While her acting garners negative reviews, Bergner’s energy has been both chastised and lauded. Michael
Anderegg writes that “her Rosaline is much too sophisticated and arch, and she works too hard at being ‘girlish.’
Physically, she lends energy to the film with her almost constant but elegant movement (though she seems quite
conscious of the effect her figure is making in boy’s attire)” (Cinematic Shakespeare 99). In contrast, Kenneth
Rothwell celebrates Bergner’s performance, claiming that her “sprightly Rosalind saves the picture from utter ruin.”
He continues his praise: “As Rosalind, Elizabeth Bergner with her charmingly accented English, whirls, turns,
sparkles, dazzles, giggles, crosses her arms and offers unconditional love to her best friend... [she] steps in, oozing
charm, to steal the show with a wonderful epilogue in which, cross-dressed as a man, she brandishes her favorite
switch while admonishing the women, and then magically dissolves into a white virginal gown as she flatters the
men” (49, 50, 52). Similarly, Russell Jackson calls her performance “one of the acknowledged ‘great performances’
of the second decade of the twentieth century” (Jackson, “Remembering Bergner’s Rosalind” 239).
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conflicting criticism. 153
But the legacy of this film is not about the actors’ performances, but rather the style in
which Shakespeare’s play is presented. Sam Taylor’s Taming of the Shrew is very much a
Hollywood film, with its dependence upon fixed sets and close camera distances. Max Reinhardt
and William Deiterle’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream is a cinematic play, while retaining its
theatrical roots (in this case, the Hollywood Bowl production upon which it was based), it makes
use of the technology of the film industry to make fantasy come alive. However, with Paul
Czinner’s As You Like It the goal was not to outdo the previous films, nor even to resemble them.
He wanted to put his own mark on the Shakespeare-in-film industry. By using the British film
industry, with its abundance of talented (although unknown) actors, and the claim to Shakespeare
as a “native son,” Czinner’s plan was to create a live play—not just a filmed stage performance,
but a production that teemed with life from all angles. Therefore, he relied upon live animals,
trees, leaves, and even some water to create a living world in which these characters existed.
The film, then, was the opportunity for an audience to enter a world with which they may
be more familiar. An audience could not reasonably see themselves in Taylor’s farcical world of
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Laurence Olivier’s Orlando was called “gloomy and morose, better suited as Oliver than Orlando” (Rothwell 49),
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memorable heroine; and Olivier wanted to “do something with Orlando.” All three accomplished their respective
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received extensive notice. The faults described above are repeated in only the most comprehensive Shakespeare and
film studies. In fact, Olivier—often credited, along with Orson Welles, with defining the genre of Shakespeare
films—thought so little of this film and his performance that he did not include any reference to it in his 1982
autobiography.
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celebrity, nor could they realistically find themselves in Reinhardt’s fantastic fairy land. But
Czinner’s forest of Arden looked and sounded like a place an audience could see themselves.
The contrast between the court and the forest became a visual argument about class structure,
and which is the most human or humble. The camera angles downward through trees and eyelevel with a herd of sheep argue for a more grounded way of life. The forest and its inhabitants
may be rustic, Czinner implies, but they are nobler than the dark and devious members of
Frederick’s court.

For the three Shakespearean comedies made into film during the late 1920s and middle
1930s, the focus was on the film and the visual nature of the source material. Shakespeare’s
familiar name allowed studio heads a level of cultural credibility while offering the directors the
opportunity to adapt classic plays to a new medium. These three films are experiments in
adaptation and in film technology. With the incorporation of sound, actors (and directors) had to
pay close attention to the location of the microphone and how the lines are delivered. Grand
physical gestures could no longer speak for a character; the character had to speak for himself,
literally. The camera, along with the microphone, became a crucial element in the direction of
the picture. Simply changing an angle could change the feel of a scene. More often than not
directors chose a closer camera shot to bring the focus back to the actor instead of the character.
With closeup shots, actors could convey emotion through subtle moves—slight eye movements
and/or facial expressions. Wide-angle shots were reserved for establishing shots or for showing
depth of field. For Sam Taylor, the sets were not as important as his two stars. Max Reinhardt
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combined special effects with clever acting and camera work to create his vision. And Paul
Czinner split his camera’s focus between the sets and the actors, with more emphasis on the sets.
Shakespeare is not an issue for these three filmmakers. For some of the actors, the
chance to play a Shakespearean role was an opportunity not to be missed. Based on their
cinematic reputations, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks thought Taming of the Shrew
would be an appropriate choice of script for their first film together. For James Cagney, the role
of Bottom was a chance to show his “softer” side—to allow audiences to see his humor and
charm for once instead of his violent temper. Elizabeth Bergner waited until she was comfortable
with her English before attempting the part of Rosalind; however, even then she chose a
character with which she was familiar, not just a character in a Shakespearean play. These films
are about the actors and the directors, not about the playwright. They seek not to perpetuate an
argument or interpretation of Shakespeare’s plays, but to further their own careers by showcasing
their talents and designs.
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Chapter Three:
Shakespeare in the 1960s:
Reframing the Shrew & Dreaming in Mud

If the Shakespearean comedies of the 1930s were limited by studio lot size and newly
introduced technology, then their 1960s cousins were freed by location shoots and advanced
filmmaking. In the thirty years since the release of Czinner’s As You Like It, the film industry
changed drastically. Perhaps the two most important factors in the evolution of the film industry
were the introduction of television and the emergence of color. The television’s appearance in
the 1950s meant that the film industry had a major source of competition. People no longer had
to leave their homes to learn the news of the day or for entertainment. Film had to find a way to
compete against this new comfort and convenience. The result was advancement in technology,
primarily in the fields of picture and sound.
While television limited the size of an image, film was not restricted to a small ratio.
Images could be larger, scenes more expansive, shots wider than those meant for smaller
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television screens. Film’s use of color also distinguished it from its in-home counterpart. 154
Television’s picture tubes were not able to show color the way the new film cameras could.
Color allowed film to become more realistic, more vibrant, and ultimately more visual. In
addition to a simple black-and-white color scheme, television could only provide limited sound
quality. On the other hand, the sound technology available for films insured that audiences could
hear every element the director intended—from the nuances in an actor’s voice to minute sound
effects and swelling soundtracks. 155
The advances in film technology allowed cinema to escape the confines of the past and
embrace the unlimited future. No longer were directors limited by immobile microphones,
mounted cameras, and closed sets. Directors were able to film on location, alleviating the need
for sets or backdrops; cameras were mobile and could move in multiple directions.
Advancements in sound technology allowed actors to move freely and not worry about not being
heard; and allowed directors the opportunity to play around with music, dialogue, and sound
effects of particular scenes long after the film finished shooting. The ability to adjust sound
enabled directors to determine a mood of a scene or a sequence in post-production.
Both Taming of the Shrew (Franco Zeffirelli, 1967) and A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Peter Hall, 1968) take advantage of the development of the film industry and distinguish
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themselves from their 1930s predecessors by illustrating the effects of color and sound
technology on Shakespeare. However, the importance of name recognition, camera distance,
shot selection, and special effects remained. While the first three comedies walked an awkward
line between film and theater, the next two Shakespearean comedies embraced the tension
between the two media, each choosing a distinctive side. Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew
throws out theatrical limitations and specifications, instead becoming a feature film—shot on
location with authentic Italian elements and lush costumes. Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
on the other hand, takes its cue from his theatrical productions with the Royal Shakespeare
Company. The film is an up-close examination of character within chaotic surroundings. With
reliance upon a handheld camera, extreme close-ups and trained stage actors, this Dream feels
more like a muddy trip to the theater than an elaborate journey on film.
After 1936, Shakespeare on film experienced a surge in popularity. However, the films
released after 1936 were primarily tragedies or histories and were the result of international
productions. From these films two new “stars” of Shakespeare emerged: Laurence Olivier and
Orson Welles. Olivier shed his reluctance to engage with Shakespeare on film by embracing the
Bard in three films of his own design: Henry V (1944), Hamlet (1948), and Richard III (1955).
These three films showcased Olivier, the British film industry, and reflected an awareness of the
malleability of filmed Shakespeare. Orson Welles’s cinematic Shakespeares—Macbeth (1948),
The Tragedy of Othello (1952), and the comprehensive Chimes at Midnight (1965)—no longer
resembled the light comedies of the 1930s or even the filmic styles of the early days of
Hollywood cinema. Welles and Olivier fashioned themselves into “auteur” figures, or directors
who so closely controlled productions that they left a distinct stamp on the final product. These
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two men used Shakespeare not only to express their intelligent imaginations, but also to position
themselves above the “average” Hollywood actor. The result of Olivier’s and Welles’s films—
six between them—was that Shakespeare had a distinct “look”—often melancholy, verbose, and
highly stylized. 156
During the 1960s, Shakespeare’s comedies fell into the shadow of their more dramatic
tragic counterparts. Shakespeare film seemed synonymous with tragedy. Therefore, adapting
Shakespeare’s comedies to suit 1960s sensibilities presented significant challenges. In the
1930s, Taylor relied on slapstick and farce, Reinhardt on special effects, and Czinner on props.
With the development of the film industry in the interim, the comedies of the 1960s had to move
beyond industry tricks and convention. Franco Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew (1967) built upon
Sam Taylor’s model of the star-power couple by using two of the biggest Hollywood stars (and
contemptuous marital partners), Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, in the lead roles. And like
Pickford and Fairbanks, Taylor and Burton personally financed and produced the film. 157 Shot at
the de Laurentis Studios outside of Rome, Taming of the Shrew tried to make its world look as
authentic as possible. While Taylor’s film was a staged Hollywood production, Zeffirelli
designed his Taming to reflect an image of a lush and romantic Renaissance Italy. The colors
were vibrant, the costumes elaborate, and the musical score captivating. But set against (or
pushed into) this world of spectacle is a basic (and bawdy) seduction. Zeffirelli uses more of the
text than Sam Taylor but still edits the verse to focus on the relationship between Katherine and
Petruchio. This relationship is styled in such a way as to appeal to a contemporary audience.
Gone are Mary Pickford’s innocent sulks and witty glares. In their place are Elizabeth Taylor’s
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smoldering sensuality and earthy grunts. Petruchio is no longer the charming and off-putting
Douglas Fairbanks but the vulgar and physical Richard Burton. This new Katherine and
Petruchio no longer appear as the classic Golden Couple of Hollywood but the Tempestuous
Two of Tinseltown.
Capitalizing on the interest in the film’s stars and the film’s realistic mise-en-scène,
Zeffirelli uses the dramatic structure as a chance to explore issues of reality versus artifice.
Zeffirelli’s own background as an artist allows him the expertise to paint his vision of Padua as
he sees fit. Artifice appears in the film in both literal and figurative terms. An elaborately drawn
backdrop acts as a literal articulation of artifice while subtle character studies reveal understated
interpretations of Shakespeare’s characters as multi-dimensional. The realistic elements take the
physical form of mud, rain, and dirt but also appear as intuitive insights into a character’s
repressed nature. By exploring the dichotomy between authenticity and pretense, Zeffirelli
allows the film to function more complexly than his 1929 predecessor. He takes the issue of
negotiating the line between theater and film to the next level by designing a film that does not
overtly resemble a stage production but in actuality uses many of the techniques and conventions
of a theatrical production in order to construct a film that captures the essence of a historical time
and place. The glimpse into the past that he offers audiences is a highly stylized and constructed
narrative about the deceptive nature of external appearances. He not only suggests through both
tangible and intangible elements that there is more to life in Padua than the obvious, he also
argues that only through patience and ambition can the genuine be revealed.
Two years after the release of Zeffirelli’s Shrew, RSC director Peter Hall designed a film
version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a play he had originally directed several times for the
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RSC. This film, however, was a departure from the “accepted” view of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Instead of the magical and romantic interpretation—a legacy from the nineteenthcentury stage and perpetuated by Reinhardt and Dieterle—Hall wanted the focus of his Dream to
be on the words. By shifting attention from the perceived setting to the actual text, Hall realized
that the play called for a very different kind of setting: “The Dream is quite clearly a play about
an English summer in which the seasons have gone wrong. It is winter when it should be
summer; everywhere is wet and muddy. This is described by Titania in a central speech.” 158
Designing a look for his new interpretation, Hall opted against a closed set, instead choosing to
shoot on location during the rainy season. 159 Actors were shot with handheld cameras in natural
settings with primarily natural light; as a result, the film appears unpretentious.
The focus on the text meant, however, that camera distance and angle were to be of the
utmost importance. Hall decided to shoot much of the dialogue at an extremely close camera
distance, decreasing the separation between actor and audience. Much of the dialogue is filmed
in shallow focus and extreme close-up, with the actor looking directly at the camera (and
therefore the audience). Shallow focus draws attention to the subject in the foreground of the
shot while blurring the background. In the case of Hall’s film, the actors were shot from the chest
up, with a blurred background. This proximity forces audiences to pay attention to the words
being spoken rather than the setting of the film. There is little to concentrate on except the
dialogue. But this distance also creates a sense of discomfort in that audiences were confronted
with the story instead of invited to witness its unfolding.
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he used and stylistic interpretations he developed come together in this film.
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Elements of this version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream suggest an awareness of
audience and Shakespeare’s original text. The choice of actors reveals a need for players adept
with Shakespeare’s language and comfortable with a film camera. 160 The costumes provide an
obvious clue as to the audience for the film. Helena and Hermia wear mini-dresses and go-go
boots; their hair is unstyled and lies long and straight. The fairies, rather than the gauzy or
striking costumes of the 1935 Dream, romp about largely unclothed. Judi Dench’s Titania is
nude, save green paint and strategically placed leaf designs. This naturalistic image of the fairies
invokes the hippie counter-culture thriving in the mid to late 1960s in Britain and the United
States. This film’s understanding of audience as well as attention to textual detail sets it apart
from its Warner Brothers predecessor. Like Max Reinhardt before him, Peter Hall adapts an
established theatrical production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream to the cinema by making film
further his vision of Shakespeare’s play. However, Hall’s textual fidelity coupled with stylistic
elements such as editing and camera distance creates A Midsummer Night’s Dream that argues
the connection between social upheaval and unrest in the natural world.
These two films build upon the foundation laid by the three Shakespearean comedies of
the 1930s. While the earlier films reveal an obvious tension between theater and film, these later
films work to erase any noticeable signs of a theatrical tradition. Instead, they illustrate the
development of the film industry in terms of advancement in the use of color, sound, and editing.
These films had to compete with the appeal of television and in so doing had to offer something
more than the Shakespeare films of the 1930s. The comedies of the 1960s attempted to move
beyond the “academic” image of Shakespeare inspired by the more “auteur” Shakespeare films
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of Olivier and Welles and embrace a more culturally relevant and visually appealing
Shakespeare. In this vein, Zeffirelli constructs a Padua that could have existed and offers an
omniscient view into the world of masked—both conscious and unconscious—identity and
authenticity. Hall opts to remove the distraction of any of the theatrical trappings—set, props, or
the theatre itself—by isolating the film’s focus (and therefore the audience’s) on the actors and
the dialogue.

The Taming of the Shrew (Verona Productions/ Columbia Pictures, 1967)
Described as “a non-controversial ‘sex romp’ with lots of broken crockery and highspirited taming” Franco Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew is a film that “[belongs] to the bodiceripping school of Shakespeare.” 161 Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew stands as the first
Shakespearean comedy on film to garner a notable amount of scrutiny from Shakespeare-on-film
scholars. Jack Jorgens’s 1971 Shakespeare on Film led the way by offering a formalist analysis
of the film, concluding that Zeffirelli created a film that enhanced the elements of farce within
the play. He calls attention to the “extravagant expenditures of energy and comically accelerated
actions” and “absurdly complicated situations” which work to thwart the play’s theme of taming;
instead, he claims that the “heart” of the film is the “thorough assault of Kate and Petruchio on
Padua and Paduan values…They declare war on respectability, duty, religion, sighing literary
romance, and narrowing materialism.” 162 This characterization of Petruchio and Kate as “The
Lord and Lady of Misrule” results in, for Jorgens, the “[revival] of Shakespeare’s comedy [as] a
film version of the Saturnalian Revel.” 163 The formalist interpretation of this film was the most
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popular critical lens until the 1980s when specific critical theories were applied to the film. 164 In
1989, Graham Holderness surveyed current criticism on the film—including Jorgens’—and went
a step beyond concentrating on the farce of the film. He argues that by using farce and the
elements of romance, Zeffirelli “altered the rules of the game to such an extent that the film has
little to say about the sexual politics of [Shakespeare’s play]… [the film] simply does not address
the questions of family and marriage in any way that would prove interesting or useful to a
feminist cultural politics.” 165
This classification of Zeffirelli’s film as “not so much anti-feminist as a-feminist” opened
a new avenue of discussion. Eight years later, Ann C. Christensen posits that the film in fact is
anti-feminist; she believes the film advocates female domesticity. Key to her reading is the
“morning after” scene in Petruchio’s home, where Kate works with Petruchio’s servants: “The
image of her utility seems to repudiate the ennui of white middle-class housewives suffering in
the 1960s from ‘feminine mystique.’ Real women, the message seems to be, do housework.” 166
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Diane Henderson does not see the film as a rallying cry for domesticity so much as it is a
manipulation of the domestic as a concept. Emphasizing the final speech, Henderson claims that
Zeffirelli’s film is “paradoxical... [in that] Katherina is presented far more empathetically and
with greater agency than in most video versions, yet [she] employs that agency to naturalize a
traditional sex-gender system.” 167 Pursuing the claims of the film’s anti-feminism, Barbara
Hodgdon calls attention to the use of Elizabeth Taylor’s body in the film as an example of the
commodification and sexualization of women. She argues that by “[circulating] around the useand-exchange-value of a shrew wife,” Zeffirelli’s film “[locates] this image of ‘woman’ in
Taylor’s body—itself a site (or text) of sexual spectacle and spectatorly desire—lends particular
resonance to this [film’s] hyperactive narrative.” 168 Hodgdon argues that the final banquet scene
has Petruchio overpowering Katherine with language, but “Taylor’s body language overmatches
Burton’s facility with Shakespeare: the film not only eroticizes her spectacular body but
capitalizes on her attraction for Burton.” 169 Taking a counter-stance to these critics is William
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Brugger, who in a 2004 article suggests that the film has an opposite effect on audiences. Rather
than seeing the exploitation of Katherine, Brugger claims that Zeffirelli’s film “may be viewed
as feminist not only because the female is empowered, but also because the male has been
stripped of much of his.” 170
Another, perhaps less contentious avenue of discussion about Zeffirelli’s film is his use
of comedy and the conventions of comic film. Most scholars agree that the film focuses on the
farcical elements of the play, but differ on how those elements work together. Taking a thread of
Jorgens’s reading where he contends that the film uses farce to create a “Saturnalian Revel,” Ace
Pilkington argues that while “farce is seemingly Zeffirelli’s choice, his plot manipulations
produce something subtler and less threatening to Katherine than is usual, while at the same time
presenting a Petruchio who has greater difficulties and therefore more room to grow.” 171 Not
dismissing the tradition of farce, but rather routing it through Hollywood’s film conventions, Mei
Zhu contends that Zeffirelli’s film, while retaining a sense of textual faithfulness, manages to
avoid becoming “contentious... mainly because Zeffirelli adopts the mode of Hollywood
screwball comedy.” 172 In embracing the genre of the screwball comedy, Zeffirelli’s film further
extends the argument regarding the marriage of Shakespeare and Hollywood—and argument that
began with the release of the Pickford/Fairbanks version of Taming of the Shrew and solidified
with Warner Brothers’ A Midsummer Night’s Dream. By creating a film with strong ties to
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popular culture, Franco Zeffirelli secures a place in the Shakespeare and film canon. His place is
further supported by the continued interest in his multi-layered film.
These layers—both symbolic and literal—are the subject of Michael Pursell’s article
“Zeffirelli’s Shakespeare: The Visual Realization of Tone and Theme.” Pursell argues that
because “Zeffirelli’s films are essentially visual and cinematic in their conception...they do not
exist simply to record and transit a performance of a play; rather, they are...an interpretive
performance—the medium of film itself impinges on the transmission of the text and its
meanings.” 173 Zeffirelli, then, must find a way to make the film more than a performance—an
unique experience for audiences. Pursell claims that Zeffirelli tackled this problem by creating a
“Padua [that is] convincingly solid and three-dimensional.” 174 He establishes a Padua that looks
“lived in” in the hopes of conveying an authentic sense of place and time. While Pursell’s
argument centers on Zeffirelli’s set design and shot selection, we can see that the issue of
authenticity and artificiality extends beyond the set and into the very behavior of the characters
of Padua. In a film that many believe revolves around the Katherine and Petruchio storyline,
Zeffirelli, however, takes a broader view of the play and sees a dichotomy at work—authenticity
versus artifice. His film argues that not only is Katherine more than she seems, the entire city of
Padua is as well. In focusing his narrative on the tension between authenticity and constructed
identity, Zeffirelli posits that Shakespeare’s play is more than the story of an unmanageable
couple, but rather a journey Petruchio and Katherine take toward the acceptance of their genuine
selves.
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Zeffirelli’s own journey toward inclusion in the canon of Shakespeare and film began in
the late 1930s. Born in Florence in 1923, Franco Zeffirelli began his career as an actor but later
became the assistant to the noted Italian filmmaker Luchino Visconti. In this position, he
patiently observed how a film was proposed, designed, shot, and distributed; he learned the value
of careful decision making. After 1945, he turned to opera—designing, costuming, and directing
numerous productions, eventually gaining acclaim with La Boheme (filmed and released in 1965
by a Swiss corporation). With this initial success, he wished to try his hand at film, but chose his
source material as carefully and deliberately as he had any of his others. He chose to mount a
production of Shrew as his first feature film. 175 In his Autobiography, he says that the Burtons
were “so keen to make the film that in the end they put up most of the money and the film was
billed as a Burton-Zeffirelli production.” 176
Following in the footsteps of Sam Taylor and the Warner Brothers studio heads in
regards to casting, Zeffirelli utilized his leads not only for their acting ability but also for their
celebrity. Unlike Pickford and Fairbanks, Burton and Taylor perform beautifully on screen; their
chemistry appears virtually palpable. In the roles of Petruchio and Katherine, the pair was
destined to succeed. 177 A bonus that went along with casting such recognizable names was an
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Zeffirelli says he wanted to film Shakespeare after having directed a successful theatrical version of Romeo and
Juliet in England. After considering his options and reviewing previous film versions, he chose Taming of the
Shrew and decided to pay homage to the classic farce while updating it to his more modernly artistic vision. The
exact truth of whose idea it was to shoot this film is in some doubt. Douglas Brode asserts that it was the Burtons
who approached Zeffirelli while Zeffirelli, in his own autobiography, suggests otherwise. He claims that he
originally wanted “a couple like [Marcello] Mastroianni and [Sofia] Loren,” but was told by his London agent
Dennis van Thal that “I think about British actors if I really intended to make my debut in movies as a director of
international stature…But with whom? Which couple had the stature to take on such a piece? It was only then that I
realized that the answer was staring us in the face—the Burtons, though I hardly expected them to be willing to work
with a new director” (Autobiography 200).
176
Franco Zeffirelli, Autobiography (New York: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1986), 213.
177
Elizabeth Taylor, despite her inexperience with Shakespeare, works well with Zeffirelli, who claims she has “the
ability to achieve the maximum effect doing almost nothing except raise an eyebrow or highlight a moment with a
slight nod” (Autobiography 215). This subtlety ties her to Mary Pickford, whose use of the camera was legendary,
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immediate audience. 178 “Dick and Liz” brought with them a large fan following, and Zeffirelli
used this fact in the film’s design. This film does not seek to be high art or even decidedly
theatrical; instead, it was designed to be a feature film, removed entirely from the theatrical
setting of its Shakespearean predecessors.

but who also relied on grand gesticulation. However, Taylor’s expressive fury distances her from Pickford’s
subdued resistance. The Kate in this production of Shrew is not merely a shrew, scorned by society only to be tamed
by an equally repugnant man; rather, this Kate is a Kate for the 1960s. Graham Holderness claims “[she]
communicates a fierce energy of sexual attraction, not a sullen force of hostile resistance” (70). In addition to her
“energy,” Taylor’s Kate is a complex character: “The camerawork not only accentuates Taylor’s feminine beauty
but mimics her positionality: showing her first as a single watchful eye above the street action; viewing her viewing;
pausing to watch her pausing to think” (Henderson 160). In spite of the character’s complexity, it is Taylor’s
physical appearance that captures a great deal of attention—most notably the camera’s emphasis on her breasts.
While Taylor’s performance sparks debate, some critics choose to objectify Taylor by commenting on her “heaving
bosom.”
While Taylor was a newcomer to Shakespeare, Richard Burton was not. As a young man (born Richard
Jenkins) in Wales, he was placed under the tutelage of Philip Burton. Philip Burton helped steer Richard away from
a troubled life and into the world of acting. In order to learn how to emote without shouting, Burton had Richard
recite lines from Henry V while standing on a mountain top. This practice would later pay off; Richard (who now
adopted Burton’s last name) landed his first Shakespearean role in 1944—he played Angelo in Oxford University’s
production of Measure for Measure, a performance which was witnessed by John Gielgud. After World War II,
Richard Burton accepted an offer to become a professional actor. His first professional Shakespeare roles were
Prince Hal in Henry IV and King Henry in Henry V during the 1951 Shakespeare season at Stratford. These
performances led to his first Hollywood film—My Cousin Rachel (1952), opposite Olivia de Havilland. He made an
impact in Hollywood and continued to turn in stellar performances; however, his heart was always with the stage
and especially with Shakespeare. In 1953, he turned down a 7-picture, $1 million deal from Darryl F. Zanuck of
Twentieth Century Fox, in order to play Hamlet at London’s Old Vic theatre for £45 a week. His performances at
the Old Vic led prominent British theatre critic Kenneth Tynan to call Burton “the natural successor to Olivier.”
After returning to Hollywood and the life of a movie star, Burton furthered his reputation by engaging in a
very public affair with a married Elizabeth Taylor during filming of Cleopatra in 1963. Their affair, subsequent
divorces and marriage shrouded the pair in an aura of celebrity—wherever they went, they were followed by a large
entourage of stylists, publicists, lawyers, accountants, and assistants. The paparazzi flocked to the couple and
chronicled their lives on the covers of glossy tabloid magazines. However, this attention did not deter Burton and
Taylor from seeking challenging roles. Zeffirelli’s proposal of a filmed version of Taming of the Shrew was just
what Burton wanted—a chance to return to his beloved Shakespeare, but on the big screen. For a complete
discussion of Burton’s work and biography, see his official website (www.richardburton.com), as well as Melvyn
Bragg, Rich: The Life of Richard Burton (Boston: Little & Brown, 1988), John Cottrell, Richard Burton, a
biography (London: Barker, 1971), and David Lester, Richard & Elizabeth (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1977).
178
The circumstances surrounding the relationship of Burton and Taylor are no secret; the pair met while filming the
epic film Cleopatra (1963) and while married to other people. They engaged in an open affair and married after the
film’s release. Existing in what one critic has called “a twilight zone between post-scandal notoriety and born-again
respectability,”178 the pair acted together in other projects, including The Sandpiper (1965) and the acclaimed Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf (1966). After wrapping Virginia Woolf, the couple decided to undertake a larger project,
one designed to allow Burton to return to his theatrical roots and Taylor to try out a new role. When Franco
Zeffirelli approached them about his idea for Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew, the couple saw their chance to
accomplish their goals.
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In spite of the fact that Zeffirelli wanted to remake a “classic” Hollywood film by
remaking Taylor’s 1929 Shrew, he consciously chose to target a new audience different from
many previous Shakespeare adaptations. He did not want a film that would be limited to
Shakespeare purists; Zeffirelli wanted to appeal to a popular audience, especially a younger
demographic. 179 In fact, the opening scene of the film illustrates this goal clearly. The rowdy
festival goers are in fact Italian youths—the “undergraduate ‘rag’”—who responded to an
audition call for “capelloni” (long-hairs). By including non-professional actors in the scene,
Zeffirelli expands his view of Shakespeare to those who were previously not seen as a viable
demographic: “the mobilization of adolescent masses for this play was evidently symptomatic of
Zeffirelli’s insistence on communicating the play to a youthful audience.” 180 Perhaps it was to
this younger audience that Zeffirelli wished to convey his understanding of the play’s possible
message. Prior to filming, Richard Burton urged the director to visit with his old tutor and
mentor (and Shakespearean scholar), Philip Burton. The purpose behind this meeting was “to
ensure that nothing we were planning would offend the Shakespearean purists.” 181 As a result,
the film would (as per Richard Burton’s wishes) be worthy of Shakespeare, while offering a
different perspective on the play that might also appeal to a younger and broader audience. 182
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Russell Jackson says that “With Shrew, [the] casting alone makes it clear that the film seeks to be considered
popular cinema” (“Shakespeare’s Comedies on Film” 117). For a thorough look at how Zeffirelli approached
popularizing Shakespeare’s plays, see Robert Hapgood, “The Artistry of Franco Zeffirelli” in Shakespeare the
Movie: Popularizing the Plays on Film, TV and Video, eds. Richard Burt and Lynda Boose (New York: Routledge,
1997), 80-94.
180
Holderness 55.
181
Zeffirelli Autobiography 212. Instead of receiving a lecture from Philip Burton on how to “do” Shakespeare
properly, Zeffirelli writes that in his meeting he gained insight into some of the play’s more difficult themes and
passages.
182
Burton’s fondness for Shakespeare is recounted in Zeffirelli’s Autobiography when Zeffirelli describes an
encounter between Burton and Robert Kennedy in 1966: “The two men—Burton and Kennedy—began to compete
as to who could out-recite the other in Shakespeare’s sonnets; it was an astonishing feat as they both had quite
remarkable memories. They continued reciting as they got out of the car and walked into the lobby of the Hotel
Eden, but it was then that Richard delivered the coup de grâce—he threw back his head and using all the force of
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Unlike his predecessor, Sam Taylor, Zeffirelli did not need to be centrally concerned
about how to “stage” Shakespeare properly. He was not unduly limited by set size or studio
restrictions; making an international production with a substantial budget, he was freed from the
often overbearing oversight of studio heads. He was at liberty to create a film of his own design.
However, this film is hardly a straight-forward textual adaptation. In this play Zeffirelli saw a
very elemental trait at work. As humans, we often mask our authentic selves with a socially
acceptable cover. When a mask falls away what lies beneath may be more startling than the
previous façade. In Taming of the Shrew, Zeffirelli saw the masking of authentic selves in the
behavior of the major characters. This disguising creates more problems than it solves. The
play’s conflict, then, lies not in the “taming” of an unruly person but rather in the revelation of
authentic identity.
The film’s opening offers the first glimpse of how the narrative will play out. 183 Making
use of an omniscient point of view, Zeffirelli shows two men on horseback approaching a town.
They ride toward the camera but do not look in the camera’s direction; they are purposeful in
their journey. Their destination lies beyond the rain. They do not take in their surroundings;
instead they are intent on reaching Padua, the sweet city of civility and learned men. Michael
Pursell argues that “by allowing the painted scene to dominate the opening shot, Zeffirelli
ensures that we are at once intrigued by its apparent reality yet aware of its artificiality. He thus

that amazing golden voice he recited the fifteenth sonnet backwards, starting at the final word and ending on the
first” (218).
183
Zeffirelli ignores the play’s Induction, choosing instead to have a Christopher Sly-type character in a cage
marked “Drunkard.”
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announces the kind of world the film will present, while persuading us to accept…the mixture of
realistic and artificial.” 184
But their idyllic university haven is not as serene as it appears. Upon their entrance, they
pass a man in a cage being tormented by children, a man in stocks, bearing the sign “Wife
Stealer.” As he rides through the town, Lucentio (Michael York) speaks of all the knowledge he
will gain and the subjects he will study. 185 He seems nonplussed about the town’s inhabitants,
but his companion Tranio (Alfred Lynch) is not. Tranio catches the eye of a local prostitute, a
woman whose grandness is magnified by the short stature of her caretaker. 186
The deceptive nature of the rest of the town is perhaps best illustrated by the scene in the
University Hall. The hall is crowded with what appear to be scholars and professors. Diegetic
choir music accompanies Lucentio’s entrance and serves to reflect what he expects to find in
such a renowned place of learning. As the opening credits scroll across the screen, the academic
spectacle continues. However, the title of the film is introduced with a loud cannon shot. As the
title appears, the reserved crowd erupts in celebration; people toss off their scholar caps and don
masquerade masks. 187
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Pursell 213.
Lucentio is Michael York’s first film role. He would later appear in Zeffirelli’s 1968 Romeo and Juliet as Tybalt.
186
The woman’s appearance is our first visualization of the role of women in Padua. Not only is the woman assured
of her physical appeal (the ample display of her body is evidence of this), but she also has the unspoken consent of
the people around her doorway—men and women alike. Such an illustration can be seen as an indication that
women who defy traditional society can still be regarded with some level of acceptance. An interesting
characteristic of this prostitute is that she “plays to her strengths” through loosened clothing, disheveled hair, and
wooden lifts on her feet. She is aware of what makes her remarkable and as such embraces whatever it takes to set
her apart from the other women in town.
187
What follows is characteristic of a “charivari” or public spectacle meant to shame a man whom the town feels is
being controlled by his wife. In many instances, a charivari (or “skimmington” as the ritual is also called) is a public
form of reinforcing the conventional view of marriage. Society publicly judges a man (and therefore his wife) for
going against the rules, for daring to upend the traditional notions of marriage. For more on the inclusion of this sort
of ritual in Zeffirelli’s film see Bernice Kliman, “A ‘Skimmington’ in Zeffirelli’s Shrew?” Shakespeare on Film
Newsletter 15, no.2 (Apr.1991):10.
185
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So far Zeffirelli has shown us both an idealized exterior image and a riotous interior
picture of life in Padua. By carefully structuring shots that set up both the seemingly safe and
the startlingly shocking sides of the city, Zeffirelli foreshadows the rest of the film. The film’s
set is conscientiously staged to appear like a real Italian city. 188 The streets are unpaved, the
people are not all lavishly dressed, the buildings are dirty, and mounds of refuse line the streets.
Each of these particulars speaks to Zeffirelli’s eye for specific detail but also reveals a touch of
the conventional use of props (as found in most stage productions). However, his shot selection
belies the theatricality of the setting by offering what a stage play cannot—both exterior and
interior shots.
Throughout the film in fact Zeffirelli offers two perspectives on a given situation:
external and internal. Most often the external perspective is shown through exterior shots either
of the city, particular houses, and the city streets. The internal perspective is illustrated through
interior shots of buildings but also through subjective shots from a character’s point-of-view
camera angles. Each of the major settings of the film are first seen from an outside view, as with
the Minola home and both Hortensio and Petruchio’s houses. This structure creates an
opportunity for both characters and the audience to make basic assumptions about social class
and its impact on behavior. But by moving the camera forward Zeffirelli propels us into another
view of the same situation. Often the interior shots reveal specific and relevant details that
cannot be gleaned from an exterior perspective. This is the case with the glimpse into the Minola
188

This attention to detail allies Zeffirelli with the neorealist Italian filmmakers of the post World War II era. In
addition, several of Zeffirelli’s directorial choices reflect the tenets of neorealism as described by Cesare Zavttini:
“to show things as they are, not as they seem...; to write fictions about the human side of representative social,
political, and economic conditions; to shoot on location wherever possible; to use untrained actors...; to capture and
reflect reality with little or no compromise; to depict common people rather than overdressed heroes and fantasy
models; ... to show a person’s relationship to the real social environment rather than to his or her romantic dreams”
(Gerald Mast, A Short History of the Movies 321). Zeffirelli’s design for Taming of the Shrew reflects the neorealist
emphasis on the real versus the ideal as well as the human side of societal influence.
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home when Petruchio comes to woo. From the outside, non-diegetic screams are heard, but
when the frame shifts inside the house, the screams gain context as we see Katherine chase
Bianca around with a switch. Zeffirelli further brings perspective through shot-reverse-shot
editing to reveal just what each of the women sees: Katherine sees a cowering Bianca, and
Bianca sees a wrathful Katherine.
A similar pattern is seen throughout the film. For each of the major scenes, a general
image is suggested by an exterior shot then confounded by a detailed interior one. The scene at
the church provides another example. We are shown a street scene where the town has gathered
for the wedding. People line the streets and wave flags—a sign of joy and good tidings. But
when Petruchio is late, the “joyous” tone is replaced by one of mockery. When the absent groom
arrives, the crowd erupts again, more out of anticipation than relief. The external shot offers an
image of the fickle town. Once the wedding begins and the camera moves inside, we see that the
congregation views the event as a spectacle rather than a sacred ceremony. They push and shove
their way into the chapel and exchange curious expressions with each other, eagerly anticipating
the disaster that would inevitably befall the couple.
The positioning of the shots in this way visually illustrates Zeffirelli’s argument about the
often incongruous relationship between the exterior and the interior of both a building and of an
event. However, the dichotomy between outward appearance and inner self is most apparent in
the characterization of the major players. 189 Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew is not so much a
film about the city of Padua as it is about the town’s most infamous residents. From the title
189

An obvious element of this argument would be the disguise motif that Shakespeare employs. Lucentio dons the
guise of Cambio, the schoolmaster. Tranio pretends to be Lucentio in order to woo Bianca. And Hortensio becomes
Litio in the hopes of gaining Bianca’s affection. Such blatant obfuscation is not indicative of Zeffirelli’s film
design; in fact, the disguises are thinly veiled attempts at masking identity. These plot points lend a kind of overt
balance to the more subtle and meaningful deceptions found in the film.
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alone, an audience could suspect that there will be two main characters: the shrew and the tamer.
But this suspicion is proven false in the opening moments of the film. We do not meet the shrew
or the tamer in the beginning. As opposed to the play, we do not see Katherine and Bianca in the
first scene. Instead, Zeffirelli creates a scene where Lucentio sees Bianca in the street during the
rowdy festival. This love-at-first-sight meeting lends credibility to Lucentio’s fascination with
Bianca. But the structure of the scene follows the pattern of the rest of the film’s design of
external observation and internal commentary.
We first see Bianca (Natasha Pyne) from a distance—as Lucentio does—as she leans
against a column, watching the spectacle with interest and amusement. She appears demure; her
dress suggests her family’s wealth as does the presence of a chaperone. Such a woman fits image
of a proper young woman, one upon whom society would give its approval. In a move of
desperation, Bianca strays from her chaperone’s company and pauses in the middle of the
crowded street. Her giggle can be heard above the music and appears to catch the attention of
the parade of young men (including Lucentio) who begin to chase her. She allows herself to be
“caught,” but her laughter and enjoyment clashes with her “ideal” woman image. This contrast
is further heightened when the rowdy young men surround her. She does not seem frightened or
appalled as a virtuous young woman should be. Instead, she allows them to lift her veil—a notso-subtle allusion to her skirt—and flirts with all of them. As the veil is lifted, she giggles (a nonverbal cue of acceptance) and the young men gasp. Their reaction belies the importance of the
situation. The thin barrier between presumed beauty and literal beauty is removed, leaving the
viewer in the presence of real beauty, the likes of which is rarely seen in public—or so Zeffirelli
wishes us to believe.
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Shot in extreme close-up, this moment, like others in the film, is one of voyeuristic
pleasure. The veil hides the reality of Bianca’s beauty while making her appear the mysterious
(and forbidden) treasure. Each of the men wants to see the honest truth (her naked face) but is
stunned when it is revealed to him. The close camera distance allows the viewer to see Bianca
and watch her reaction to the attention. She revels in the fancy of the situation (her continued
giggles tell us this) but pauses when her eyes fall on Lucentio. With a quick shot-reverse-shot,
we see Lucentio’s equally stunned face. In extreme close-up shots, the two exchange stares—
evident attraction and awe—and the other men momentarily fade into the background.
The other men begin to serenade Bianca during this exchange. Their lyrics work with the
camera distance to emphasize the meaning of the words. As the song begins—“Oh, let me
tell”— an open-mouthed Lucentio stares at Bianca. At “Gentle maiden, let me tell,” the camera
shifts to Bianca’s face, her soft smile and unwavering gaze. The eye contact is broken at “if it be
true, / That thy beauty casts a spell,” showing the crowd of men who are admiring her. It cuts
back to her at the word “spell,” but she smiles at an unknown face. Her gaze shifts and we see
Lucentio’s smile at “if true it be/Take pity and give me leave.” Then the film cuts back to
Bianca, who lowers her eyes demurely, until the shift to the lyric “To do for thee/ All that Adam
did for Eve.” The true intent of the song is revealed now as the refrain “I’ll do it well, gentle
maid, I’ll do it well” is sung. Bianca’s reaction to the bawdy ditty is not one of shock or horror
but of delight and amusement. She laughs approvingly. The sexual suggestiveness of the song
and her acceptance of it hint at her true character. Perhaps the veil not only shrouded her true
loveliness but also her character’s sexual leanings. In this brief scene Zeffirelli suggests that even
the most innocent of women may be anything but what she appears to be.
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The dialogue between reality and pretense begins in earnest in this scene. The obvious
interplay between the two takes place on a literal level, but the more curious interchange exists
on a character level. Just in this brief glimpse at Bianca we see that she is more than a lovely
young woman; she is controlled by society’s dictates but chafes at the restrictions. For a brief
moment, Zeffirelli shows us her “true” nature through his use of extreme close-ups. A wild side
lurks beneath her modest exterior. Her reality is that glimmer of wildness we see in her eyes and
hear through her laughter; her pretense is her image of the innocent beauty. She is aware of her
appeal to men and knows how to capitalize on that knowledge. So skilled at her pretense is she
that she is able to convince all of her suitors that her demure and modest demeanor is in fact her
real self. In fact, her façade of propriety slips once again, but this time she corrects herself—a
correction that is overlooked by all of the men around her. Once she is at her house and with her
father, Bianca is taunted by Katherine, who slams a window. As the window shatters, Bianca
whirls toward Katherine and shouts: “Oh, sister! Content you in my discontent!” Her face is
contorted in anger, and she has to be pulled back by her father who tries to calm her (and remind
her that she is being watched by suitors). She only returns to her demure self when she sees
Lucentio spying on her. Then she lowers her voice and, as a dutiful daughter (and woman)
should, begs forgiveness from her father, claiming that she wishes to retire into the house and
seek solace in her books and instruments.
Further clues to Bianca’s authentic identity are scattered throughout the film. Once
Lucentio (in the guise of Cambio) becomes her tutor, she does not hide her interest in him, going
so far as to conspire with him against a disguised Hortensio. She also deceives her father and
marries the real Lucentio in secret while he continues to negotiate with the false Lucentio—
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actually Tranio in disguise. But the revelation of her most authentic self comes at the film’s end,
in the famous submission speech scene. She refuses her husband’s request in front of the entire
assembly. By denying him, she has shown her true self. Now that she is married, she no longer
has to maintain the dutiful image that she constructed. She has gained what she wanted—a rich
husband who is fair of face. Her denial may not surprise Petruchio, but it devastates both
Lucentio and Baptista, who have wagered an enormous sum on her loyalty. The men have not
only to endure the ridicule of the townspeople but also to deal with the knowledge of her
deception.
Petruchio, the so-called tamer, is another of the major characters whose authenticity is
masked by a constructed façade. He is everything the other men of Padua are not: loud both in
voice and dress, profane, and quite candid about what he wants in a wife. Each of his behaviors
is deliberate. 190 Drunk and belligerent, he appears the very antithesis of a hero. In fact, even his
friend Hortensio is frightened by him. His first words are commands, issued in harsh tones and to
no one in particular. He is a man not to be trifled with, as his servant Grumio discovers. As
Petruchio barks his orders at his manservant, the camera closes in to a medium close-up of
Burton’s face. With dark shadows bathing both background and costume, only his face is lit,
calling specific attention to his masterful presence. Once again, the exterior shot (this time
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His costume, however, is more of a wardrobe mishap. Zeffirelli recounts how a clash of designers resulted in
Petruchio’s costume. While Zeffirelli’s designer—Danilo Donati—created a costume based on Burton’s own
physique, the Burtons’ brought with them their own designer, Irene Sharaff, who opted for an opposite look: “The
man [Burton] had a problem: he wasn’t tall, had narrow shoulders and a large head. The only way to cope with this
was to make everything larger than necessary, to give him loose, flowing costumes. Perversely, Sharaff dressed him
in form-fitting dark outfits with tight vertical stripes and topped the lot with narrow shoulders and high pointed hats.
He looked like Olivier in Richard II, an emaciated cripple” (Autobiography 214). The end result was a team of
seamstresses combined both designs and created a wardrobe in less than thirty-six hours. Burton tried them on and
became Petruchio: “[Burton] was happy because he felt right; the character of Petruccio [sic] was there. ‘Good,’ he
roared...‘I feel like a lion.’” (214).
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outside of Hortensio’s home) sets up the perception of Petruchio’s character. 191 When Petruchio
mentions that he seeks a wife, Hortensio, who has been slowly slinking in his house, stops and
turns. He now welcomes his friend from Verona with open arms and an open door.
When the action moves inside, Zeffirelli’s “interior” tactic emerges. This shift in setting
allows more attention to Petruchio as he acts in opposition to Hortensio’s more effeminate
mannerisms. As Hortensio tells Petruchio about Baptista and Katherine, the other man is silent
except for a few grunts and chuckles as he picks fleas off his dog. With each insect, he thrusts his
arm across the table to show Hortensio (who winces in disgust). Petruchio plops his boot upon
the table, spilling Hortensio’s wine but does not cease in his attempt to de-bug his dog. Even
though Hortensio tells him of Katherine’s ill-tempered and shrewish behavior, Petruchio appears
more interested by Baptista’s wealth: “I come to wive it wealthily in Padua. If wealthily, then
happily in Padua.” Petruchio drunkenly stumbles out of the room, knocking over furniture and
decorations as he goes. He has to be helped to his chamber where he collapses face first on the
bed, all the while singing “The rain it raineth every day.” 192 Before he passes out, he declares
that he “will not sleep till [he] see her.” The fact that he falls asleep immediately belies his
dedication to his so-called quest. He wants a wife but cares more about the dowry that she
would bring than about the convenience or comfort she would offer.
The next shot delves further into the internal perspective of Petruchio. Zeffirelli moves us
from a spectator in the exterior segments to a more personal view of Petruchio. Fading out and
then back in, the shot shows that he is alone and therefore without an audience. In a low-angle
191

Petruchio’s purpose in Padua is revealed in a shot framed to suggest a subtle joke. As he tells Hortensio of his
father’s death and quest for a wife, Petruchio is seen on the left side of the screen, and Grumio is on the right.
Centered on the screen is his horse’s rear end. Quite literally, the audience’s focus is drawn to the horse’s behind
and not to the man speaking. Perhaps Zeffirelli attempts to literalize Petruchio’s behavior via such a positioning.
192
This song is found in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night—Feste sings it as the play’s epilogue.
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shot that cranes upward, Petruchio is seen sprawled on the large, ornate bed; his feet in ragged
hose contrast the elaborate bed covering. The film cuts to a close-up of his feet. His bare toes
extend beyond the hose. This “masterful suitor” hardly seems larger than life at this moment.
Instead, he is reduced to cracked feet and well-worn clothes. His bravado has been erased and in
its place is a simple man who lives above and beyond his means. As a rooster crows off-screen,
Petruchio stretches and struggles to sit up in the bed. Again, he reveals his “true” self. He is a
man who hides himself behind an image. Petruchio looks skeptically at Hortensio’s servants,
who bring him warm water in which to bathe. He growls at them, making them flee in haste. He
does not use the water to wash his feet or his head; instead he dampens his fingers and dabs the
scented water behind his ears. This unfamiliarity with the trappings of wealth emerges once
again when he visits Baptista. As the other suitors surround the older man, Petruchio wanders
the great room, fondling the silver. He seems awed by the splendor of the room and noticeably
has to “put on” his forceful persona to approach Baptista. And his composure slips again as he
waits to woo Katherine. He pauses before a mirror and primps. He speaks to himself, outlining
the ways in which he will woo her. However, taken in context with his previous behavior, the
words seem more like a personal pep-talk than a statement of purpose. Petruchio’s bravado slips
to reveal a man battling insecurity; instead of being the powerfully confident suitor, he appears
cautious and slightly nervous.
During the wooing scene, where the text has Petruchio battle Katherine in a war of
words, Zeffirelli has the pair chase one another, literally. Petruchio’s braggart mask slips at the
conclusion of the chase when Katherine has twisted her ankle after falling through the roof. He
helps her to her feet and allows her to lean on him as they make their way back to her father. His
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compassion at this moment belies his plan to marry only for money. His expression softens and
his body relaxes—he no longer pretends to be the brute he appears. This sudden change in
demeanor takes Katherine off guard, and she cannot regroup fast enough to head off his
declaration of their engagement. While Petruchio’s character to this point in the film has been
dynamic, the subtle shifts in his behavior allow questions about his authenticity to emerge. The
rough and rowdy Petruchio seems to revel in the humiliation of Katherine during the wedding,
but the insecure and uncomfortable Petruchio wants to give in to her demands to stay. His
refusal can be read not only as a power play to ensure her obedience but also as the action of a
man desperate to be in a familiar setting. The return to Verona takes him back to his comfort
zone where he does not have to maintain his boisterous façade.
Once at his home, Petruchio’s behavior affirms this desire. While his servants greet him
affably despite his cursing and physical assault, he showers them with some of the wedding
dowry he has earned from Baptista. Here is the “real” Petruchio, the rough and crass man who
lives in a rag-tag home of uncouth and unruly servants. As he dances around his hall, his
newfound fortune appears to be a windfall for all, not just Petruchio. His generosity contradicts
the greedy image he presents in Padua. When a wet and muddy Katherine enters the hall, he
draws up short, indicating his surprise. Petruchio gets to his feet as if he is embarrassed by being
caught in a giddy moment. As he asks her to sit and “make herself welcome,” he begins barking
insults and orders at his men, accusing them of mistreating their new mistress. In front of
Katherine he must appear to be in control of the house and all of its inhabitants. This shift is an
obvious sign of conscious behavior. He chooses how to treat his servants in front of her because
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he knows how she will perceive him. He wants her to see him as powerful, commanding, and
unshakeable. 193
His overbearing behavior continues once the food arrives. Denying her food or any
comfort to the point of destroying his own hall, he does not allow her to stay in the company of
his servants, instead picking her up and carrying her to the bedchamber. Behind the bedroom
door Petruchio again appears ill at ease. He moves about the room awkwardly. But his eyes
reveal his feelings. He watches Katherine undress with interest and concern. The music softens
to echo the more intimate nature of the moment—the instrumentation changes from a brash
tempo to a slow, subtle melody. Here is couple on their wedding night, alone for the first time.
Seemingly aware of the tension, he tries to make her feel more at ease by helping her. But when
his efforts are met with a striking blow to the head, he reverts to the domineering persona and
proceeds to destroy the room. Claiming that the noise from below prevents Katherine from being
treated like a proper wife, he leaves the room to chastise the servants, but as he walks down the
stairs, the smile on his face says it all. He learns that his authentic self will be met with violence
but that his powerful persona will be met with resistance. Believing that the latter will gain him
more enjoyment, he verbalizes his motives: “This is the way to kill a wife with kindness.”
At this point in the film, Petruchio’s treatment of Katherine has come in two forms:
passionate domination and uncomfortable compassion. We understand now that he mistreats
Katherine in an attempt to control her, to “tame” her. But his actions are undermined by the brief
glimpses of compassion that he allows her to see. These slight breaks in character support
Zeffirelli’s argument about the duality of character. Petruchio’s forcefulness that was seen in
193

This idea contrasts with the following scene of the servants frantically running around in the kitchen. Their
uncoordinated actions betray their lack of familiarity with the “proper” course of action. While Petruchio bellows
from the other room, they continue to bump into each other and incorrectly prepare the meal.
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Padua was an act, created to benefit him financially. Now that his fortune is secured, he is
merely a man caught in an uncomfortable dilemma: how to act now that the need for deception
has ended.
However, Petruchio’s “act” now depends on Katherine, for it is her behavior that sparks
the continuation of Petruchio’s boorishness. If we look at Katherine’s own actions, it becomes
apparent that she too is operating behind a mask. From the first moment we see her, Zeffirelli
suggests that she is more than she appears. The initial glimpse movie audiences had of Katherine
is of only an eye peering out from behind shutters. This image then sets her up as not only an
observer of behavior but an unusual woman. Her eye is violet—not an ordinary eye color by any
means. The tightness of the shot on the eye makes the color remarkable and haunting at the
same time. The woman who possesses such an unusual trait cannot be an ordinary woman. The
fact that the eye is seen through a restricted framing device (the heavy wooden shutters) also
supports the notion that her atypical nature sets her apart from her sister who is allowed to roam
the city streets. In fact, nearly every aspect of Katherine’s behavior is presented as the opposite
of her sister. While Bianca is first seen in the street scene, quietly walking freely about,
Katherine explodes onto the screen as she bursts through the shutters to shout at her father. She
is limited in her movement by the small balcony onto which she emerges. Bianca’s temperament
is apparently demure but is revealed to be bold; Katherine appears brash and crass but is
offended by the innuendo-laden puns directed toward her. The violence that accompanies
Katherine’s behavior comes with subtle explanations provided by Zeffirelli. Bianca is obviously
Baptista’s favorite—this is shown by his continued use of endearments when addressing her,
whereas he does not refer to Katherine as anything other than daughter. Sibling rivalry becomes
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the foundation for the Katherine’s fury, and as the film continues Zeffirelli shows that her anger
is a defense mechanism.
Such a move then posits Katherine in an awkward position within her own house. The
infamous wooing scene is prefaced by a lengthy explosion of temper as Katherine chases Bianca
throughout the house, threatening her with a whip and then a switch. The construction of this
segment places the women in the dynamic roles while the men are left in the static position of
awkward observers. By laying out the action in such a manner, Zeffirelli hints at the true nature
of the main characters. Bianca and Katherine, while both breaking “womanly convention” by
shouting and swearing, reveal the essence of their authentic selves. Bianca’s vocalizations
illustrate her selfish awareness of her position as object of men’s adoration as well as show her
pleasure in such a position. Katherine’s violence, while startling, is used to draw out Bianca’s
admission. It can be said then that Katherine’s mask of hateful shrew is her method of revealing
the true nature of others, for her behavior not only elicits Bianca’s confession but also shows
how the men in town honestly feel about a woman who defies societal dictates. Once Katherine
accomplishes her task and her father steps in to admonish her, her retreat (and vow of revenge)
indicates the level to which the deception of others affects her. She recognizes the futility of her
actions and struggles with the consequences.
When Petruchio enters the music room to woo her, she pauses in her violent destruction.
She now faces a man who does not shrink from her actions but rather seems drawn to them. The
stuttering manner in which the couple circles each other in this scene reflects their inward
struggle to maintain a projected reputation. Petruchio has to prepare himself for his meeting with
her, going so far as to plan what he will say. Katherine takes up the defensive position, left to
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react to what is thrown at her. An interesting twist in this film is Zeffirelli’s design of the
wooing as a literal chase. While the metaphor is not lost on audiences, what Katherine’s flight
does is further the notion of her insecurity. She does not flee Petruchio out of disdain for
marriage in so much as fear of being discovered a fraud. Zeffirelli illustrates this perspective
through subtle filmmaking: the long pauses, Katherine’s furtive glances behind her, and the soft
soundtrack when the two cannot run any longer. As Petruchio helps Katherine to her feet after
her injury, the film seems to slow down, suggesting perhaps that the two now have to choose
who to be when they face Baptista—the reduction in tempo of the soundtrack coupled with the
longer takes reiterate the change in pace. This inner struggle continues as the two reenter the
house and head down the staircase. Only when the other men come into view does Petruchio
twist Katherine’s arm to insure her silence. His tactic illustrates his conscious shift in persona.
Despite the fact that she is pushed into a room to prevent her from denying their betrothal,
Katherine’s awareness of Petruchio’s conflict of identity emerges at this point. As she stands on
a stool and watches (once again) men plan her life, the look on her face reveals her cognition of
what has transpired. Zeffirelli closes this segment with another shot of her eye—a sign that she is
once more an observer, but now she is an empowered one.
The wedding sequence appears to be dominated by Petruchio’s overt outrageous gestures,
but Katherine’s covert manner commands equal attention. She makes the wedding guests wait
on her at her father’s house; she refuses to come out of her room despite Baptista’s frantic pleas.
She acknowledges with polite composure the attention of the townspeople, and it is she who
takes control of the ceremony once the groom arrives. Although Petruchio may have planned to
dictate how the wedding occurred, it is Katherine who thwarts him at nearly every turn. While
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he feigns sleep during the ceremony and has to be asked multiple times whether or not he takes
Katherine for his wife, Katherine too displays her displeasure. By drumming her fingers on the
altar rail and pausing before responding to her own vow, she attempts to reverse the humiliation.
Despite the fact that she is unsuccessful, the wedding and the subsequent brief wedding
feast reveal that while she may appear to abhor men, her family, and the town of Padua itself,
Katherine Minola is not entirely the shrew she appears. We see that she can conduct herself
appropriately in society—she smiles easily and converses with her guests; she genuinely seems
surprised by the large table of gifts; and she treats her sister with measured affection.
Katherine’s mask of shrew has been lowered and her authentic self emerges as a woman who
craves acceptance. She returns to hide behind the mask when her new vulnerability is exploited.
Learning that she has been sold into marriage and being forced from her own wedding reception
causes Katherine to replace her mask and secure it in place until she can regain her footing and
reestablish herself.
Once at Petruchio’s home in Verona, Katherine has the opportunity to reshape her
“mask” from a shrew to a resentful wife. Zeffirelli shows us her progression through shots that
reveal their mutual power struggle. The bedroom scene, the soft music and lack of dialogue
create an intimate mood in which the newlyweds attempt to establish their own dominance.
Petruchio’s harsh mask slips when he attempts to help Katherine as she struggles to unlace her
gown. Katherine’s mask drops slightly as she accepts his touch and his kiss to her shoulder. But
when she hits him with the bed warmer, she breaks the uncomfortable tension. The Petruchio
she sees and the Katherine she reveals defy her level of comfort; resorting to an act of violence
not only reestablishes their power struggle but also allows them both to retreat behind their
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masks.
The scenes that follow illustrate for both Petruchio and Katherine the futility of their
actions. Katherine’s befriending of the servants shows that she can get along with others and is
equipped to be a domestic wife. Petruchio’s ordering of clothes for the return to Padua shows his
awareness of his wife’s need for acceptance. But in each case, they counter their progression
with an act of spite—Katherine ignores Petruchio entirely and Petruchio destroys all of the goods
Katherine chooses. Katherine, however, first recognizes the need for compromise. When
Petruchio comes to her bedchamber and tries to get her to accept his word that it is day (when it
is in fact night), she relents and agrees that it is whatever he says it is. This scene functions as
another example of Petruchio’s growing fondness for his wife. He enters the room softly as not
to disturb her. Gazing at her as she sleeps, he moves quietly around the bed to get closer.
Accompanying his entrance is the familiar romantic soundtrack that Zeffirelli employs to
reiterate the unspoken affection between the couple. Katherine awakes not with alarm or fury but
with gentle excitement. She relents in her desire to thwart him and agrees to follow his word.
This moment in effect signals the end of their game and their concealment of
authenticity. The scene on the road to Padua serves as an affirmation of Katherine’s acceptance
of Petruchio’s will. However, he only seeks affirmation when confronted with an outside party.
When the two are alone, they no longer spit and claw for power. Their return to Padua then
becomes the true test for them both. Katherine is again asked to obey a command in the street,
which she does. But Petruchio’s appearance at Bianca’s wedding in itself illustrates his
acceptance of Katherine’s will, for she is the one who wanted to attend. The pairing of these two
acts suggests a sense of mutuality for the couple.
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Bianca’s wedding feast best captures Zeffirelli’s argument about the incongruity between
outward appearance and true self. During the feast, the authentic selves of all of the characters
are revealed. Most subtle of all is the shot that shows how far Katherine and Petruchio have
come in their acceptance and affection for one another; they sit side by side, often glancing
furtively at the other. From their body language, one can argue that they both realize what they
missed by not having a wedding feast of their own. Petruchio, for his part, looks guilty, while
Katherine looks sad. They exchange tender glances as they watch children play before them.
This silent conversation encapsulates the distance they have traveled together. They recognize in
each other the need for love and acceptance and see a future for both. Zeffirelli affirms this
conclusion with his construction of the wager on the wives sequence. Katherine, while
challenged by Hortensio’s new wife, resists the temptation to revert to her old self and excuses
the women from the room. In their absence, the men congratulate Petruchio on his success.
Rather than revel in the approval of others, Petruchio proposes they wager on their wives’
obedience, thereby proving whose wife is the “veriest shrew of all.” On the surface, this proposal
reinforces the notion that men control their wives in all things. However, within the context of
Zeffirelli’s larger argument, this bet is a revelatory tool. Bianca denies Lucentio’s will and will
not come to him, showing her authentic self to the entire town. She is no longer the demure and
obedient woman everyone thought she was. In one step further, Hortensio’s wife shows that she
controls him (thereby revealing him to be weak) by insisting he come to her. Katherine’s
appearance at Petruchio’s command implies her submission to him, as does her subsequent
speech, but the underlying implication of her appearance belies any misogynistic interpretations
of her words. She speaks of a wife’s duty to her husband, using diction that evokes an unequal
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power dynamic; however, one can glean from her speech an admission of desire for comfort,
acceptance, and love. The image she shows to the assembly is a woman who loves her husband
and is grateful for what she has. This contrasts to the greedy and selfish nature of both Bianca
and the Widow. Katherine’s authentic self has been unmasked, and as a result Petruchio lets his
bravado slip as his voice cracks. 194
Not one to advocate the submission of women in the 1960s, Zeffirelli adds a twist to
Shakespeare’s play. When Petruchio turns from Katherine’s words to present once again the
triumphant face of a powerful man, he does not notice that his wife has run away from him. This
alteration in the action, when taken in context with the rest of the film, is Katherine’s final
commentary on Petruchio’s false façade. She is willing to reveal her authentic self as long as he
does the same. When he replaces the mask, so will she. Their relationship is to be one of
equality and compromise, not one of artifice and domination.
Franco Zeffirelli used the foundation of Sam Taylor’s 1929 Taming of the Shrew and
employed several of the same tactics in order to appeal to film audiences. However, Zeffirelli
moves beyond the filmic predecessor and creates a film that articulates the necessity for
authenticity in a world of preconceived notions and assumptions. This film ultimately is an
argument about identity and honesty. Bianca’s construction and maintenance of an ideal image
may lead to a profitable marriage but in the end reveals her to be a deceiver. Her false front is
used for selfish ends. Petruchio and Katherine, on the other hand, fashion masks that will allow
194

Zeffirelli comments in his autobiography that the design for the scene was very different from what was actually
filmed: “Liz surprised us all. I had assumed, as I imagine had Richard, that when we did the notoriously
controversial final scene in which Katherine makes her act of submission not merely to Petruchio buy on behalf of
all women to all men, she would do it in the now accepted ironical way. The usual trick is for the actress to wink at
the audience as much as to say, ‘We all know who really has the upper hand, don’t we?’ Amazingly, Liz did
nothing of the kind; she played it straight … ‘they are bound to serve, love and obey….’ And she meant it. Richard
was deeply moved. I saw him wipe away a tear. ‘All right, my girl, I wish you’d put that into practice.’ She looked
him straight in the eye. ‘Of course, I can’t say it in words like that, but my heart is there’” (215-6).
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them to disguise their pain and insecurity. His braggart boisterousness hides his need for simple
companionship (and money) while her violent temper hides her pain over her father’s disdain
and her sister’s deceit. They both construct personas that will merit attention from the very
people who can give them what they want. Petruchio is seen by the town as a powerful man who
can do the impossible: he can tame the shrew of Padua. Katherine is seen as the antithesis of true
womanhood, but in behaving as outrageously as she does, she gains the attention (albeit
negative) of her father. But when the two come together, like the fire storms of which
Shakespeare (and Petruchio) speak, their masks are useless and actually hinder the achievement
of their goals. Once their masks are shed in favor of compromise and acceptance, both Katherine
and Petruchio are freed from their self-imposed prisons of constructed behavior. The film’s
conclusion suggests that the pair’s journey toward love and acceptance has come to an end, an
end that satisfies both the actors and audiences alike. Their future is one not of denial but of
promise.
By filming Shakespeare’s play in such a manner, Franco Zeffirelli creates an image of
Shakespeare that is both historical and timeless. The creation of Padua as more than a movie set
but as a seemingly real place and the construction of characters that function not only in their
own time but also in the contemporary present, allow Zeffirelli the opportunity to articulate an
interpretation of the text that moves beyond formulaic confines. The fashioning of Katherine and
Petruchio as equal partners may be socially radical for the time, it is not groundbreaking. 195
Zeffirelli’s Shrew is a statement about identity and authenticity that comes at a time of confusion
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In many respects, Sam Taylor’s Shrew is more transgressive than Zeffirelli’s because we have no indication that
his Katherine and Petruchio ever came to an agreement on power. Pickford’s wink suggests that she retains the
power while Petruchio’s ignorance infers that he believes he remains in control. With Zeffirelli, both players know
where they stand with one another at the film’s conclusion.
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and uncertainty. By blending a canonical text with an artistic understanding of film, Zeffirelli
distances himself from his 1929 predecessor. 196 However, he was not the only director in the
1960s who viewed the adaptation of Shakespeare’s comedies to film as an artistic challenge. One
year after the release of this film, Peter Hall, the director of the Royal Shakespeare Company in
Britain, produced two theatrical versions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream which strove to
discover just what Shakespeare intended the play to be. These productions were blended and
adapted to film in 1968, airing on television in the United States. What audiences saw was not
the grandeur and spectacle of the Warner Brothers production; instead, Hall offered a glimpse of
a world of natural upheaval and social disorder.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Royal Shakespeare/Filmways, 1968)
Unlike the criticism about Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew, the readings of Hall’s film do
not align themselves categorically. Instead the film has been subject to mainly comparative
analyses. When considering this film— an adaptation of a successful stage production by a
noted theater director—comparisons become inevitable. While Reinhardt and Dieterle’s 1935
version was a large studio production with a Hollywood budget, Hall’s film was a British film
enterprise with a minimal budget. The scholarship that puts these two films side by side tends to
be formalist in nature, calling attention to specific scenes as a means of highlighting the
importance of directorial influence. In his Shakespeare in Performance: A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Jay Halio offers a thorough analysis of Reinhardt and Dieterle’s 1935 production and a
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While distancing himself from Sam Taylor, Franco Zeffirelli ties himself to his friend and mentor, Italian director
Luchino Visconti. Visconti, a noted neorealist filmmaker, used “the social reality to define the personal problems of
the characters rather than to be the focus of the films themselves. ... [His] interest was more in the interrelationship
of human passion and stylistic décor than in societal forces” (Mast 325). While Visconti often strayed from the
Zavattini definitions of neorealism, Zeffirelli blended elements of both in his final cut of Taming of the Shrew.
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companion reading of Hall’s film. While his commentary on the Warner Brothers film relies
heavily on the film’s contemporary critics and glosses over the film’s place in the Shakespeare
on film canon, Halio celebrates Hall’s innovative endeavor, stating that “Hall’s film deserves
special recommendation for keeping the text largely intact [and] Hall deserves credit for resisting
overly spectacular effects in the fairy scenes and excessively burlesquing the mechanicals. He
deliberately eschews the pictorial splendor of Athens…and keeps focusing more narrowly but
also more intensely on language and action.” 197
As more film versions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream emerge, more subjects for
comparison arise. In a 2001 article in the Shakespeare Oxford Newsletter, Chuck Berney offers a
brief and admittedly biased summary of the various film versions of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. 198 Attempting to expand on the more critical comparative analyses, Steven Shelburne
examines the connections among the film versions of not only Reinhardt and Hall, but also
Ingmar Bergman and Woody Allen. Shelburne sees Hall’s film and Woody Allen’s 1982 A
Midsummer Night’s Sex Comedy (with its overt allusions to Bergman’s Smiles of a Summer
Night [1955]) as filmic reactions to Reinhardt’s earlier production. 199 However, in this essay, as
well as Berney’s, most of the connections drawn between Hall and these later films seem
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Jay L. Halio, Shakespeare in Performance: A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 2nd ed. (Manchester: Manchester
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tenuous. More critical analyses like that of Halio concentrate on Reinhardt’s film and Hall’s
determination to reconfigure the prevailing interpretation of Shakespeare’s play.
This determination began not with Hall’s film but with his two previous stage
productions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. These theatrical stagings provide another primary
source for comparative critics of Hall’s film. Each production—1959 and 1962—had a distinct
design and illustrated Hall’s increasing interest in Shakespeare’s play. Scholars view Hall’s
1968 film as his cumulative vision and connect various aspects of each RSC production to the
final film. Prominent among these scholars is Roger Warren. In his 1983 A Midsummer Night’s
Dream: Text and Performance, Warren positions the film alongside each theatrical production,
examining how each directly influenced the film. He concludes that the film “over-emphasized
the mud and rain which the text describes, at the expense of the natural beauty and radiance
which it also describes.” 200 Gary Jay Williams also pays homage to Hall’s two theater
performances and includes a brief reference to the film: “In Hall’s 1966 film of the play, a close
relative of his 1959 staging, the young lovers become increasingly mud spattered and confused
in their forest chase, and the fairies were controversial because they all had dirty faces.” 201
Scholarship of this nature, while informative, depends on knowledge of Hall’s previous stage
work.
Among the commentary about Hall’s film is a small minority of theoretical critics. These
scholars critique the film along their particular theoretical bent. The schools of theory
represented are far less extensive than with other Shakespeare film adaptations, but offer unique
insights as to the film’s impact. Employing the claims of Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and
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Narrative Cinema,” Laurie Osborne examines the role of the female gaze in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. She looks to the text for “visual” references and then examines how Hall’s film
(along with other film versions) makes use of the gaze, specifically the “awakenings” of Titania,
Demetrius, and Lysander. Hall’s use of shot-reverse-shot reinforces the power of the gaze,
especially that of the spectator (both within and without the film). 202 Aligning himself against the
cultural materialist school of thought, Graham Holderness, in his essay “Radical Potentiality and
Institutional Closure,” positions Hall’s film against the accepted notion that the film industry
seeks to “reproduce and naturalize dominant ideologies.” 203 Hall’s belief that film should
emulate text immediately places him in contrast with the cultural norm; as a result, Holderness
concludes, “the director’s ‘textualist’ ideology enters into sharp and disruptive conflict with the
film medium to produce one of the most inventive and valuable of all the Shakespeare films.” 204
By consciously opting to thwart traditional interpretations of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hall
breaks the unwritten rule of film’s place in a “bourgeois economy,” and in so doing “subverts an
inherited cultural concept of ‘Shakespeare.’” 205
Peter Donaldson, intrigued by Holderness’s claim, offers a focused examination of the
“radical” nature of Hall’s film, specifically as illustrated by the gender relations portrayed. In
terms of gender politics, the film shifts from a “trenchant critique of romantic love and
patriarchal marriage…to a celebration of marriage as a ‘stellar equilibrium’ between self-
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sufficient though not quite equal individuals.” 206 For Donaldson, this shift means that Hall’s film
is less radical than Holderness believes. Instead, Hall’s film takes a “radical” premise and
“modulates [it] toward the cultural and political mainstream.” 207 By focusing on the gender
politics of the film rather than the overall cinematic conventions, Donaldson both supports and
refutes Holderness’s original thesis. The film indeed breaks tradition by subverting accepted
understandings of the play, but the revival (and subtle endorsement of) male authority supports
the conventional patriarchal ideology. The conversation between Donaldson and Holderness
within their respective analyses illustrate the depth of the interest in Hall’s film. The legacy of
critical views of this version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream supports the established view of
Hall’s film as a controversial addition to the Shakespearean film canon.
This film also captivates film scholars who are drawn to the technical elements of Hall’s
production rather than the literary components. These critics examine how Hall used distinct and
innovative aspects of filmmaking to craft a specific vision of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. His
choices for camera angle, camera distance, lighting, and film editing garner the most attention.
The most referenced article is Michael Mullin’s “Peter Hall’s Midsummer Night’s Dream on
Film.” Mullin argues that despite the apparent problems of adapting Shakespeare to film, Hall
avoided them by using purposeful filmmaking—including clever settings, costume choices,
camera distance and movement, and shot selection. These choices, he claims, result in
unwarranted controversy about the film’s reception: “Hall’s documentary camera techniques call
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into play realistic cinematic conventions which may distort a true response to the film as a film…
It challenges its audience to set aside their notions of conventional film aside.” 208 Instead of the
film defying audience’s expectations, John Ford sees it as more of a radical experiment in
filmmaking. Hall’s vision for the film creates “more of an alchemical union of the two modes,
theater and film, than a translation from one to the other.” 209 This union, Ford concludes, is best
illustrated by Hall’s use of sudden jump cuts which “replicate the transformative energies of an
open stage, a marvelous convenient place that van become Athens one moment, a wood the next,
even Compton Verney.” 210
The attention given to Hall’s editing style fosters intuitive readings of the impact film
techniques have on reception. Susan Wing posits that by using close-ups Hall thwarts the
accepted (and traditional) notion that the lovers are interchangeable. 211 Wing argues that the
close-up shot Hall employs creates an intimacy between audience member and character thereby
giving each of the lovers a unique identity with which an audience can relate. 212 Also focusing
on Hall’s shot selection is Charles Eidsvik who claims that Hall’s film succeeds as an adaptation
because Hall specifically stylizes his film so that the audience has to focus on the language in
order to follow the film’s narrative: “By making the visual organizationally subordinate to the
verbal, Hall manages to represent Shakespeare’s world of sheer consciousness without
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restrictions.” 213 These examinations of Hall’s film through the lens of film technique offer their
own understanding of how Shakespearean films should work. Previously, the critics of
Shakespeare films were Shakespearean scholars. 214 With the growing popularity of film and
literary adaptation, new voices joined the conversation, expanding the discussion to include the
effect of the technical aspects of film on source material.
Often referenced, Jack Jorgens’s 1971 reading of Hall’s film distinguishes itself, even
forty years later, as the premiere formalist analysis of the film. Its uniqueness lies not only in its
thorough analysis—he remarks on almost every scene—but also its sparkling and descriptive
turns of phrase as well as a skillful melding of criticism and praise. Jorgens’s main argument
states that by consciously distinguishing himself from the Reinhardt and Dieterle precedent, Hall
“[journeys] cinematically from the sterility and monotony of the court, through transitional jump
cuts with the lovers and Dutch Realist tableaux with the workmen, to an anarchy of visual and
verbal styles in the forest, [before] the conflicts between film styles are resolved. In the end,
Hall, like the characters in the play, makes a concord of discord.” 215 However, as detailed as his
essay is, it only briefly touches on Hall’s film technique; these references—scene blocking,
editing style (including continuity and film cuts), lighting filters—are used as additional support
for his original thesis rather than key elements in the film’s narrative. He does gesture toward the
connection between Hall’s filmmaking and the text but does not expand upon how that
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relationship illuminates the film’s message about social disorder; he simply says that “not only
do avant-garde techniques complement the verse…they embody meaning, as when color fades of
red, blue, and orange underscore the unnaturalness of the alterations in the seasons.” 216 This
important point is left undeveloped as he moves on to discuss the clash of styles among the
Athenian citizenry and the fairies. 217
The critic who attempts to pick up the thread that Jorgens left dangling is Frank
Occhiogrosso. His essay, “Cinematic Oxymoron in Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
builds on Jack Jorgens’s “concord of discord” assertion. Occhiogrosso argues that by using
cinematic oxymoron or “a device or technique which contains its opposite within itself,” Hall is
able to take “a play in which lovers, human and otherwise, experience a confusion of loyalties
and yet do so within a framework that celebrates the marital union.” 218 This analysis of Hall’s
film style as it complements his understanding of the text stands apart from other critical
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publications about this film, but it is not a comprehensive look at how Hall’s film technique
supports his textualist interpretation of the film.
While Jorgens’s argument focuses on how Hall unified the disparate elements within the
play and Occhiogrosso’s essay illustrates how Hall’s film technique influences interpretation,
what the overall critical conversation about Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream lacks is a
thoroughly blended analysis—an analysis which incorporates both critics’ ideas and extends
their application to include the entire film. Occhiogrosso opens an avenue for discussion based
on Jorgens’s observations, but does not go beyond mentioning a handful of scenes. Only through
an expanded analysis can a more comprehensive understanding of Hall’s film emerge. As a
theatrical director, Hall understands the text and how its presentation impacts performance.
When choosing to make a film of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hall recognized the advantages
film has over the theatrical stage. His vision for the film was simple: he wanted to make it as real
as possible—real in nearly every sense of the word. Remaining faithful to the text and
implementing unconventional film elements (including shooting on location in the wettest season
of the year) allowed Hall to present an image of the players of A Midsummer Night’s Dream as
pawns in a larger game of nature and society.
Peter Hall is synonymous with British theatre, and as such he garners respect and acclaim
for every performance. 219 While not only a respected and successful theatre director, he is also,
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perhaps, the most vocal of Shakespeare directors in terms of his willingness to discuss his
motivation behind his work. He believes that a director’s purpose is not merely to instruct actors
how to move and speak, but to engage audiences with a message. He says that a director’s
responsibility is to “take the essence of the play and find a way of conveying that essence to their
audience.” He continues:
I would have to say that it is only of academic interest to put a play on the stage if it
doesn’t speak to the audience of now. Therefore, in my view, no classic is worth reviving
unless it has contemporary validity, otherwise it remains dead. ... Unless there is
contemporary relevance about what the play is dealing with, what point is there in doing
it? And plays do go in and out of...fashion is the wrong word, they go in and out of
communicability. 220
This essence of communicability is essential to understanding Hall’s image of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. 221 For him, the play had something relevant to say to contemporary audiences.
With that in mind as he staged A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Stratford in 1959, Hall wanted to
thwart precedent and “stage the kind of Dream that I have always wanted to see myself, a
production that takes the play back to its beginnings—staged, perhaps for a wedding in an
Elizabethan country house.” 222 His subsequent production—in 1962—did not stray from the
original design; the main difference—beyond several changes in casting— is a more inclusive
imagination. He remained Artistic Director of the RSC until 1968 when he moved to the Royal National Theatre.
The RSC website (http://www.rsc.org.uk) includes a company history as well as an extensive archive of every
performance from 1879’s inaugural Much Ado About Nothing to the most recent 2010 season, featuring productions
of King Lear and Romeo and Juliet..
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script. 223 While Hall’s film of A Midsummer Night’s Dream stemmed from his two stage
productions, it is not a direct corollary of them. Unlike Max Reinhardt, who took advantage of
the film industry’s technology to bring his stage vision to life for the Warner Brothers 1936 film,
Hall saw film as a medium through which a more tangible Dream could be produced. 224
Central to Hall’s design for the film is Titania’s speech in Act II where she describes
disruption of the delicate balance of the environment caused by her feud with Oberon. The
winds, she says, “have suck’d up from the sea/ Contagious fogs; which falling in the land/ Have
every pelting river made so proud/ That they have overborne their continents.” 225 As a result of
the floods, the oxen struggle through the mud, the ploughman tires easily, and the young crops
rot in the fields. The “quaint mazes” through which people wander have become so overgrown
that no one travels in them anymore, leaving them “undistinguishable.” The moon, Titania
argues, seeks revenge on the winds by causing a disruption in the natural order: “And through
this distemperature we see/ The seasons alter: …/ …/ …the spring, the summer,/ The childing
autumn, angry winter, change/ Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world,/ By their increase,
223
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now knows not which is which” 226 She concludes that “this same progeny of evils comes/ From
our debate, from our dissension;/ We are their parents and original.” 227
This passage is central to Hall’s film for it establishes the environment into which the
players enter. The disruption in the natural order affects the social order. From the opening
image of the film where the title is set against a murky puddle, to a later image of a mirrored
reflection of the tree line of the forest, a visual argument regarding the interconnectedness of
nature and society emerges. The puddle (and the subsequent raindrops) suggests that the
otherwise still waters of civility are being disturbed by an outside force. The opening series of
shots offer images that alternate from rain to clear skies. This juxtaposition reflects the notion of
seasons gone awry. As the credits appear on the screen, various images of the English
countryside are shown. One image in particular seems indicative of the world-upside-down
image set forth in Shakespeare’s text. A pastoral pond is seen, complete with tall trees lining its
edges. The trees are reflected in the pond in such a manner that distinguishing which is real and
which is mirrored image becomes difficult. This literalization of the conflation of nature and
structure sets the tone for Hall’s filmic argument.
Our first glimpse of Athens is a path cut through the green lawn. Walking stiffly along is
a man with a large staff. He passes several people who stand still beside the path. The shot
shifts to show the path continuing past a large stone building—the paleness of the stone contrasts
to both the blue sky above and the green grass below. The next shot first reveals the grass, then
pans upward to show an imposing manor house, complete with columns and wide stairs. As a
bell begins to toll, the identifying name—ATHENS—appears on screen. This move establishes
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the setting for the city. 228 However, the scene reveals far more than just the name of the city.
Athens is a place of order, structure, and regulation. We can see this by the way in which the
townspeople behave. They do not move. Those standing outside the hall seem to be in
formation, as if they are awaiting instruction. Among them is the man with the staff. The
coldness of the stone and the obvious structure implied by the columns reflect a city which lacks
color (or interest). The residents are faceless and seemingly emotionless.
The shot then dissolves to show a man and a woman leaning against a wall. Birds
chirping as well as a blurred view of the stone building in the background tell us that the couple
is outside the “boundary” of the building’s restriction. Theseus (Derek Godfrey) speaks to
Hippolyta (Barbara Jefford) about their pending nuptials. They speak of marriage, love, and
fancy all the while the camera jumps from medium close-up shots of both their faces (usually in
a shot-reverse-shot pattern), always showing peripheral glimpses of the natural environment—
trees, grass or a field. This positioning creates a link between emotion and the outside world, a
link which is further strengthened by the entrance of Egeus and the film’s jump cut to an interior
shot of the great hall. 229
The interior shot of the hall is as staid and structured as the exterior establishing shot. A
large room functions as a throne room. The room lacks any sense of individuality or life—the
floor is cold, white marble, the walls a dingy beige, and the expanse devours any sense of
comfort. In this room, the laws and restrictions of Athens prevail. Egeus’s (Nicholas Selby)
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protestations about his daughter’s affections for an unsuitable suitor echo in the bland hall.
Hermia (Helen Mirren) appears pitifully small in comparison to the hall’s columns as well as to
the other members of the Athenian court present. She is shot with a high angle, emphasizing a
sense of inferiority. The emotions—anguish and fear—that play across her face distinguishes
her from the stoic faces of Egeus, Theseus, Lysander and Demetrius. Her eyes plead for reason
and freedom, while everyone else’s eyes show no compassion or emotional reaction. Her pleas
go unheard as she faces the cold restriction of Athenian code: marry who her father wishes, go to
a nunnery, or be killed. Such choices are devoid of any personal feeling or compromise.
However, it can be said that Athens itself—as suggested by Hall’s art direction—lacks the same.
When Hermia and Lysander (David Warner) are left alone in the chamber, they are
staged to indicate the distance which yawns not only between the two of them but also between
their wishes and the rule of law. Hermia stands on the far left hand side of the screen and
Lysander on the right. The color scheme is washed out and dull—even the pair’s blond heads
blend with the wall color. As Lysander speaks, the film cuts to show him in close-up framed
against a pale wall—his Edwardian costume is a shade darker than the color of the wall. He
barely registers. This color choice diverts attention to the deep baritone of Warner’s voice and
away from the background. Similarly, when the film cuts to a close-up shot of Hermia, she too
blends with the wall—her cloak the same shade as Lysander’s coat. Mirren’s crisp articulation of
the text resounds against the bland backdrop. When the two move to embrace, they continue to
fade against the colorless wall, but their exchange about the “course of true love” registers
clearly as the camera distance shifts from extreme close-up to extreme close-up, directing the
audience’s attention to the actors’ mouths and the words they speak. Jack Jorgens argues that this
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sequence in the film illustrates “the sterility, stasis, silences, and greyness of Athens itself.” He
emphasizes this observation by describing how it plays out in the staging of the exchange
between Hermia and Lysander: “Even when we are most drawn to the lovers, however, harsh
lighting, cruel close-ups, and unflattering angles heighten the blemishes and lines in their faces—
faces not chosen for their stereotypical beauty.” 230 The impact of Hall’s vision of Athens is a
society where “man is without spontaneity, joy, grave, physical beauty.” 231
A sudden shift to an exterior setting marks a change in the tenor of the lovers’ speech and
their behavior. As they talk of the devotion for one another, they sit in a row boat on a lake.
Hermia now wears a pale blue shirtdress—the color a noticeable change from her drab cloak in
the previous segment. While Shakespeare’s text does not call for a scene change, Hall’s decision
to imply an ongoing conversation allows him to further the idea that emotion only exists outside
the strict walls of Athens. Throughout the couple’s discourse, the extreme close-up shot-reverseshot structure remains, framing the dialogue in a visual back and forth exchange. As they plan
their flight from Athens, the camera tightens in on the couple’s faces and their clasped hands, but
more significantly the rippling water around them. The fluid surface is the farthest thing from
the solid structure of Athenian law so the fact that the plans to thwart said law are not made on
land significantly strengthens Hall’s argument. On the water plans for love and freedom can be
made without fear of reprisal. This plan also marks a change in the couple’s behavior—with their
flight, they embrace the spirit of spontaneity that Jorgens claims the city lacks. The fact that this
behavior alteration takes place outside the stuffy confines of the great hall emphasizes the
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difference between the rigid restriction of Athenian society and the freedom offered by a natural
environment.
When the plan has been agreed upon, they turn and spy Helena (Diana Rigg) back on
land. Her sad expression contrasts to the hopeful smiles of the other two youths. She complains
about her unrequited love for Demetrius who prefers Hermia. As she speaks, she walks away
from the stone building and settles on the grass where Hermia quickly joins her. Demetrius, upon
his arrival, sprawls on the grass and tells Helena of their plans to flee the city and go into the
woods. The high angle shot shows his body in relation to the green grass beneath him and the
silvery surface of the lake behind. He is literally part of the environment and that placement
facilitates his ability to express himself.
Helena remains planted in the ground, metaphorically speaking. While Hermia attempts
to comfort her friend with the knowledge that soon she will longer have to compete for
Demetrius’s attention, she hardly acknowledges the information. 232 She is too entrenched in her
own misery. Helena’s devotion to Demetrius, while overwhelmingly emotional, only exists
outside of Athens’s walls. We only see her when she is outside—free to speak openly of her
despair and woe. However, after she listens to the couple’s plans, she ponders aloud how her
new knowledge could work to her advantage in gaining Demetrius’s love. This betrayal of
girlhood friendship and confidence seems unnatural in terms of human emotion, but in the
context of the rule of law, such defiance would be seen as a consequence of regulation.
Hall cuts from the exterior world to an interior shot of ordinary workmen in Athens. The
“rude mechanicals,” as these characters are known, gather in a workshop, crammed full of rusty
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tools and dirty tables. As Quince (Sebastian Shaw) doles out the character parts for their
performance of Pyramus and Thisby, each of the men can be seen (in extreme close-up shots),
their facial expressions less than enthusiastic as they chomp down on their meal of bread and raw
onion. Only Bottom (Paul Rogers) exhibits any emotion or fervor about their theatrical
undertaking. This enthusiasm, while out of character for the staid Athens set, typifies a character
that does not follow any rules of society: he is loud, ambitious, boastful, and proud. While both
men reveled in grandiose gesticulation and an abundance of enthusiasm, Paul Rogers’s
performance differs from James Cagney’s in the 1936 film in that Rogers’s Bottom has the
appearance of a man whose life has been less than easy; his hair is disheveled, his face shows
stubble, his clothes are dirty and worn. In short, he is a working man who strives to be more
than he is. In fact, this scene, with its reliance on close-ups, emits a sense of claustrophobia.
Everyone seems too close and too connected with the audience. The camera distance creates a
mood that makes an audience feel as though they can smell the must and the odor of the nearby
stables, as well as the onion breath of Tom Snout (Bill Travers). Yet, the plan of these simple
men—to stage a play in honor of the Duke’s wedding—speaks both to their loyalty to their
leader as well as their attempts to step outside their own characters (albeit briefly). No one in the
normally dull Athens would expect such uncouth laborers to be thespians as well.
The design of this scene as well as the manner in which Hall displays Athenian society
through the four lovers work together to present an image of a society whose norms are being
challenged. Elizabethan audiences—those used to a rigid, structured society—would recognize
the signs of disruption and disorder. First a daughter defies her father by refusing to adhere to
Athenian law. A male youth rejects the edict of his leader. Then the two plot to flee the city and
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enter a wild world of uncharted mystery. 233 Another male youth breaks his oath of love for one
woman only to pursue an unattainable other. A girlhood friend willingly betrays another in the
minor hope that a boon of love would be the reward. These incidents seem out of order for a
“civilized” society. In a “civilized” (and idealized) society, daughters obey their fathers in all
things, men uphold oaths of honor and duty, friends are loyal to the end, and people know their
place and do not attempt to change it. These social missteps can only lead to dangerous times
unless the situations can be explained.
The transition from city to forest comes in the form of a low-angle shot of an owl on a
tree branch. This shot is mostly shadow, with only a slight gleam of light being forced out as the
clouds sweep across the screen. Used in such a way here, this sweep technique visually alters the
perception of the scenes to come: gone are the bland and muted colors of Athens and the
surrounding land; here is a world far different, far darker than a city (even one in social
disorder). Michael Mullin describes this shift as “visual magic [which] transforms the familiar
English woodland, rain-soaked, damp, and muddy, into a shape-shifting world of wood demons,
washed now in hues of verdant green, now in dull crimson, now in moonlight.” 234 Hall’s forest
differs from Reinhardt’s in that there are no shots of animals or hobgoblins; instead, the dark
landscape is dotted with multiple spotlights, casting bright diamonds of light as well as shadow
into which skips a young fairy. 235 As she flits around (the film is sped up to make her move
rapidly), she darts in and out of the spotlights, making her seem to disappear momentarily and
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reappear in a different location. This tactic not only adds a sense of magic but also allows Hall
to have a continuous long take rather than utilize editing techniques later.
The fairy dances around bushes and shrubs, tossing fairy dust as she does—the dust
catches the light of the spotlights and glows as it falls to the ground. The camera cuts to a male
fairy—much older—sleeping with his hands propping up his head. His skin is green and shines
in the darkness. The extreme close-up shot draws attention to the skin’s hue as well as the
movements of his mouth—he opens and closes his mouth in his sleep (an animalistic trait). The
fairy walks towards the puddle in which he sits and jumps in, splashing him with water. He
awakes and sputters at her. As the two speak, the camera pans from one face to the other—
another variation of the shot-reverse-shot technique. The lighting here is significant—the
multiple spotlights appear on either side of the actors’ heads so the light is not directly behind
them. This placement allows the actor’s face to remain silhouetted in darkness while the
surrounding area is brightly lit—such a contrast blurs the light and focuses the eye on the actor,
not the light itself. Also important here is that the spotlights appear not just behind the actors but
also in front of them, making light bounce of both the green coloring of the skin as well as the
moisture from the puddle. The fairies then take on a supernatural appearance without the use of
special effects or camera trickery.
The young fairy tells Puck (Ian Holm) that she must prepare the wood for her Queen’s
arrival. Puck cautions her by saying that his master, Oberon the fairy king, comes to the same
spot that evening, and the two are feuding at the moment. The exchange between these two is
rapid—no dialogue has been cut from Shakespeare’s text. The speed of the fairy’s description of
her task implies the speed at which she completes it. Puck’s rapid speech belies his mischievous
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nature which he reveals in his own description of his service to Oberon. The two rulers of the
fairy land enter from opposite sides of the screen. Oberon (Ian Richardson) is shown first as he
leads his band of young men—they run toward the center spot. Interspersed with his run are
shots of Titania (Judi Dench) and her young female fairies. 236 The shots are roughly cut
together, making their journeys simultaneous. When the two come face to face, they do so at the
same time, in the center of the screen—each flanked by their minions. Oberon towers over
Titania, yet she holds his gaze. Both are painted green and are nude, save strategically placed
cloth—for Titania it is leaf cutouts on her breast and a small leather bikini bottom, and for
Oberon a furred loin cover bottom. She wears a silver filigree headpiece as a symbol of her
position, and he sports “a goatish beard and satyr’s horns.” 237
Their dialogue is spirited and laced with spite and anger. Once again, Hall relies on
close-up and extreme close-up shots to direct attention toward the actors’ mouths as they speak.
Their feud—caused by a custody battle over a young boy—has driven the two apart and sparked
the natural disorder that now affects Athens as well as the forest itself. Titania’s speech not only
reveals the couple’s connection to Theseus and Hippolyta but also explains the current state of
natural disorder. As she delivers the important monologue, Dench is shot both from a high angle,
making her appear smaller—she lifts her chin to heighten this sense of angle—as well as a
reverse low angle shot which gives her a serenely powerful impression. When she is shot from a
high angle, she appears as a true Queen, powerful and ethereal. But her words belie that power as
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An interesting anecdote told by Ian Richardson about the shooting of this scene has Peter Hall asking Judi Dench
to control the “bobbing” of her breasts as she runs through the woods. Her reply: “You’re asking me to keep my
boobs in order, and I’ve got nothing on except two little bits of chamois leather.” At Hall’s request, the scene was
reshot and in Richardson’s words: “she came down through the glade and I swear to God her bosom didn’t move at
all.” This story appears in John W. Mahon’s “‘A star danc’d, and under that was I born’: Dame Judi Dench Sweeps
the Field.” Shakespeare Newsletter 49, no .1 (Spring 1999): 1, 9-10, 20.
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Mullin 532.
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she talks of the wind’s reaction to their feud. The shot fades out (reinforcing her mystical status
as Fairy Queen) and fades back in with an eye level shot as she speaks directly to the camera
(and to the audience as well) of the consequences of the wind’s behavior. Her eyes grow
sorrowful as the speech continues, revealing how aware Titania is of the natural state. Another
cut has her standing in water, among the reeds, her hair and skin wet. She is positioned well
below Oberon, who has his back to the camera. Her words (and eyes) plead with him for
understanding and acknowledgement of the danger the two have placed upon the world. Another
fade out and fade in (with the help of fog) reveals an angled shot of the couple seated side by
side—Titania, on the left, is in closer perspective to the audience, thereby reiterating her as the
more emotional, more emphatic of the two and the one with the closer connection to mankind.
Again the shot shifts to another slightly upward shot misty image of Titania, now standing, as
she describes how the seasons have altered.
However, when she speaks the most revealing lines of the speech, the shot shifts back to
the original setting of the two at their meeting in the wood. The angle at which Titania is shot
levels out as she is seen from over Oberon’s left shoulder. This position allows her to address
him directly and accuse them both of causing such drastic disorder for a petty disagreement. 238
Her voice loses its softness and takes on a harsh accusing tone. Oberon responds in kind, turning
her words against her by blaming her for prolonging their dispute. When the camera focuses on
Oberon, the shot tightens, darkening his skin and making him appear more menacing. When the
camera pulls back, the shot lightens, implying his change in mood. The two are at an impasse: all
he wants is the changeling boy and she will not part with him. Titania leads her fairies away.
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The choice of Oberon’s left shoulder may also be connected with the entomology of the word left; in the
fifteenth-century, the term sinister was used to refer to the left-hand side of the body. In this scene in the play,
Oberon prepares to manipulate Titania into complying with his wishes—an act with sinister overtones.
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The significance of this passage in Shakespeare’s text forms the basis for Hall’s film. In
an interview with Roger Manvell, Hall details the importance of this speech:
I’ve tried...to get away completely from the expected Shakespearean setting, which is
essentially nineteenth century and Pre-Raphaelite. ... That’s how the Dream has always
been presented, culminating in Reinhardt’s stage productions, and his film of the 1930s.
None of these people could have really looked at the text. Or if they did, they chose
deliberately to disregard it. The Dream is quite clearly a play about an English summer in
which the seasons have gone wrong. ... Titania’s speech explaining this has often been
cut in the past, yet it is the essence of the situation. The King and Queen of the Fairies,
embodying animal nature, are quarrelling, and their quarrels have upset the balance of
nature. This is what the play is all about. It is not a pretty, balletic affair, but erotic,
physical, down to earth. All this, but with great charm and humour as well. 239
Hall’s belief in the “erotic [and] physical” nature of the play reveals itself through the elemental
incorporation of nature in the film. 240 His design for the film reinforces the segmented nature of
the play itself. First, the problems are presented: the audience is shown the natural disorder in
the opening countryside montage. The seasonal unbalance is augmented by the social unbalance
within Athens’ walls. Next, the motivation is revealed: Titania’s speech and Oberon’s
subsequent reaction provides the reason behind the disorder. Finally, the resolution is offered:
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Manvell, Shakespeare and Film, 123.
Critics of Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream often reference the connection between the film’s “erotic,
physical, down to earth” image of the play and the essay “Titania and the Ass’s Head” written by Jan Kott in 1964.
However, Hall claims that “something was obviously in the air...What I was feeling and thinking and doing, and
what Kott was writing, were pretty much in the same area, but he didn’t know about me and I didn’t know about
him” (Batty 393).
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Oberon’s direction to Puck and plan to “win” the argument through deception act as possible
solutions to the chaos. 241
The rest of the film offers a view of what happens when mischief interferes with
deception. Titania is duped into believing herself in love with an ass (Bottom transfigured by
Puck out of malicious spite). But when Oberon shows a glimmer of compassion—he pities
Helena for her unrequited passion for Demetrius—his good intentions are maligned by Puck’s
blunder. Once Lysander’s eyes are dosed with the magic potion, his love for Hermia is replaced
with passion for Helena. He leaves a sleeping Hermia to pursue a confused Helena. Demetrius
too stumbles into the scene and finds himself pursuing an unwilling Hermia. When all four
youths meet in the wood, accusations of betrayal, deceit, and dishonor fly. Witness to all the
debate and debacle is Puck who views the scene with glee. In the context of a world upended by
natural disorder which transposes itself into social upheaval, the quandary in which the couples
find themselves makes sense. Love has been distorted by magic—just as Oberon has tricked
Titania by the same. The distortion then lends itself to confusion and hurt as former friends find
themselves sudden rivals. Threats of violence surface as childhood bonds are broken. The fact
that such a chaotic situation would occur in the wood (a wild, untamed environment) supports
Hall’s earlier visual implication that true emotion can only exist in nature. The wood represents
a place of mystery, intrigue, and potential danger. The four lovers find all three and as a result
find themselves out of sorts both with each other and themselves. What they believed to be true
outside the forest glade has disappeared and transfigured into an uncontrollable emotional
mess—once more the disorder caused by the magical feud has an unforeseen casualty.
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We are led to believe that once the row between the King and Queen of the Fairies is settled, then the world
would right itself and all situations would resolve themselves effectively.
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But the four youths are not the only Athenians caught in the web of deception. Bottom
too has been an unwitting victim in Oberon’s quest for dominance. While Oberon’s original plan
called for Titania to wake and fall in love with an awful creature, it did not foresee Bottom as
said creature. Bottom’s ass-like appearance is the result of Puck’s machinations. The imp spied
Bottom and his worker friends as they prepared to rehearse their play. Bottom’s domineering
behavior and inflated ego trigger the sprite’s devious trick: he turned a man acting as an ass into
a literal ass. Bottom, in this scene, begins to incur the consequences of his behavior. He who
disrupts the social order runs the risk of becoming something worthy of ridicule and scorn; in
this case, his own friends flee in terror at the sight of his transfigured form. But not one to jump
quickly to conclusions, Bottom persists in his ignorance, even going so far as to abuse the fairies
that are sent to wait on him by their Queen. The roughness of Bottom’s character emerges as a
trait that defies even magical intervention. Only when he is returned to human form and finds
himself abandoned again in the wood is he set on the path to illumination—once he returns to
Athens, his overconfidence is tested as he performs for the Duke and the court.
Unlike Bottom, who has to find his own means of realigning his behavior, the four lovers
are fated to be “fixed” by the same magic that “broke” them. Oberon orders Puck to remedy the
mistake, going so far as to anoint Lysander’s eyes with the antidote himself. Interestingly,
Demetrius is doused with the original potion to render himself in love with Helena once he
awakes. As magic created the crisis, it resolves it—mostly. The magic remains to “correct”
Demetrius’s feelings toward Helena. The lovers are put to sleep, to dream away their previous
confused states and to awake to a newly restored natural order of things.
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Hall shows the restoration of the natural balance through a move to a scene filled with
bright sunshine. Theseus and Hippolyta and their entourage stumbles across the four sleeping
youths—whose absence has not been noted. Hermia’s father—Egeus—is among the crowd and
demands that the law of Athens be upheld. However, Theseus overrules the man and passes his
own decree: the four lovers shall be wed alongside him and Hippolyta. The natural order has
truly been restored, for love has conquered law, allowing happiness to abound and triumph over
restriction. The lovers marvel at their fortune but do not question it as they follow the Duke and
his company into the bright sunshine of the morning.
The lovers’ situation resolves itself neatly with Theseus’s word, but Bottom’s
circumstance is still working itself out. The film jumps from the bright countryside to an interior
shot of the mechanicals preparing for their performance. They question Bottom’s whereabouts
and fear for the fate of their play, until Bottom enters the room and promises to tell them of his
“dream.” The group is chosen to perform for the newlywed couples—Hall shows the wedding
procession into the hall and includes the Duke’s debate with Philostrate about allowing the
workers to perform. Shakespeare’s text provides the clue for how Bottom’s overarching ego will
be remedied; Philostrate cautions the Duke against choosing this performance by saying that the
play “... is nothing, nothing in the world; / Unless you can find sport in their intents,/ Extremely
stretched and conned with cruel pain,/ To do you service.” 242 His choice of the word “sport”
foreshadows the response the noble party will have to the performance.
As the great hall provides the setting for this scene, it is important to note the change in
the room’s appearance since the beginning of the film. The room is now bathed with color;
wedding guests have colorful gowns and coats and banners have been hung from the balcony.
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There is laughter and joy in a room that previously represented coldness and repression—a
striking visual contrast from the beginning of the film. The staging of Pyramus and Thisby in
this context is sure to be received with a less serious but still grounded sense of order. 243 As the
actors begin their tragic comedy, Philostrate’s warning remains true. The nobles gently mock the
performers—Hall, through the use of quick reaction shots, illustrates how the actors react to the
criticism of the audience. The cast—except Bottom—react with sharp, hurt expressions which
fade as encouragement to continue is offered. The brief reaction shots reiterate the class
difference between the actors and the audience. But in the case of Bottom, the criticism he
receives seems to sink in more than with the other performers. By the end of the performance,
his gestures are less grand, his voice less boisterous, and his pride less intact. He has been
humbled but not cruelly. He is reminded of his place in the social order; he is not the grand man
of his imagination but a weaver. This return to reality reflects the overall rebalance of the social
order. The wedding party departs and the mechanicals exit, their moment of glory ended—for
some of the actors, the relief on their faces is palatable.
Athens and the fairy world merge as the combined fairy forces—those of Titania and
those of Oberon—enter the hall, sprinkling it with glittering dust. The fairies follow their order
to “through this house give glimmering light.” 244 Oberon and Titania bless the marriage beds of
the three couples themselves, to insure that the “the blots of Nature’s hand/ Shall not on their
issue stand.” 245
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As Graham Holderness points out, Hall cuts “the courtiers’ condescending comments, and filmed a scene which
suggests that the lovers have benefited by their flirtation with the occult and can take their places in a society united
in community” (“Radical Potentiality” 212-3).
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Puck’s final monologue is delivered outside—a shift in the film that redirects the
audience’s attention from the seemingly resolved situation in Athens to the ever-present natural
world. His suggestion that what has transpired could possibly be a dream for more than just the
lovers forges a connection between the reality inside the theater and that of the outside world.
Highlighting this famous speech by moving it away from the preceding action allows Hall to put
into practice his belief in the “communicability” of a text. In this scene Puck directly addresses
the audience, thereby communicating a message of gentle fun and honest humor. While
appearing in Shakespeare’s text, the message can be seen as a message to a 1960s audience. This
audience awareness is illustrated by Ann Curtis’s costuming. 246 These costume choices reiterate
the connection between Shakespeare’s text and contemporary culture. 247 Another benefit to using
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Rather than clothing the “Athenian” population in classical attire like Reinhardt did, Hall and Curtis chose a more
contemporary style of dress. The men wear Nehru jackets with Edwardian looking collars. The choice of this jacket
style is significant in that it was the style of choice for the younger “Mod” culture. The Nehru jacket was made
popular in the 1960s by the Beatles who wore them on their 1968 visit to India. The jacket’s inclusion in Mod
culture speaks to an interest in ethnic diversity as well as a minimalist design. According to some sources, this
fashion style functioned as an acceptable way for the mainstream culture to embrace elements of the hippie culture.
For the women, the style was minimalist and trendy. Hippolyta wears a leather mini-dress and knee high go-go
boots. Jack Jorgens points out the disparity between the Hippolyta’s costume and her characterization: “The captive
Amazon’s suggestive black leather dress, thigh-length boots, and serpentine arm bracelet…are deceptive, for in fact
Hippolyta is domestic and dull, the director having obliterated all trace of her conflict with Theseus” (54). The
choice of leather separates her from Hermia and Helena, who wear plainer cotton dresses. Hippolyta’s leather
costume acts as a link to her classical namesake. As Queen of the Amazons, Hippolyta would have been the fiercest
of all warriors and a woman not easily defeated. The leather and the gold serpentine armband would refer audiences
back to her mythology. For more on the importance of Hippolyta’s dress, see Michael Jensen, “Hippolyta's Dress
and Undress: Subtext and Scopophilia in A Midsummer Night's Dream,” Shakespeare Bulletin 12, no. 2 (Spring
1994): 43-4. But costume choices extended beyond clothes to include hairstyles as well. While Hippolyta’s hair is
styled, the other women wear their hair long and straight. Hermia has her hair pulled back on the sides, whereas
Helena’s falls straight and flat. Both women use their hair as props. Hermia’s bangs call attention to her expressive
eyes, and Helena plays with her hair by twirling it around her finger. In both instances, their hair as well as their
mini-dresses and boots tie them to contemporary hippie (or Mod) culture. For more on the Mod Culture of Britain in
the 1960s, see Terry Rawlings’s Mod: A Very British Phenomenon (London: Omibus Press, 2001) and Shawn
Levy’s Ready, Steady, Go!: The Smashing Rise and Giddy Fall of Swinging London (New York: Doubleday, 2002).
For the “Fairy population,” Curtis chose a naturalist approach. Titania and Oberon are primarily nude, while their
minions sport ragged short tunics or shorts.
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Despite the fact that Peter Hall uses RSC actors, he makes those actors relatable to a younger audience. While
Zeffirelli relied on the reputation of his stars to further the youth appeal angle, Hall took a more direct approach by
stylizing Shakespeare’s characters to fit the image of the contemporary youngster. Such a method could only cause
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such a contemporary costume design was that the more realistic a scene became, the dirtier the
dress grew, resulting in what Mullin argues is an image of “sleeping, muddy and bedraggled in
the morning light, [but nonetheless] comfortably ordinary teenagers.” 248 Hall himself admits that
his actors were put through the ringer, so to speak, by his film vision and directorial choices:
“The unit suffered hell, especially the naked fairies.” 249
But the “hell” he designed resulted in a drastically different A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. It accomplishes Hall’s goal of moving away from the nineteenth-century style of
Shakespeare and drawing attention to Shakespeare’s own textual clues as to the play’s true
setting. Using the text allowed Hall the benefit of not having to direct his actors all that much—
Shakespeare provided the stage directions, both explicitly stated and textually implied. In his
January 26, 1969 Sunday Times article, Hall explains that “Shakespeare’s structural
rhythms...often work in the same way as good film editing. ... Shakespeare is no screen writer.
He is a verbal dramatist, relying on the associative and metaphorical power of words. Action is
secondary. What is meant, is said. Even his stage action is verbalized before or after the
event.” 250 Examples of this verbalization include Titania’s major speech, where when she speaks
of the moon both Titania and Oberon look upward, as if toward the moon. And during the

an audience to feel a kinship with the struggles of the thwarted lovers as they fought an unyielding governmental
structure.
248
Mullin 532.
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Sunday Times (26 January 1969), reprinted in Manvell 126. In an interview in the 19 January 2007 edition of
Entertainment Weekly, Judi Dench and Helen Mirren refer to this film as one of those films “you really want to
disappear forever.” Their co-interviewee, Meryl Streep, calls Dench “practically naked. Beautiful!” and Mirren adds
that “I was in it as well! I played Hermia—that little fat girl” (Collis, “Silver Streak” 26). In a personal essay
included in Jonathan Bate and Russell Jackson’s Shakespeare: An Illustrated Stage History, Dench claims that
“One of the happiest times I’ve had was playing Titania in Peter Hall’s stage production of the Dream, but I don’t
want to see the film we made of it again” (“A Career in Shakespeare” 210).
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introduction to the rude mechanicals, Bottom tells the other workers to “Spread yourselves,”
causing the actors to move away from the center of the screen.
The editing choices in the film were left to Hall as director. He explains his decisions:
I believe in editing to the rhythm of the text. Most Shakespearean films, those using the
English text, drive me mad because the visual rhythm contradicts the verbal. The verbal
rhythm derives, of course, from Shakespeare’s use of beat in verse. ... But the traditional
Shakespeare film in English has ignored any kind of reflection of the aural pattern in the
visual pattern. They should surely match. In the Dream my aim was to create a picture
rhythm by cutting to the verbal pattern—that is, on the caesura, or at the end of the
line. 251
The success of Shakespeare’s text almost entirely depends upon imagination, and for Hall,
Shakespeare’s text is essentially theatrical, and it’s dependent on an imaginative makebelieve between the audience and the actor, live at the particular moment that they’re
doing it. ... The verse has to be underplayed. One of the problems about Shakespeare on
screen is that he wrote for an intimate theater, in which one could both shout and whisper,
and that vocal range is a part of the Shakespeare experience. ... I think the advantage of
Shakespeare on screen, which I regard as minimal, is that you can get closer, you can see
more of the internal workings of the actor. ... Everything happens on the screen without it
being said. Cinema is not a verbal medium, so it doesn’t need Shakespeare’s text in the
same way. 252
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Manvell 125-5.
“Shakespeare in the cinema: A film director’s symposium.” Cineaste 24, no. 1 (15 December 1998): 48-56.
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While cinema might not need Shakespeare’s text, Hall’s film focuses on it. He cut very little
from the text. 253
A fidelity to the text allows Hall to play with camera distance as a means of capturing the
audience’s attention. He shot most of the film in extreme close-up “not because of lack of
money, or because it was likely to be shown on television... [but rather] because this seems to me
the only way to scrutinize coolly the marked ambiguity of the text.” 254 In the scenes between
Hermia and Lysander in Athens, this closeness enabled audiences to focus on the actors’ mouths
and therefore their dialogue. Hall deliberately used a hand-held camera to film the majority of
the scenes; because of this, he chose to post-synch the film as a way of ensuring the text’s
effectiveness: “shooting out of doors means shooting in a terribly noisy world...It’s an artificial
play, not a natural one requiring natural sound.” 255 However, this decision has been read as both
clever and distracting. Michael Mullin feels that
Because it is selective in what it sees, Hall’s camera can stress the relationships between
characters. ... In a sequence of speeches, each new speaker brings in a different point of
view...; yet onstage these different viewpoints are modulated by the presence of nonspeakers who may only stand silent onstage, or who may call attention to themselves by a
movement or gesture. By alternating between close-ups of the speaker and others...the
film heightens these differences in point of view. 256
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In his own words, Hall admits that “in the film of the Dream we cut virtually nothing from the text. We used
exactly the same text we did at Stratford, and yet we managed to bring the film in eight minutes shorter than the
running time of the stage production” (Manvell 125). The final runtime of the film is 124 minutes. In a footnote to
his essay, Jorgens identifies exactly which passages have been edited.
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Mullin’s point is valid in that the closeness does create a sense of intimacy between character
and audience—a feeling for which Hall strived. But the roughness of his editing—the zip pans,
cuts, and intense fadeouts— as well as the large number of extreme close-ups, can foster an
awkward visual interpretation. Jack Jorgens sees Hall’s shot selection as problematic:
Film audiences read close-ups as invitations to think about the psychology of the
characters; they respond well to judiciously used close-ups in a work like Hamlet. But in
a play where the real interest lies in the overall pattern and not in the characters, perhaps
close-ups are less appropriate. 257
The sense of intimacy that the close-ups create, then, works in multiple ways. For some
audience members, the attention to the text and the relative proximity to the actors make for a
more engaging experience with Shakespeare. But for others, these same shots bring them too
close; the fourth wall is shattered and the audience members are unwillingly drawn into the
film’s action: “the radical cinematography, which, because of the way it is used, makes the film
extremely interesting, disturbs people accustomed to more conventional films.” 258
The lack of “conventionality” that Hall employs is, as Frank Occhiogrosso claims, a
“cinematic oxymoron.” By pairing disparate shots, like he does in the opening montage, as well
as extreme close-ups and rough edits, Hall creates a film which mirrors the disorder suggested
within the play. Hall’s argument regarding the connection between society and the natural order
is reiterated not only through his directorial choices of costuming, textual fidelity and camera
distance but also through his final film. By “[throwing] convention against convention, text
against text, and [letting] them grapple,” Hall offers not only an interpretation of Shakespeare’s
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play, but also an important step in the evolution of Shakespearean comedy on film. 259 This step
is coupled with the emergence of scholarly attention to Shakespeare as it is adapted to cinema.
Peter Hall’s 1968 film of A Midsummer Night’s Dream stands as a unique attempt to film
Shakespeare as more than a “literary” icon. While following in the footsteps of Max
Reinhardt—another stage director tapped to make a film version of a theatrical production—Hall
builds on his two stage productions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream and uses film to further his
vision. His vision, however, differs from Reinhardt’s in that Hall believes film can enhance the
play by returning focus to Shakespeare’s text and away from the theatrical nineteenth-century
romantic interpretation. He says in his Sunday Times interview that the film was not intended as
an adaptation of his stage versions, but rather as a “bending” of medium; John Ford calls this
film “more of an alchemical union of the two modes, theater and film, than a translation from
one to the other.” 260
In filming A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hall builds upon the foundations of the other
Shakespeare on film directors—Taylor, Reinhardt, Czinner, Olivier, Welles—but pushes the
boundaries. Rather than simply abandoning the theatrical tradition of Shakespeare—as Zeffirelli
does in Taming of the Shrew—or filming a theatre performance (as Czinner does), Hall chooses
to make a film that possesses both a theatrical understanding of the text and character as well as
film’s ability to manipulate the senses. The result is an articulation of the play based not on the
magic and mystery of the fairy world and thwarted love, but rather on the text itself and its
message of the impact of natural harmony. Hall uses Shakespeare as his muse and the text as his
direction. By returning attention to the text and away from a romanticized image of the play,
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Hall argues that social discord often has a more complex origin. It is not an accident, perhaps,
that Hall makes such an argument the 1960s, seeing as how society and the world at large
seemed turned on its head, both by cultural trends as well as political decisions. Hall, then, crafts
Shakespeare as a more intriguing figure whose ideas can transcend time and still communicate
with (and relate to) a more modern audience.

Franco Zeffirelli’s Taming of the Shrew and Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
stand out as the only two comedies in English released since 1936, but they are typically lost in
the shadow of their more recognizable tragic counterparts. Studying these films reveals a sense
of awareness of their predecessors as well as a distinct decision to pursue a different style of
filmmaking. Zeffirelli and Hall follow a more realistic mode of adaptation—their films do not
resemble stage productions and attempt to engage film audiences through lush location settings
(either sunny Italy or muddy Athens).
However, Shakespeare comedy on film would take another twenty years to return to the
big screen, and the emergence of Kenneth Branagh in 1989 would alter the landscape of
Shakespeare on film. His films—as evidence of his mission to restore Shakespeare’s popular
appeal—would energize the academy and challenge the notion of what it means to adapt
Shakespeare to popular film.
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Chapter Four:
Shakespeare in the 1990s:
Kenneth Branagh & Much Ado about a Labour of Love

Thus far, this dissertation has examined Shakespeare’s comedies on film in the 1930s and
1960s as examples of the intersection between the film industry, particularly its technological
evolution and its social context, and Shakespeare’s texts. The focus in these previous chapters is
on a central issue: how to adapt Shakespeare to modern cinema. In the 1930s, Shakespeare was
seen as source material, not a big-ticket cultural draw. The three films produced in this decade
illustrate a developing understanding of film technology. Using Shakespeare’s text in the films
provided a way for beleaguered studio heads to appear to “clean up” their sordid reputations.
Stylistically, however, the emphasis in these three films is on the directors and their adaptation
choices, not on the “use” or “misuse” of Shakespeare.
In some ways, Chapter Two makes the case that Shakespeare was used as a cultural
purifier of sorts—the films discussed illustrate how the film industry could “appear” more like
the culturally acceptable medium of theatre. But the films were marketed to the masses—these
films illustrate the popularity of film itself. The three films discussed offer different approaches
to filming Shakespeare and reveal the tension between the two media. An obvious way of
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mounting a cinematic Shakespeare production is to film a stage production; another is to use
Shakespeare’s words but adapt them to an established film style. A third method is a hybrid,
using stage-like elements (fixed props, limited stage size) and incorporating film elements
(soundtrack, natural props, microphones). Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (1935) is a solid example of the first option; this film relies heavily upon
Reinhardt’s Hollywood Bowl production, resulting in what seems to be a more “cultured”
adaptation. He uses the technology of film in order to flesh out his vision for Shakespeare’s
play. Sam Taylor’s Taming of the Shrew (1929) does not resemble a stage production; in fact, he
excises most of the theatrical elements. This film only sounds like Shakespeare; it looks like a
typical Hollywood movie. His focus is more on the exploitation of his lead actors and the newlyintroduced sound technology than it is on being faithful to Shakespeare’s text. Using the hybrid
method of adaptation, As You Like It (1936) allows Paul Czinner to combine theater and film and
offer audiences a middle-of-the road experience. Like Reinhardt and Dieterle, Czinner embraces
the technology film offers, using it to manipulate what the audience sees and to control how they
see it. Otherwise, his production’s design is very theatrical. The resulting effect is a theater-like
experience for film audiences.
Chapter Three explores the impact of film’s technological advancements on how
Shakespeare is adapted. The two films released in the 1960s reveal a clearer appreciation for the
differences between film and theater. Each production reveals what the directors saw as the most
important elements in a Shakespeare film; for Franco Zeffirelli, Taming of the Shrew (1967)
relied upon context—both filmic (i.e., location) and thematic (i.e., the relationship between
character and situation). Through the use of elaborate costumes, set design, and a location shoot,
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this film offered audiences a window to the past and invited them to find themselves within its
characters. On the other end of the spectrum, Peter Hall insisted on bringing attention to the text
itself. He employed the elements of film to draw close and specific attention to the words being
spoken rather than to enhance the play’s setting. His A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1968)
attempts to couple realism (in all its muddy glory) with textual fidelity. The result is a film that
offers a more literal understanding of the text’s themes.
Whichever filmic style is privileged by Zeffirelli or Hall in the 1960s, the two films
released during this decade present Shakespeare as a more “artistic” endeavor—these films are
not so much popular culture as they are unconventional. They illustrate interpretations of
Shakespeare as socially relevant but do so in a stylized manner, thus reducing the “popular”
appeal. Hall’s film may incorporate elements of popular culture (Mod clothing and hippie
culture), but the performance appeals to a limited audience (one that appreciated unconventional
filmmaking). Zeffirelli attempts to be “popular” by using famous actors, filming on location, and
deliberately targeting the youth demographic; however, the result is a tabloid-esque romp
through a notorious romance of two celebrities.
The discussion of popular culture is less central to these two chapters. 261 While the films
of the 1930s and 1960s attempt to fulfill the expectations of popular culture, they are either
enhanced or hindered by a variety of factors: reputation of the film studio, the familiarity of the
actors, and the audience to whom the film was directed. Chapter Four deviates from the previous
two chapters by more closely examining what happens when film brings the debate over popular
culture to the study of Shakespeare. This deviation is necessary because by the 1990s the types
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The underlying definition of popular culture for this chapter is the dominating themes, trends, or preferences of
the majority of consumers. Reflective of the behaviors, ideologies and tastes of the mainstream or general public,
popular culture encapsulates elements of everyday life and reveals the pervasive influence of mass media.
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of Shakespeare films being produced are not characterized by the development and improvement
of film technology. Instead, the relationship between Shakespeare and film is distinguished by
issues of ownership and cultural acceptability. To that end, this fourth chapter focuses on one
man, his vision and plan to bring Shakespeare back (fully) into the realm where he “belongs”: to
the people. Kenneth Branagh seeks to erase any cultural signifier (or stigma) associated with
Shakespeare; he wants to blur the line between high and low culture and produces Shakespeare
films that are decidedly Shakespeare but also appeal to mainstream audiences. Branagh wants to
show that one does not need a university degree to understand, appreciate, and enjoy
Shakespeare.
While Branagh’s Shakespeare films may seem to straddle the traditional line between
high and low culture—his use of Shakespeare is high culture while his cultural
commercialization is low, his career (and the flurry of scholarship surrounding it) suggests that
the old distinctions between high and low need rethinking and may no longer be valid. After all,
Branagh follows (or so he claims) the pattern of Shakespeare himself; Shakespeare wrote his
plays to create a Globe of commerce—a sphere which would involve both the educated elite and
the groundlings. 262 Understanding the design behind Branagh’s Shakespearean comedies and
exploring the cultural context of their releases offers an intriguing glimpse into the success and
failure of Branagh’s mission of accessibility. Ultimately, Branagh’s mission succeeds when he
offers audiences a conventional Hollywood romantic comedy with Much Ado About Nothing but
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The continued interest in Branagh and his films supports Douglas Lanier’s call for cooperation among scholars;
Lanier encourages all cultural critics to recognize a new phase of cultural studies, one where there is no place for
power struggles, but rather an overall quest to understand the greater trend of Shakespeare’s use of and by culture as
a whole (Lanier, Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture 20).
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fails in Love’s Labour’s Lost because in a quest to outdo himself, Branagh overestimates the
appeal of the Hollywood musical.

Shakespeare: To Be or Not to be [Popular]—that is the question
Lawrence Levine’s Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in
America (1988) serves as a touchstone for any study in Shakespeare and American popular
culture. 263 Levine researches the role Shakespeare played for the early Americans and deduces
that their love of Shakespeare came from the personal connections they made with his text:
“Nineteenth-century Americans were able to fit Shakespeare into their culture so easily because
he seemed to fit—because so many of his values and tastes were, or at least appeared to be, close
to their own, and were presented through figures that seemed real and came to matter to the
audience.” 264 His characters were men and women with whom common people could find
connection: “However flawed some of Shakespeare’s central figures were, they at least
acted...and bore responsibility for their own fate. If they failed, they did so because ultimately
they lacked sufficient inner control... All of them could be seen as the architects of their own
fortune, the masters of their own fate.” 265 This sense of accountability appealed to a population
driven by a compelling sense of responsibility both to and for one’s self.
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In “The ‘Discovery’ of Popular Culture,” Peter Burke alleges that the notion of a “popular” culture developed in
the late eighteenth-century to describe the customs and heritage of the non-intellectual peoples of European society.
German writer J.G. Herder is credited with “formulating” this comparison, and his friends the Grimm brothers were
perhaps the most famous ethnographers of the time. According to Burke, because these writers were being among
the upper class, they were fascinated by the cultural elements that appeared foreign to them: “natural, simple,
instinctive, irrational, and rooted in the local soil” (216). These “folk” elements became interesting because they
stood in contrast to the classicism of the age; Shakespeare in particular was considered “popular” because he “broke
the ‘rules’ of Aristotle and his commentator, rules which had become orthodoxy in French and German and Italian
drama” (216).
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Levine argues that throughout the nineteenth-century, the influx of actors from Britain
helped reintroduce Shakespeare to American theater; these actors would call upon their
Shakespeare experience to forge a connection with an American audience. Nowhere was that
more true than in the American frontier where vaudeville theater and traveling troupes were
called upon to entertain the “rougher” elements of society. And once again Shakespeare’s use of
stock characters, bawdy humor, and farcical elements helped audiences “get into” a performance.
Similarly, Alistair Cooke argues the act of “popularizing” Shakespeare by bringing his work into
the mass culture of frontier towns made him a lively alternative to the stuffy religious and
intellectual texts circulating in larger cities and in more elite social circles. Cooke credits
William McGuffey, of the McGuffey Reader fame, with Shakespeare’s popularization, saying
that the McGuffey Readers brought Shakespeare to segments of the population—especially the
rural South—that otherwise would have never been exposed to his plays. 266 Levine places the
turning point for Shakespeare in popular culture around 1855 when a performance of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream was promoted with the disclaimer that no farce would be included. 267
This production sparked more “cultured” performances that were tailored for specific (read noncommon) audiences: “By the turn of the century Shakespeare had been converted from a popular
playwright whose dramas were the property of those who flocked to see them, into a sacred
author who had to be protected from ignorant audiences and overbearing actors threatening the
integrity of his creations.” 268
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For more of Cooke’s argument, see his “Shakespeare in America,” in Shakespeare: Pattern of Excelling Nature,
ed. David Bevington and Jay L. Halio (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1976), 17-25.
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This performance is notorious because of the rioting that occurred when particular groups felt deliberately and
purposefully excluded from a public event. The erasure of the farcical elements clearly signaled a social slight by
the social elite.
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Levine 72.
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In his expansive study, Levine calls attention to the changing nature of Shakespeare’s
role in and appropriation by particular factions of the “cultural” debate. Prior to 1855,
Shakespeare seemed entrenched in the culture of the common man. This “popular” culture
stressed personal experience and accountability: “his plays had meaning to a nation that placed
the individual at the center of the universe and personalized the large questions of the day.” 269 In
this sense, “popular” meant of the people, the majority. However, with the evolution and
development of American theater and its audiences (which Levine credits with changing
Shakespeare’s role in American culture) came the idea that Shakespeare “belonged” to an elite
group rather than to everyone. 270
This shift in attitude seems to be accompanied by the growth ethnocentrism in American
higher education. Stephen J. Brown posits that the reception of Shakespeare by truly
“American” authors like Emerson and Whitman helped legitimize the “use of Shakespeare …as
an instrument of WASP cultural domination.” 271 As the twentieth-century progressed,
Shakespeare was regulated to college and university settings—settings which could only be
readily accessed by the more “elite” members of society. 272 But with the evolution of literary
study and the emergence of literary theory, Brian Vickers sees Shakespeare studies as another
battleground for feuding academic schools of thought. The result of this “battle” is that “critics
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Levine 40.
Levine argues that by examining other variations in nineteenth-century American culture, the “metamorphosis of
Shakespearean drama from popular culture to polite culture, from entertainment to erudition, from the property of
‘Everyman’ to the possession of a more elite circle” becomes part of a larger issue (56). For a more recent view of
the history of Shakespeare’s “unpopularization,” see Chapter Two “Unpopularizing Shakespeare: A Short History”
in Douglas Lanier’s Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture, 21-49.
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“The Uses of Shakespeare in America: A Study in Class Domination,” in Shakespeare: Pattern of Excelling
Nature, ed. David Bevington and Jay L. Halio (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1976), 230. See also Kim C.
Sturgess, Shakespeare and the American Nation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
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have adopted the theory, method, and terminology of whichever group has won their allegiance
as templates with which to interpret Shakespeare…Shakespeare’s plays, for so long the primary
focus of the critic’s and scholar’s attention, are now secondary, subordinated to the imperialism
and self-advancement of the particular group.” 273 By contrast, and perhaps with more logical
evidence, Scott Cutler Shershow notes that this sort of supposed “political” hegemony has its
own opponents. He alleges that the “theorists” have a main rival: the “universalists.” In the end,
the study of Shakespeare from any angle, Shershow argues, only “[reaffirms Shakespeare] as an
imminent, durable, self-renewing center of value and authority, at once thoroughly susceptible to
appropriation and yet, precisely as such, finally invulnerable to all ‘extrinsic’ claims.” 274 The
clash between these groups, therefore, only enhances Shakespeare’s cultural value to all groups.
If Shakespeare has been the subject of an academic tug-of-war between theorists and
universalists, then his role in the popular culture debate complicates the issue. As Levine argues,
Shakespeare was seen as a popular writer in the nineteenth-century; therefore, he played a vital
role in the popular culture of the time. As he was appropriated by the academy, the role he had
in popular culture changed as “theatre culture” became more linked with elite culture. The writer
who was once seen as a voice of shared experience became for many an untouchable subject—
the only way to access Shakespeare was through the academic system. As a cultural entity
Shakespeare became synonymous with high culture because only the elite (and educated) read
him or understood his plays. He was part of the “theatre culture,” not popular culture. Douglas
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Appropriating Shakespeare: Contemporary Critical Quarrels (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), xii.
Vickers also claims that the “fragmentation” of scholarship has damaged the overall field of Shakespeare study:
“Instead of a critical model opening up a field to fresh enquiry, these approaches effectively close it down, recasting
it in their own images” (xii).
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“Shakespeare beyond Shakespeare,” in Marxist Shakespeares, ed. Jean E. Howard and Scott Cutler Shershow
(New York: Routledge, 2001), 246.
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Lanier argues that “mass media [film] tended to distance themselves from the theatre and thus
from Shakespeare, portraying themselves as modern, egalitarian alternatives to the old-fashioned
elitism and artificiality of the stage. ... The theatre’s marginalization also reinforced the growing
authority of the academy, which became the primary purveyor of Shakespeare’s works.” 275 In
the 1930s, movie studios attempted to capitalize on Shakespeare’s cultural status in order to
improve their industry’s reputation of debauchery and vulgarity. Studio heads believed that if
they produced a Shakespeare film, their studio would gain reputable acclaim which would
transfer to future projects. 276
Shakespeare’s cultural vitality—and the argument over his status as a cultural litmus
test—serves as the key element in his continued presence in popular culture. As mass media
develops—beyond just film—Shakespeare appears in various forms and fashions. Because
Shakespeare and his plays have been presented in so many different formats “the promiscuous
citation and mixing of styles from various periods and traditions has become contemporaneity’s
stylistic signature.... Productions now routinely reset Shakespeare’s plays in freely mixed period
styles and borrow iconography from high and pop cultural sources.” 277 The development of
“Shakes-pop,” for some Shakespeare critics, implies the pervasiveness of the lowbrow:
“Shakespop, or so the argument runs, contributes to the lamentable triumph of homogenized,
mediatized, politically quiescent, profit-driven culture-for-dummies.” 278
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Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 42.
As a result, in the first decade of sound films Shakespeare “authored” three films in Hollywood, all but one
directed by “professional intellectuals” who were thought capable of conveying his works to the general public.
However, the films failed to start a renaissance for Shakespeare on film. He became linked to particular directors
and actors (namely Orson Welles and Laurence Olivier) rather than a box-office draw; and even Welles and Olivier
capitalized on Shakespeare’s cultural status in order to prove their mettle as serious actors.
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However, the cultural negotiation over Shakespeare’s “proper” place in popular culture
continues beyond the subjective judgment of critics. In the introduction to Shakespeare after
Mass Media, Richard Burt admits that examples of Shakespeare’s “popularization cannot be
fully assimilated to the canonically Shakespearean (the recuperated, academically viable “high
art”), just as [they] cannot fully be elided with the apocryphally Schlocksperean either (mass
media-driven ephemera of the trivial and discardable).” 279 Douglas Lanier, responding to Burt’s
position, asserts that the value of the debate over Shakespeare’s role in high culture vis-à-vis his
role in popular culture lies in the interplay between the two sides: “regardless of how popular
culture uses Shakespeare, the fact that it habitually attends to Shakespeare at all contributes to
[his] status as a widely shared touchstone and thus sustains his cultural life and power, albeit in
forms and with meanings that stand well outside ‘proper’ Shakespeare.” 280
The study of Shakespeare and popular culture has been (and continues to be) maligned by
many scholars on the grounds that popular culture erodes the vitality and viability of
Shakespeare’s text. While in some cases the study of popular culture can create meaning where
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“To E- or Not To E-?: Disposing of Schlockspeare in the Age of Digital Media” in Shakespeare After Mass
Media (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 15. Richard Burt has both championed Shakespeare’s role in popular culture
and has spoken out against the tendency of Shakespop scholars to privilege particular media over others. In the
introduction to Shakespeare after Mass Media, Burt suggests that the dominance of digital and electronic media has
altered the way Shakespeare is presented both as an icon and as a canonical writer. The media about which Burt
writes “may be regarded as marginal not because they and their readers are devalued and excluded by the dominant
culture, but because of the accidental and particular interests some readers, viewers, or listeners happen to have” (8).
This alternative view of Shakespeare’s role in culture recognizes more traditional cultural references (movies,
television, advertising) as having value for “suggesting a different way of thinking about Shakespeare and mass
media, one that focuses on both communications technologies…and on the personal collection rather than on the
politics of exclusion and public access,” but these references lack any substantial transgressiveness to be considered
legitimate expressions of popular culture (7). In this light, what Burt calls Schlockspeare “[draws] attention to a
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(quality, interest, endurance, seriousness, topicality)” (14). This category, in Burt’s estimation, reveals more about
the extent of Shakespeare’s cultural relevance because of the marginalized nature of these subgenres. Featured in
this collection are essays on Shakespeare’s presence in various incarnations of Star Trek, Harlequin romance novels,
niche marketing, pop music, radio, Bartlett’s Quotation reference manual, and cinematic camp.
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none exists, overall it (and Shakespeare’s role in it) strives to illuminate Shakespeare’s cultural
authority by calling attention to the elements of his life and work that apply to the segment of
society not commonly associated with “Literature.” Popular culture, Mary P. Nichols argues,
speaks to what we as a people are or wish to be. Her essay “A Defense of Popular Culture”
positions John Madden’s Shakespeare in Love (1998) against Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private
Ryan (1998) as a litmus test for cultural appeal. While Spielberg’s film resonated with millions
of moviegoers, it failed to create the same kind of response that Shakespeare in Love did. While
some critics of Madden’s film argue that it portrays Shakespeare too meanly, Nichols responds:
“It is no disrespect to Shakespeare but a mark of his greatness that the contemporary world can
see itself reflected in his life and work, and can imagine the Bard also seeking self-understanding
and groping for inspiration.” 281 The power and value of popular culture is, therefore, what
contemporary humanists would call its affirmation of the human condition.
Ultimately, as Levine argued in 1989, Shakespeare’s understanding of the human
condition drives his continued popularity. However, Levine’s study ends with a puzzle; if
Shakespeare “speaks” to so many elements of our culture, why have the Shakespeare films
produced (prior to 1989) failed to generate a large audience? The answer, perhaps, to this puzzle
is that the films produced in previous decades were marketed to a narrow audience—as with
most of the tragedies which were geared toward a more art-house film-going audience—or were
too broad in their attempts, meaning that the films tried too hard to be a specific kind (or style) of
film and forgot to be true to the source material. This sort of miscalculation is seen in Taylor’s
Taming of the Shrew (1929) where more emphasis is put on the lead actors and their relationship
than on how the text related to a contemporary audience. But with the emergence of Kenneth
281
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Branagh in 1989, Shakespeare on film regained its popularity in the 1990s. Branagh successfully
reads the “cultural climate” of the 1990s and produces Shakespeare films to which audiences can
relate and does so in the cinematic style that audiences both recognize and enjoy. By choosing a
more genre-specific method of adaptation, Branagh allows audiences to approach Shakespeare
through a more comfortable and appealing avenue. He offers recognizable stars to portray
Shakespeare’s memorable characters; his lush and elaborate sets and locations convey an
identifiable time and place which help audiences spatially connect to the narrative. The result is
a Shakespeare of and for the time.

Film, Shakespeare, and the emergence of Kenneth Branagh
Unlike the span between the 1930s and 1960s, the three decades between the release of
Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Kenneth Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing saw
not so much the technological advancement of film as an industry but a cultural development
around the role of film in Western culture. In terms of industry, new innovations still emerged:
increased use of (and eventual reliance upon) post-production special effects, the introduction of
Dolby sound, and the emergence of digital technology. However, perhaps the most significant
change to the world of film came as a result of a cultural transformation in the way that film was
regarded by audiences and filmmakers.
While it may have begun as a medium of cheap entertainment—an avenue of physical
expression which morphed into a vehicle for simultaneously capturing the imaginations of many,
film grew into more than an entertainment medium; it became a more acceptable means of
expressing ideas, emotions, opinions that lacked any other viable outlet. In the years between
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1968 and 1993, 282 the film industry saw the birth of the “blockbuster” film—the 1975 release of
Steven Spielberg’s Jaws spawned a new “type” of film, a film which encapsulated a cultural
moment in time. Jaws was followed by 1977’s release of George Lucas’s Star Wars. Both films
represent significant moments in filmmaking because they are films around which popular
culture formed noticeable pockets. For many audiences, the viewing of these films can be
likened to political milestones: the question “Where were you when Kennedy was assassinated”
could now be coupled with “Remember when you saw Star Wars for the first time?”
Blockbuster films created large profits for studios and production companies. And they equaled
greater profits through merchandising. Tie-in products—toys, books, music, bed linens, lunch
boxes—meant that more profit could be found in marketing a film in more arenas than just the
cinema. Audiences could own a “part” of a film rather than just watch it in a theater.
But blockbuster films brought with them smaller, more thoughtful films—what have
become known as art-house films. These films were shot with smaller budgets and were
intended to “say” something to an audience. The financial returns on these films were not
expected to be as significant as more “mainstream” films—they did not need to attract a mass
audience because they did not cost as much to produce—but the impact on society was deemed
more important. The social commentary inherent in the smaller “arty” film was intended to
create a link with the population rather than just offer entertainment for an hour or so. This style
of film helped to reinvigorate the British film industry which stuttered after World War II. 283
282

These dates represent the release of Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Kenneth Branagh’s Much Ado
About Nothing.
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During the war, the film industry turned its attention to the production of more timely films. The time and talent
of many of the top directors, writers, and producers were offered to government service; this often took the form of
war films or informative newsreels. The films released during this time sought to affirm and celebrate the fight
against the Germans and the spread of fascism. A famous example of this would be Laurence Olivier’s 1944 Henry
V in which he dedicates the film to all of the soldiers fighting abroad: “To the commandoes and airborne troops of
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But one thread that runs through every decade of British filmmaking is the adaptation of literary
works, both plays (classic and contemporary) and novels. The significance of the endurance of
this genre lies in its ability to evolve with the changing times—adaptations “looked like” their
film contemporaries. Gone was the staid “costume” drama, and in its place was a more flexible,
often more radical style of interpretation. With the growing acceptance of British films in
American cinemas which blossomed in the 1990s came an opportunity for some filmmakers to
reintroduce Americans to the most British of British subjects: Shakespeare.

Great Britain, the spirit of whose ancestors it has been humbly attempted to recapture in some ensuing scenes, this
film is dedicated.” This dedication colors the way Olivier interprets Shakespeare’s play—Henry and his men go to
France not so much to stake a claim, as Shakespeare’s text indicates, but to fight off illegitimate invaders. It has also
been said that Prime Minister Winston Churchill personally asked Olivier to edit particular scenes so as not to lower
the character of Henry. In the years following the war, the British government attempted to revitalize the film
industry and levied stiff tariffs on imported films—the result was shoddy domestic films churned out to meet a
growing demand. The tariff was revoked and the floodgates opened from Hollywood—in 1950 alone, 70% of the
films shown in Britain were American imports. During the 1950s, genre films—especially horror films (e.g., the
Hammer films) “spiced up” with campy effects and exaggerated acting—reigned in British cinema. War films
continued to be popular but would explore the effects of the fighting and attempt to recapture the sense of victory
and righteousness felt after V-E Day. The 1960s saw the film industry competing with television—especially after
the 1953 coronation of Queen Elizabeth II resulted in an explosion in television sales. Films based on television
shows as well as those which reveled in current popular culture trends (i.e., Mod culture) proved immensely popular.
The film adaptation of Ian Fleming’s James Bond novels illustrated this trend; the 1962 release of Dr. No began a
nearly four decade love affair with the British spy. In the 1970s, British filmmakers continued to replicate what
Hollywood was doing, but to growing dissatisfaction. As the decade progressed, a sense of unexpressed
individuality began to take root. Audiences began to want films which showed British people dealing with British
issues, not British actors performing American scripts. The films that were produced as a result of the growing need
for filmic independence often featured a less rosy image of British life; instead, films tended to tap into what Amy
Sargeant calls “Dissatisfaction and Dissent” among the middle-class. The 1980s saw a shift towards nostalgia, or
“heritage films”—not so much a longing for the past as an interest in how the past as seen through an individual’s
eyes differs from that etched into history books. This decade also brought about films which explored political
disenfranchisement—films that sought to shed light on social problems created by both sides of the British
government; a good example of this type of caricature on film would be Lindsay Anderson’s Britannia Hospital
(1982). In the 1990s, the “biopic” as well as the focus on ordinary life continued to rank high among subjects of
British films. A large difference, however, was the audience for these films. During this decade British films
gained a large American audience and opened doors for a more mutually satisfying relationship between Hollywood
and Britain—before, Hollywood seemed to set the stage for British films and in the 1990s, Hollywood recognized
and made use of British “resources” such as actors (Robert Carlyle, Hugh Grant, Emma Thompson) and production
companies like Merchant Ivory (which carved a niche in the industry by producing “heritage films”). For the first
time, films like The Full Monty, Remains of the Day, Four Weddings and a Funeral had viable access to American
audiences. For more on the history of British filmmaking, see Amy Sergeant, British Cinema: a critical history
(London: British Film Institute, 2005); Sarah Street, Transatlantic Crossings: British Feature Films in the USA
(New York: Continuum, 2002); and David Christopher, British Culture: An Introduction (London: Routledge,
1999).
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After Peter Hall’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1968), the Shakespeare film trend
stalled. Only a few films were produced in the subsequent years—most of them European-based
productions and almost all of them tragedies. Between 1968 and 1980, the only Shakespeare
films released in the United States were Kozintsev’s King Lear (1969), Peter Brook’s King Lear
(1971), and perhaps most infamously, Roman Polanksi’s The Tragedy of Macbeth (1971). 284
The early 1980s saw the release of two unique and innovative versions of Shakespeare’s The
Tempest: Derek Jarman’s The Tempest (1980) and Paul Mazursky’s Tempest (1982). 285 But
1989 is the year Shakespeare film scholars regard as the Renaissance: the rebirth of Shakespeare
on film.
1989 marked the entrance of Kenneth Branagh, a figure who would bear the credit (and,
to some, the blame) for the reintroduction of Shakespeare to film audiences. While a notable
figure himself, Branagh has elicited both acclaim and derision. His behavior off-set has been
conflated with his on-screen choices, thus opening him not only to professional criticism but also
to personal scrutiny. Regardless of his personal standing among mainstream media outlets or
academic critics, Branagh’s Shakespeare films are regarded as a canon unto itself, one rife with
criticism and praise. Each film, from Henry V (1989) to Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000), raises
questions about the cultural “ownership” of Shakespeare, a debate which interests scholars and
establishes Branagh’s own legacy and inexorable connection with Shakespeare studies in
general.
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Polanski’s film was and continues to be the subject of controversy. It was produced by Hugh Hefner’s Playboy
Productions and many critics see the nude scenes of Francesca Annis as the influence of Hefner. In addition, the
level of violence and gore in the film causes critics to see the film as Polanski’s attempt to exorcise his personal
trauma (namely, his wife’s brutal murder by the Charles Manson “family”).
285
However, these films are often categorized less as Shakespeare films and more as “interpretations” of
Shakespeare’s themes. The problematic nature of Shakespeare’s tragi-comedy coupled with the unique directorial
styles of Jarman and Mazursky result in the often controversial exclusion of these two films from the Shakespeareon-film canon.
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Ever one to court popular media, Branagh has made his overall “vision” for Shakespeare
on film no secret; in nearly every interview he granted between 1989 and 2000, he speaks of his
desire to erase the stigma attached to Shakespeare after decades of association with universities
and the educated elite. Branagh wants his films to function as portals through which any
moviegoer can access Shakespeare and enjoy the experience. As a result, his films present
decidedly popular fronts. Despite their “historical” settings and their retention of much of
Shakespeare’s language, Branagh’s films use Hollywood film conventions along with the casting
of familiar Hollywood actors to offer a point of connection between the text and the
contemporary viewer. However, over time Branagh’s sense of “ideal cultural timing” for a film
has dulled, rendering his later films unpopular (in nearly all senses of the term). While his earlier
films support the image of Branagh as a young popularizer of Shakespeare, his later films
indicate his disconnection from contemporary audiences. 286 Despite the fluctuating box-office
returns of Kenneth Branagh’s films, his goal to “return Shakespeare to the people” remains a
worthwhile endeavor because it not only reopens the discussion about the meaning of popular
culture and Shakespeare’s place in it but also seeks to empower contemporary audiences to
accept their own ability to explore their social heritage (i.e., shared social and political fears,
common obstacles to happiness) through the works of Shakespeare.

Kenneth Branagh’s Mission of Accessibility
Much like Peter Hall before him, Branagh has been quite open about his perspectives on
acting, directing, and Shakespeare. While his first exposure to Shakespeare was at the age of
fourteen—a “‘hysterical schools’ matinee of Romeo & Juliet...The whole production was rough
286

Some critics posit that Branagh’s designs for his later films reflect an understanding of global culture and cultural
trends, but his familiarity does not extend to what the average filmgoer wishes to see at the movies.
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and thrilling, completely dispelling the classroom image of Shakespeare as boring,” 287—he
developed an affinity for the author because of a teacher who made Shakespeare relevant to
hormone-driven teenagers by stating the obvious about Romeo and Juliet: it’s a play about lust
and sex. As he recounts it in his autobiography, this moment for Branagh was a sort of
awakening; he began to recognize the “truths” inherent in Shakespeare’s plays and feel a desire
to share them with an audience. Despite the fact that his dramatic training occurred at perhaps
the most prestigious acting academies in Britain, Branagh does not believe that Shakespeare
belongs to the elite. He says that Shakespeare is an author that most people fear more out of their
own insecurity rather than any legitimate cause; his goal, therefore, is to return Shakespeare to
his original audience: the people. Samuel Crowl poetically claims that “Branagh has been
fearless in trying to rescue Shakespeare from the small art house audience and reclaim him for
the modern Cineplex that draws a crowd similar in its range to the one that flowed over London
Bridge to the Rose and the Globe on an Elizabethan summer afternoon.” 288
The people to whom Branagh wishes to return Shakespeare are those he believes would
benefit from his work. For Branagh, Shakespeare’s real audience is not academics with political
agendas and points of view but rather the “groundlings” of every age—those who enjoy being
entertained not only through laughter but also through enlightenment. Branagh returns time and
again to the image of Shakespeare the playwright, the entertainer. While he may have included
dramatic elements to impress the high-society theatergoers, Shakespeare recognized that his most
demanding (and most important) audience were the people who stood closest to the stage and
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who could readily signal their displeasure. 289 In twentieth-century terms, this audience would be
the mainstream film-going public—an audience which may or may not have any prior
experience with or preconceptions of Shakespeare and his plays—whose displeasure is reflected
in poor box-office returns rather than by the throwing of rotten fruit.
Remembering that his key audience would be men and women who may come to the
cinema with a deep-rooted prejudice or fear of Shakespeare, Branagh recognized that his films
had to free the audience members from their feelings of intimidation. His films had to present
Shakespeare as an Everyman of screenwriting. In a 1998 interview with Cineaste, he says:
My experience has been that when people have had a good experience with
Shakespeare…it’s something that can open up a certain part of themselves which starts to
be less intimidated by great works of literature. I’m simply attempting to allow
Shakespeare to be seen without prejudice, and without the implicit assumption that I
believe it will be good for you or better than any other piece of cultural
entertainment….For my money, what’s important is the way in which Shakespeare
unlocks that part of us which is currently bereft of poetry or mystery, something that is
expressed with the ongoing obsession with New Age philosophies or philosophical books
attempting to exercise that part of us seeking some kind of spiritual fulfillment. 290
This view of Shakespeare, therefore, echoes Branagh’s experience with Romeo and Juliet in
school; he believes that “working on Shakespeare is the search for meaning.” 291 Shakespeare is
not a poet of whom to be afraid but rather one to embrace and acknowledge as a purveyor of
289
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common experience. However, Branagh acknowledges that understanding Shakespeare takes
more than simple reading; it takes discussion and interaction with the text. He claims no
expertise in literary study but rather asserts that experience with a text is the best means of
comprehension:
I’m always asked to lecture or talk about Shakespeare, which I never do because I
genuinely feel as though I don’t have anything to say other than to practice it. I’m always
happy to have a conversation about it because it’s an exchange of ideas, but I have no set
view on it except to try and be as real as possible....But...being aware of our own culture
of the moment helps to achieve that [understanding of Shakespeare] if you embrace, as I
do, the determination to make real and alive this man’s work 400 years on. 292
He sees Shakespeare’s texts as fluid subjects that change depending on the particular
environment into which they are introduced; he has no fear of “getting Shakespeare wrong”
because “Nobody knows how these plays were really done....It doesn’t mean we blind ourselves
to genuine research of the period or solid academic propositions about how things might have
been done. But we are in a very different time and age, and we need to respond accordingly and
do the plays in very different ways.” 293
Branagh’s experience with the Royal Shakespeare Company taught him to believe in the
value of collaboration (especially between actor and director) when dealing with Shakespeare
because of the lessons that can be learned from getting multiple points of view. 294 His theater
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group, Renaissance (formed after his departure from the RSC in 1985), was to be an actor’s
group—the actors would not only star in the roles but would also direct productions. 295 This
element was essential for Branagh who would take his own turn at directing with Twelfth Night
in 1986. While not starring in the production, he believed that a good director needed to
understand the text from the actor’s point of view. And as an actor he recognized that particular
elements or themes of a production could be emphasized for a greater impact on audiences. 296
Renaissance aimed to “present popular art. Not poor art or thin art or even ‘arty’ art, but popular
art that would expand the mind and the senses and really entertain.” 297 Branagh latched onto and
expanded this sense of enlightenment through entertainment when he transitioned from the stage
to the cinema. His films would not only offer entertaining insight into life and art’s role in it but
also encourage the audience to take part in the artistic process by questioning and talking about
what they see.

become English at school and remain Irish at home” (Branagh, Beginning 23). His talent for acting took him to
RADA (Royal Academy of Dramatic Art) and eventually to the Royal Shakespeare Company. His dissatisfaction
with the way the RSC was run led him to leave the company and form Renaissance. For more on the influence his
childhood had on his career, see the early chapters of his autobiography as well as Chapter 1 of Samuel Crowl’s The
Films of Kenneth Branagh (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006), and Sarah Hatchuel’s A Companion to the Shakespearean
Films of Kenneth Branagh ( Winnipeg: Blizzard Publishing).
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Branagh’s success with Renaissance made him realize the commercial appeal of a relatable Shakespeare, making
his migration toward film natural. His 1989 Henry V was an ambitious undertaking, not only because it would mark
the first mainstream Shakespeare film since Roman Polanski’s Macbeth (1971), but also because he had never
directed a film before and was assuming the role previously associated with Laurence Olivier. Olivier’s 1944 film
had long been hailed a triumph of British nationalism as well as Shakespeare on film. Branagh’s move challenged
both ideas. Branagh’s Henry is flawed and the struggle for glory is tinged with less than altruistic motives. The film
also has earned the “mud & blood” descriptor due to its naturalistic depiction of the Agincourt battle. Most
famously, however, is the speculation that the role of Henry is influenced by Branagh’s friendship with Prince
Charles and the film is a gesture of appreciation. Shot with a budget of six million dollars, Henry V was nominated
for three Academy Awards—including nods to Branagh for directing and acting—and became the touchstone for the
revitalization of Shakespeare on film. On the heels of Henry V, Branagh showcased his love of two Hollywood
genres—film noir and the private detective film—in his first Hollywood film, Dead Again (1991).
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If Shakespeare is best understood through conversation and if the best means of engaging
a large number of people in a discussion is through a visual medium like film, then putting
Shakespeare on film would be Branagh’s opportunity to introduce Shakespeare’s plays as
sources rich with topics for discussion. However, aware of the existing tradition of filmed
Shakespeare, Branagh understood that his films had to differ from those of his predecessors. In
order to widen the appeal of his project, Branagh turned to Hollywood for inspiration. As a selftaught student of Hollywood film, Branagh makes use of accepted genres in order to fully realize
his vision for a film and make it accessible to audiences. 298 By stylizing his films within genre
conventions, Branagh not only illustrates his love of Hollywood film but also his understanding
of how Shakespeare can be interpreted and marketed. 299
Choosing to adopt a popular mode of filmmaking, Branagh gives Shakespeare a
cinematic makeover. This move, for Branagh, does not denigrate Shakespeare as a writer
because
Shakespeare himself can be legitimately called a populist. The theatre he worked for was
subject to the rule of the box office....And as far as we know, he seemed to be a man
who had a commercial instinct or at least who had to listen to how the public voted with
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For Henry V, Branagh utilizes the war film genre; Much Ado About Nothing is a screwball comedy; Hamlet is an
epic with horror elements; and Love’s Labour’s Lost is a Hollywood musical. As he tells Samuel Crowl in a 2002
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their feet; you see in the records of the performances which plays held on in the
repertory, and you see him trying to find some sort of way through that. He was aware of,
though I think not controlled by, what the public wanted and what the public were
interested in; when it comes to making films of his work, one has to be aware of the same
thing. 300
This audience awareness distinguishes Branagh from his Shakespeare-on-film compatriots; his
goal in making a Shakespeare film is not to offer audiences a trip to the theatre or to another
world, but to show modern audiences their existing connection to the writer. For each of his
films, Branagh chose texts that offered him challenges: “[Henry V and Much Ado] had suggested
that there was an audience ready to gamble on seeing a couple of films that were not a part of
some long established tradition because there had been a gap [in the Shakespeare film genre].” 301
By choosing plays normally overlooked in the Shakespeare-on-film canon, Branagh intended to
offer an alternative representation of Shakespeare—a different picture from the one given to
school children by their literature instructors. This Shakespeare would not necessarily be the
dark-haired man in the ruffled collar who wrote about murder, corruption, and betrayal of the
worst kind; Branagh’s Shakespeare would be a keen observer of the world and the spirit of his
society—their humor, their fears, and their loves. Refashioning Shakespeare’s image allowed
Branagh to appeal more directly to a mainstream audience, an audience for whom “it was an
unusual experience to go to a Shakespeare play in the theatre and even more rare to go see one at
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the cinema.” 302 Wanting to share his vision of Shakespeare with those ordinarily excluded from
the conversations about him, Kenneth Branagh embarks on what some have termed a “mission of
accessibility” that not only alters the image of the Bard but also attempts to erase the perceived
culture gap between Shakespeare and the general film-going public. 303
Once asked by Charlie Rose, “Do you have a mission to somehow...make Shakespeare
come alive to all those people who unlike you have not yet felt the passion, the humor and drama
that it offers,” Branagh responded, “I do feel a kind of mission...I don’t think it’s a question of
him coming alive. Because he is alive.” 304 This response (while given at the beginning of his
Shakespeare-on-film career) encapsulates Branagh’s motivation to present to the general public
his image of Shakespeare through mainstream (aka Hollywood) film. Despite the varying
degrees of financial success Branagh reached with each of his four Shakespeare-on-film projects,
his overall plan to make Shakespeare more accessible has been (and continues to be) a
meaningful venture. With each of his films, Branagh inspired discussion—verbal, written, and
even filmic. He is credited with inspiring the spate of Shakespeare-on-film projects in the 1990s,
including Franco Zeffirelli’s Hamlet (1990), Oliver Parker’s Othello (1995), Richard Loncraine
and Ian McKellen’s Richard III (1996), Trevor Nunn’s Twelfth Night (1996), Baz Luhrmann’s
William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet (1996), Michael Hoffman’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(1999), Julie Taymor’s Titus (1999), and Michael Almereyda’s Hamlet (2000). 305 In their own
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way, each of these films builds on, incorporates, or responds to one or more of Branagh’s
projects. The inundation of Shakespeare-themed media meant that one could not avoid having to
see Shakespeare in a new light—he is even invoked in discussions of the two terms of President
George W. Bush. 306 “Bardolatry” had become a successful enterprise in the commercial
marketplace—in the form of films, books, and even action figures. As a result, the cultural
debate about the “proper” use of Shakespeare could no longer be relegated to academic
circles. 307
The value of demystifying “Shakespeare” lies in the author’s own history. As a
Renaissance playwright, he wrote for a public (read popular) audience—his work had to appeal
to all levels of society, from the groundlings to those who sat on cushions on the upper levels of
the theatre. One of his most important purposes was to entertain the masses. If he failed, then he
did not earn a proper wage. His livelihood depended upon his ability to recognize what his
audience wanted to see and hear in a play. The success of Branagh’s mission to bring
Shakespeare to the public calls upon this tradition—the public would not become any fonder of
Shakespeare if the image presented was not relevant or appealing. Therefore, in order to revive
the “popular” Shakespeare, Branagh chose a means to refigure Shakespeare using a
contemporary understanding of what was “popular.” Specifically, Branagh’s understanding of
“popular” is illustrated by his use of conventional Hollywood genre films, recognizable (and
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bankable) actors, and directorial decisions which privilege the elements to which Branagh feels
modern audiences best related.

Branagh & the Culture Debate
In order to better understand the distrust that Branagh’s mission to popularize
Shakespeare has engendered, especially among academics, it is necessary to explore some
primary objections contemporary intellectuals have raised about the culture industry as a whole.
Much of the current criticism of popular films by new historicist, feminist, queer theorist, and
cultural materialist scholars derives its force from Frankfurt School assumptions about the
contamination of culture by commerce. Among the Marxists of the early Frankfurt School, mass
culture became the object of pervasive ideological suspicion, especially popular film culture. The
reasons for this suspicion are not difficult to find. In an enormously influential essay, “The
Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer
analyze mass culture as a coercive instrument for seducing the public into subservience by
standardizing cultural goods. 308 Reification and commercialization turn aesthetic objects into
exchangeable products for hungry consumers, and culture couples with commerce with
disastrous political consequences. As a recent critic in the line of the Frankfurt School, Michael
Czolacz writes, “the uniformity of works of mass culture transmits a cultural ideology which the
masses have no choice but accept.” 309 Homogeneity and massification produce a sameness of
entertainment experience that both replicates and reproduces a sameness of ideological belief.
308
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Originality vanishes, replaced by manufactured images of the real—what Paul Baudrilliard calls,
more recently, simulacra--that the masses are entertained into accepting as truth. 310 In the case
of film criticism, analysis moves first to apply ideological suspicion to the interpretation of mass
media texts. If the public space of the imaginary is a mind, then mass media productions are the
neuroses, even the psychoses that afflict it. 311
This debate about the culture industry relates to the discussion of Shakespeare and film
because film is the most prevalent form of the commercialization of culture. As a form of
fantasy entertainment, the popular film for contemporary critics of a Marxist persuasion, from
Louis Althusser to Frederic Jameson, Linda Charnes to Denise Albanese, demands a
reorientation of critical perspectives: a turning of attention from the primacy of aesthetic
evaluation to the urgency of political interrogation about the cultural work (i.e., ideological
work) performed by the original text. As a director choosing to make a commercially viable film
of Shakespeare, Branagh defines himself from the start for a large and important academic
constituency as ideologically suspect.
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The further danger of this deception is that the public will begin to demand that all cultural goods “look” and
“act” the same because that is what “culture” is supposed to be.
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Fredric Jameson, in his 1979 “Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture,” applies the theory of reification to works
of mass culture. This essay stands an important example of a critique of popular film productions as mass culture
products requiring ideological analysis. Jameson argues that since reification transforms a process, a person, or an
abstract concept into a tangible object, commodification of all art forms is enabled. He contends that we “suspend
our real lives and our immediate practical preoccupations just as completely when we watch The Godfather as when
we read The Wings of the Dove or hear a Beethoven sonata” (131). In this regard, all forms of art—whether popular
or elitist—are subject to similar acts of consumption. He posits that an examination of “high and mass culture as
objectively related and dialectically interdependent phenomena” would result in the recognition that all art is subject
to “absolute aesthetic judgment” (133). In some regards, John Frow’s book Cultural Studies and Cultural Values
(specifically Chapter 2: “The Concept of the Popular”) agrees with Jameson that the old cultural distinctions
between high and low no longer make sense. He argues that given the state of culture today we cannot apply
outdated definitions. However, while sympathizing with Hall’s idea that “popular culture” is somehow a more
politically radical expression of rebellion against a repressive cultural hierarchy, he ultimately admits that “popular
culture” is too various and vast to be so narrowly classified (82-3).
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Branagh’s quest to “bring Shakespeare to the masses” is driven by the desire to offer new
audiences the chance to find their point of human experience within Shakespeare’s texts. While
not the first director who tried to popularize Shakespeare, Branagh has had a measure of
commercial success—an achievement that, to his critics, is seemingly the result of catering to the
masses with little regard for established literary tradition. 312 But the sensation surrounding his
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In terms of his quest to “bring Shakespeare to the people,” Branagh most clearly resembles Franco Zeffirelli with
his focus on popularizing Shakespeare. For more on Zeffirelli’s populism, see Robert Hapgood, “Popularizing
Shakespeare: The Artistry of Franco Zeffirelli,” in Shakespeare The Movie: Popularizing the Plays on Film, TV and
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Cambridge University Press, 2000), 212-221. But where Zeffirelli intended to present Shakespeare to audiences
through depictions of the play’s setting (Renaissance Italy for Romeo and Juliet and Taming of the Shrew; medieval
Denmark for Hamlet), Branagh chooses to relocate Shakespeare—both in time and location—when a change in
setting would be more acceptable for film audiences. This mode of adaptation separates Branagh from his
Shakespeare-on-film predecessors. Olivier’s three films call attention to the text by minimizing the films’ cinematic
nature; his films look like filmed stage productions, complete with two-dimensional backdrops and props, thereby
directing the audience’s attention to the words spoken rather than the actions made. Welles’s three films offer
stagey, yet avant-garde presentations of Shakespeare; he uses stage-like settings but employs innovative camera
movement and distance to present an image of Shakespeare that is both familiar and distinctive. Zeffirelli moves out
of the theater and into the “real world” by filming his three Shakespeare films on location. Branagh goes further than
Olivier, Welles, or Zeffirelli by filming on location, using the camera as a means of emphasizing a film’s design,
and changing the play’s position in time and space. Branagh’s uniqueness, Samuel Crowl claims, lies in his
amalgamation of successful elements of other directors of Shakespeare: “[He] is the first director of Shakespeare
films to mix Olivier’s attention to the spoken text with Welles’s fascination with camera angle and editing and
Zeffirelli’s visual and musical romanticism” (Crowl, “Flamboyant Realist” 224).
Branagh’s place in the Shakespeare-on-film field as one that is defined not so much by his predecessors but
against them. Timothy Corrigan suggests that if “Olivier’s film work on Shakespeare’s plays can be categorized as
‘realizations’...and Welles ‘rewrites’ Shakespeare...[then] Branagh...draws viewers back to Shakespeare’s plays by
remaking them through a performative personality that marks and absorbs the history of Shakespeare on film as
singular performance” (Corrigan 173). Corrigan’s analogy implies that Branagh’s filmic view of Shakespeare is
influenced by a desire to position himself as an interpreter of the text rather than an enactor of it. Corrigan goes on to
say that “Branagh adapts [texts] to numerous performative poses, attitudes, postures, and affects—all as a kind of
agent for the otherwise unknowable textual secrets. Branagh’s Shakespeare appears always, like Shakespeare in
love, as a performing heart, not a text” (174). This characterization is echoed by Mark Thornton Burnett who labels
Branagh as a “Shakespearean film director, producer, performer, and interpreter” (“Manners 83).
Branagh’s “interpreter” role is the one which generates another arena of vitriolic criticism. Branagh’s
Hollywood-style of filmmaking—especially his use of American non-Shakespearean actors—also offends purists
because they feel his alterations (textual or thematic) betray the spirit and letter of Shakespeare’s rhetoric and ignore
his often controversial subtext. The result of this ignoring of subtext is a glorified affirmation of political ideology.
For some critics, this affirmation undermines the existing theoretical scholarship; they perceive Branagh’s films as
deliberate rejections of the academy’s socio-political criticism of Shakespeare. Curtis Breight is perhaps the most
frequently cited critic of Branagh’s Henry V, a film he described as “artistic subservience to Thatcherite ideology”
(110). Breight claims that despite Branagh’s desire to avoid inclusion of socio-political themes in his films, they are
obviously there. In Branagh’s own view, a Shakespeare film needs to “say something” to the modern audience and a
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Henry V and the corresponding flood of Shakespeare themed films, television specials, and
merchandising opportunities once again enlivened the academic debate on mass culture. 313
Alison Light suggests that Branagh’s populist aim offended cultural purists because it is
“exactly the kind of humanism, dependent upon a universalizing empathy and a desire to see
Elizabethan people as ‘just like us’...whom left-wing intellectuals have abandoned or suspect as
inherently reactionary.” She continues, arguing that Branagh further crosses the line because
he is less evangelical than ecumenical in his treatment of high culture...his outlook...is
that culture is ordinary; it doesn’t belong to anyone, let alone to the educated...To an
older left, what is infuriating about Branagh is that he doesn’t make anything oppositional
from this breaking down of cultural barriers. He has challenged authorities without being
anti-authoritarian, leaving the RSC, for instance, not to go into the fringe or ‘alternative’
film but to set up his own mainstream company....His remakes are not new definitive

politically hardcore interpretation of Shakespeare would not only fail to attract audiences but also runs the risk of
offending them.
313
One reviewer of Much Ado About Nothing argued in Sight & Sound that “Branagh’s worst problem is imaginative
banality,” and called him “a purveyor of lucrative filmic commodities for a specialized middle-brow market with
upwardly mobile tastes” (Sharman 51). Her use of “middle-brow” directly connects her with Macdonald’s cultural
theory and offers an intriguing glimpse into what she sees as Shakespeare’s place in society. She implies that
Branagh’s audience is not the academic elite but the middle-class that strives to “improve” itself through
Shakespeare. Branagh, therefore, would be breaking down the walls of the academic bastion and allowing “infidels”
within—a move seen as an affront to the academic community. For some critics, this move is the cause of what
Richard Burt calls the “desacralization of Shakespeare.” Burt, himself one of Shakespeare-on-film’s most prolific
scholars, lambasts this “desacralization,” saying that is “due to a larger transformation in Shakespeare’s
reproduction, one in which visual culture has displaced literary culture and a modernist aesthetic has gone to the
wayside…Most people…now come to Shakespeare first not through his texts but through some visual representation
of them—a film, an advertisement, or a subgenre of fiction such as teen comedies, science fiction, or Harlequin
romances” (“Shakespeare and the Holocaust” 306). Aligning herself with Sharman, Courtney Lehmann applies the
critique of Branagh’s goal to the issue of Shakespeare’s “Englishness” or nationalism: “For what is the goal of
reproducing Shakespeare for the world if not to deterritorialize, or in Branagh’s words, ‘demystify,’ the singular
claims to Shakespeare put forth in the name of high culture and (English) nationalism?” (“Much Ado” 4). She sees
Branagh’s films as steps toward erasing Shakespeare’s cultural status as British icon, thus making him available to
be appropriated by the world.
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classics but just versions, happy to inherit the mantle of cultural worth without
questioning its validity. 314
Light’s argument posits that Branagh does not uphold a standard of textual purity but rather
infuses the text with new blood to create relevance for a new time and audience. The basis of her
claim—that Branagh thumbed his nose at the academy purists and thus suffers their
displeasure—is echoed by other Shakespeare-on-film scholarship. Kenneth Rothwell suggests
that the negative reception of Branagh is due to a British sense of betrayal and his close
connection with Hollywood and a participation in what Rothwell calls “capitalist
imperialism.” 315
To this end, Branagh is aided by an association with Miramax Films, a production
company which has proven to be “one of the most proficient vehicles for matching performative
auteurs and the adaptation of classic literature, using distribution and promotion strategies to
transform that literature into a high-concept attraction.” 316 Branagh fits well with Miramax’s
production plan because as “one of the most productive and performative auteurs of
contemporary cinema” he has shown himself to be a commercially viable and versatile
investment, especially with his reputation as the “filmic reincarnation of Shakespeare.” 317 This
image of Branagh, therefore, lends credence to Miramax’s plan of converting classic literature
into mass media entertainment. The company’s financial backing allows Branagh the
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opportunity to “not only...pay homage to Shakespeare’s different plays but [also] involve
audiences in the evolving revelations of [Branagh’s] own performances of those texts.” 318
Branagh’s affinity for commercialism and mass market distribution (of the films,
screenplays, and video/DVD recordings) leads Emma Smith to conclude that “although cast as a
disinterested purveyor of Shakespeare to the masses, Branagh acts as mediator and translator,
creating a specific version of Shakespeare palatable in Hollywood popular culture.” 319 Branagh’s
choices, from Smith’s point of view, are conscious decisions to choose profit over literary
integrity; Branagh, therefore, positions himself as the sole gateway between Shakespeare and his
audience.
This claim insinuates that Branagh’s ego overrides his sense of genuineness. In this
sense, Branagh would be to cultural purists the worst kind of “Lord of kitsch.” To an extent,
Judith Buchanan agrees, suggesting that Branagh’s ego and his abundance of self-confidence
fuel the flames of discontent. She claims that his tendency to become immersed in a role
(especially when he directs himself in a film) and bring elements of personal ownership to a
character leads to a perceived conflation of actor and character. His sense of ownership of both
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role and career makes him a target for scorn because it implies a sense of superiority that colors
the film. 320
However, Levine’s study, among others, lays the groundwork for the argument that the
“real” Shakespeare is being returned to the people rather than stolen from the academy’s “High
Culturists.” The problem that the academy would have with Branagh, then, is not so much about
his disregard for tradition in as much as it is about Branagh’s challenge to its authenticity.
Ayanna Thompson, in her 2007 essay “Rewriting the “Real”: Popular Shakespeare in the 1990s,”
argues that Branagh, along with other “nonacademics,” sought to “rescue Shakespeare from the
labyrinth of academic unreality” by “de-intellectualiz[ing] and de-politiciz[ing] the writer who
seemingly symbolized the greatness and longevity of western civilization.” 321 Rather than
presenting a Shakespeare as he is seen by the academy, Branagh chooses to cast Shakespeare in a
decidedly populist fashion. In other words, Branagh’s Shakespeare looks and behaves in the
same manner as the mainstream public; this tactic meant that audiences could relate to the
“realistic” characters rather than having to find their own points of connection. The problem that
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Thompson, “Rewriting the ‘Real’: Popular Shakespeare in the 1990s,” Journal of Popular Culture 40, no. 6
(2007): 1054. For Thompson, Branagh led this crusade of sorts by challenging the academy in three ways: “Firstly,
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the academy has, according to Thompson’s theory, is that it defines what was “real” by what can
be read in the text. 322 Branagh, on the other hand, “sees the ‘real’ as something separate from the
interests of the academic.” 323
By defying the academy and its standard of “accepted” Shakespeare, Branagh poses a
question to all audiences of Shakespeare on film: How do you like your Shakespeare? Those who
favor Branagh’s Hollywood-style of filmmaking set him up as the savior of the Shakespeare-onfilm genre, crediting him with regenerating the dormant genre of the Shakespeare film as well as
reinvigorating the scholarship in the field, a field that had become so overrun with “scholarly
tradition and... sometimes fraught theoretical debates” that some scholars were grateful for the
“escape from and [the chance to participate in] a rebellion against the layers of mediation,
cultural authority, and mystery that characterize late-twentieth-and early twenty-first-century
Shakespeare.” 324 Samuel Crowl leads the pro-Branagh field by lauding nearly every aspect of
Branagh’s films, especially his individual “style” of filmmaking: “bold and vivid [with
established] stylistic and aesthetic traits” 325 and “auteur in the popular rather than art house of
322

While Thompson specifically addresses the New Historicist critics, this same argument can be applied to other
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31, no.4 (Fall 2004): 14, 13.
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Era (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2003) and The Films of Kenneth Branagh (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2006). Sarah
Hatchuel echoes Crowl’s praise in most of her scholarship, but is particularly enthusiastic in her book A Companion
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are human, bloody, carnal, sensual, and magically poetic” (15).
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avant-garde tradition.” 326 While Crowl lavishly praises each of Branagh’s projects, other critics
support Branagh’s mission for its impact on the entire field of study. Timothy Corrigan makes
note of Branagh’s project because “Branagh’s Shakespeare appears always, like Shakespeare in
love, as a performing heart, not a text....[his] kind of popularization is ultimately about erasing
the text to release what he calls an ‘inner life’ that establishes personal bonds with his viewers.
His performance of Shakespeare, for instance, continually foregrounds private relationships in a
signature fashion.” 327 The value of Branagh’s films lies in their ability to allow audiences to
forge individual connections with particular characters in Shakespeare’s play; Corrigan claims
that “what most reveals Hamlet and Ophelia is an intimate sexual relationship; [Branagh’s] King
Henry wrestles ostensibly with self-doubt and private confusion.” 328 Allowing audiences to see a
more “human” side of Shakespeare’s characters removes from them any sense of distance or
inability to relate.
As one who finds himself on the positive end of Branagh’s endeavor, Mark Thornton
Burnett states that “as an end-of-the century artist, Branagh is constituted by straddling ‘high art’
and ‘popular culture’ at one and the same time, precisely because ... these distinctions no longer
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(40).
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hold as indicators of traditional social arrangements. Partly thanks to Branagh, Shakespeare has
been reclaimed as a figure whose work reaches beyond a narrowly selective constituency, and
film is an essential element in that process.” 329 He continues, claiming that “Branagh has turned
Shakespeare on film into an industry, an achievement that has made the ‘popular’ respectable
and given an energetic boost to academia (including this volume).” 330 Regardless of whether or
not a Branagh film is commercially successful, the fact that it exists to create debate serves the
greater good—in this particular case, for Burnett, Branagh’s impact extends beyond the field of
Shakespeare-on-film. While the study of film and popular culture were well established by the
time Kenneth Branagh emerged into the film world, Shakespeare-on-film and Shakespeare-inpopular culture studies were limited to formalist analyses until the 1990s. Branagh’s presence
may not have started the trend of critical analysis popular culture, but his films helped enabled
critics to reexamine previous Shakespeare films for cultural and/or theoretical markers. 331

Branagh’s Design: An Uneasy Marriage between Stratford and Hollywood
Branagh’s decision to rely on genre-based adaptations is rooted in his fascination with
Hollywood films and Hollywood film conventions. His choices for Hollywood-style films are
sometimes logical and sometimes ingenious. Using a medium familiar to the general public
allows Branagh to tap into an established tradition of filmmaking as well as an audience
demographic. He uses accepted film genres and their respective conventions to shape
Shakespeare’s text into workable (and appealing) screenplays. These screenplays present an
329
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Marie Plasse echoes Burnett’s gratitude: “Engagement with popular culture is also productive for us [scholars]
precisely because it prompts us to reflect in new ways on the frustrations, opportunities, and meanings of our
commitment to our primary field of study” (18). In some ways, Burnett’s claim (and Plasse’s concurrence) suggests
that if not for Branagh and his quest, the field of Shakespeare studies might have been less interesting.
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image of Shakespeare which is entirely different from the one conjured by academic
scholarship. 332
To heighten his films’ appeal (and marketability), Branagh casts famous actors—both
from Hollywood and Britain—to play lead roles. He feels that American actors could bring a
necessary fire to the roles and to the films in general: “Sometimes [you cast] people who your
instinct tells you are very close to the kind of character you want them to play, or who you feel
have an intuitive understanding of such a character....In casting different groups of people...you
start to create a more level playing field.” 333 While some of the casting decisions inspired much
vehement backlash—specifically Keanu Reeves and Michael Keaton in Much Ado About
Nothing and Alicia Silverstone and Matthew Lillard in Love’s Labour’s Lost—they drew
audiences to the theater. Audiences felt that if Denzel Washington “got” Shakespeare, then there
must be something to this writer. The attention Branagh was receiving from Hollywood (i.e., the
Academy Award nominations and non-Shakespeare film roles) also helped solidify the director’s
role in the public eye.
However, the success of Branagh’s mission of accessibility depended on the types of
Hollywood films he made and the timing of their release. By becoming aware of market trends
and demographic demands, he could choose an appropriate film for a particular time. If Branagh
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Crowdus. It should be noted, however, that Branagh’s first Shakespeare film, Henry V, was cast with British
actors only. It was not until Much Ado About Nothing that Branagh infused Hollywood into his films. Branagh’s
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wanted to draw in a popular audience, he needed to offer them something other than the usual
conventional Shakespearean tragedy. The success of the war film genre in his Henry V (1989)
signaled the appeal of a genre-based approach to Shakespeare. For his next film, he chose a
comedy that had never before been filmed, a play that Branagh believes thematically “speaks
loudly and gloriously about love...the question of tolerance in love and the danger of judging
others...the cost of ambiguous maturity...the loss of innocence; the power of lust.” 334 His plan for
the Much Ado About Nothing’s design allowed him the opportunity to implement some of his
Hollywood experience. 335
While Henry V garnered its share of generic questions, Branagh’s filmed comedies
receive the brunt of displeasure over his directorial (and editorial) decisions. Despite the glowing
reviews of Much Ado About Nothing in 1993, textual purists believe that the troublesome nature
of Shakespeare’s play is ignored in favor of a sunny and joyous romp. 336 For these critics, the
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see “The Critical Reception of Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing,” Shakespeare and the Classroom 1, no. 2 (Fall
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of Shakespeare on Screen, especially pages 250-253. See also Maurice Hindle’s case study of Much Ado About
Nothing in Studying Shakespeare on Film, pages 114-121. Mariacristina Cavecchi suggests that Branagh’s choice of
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Gajowski’s “ “Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more”: Genesis Deconstructed in Kenneth Branagh’s Much Ado About
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problem with Branagh’s enhancement of the play’s festivity is that the very heart of
Shakespeare’s play is changed. Michael Anderegg argues that Much Ado About Nothing may be
“lovely to look at” but is devoid of any serious attention to the text; rather, he concludes that the
film “fails in significant ways to come to terms with the rich and complex wit of Shakespeare’s
play.” 337 Branagh’s film, Michael Hattaway claims, cannot work because his deviation from a
strict textual interpretation of the play ignores the historical and cultural context.338 Because
Branagh made the “merry war twixt Beatrice and Benedick” a central focus, the play’s emphasis
on class, misogyny, and bawdiness becomes subordinated, altered, or even erased. 339 Branagh’s

Nothing,” Journal of Theatre and Drama 5/6 (1999-2000): 101-136. Gajowski reads the film as Branagh’s attempt
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a comedy, Branagh directs Much Ado About Nothing like a Shakespearean romance by playing up the sense of myth
and ritual. Her 1996 article compares Branagh’s interpretation to readings of The Winter’s Tale; see “Kenneth
Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing: Shakespearean Comedy as Shakespearean Romance,” Shakespeare Bulletin
14, no. 1 (Winter 1996): 38-40.
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reliance upon Patrick Doyle’s score also comes under fire from critics who believe that using the
lyrics of “Sigh No More Ladies” as the thematic base for the film contradicts Shakespeare’s
original intention. 340
Similar genre-based criticism abounds regarding Branagh’s other filmed comedy of the
twentieth-century, Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000). While very few mainstream press critics find
anything in the film redeemable, Shakespeare-on-film scholars turn their critique toward how
Branagh misappropriated the 1930s musical genre. 341 It appears, from the criticism about this
film, that Branagh’s main fault is no longer a cultural devaluation of Shakespeare but simply bad
filmmaking. In this new (almost sympathetic) thread of criticism, his critics question his choices
rather than vilify them.
While textual purists are outraged at the editing of Much Ado About Nothing, they seem
less concerned with what is taken out than with what is added in Love’s Labour’s Lost. This
particular play, Branagh believed, “needed a strong sense of reality, a strong sense of location, a
strong sense of a world in which you were happy to accept or understand.” 342 In order to create
this sort of “strong sense,” Branagh chose to draw upon twentieth-century artists who he felt best
with one word, the result tends to stick out” (Jackson, “Working” 43). For “textual purists” then, Jackson’s input as
well as that of Hugh Crutwell seem inconsequential to Branagh’s overall vision for the film. The importance of
Branagh’s directorial decisions outweighs the affect of any outside advice.
340
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No More, Ladies.” Philippa Sheppard argues that Branagh’s repeated use of the song is “problematic” because
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341
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Labour's Lost." Sight & Sound 10, no. 4 (2000): 54-5; A.O. Scott, "What Say You, My Lords? You'd Rather
Charleston?" The New York Times, June 9, 2000, E12; Richard Corliss, “Branagh Faces the Music,” Time Europe
(June 19, 2000), 131; David Ansen, “Shakespeare Less Loved,” Newsweek (June 12, 2000): 74.
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Film, Fin de Siècle (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 174.
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conveyed the dexterity of wit and emotion as Shakespeare—songwriters like Cole Porter, Ira
Gershwin and Irving Berlin. Songs, therefore, stood as textual substitutes in the film. But the
result, as Gayle Holste describes, is a film that “can justifiability be called the DeLorean of film:
something that looked good on the drawing board, but just didn’t work in the execution.” 343
In response to his critics, Branagh reiterates his belief in the power of conversation: “If a
film stirs up the Shakespeare protection industry and provokes controversy, I think that’s
healthy. It does what I think is necessary for Shakespeare, which is to keep him alive and
discussed and real.” 344 These controversies, Branagh claims, help audiences (academic or
mainstream) “appreciate those things that work and allows his work to be something that they
can have an opinion about.” 345 Regardless of their critical reception, Branagh’s films represent a
moment in time and a particular interpretation of a centuries-old text; as he sees it “Shakespeare,
the sacrosanct literary genius that strides the narrow world like a colossus, ain’t going to be hurt
or affected by the small irritating buzz-fly of a not fully successful film.” 346 Instead of damaging
Shakespeare’s reputation, the films can actually enhance it: “passionate debate, perhaps hostility,
about the treatment in the films...becomes a helpful and creative thing. People declare
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themselves; they argue about how the treatment of a character or scene is contrary to the way it
should be presented or played. That indicates that the plays are alive and that they are doing what
they are supposed to do: provoke thought and response.” 347

Lightning does not always strike twice: Much Ado About Nothing (1993) &
Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000)
By effectively reading the cultural climate and the film market of the early 1990s,
Branagh succeeded in popularizing Shakespeare through capitalizing on the fascination with an
established (and successful) Hollywood genre—the romantic comedy. However with his second
Shakespeare comedy, he failed to maintain this level of success when he overestimated the
appeal of the Hollywood musical—a far less marketable genre and one to which film audiences
had not responded favorably for decades. Branagh’s mission succeeded in Much Ado About
Nothing (1993) due to the appeal of the romantic comedy genre featuring sparring lovers who
must overcome their personal prejudices in order to obtain an egalitarian romantic partnership
characterizations; however, his musical interpretation of Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000) failed to
fulfill his expectations of a playful escapade in which love obeys no established command—
except its own—due to a series of directorial missteps and miscalculations.
The romantic comedy genre has retained most of its appeal since the 1930s when it was
often coupled with (and mistaken for) screwball comedy. 348 In the late 1980s and 1990s,
romantic comedies were among the most successful films—most notably, Rob Reiner’s When
Harry Met Sally (1989) and Nora Ephron’s Sleepless in Seattle (1993). These two films offer
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love stories about unconventional people who seek conventional relationships but use a curious
(and often quirky) means of obtaining their goal. These films exemplify romantic comedies that
“do not openly lend themselves to an analysis of the impact of social change in them. Rather,
they privilege the eternal, unchanging nature of romantic love and tend to gloss over those
aspects from the surrounding culture which threaten to deconstruct their underlying sexual
ideology.” 349 Critics of the genre often call attention to the pendulum-like appeal of the genre—
either it swings toward the “nervous” romances, like those of Woody Allen in the 1970s or it
swings toward the old-fashioned romance like George Cukor’s The Philadelphia Story (1940).
The latter variety of romantic comedy often finds itself under attack by feminist and other
cultural critics who see the films as affirmations of patriarchal domination. 350 According to film
genre scholar Gina Marchetti, genres rise and fall in popularity as a result of cultural flux:
Particular genres tend to be popular at certain points in time because they somehow
embody and work through those social contradictions the culture needs to come to grips
with and may not be able to deal with except in the realm of fantasy....Popular genres
[offer a way] to work through social contradictions in [narrative] form...so that very real
problems can be transposed to the realm of fantasy and apparently solved there. 351
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in their own lives but they also reinforce the notion that women need men and marriage to be happy, thereby
rendering romantic comedy less as proto-feminist texts and more akin to patriarchal propaganda.
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Therefore, it can be said that the early 1990s saw a rise in the commercial success of the
romantic comedy genre because of an underlying cultural contradiction. That contradiction,
perhaps, is the very issue with which Shakespeare often dealt: how are unconventional women
reconciled into a conventional society?
In brief and simplified terms, the twentieth century saw the rise and spread of
feminism—both radical and non-radical. By the 1990s, the women who had burned their bras in
the 1960s and 1970s had daughters who were raised in a culture that tells children (especially
young girls) that they can do anything and be anything they want. This permissiveness as
translated by popular culture resulted in what Marchetti suggests: women want to be independent
and retain their individuality but still want to be loved (and married); therefore, women want
partners who will value their uniqueness but give them a settled and comfortable life. This idea
of feisty but unsatisfied women lies at the heart of Shakespeare’s play. Kenneth Branagh saw
Beatrice (and her tumultuous relationship with Benedick) as the ideal depiction of the modern
woman. The struggle between Beatrice and Benedick resolves itself into a relationship of what
Stanley Cavell terms “equality of consciousness between a woman and a man.” 352
Branagh’s goal for Much Ado About Nothing was to use Shakespeare as a means of
capturing a modern sense of what love and being in love means; the story, as Branagh describes
it, “is harsh and cruel as people can be. It is generous and kind as they can also be. It is uplifting
352
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but never sentimental. It ‘holds the mirror up to nature’ and allows us inside its wonderful wartsand-all world of human nature, to understand and perhaps even to forgive ourselves for some of
our oft-repeated follies.” 353 Beatrice and Benedick became, for Branagh, vehicles through which
audiences could find a sense of connection—both with the characters and ultimately with
Shakespeare. The purposeful depiction of Beatrice and Benedick as cynical lovers rehabilitated
through comedy and intervention solidifies Much Ado About Nothing’s status as a Hollywood
romantic comedy, thereby assuring the film’s commercial appeal and the realization of
Branagh’s popularizing goal.
As the leads in a romantic comedy, Beatrice and Benedick have to be immediately
recognizable as the film’s main focus—their behavior and their situation must be familiar and
engaging. In this instance, Beatrice’s importance is established before she is even seen on
screen. 354 The revelation of Beatrice gives both audiences an understanding of her importance.
Shot in a medium long shot at a low angle, Beatrice is perched in a tree. Her elevated position
symbolizes authority, not political or social authority, but rather the experiential variety. The
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image coupled with her words describes Beatrice as an experienced woman—a woman who has
loved one of the fickle men of which she speaks and has been burned by it. This characterization
is supported by Beatrice’s interrogation of the messenger—she seeks information about “Signor
Mountanto,” or Benedick (as Hero informs us) so she can “eat all his killing.” Her comic tirade
against his character and his negative influence on the other men in his company suggests that
her “experience” comes from a shared past. Beatrice has now become more than just the film’s
voice; she is the film’s heart—triumphant yet vulnerable. We have a “cause” for which to root:
the romantic resolution of the relationship between Beatrice and Benedick.
The obstacles on the path to this reunion, however, are Beatrice and Benedick
themselves. At their first meeting in the film, their antagonism becomes apparent. Their verbal
sparring sets them up as equals in wit; she matches each of his quips with her own. The camera
framing and editing reinforce this exchange through a mixture of shot-reverse-shot (for the
retaliatory remarks) and circular tracking shots (for crowd reaction as well as a visual suggestion
of their circular pattern). When he “wins” this battle, his dismissal of her seems old hat; a
medium close-up of Beatrice reveals the frustration (and hurt) she feels as she speaks to herself:
“You always end with a jade’s trick. I know you of old.” 355 Her final words confirm that the
couple has a past; her body language suggests that because of that past, this exchange will not be
the end of their “war.” She gets her chance to even the score later that evening at the
masquerade. Masked, Benedick taunts Beatrice. Unfazed by his disguise, Beatrice reacts to the
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taunt, calling Benedick the “prince’s jester...a very dull fool.” She increases the sexual tension by
tossing out a bawdy comment and offering the “stranger” looks with “naughty intent.” 356
Her suggestive move would backfire as seen by their next meeting—still at the
masquerade, but unmasked as they are brought together. As Beatrice approaches, Benedick begs
Don Pedro to send him away on any task rather than “hold three words’ conference with this
harpy.” 357 When Don Pedro can give him no excuse, he leaves, proclaiming “I cannot/ endure
my Lady Tongue!”
His exit and parting words affect Beatrice, and as such the screenplay calls for a change
in tone: “The atmosphere has changed. Don Pedro’s laugh has faded in the face of Beatrice’s
troubled look. He attempts to gently tease her out of it...She returns the smile, the tone is rueful,
rather sad. She’s aware of the others listening and is shy.” 358 The shift in tone is cued by a
change in music as well as softened lighting. 359 While their dialogue is Shakespeare’s, the styling
of the scene is Branagh. The “naughtiness” suggested by Beatrice earlier plays out through
Emma Thompson’s chemistry with Branagh as she “kisses...words at [Benedick].” 360 But the
“rueful [and] sad” tone sets the stage for an intervention by the couples’ friends and family.
The “gulling” scenes—especially Benedick’s— not only showcase the comic talent of
Branagh and Thompson but also underscore Branagh’s belief in Shakespeare’s relevance.
Benedick’s monologue is made all the more comic by Branagh’s facial expressions. He appears
appalled at “I do much wonder that one man...will...become the argument of his own scorn by
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falling in love;” frustrated at “I have known when [Claudio] would walked ten mile afoot to see a
good armor, and now will he lie ten nights awake carving the fashion of a new doublet;” resolute
at “I will not be sworn but love may transform me to an oyster;” and thoughtful as he describes
his ideal wife: “Rich she shall be...Wise, or I’ll none. Virtuous, or I’ll never cheapen her. Fair, or
I’ll never look on her. Mild, or come not near me.” But to emphasize the growing impracticality
of Benedick’s criteria, Branagh pauses in his speech, strokes his closely trimmed beard, and
continues with an exaggerated enthusiasm: “Of good discourse, an excellent musician—and her
hair shall be of what color it please God.” He adds a casual shrug after the word “hair” as if to
suggest that he was not too particular. His speech and corresponding action reflect those a
stereotypical modern man would have—especially the sort of man matched with a modern
woman.
The only true recourse to this type of monologue is the revelation of its immateriality.
Branagh chooses to employ action to emphasize the comedy of this scene. The male romantic
lead must engender a sense of empathy with a film audience. Branagh uses comedy to create this
emotional connection. The stage directions illustrate Branagh’s design. After he eavesdrops on
Don Pedro, Claudio, and Leonato, Benedick “learns” of Beatrice’s unrequited love. The
screenplay calls for his initial astonishment, followed by joyous acceptance and then anxiety
about actually wooing Beatrice. Branagh adds literal pacing and hand gestures to suggest
Benedick’s pep-talk: “I must not seem proud.” When she appears to call him in to dinner, the
stage directions state: “Benedick has thrown what he thinks to be a gallant and sexy leg up on the
edge of the fountain. He strikes a pose and a tone of voice that reminds one of Tony Curtis as
Cary Grant in Some Like It Hot. It is a face frozen in a grin that is trying to convey sex, romance,
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intelligence, wit, and warmth, all at once. In short, he looks ridiculous.” 361 Interspersed with the
dialogue, the directions continue: “She speaks even more slowly. She is clearly dealing with a
deranged person...He laughs hysterically. He thinks she’s so funny. She knows he’s
certifiable...He looks like the cat that got the cream, the milk, the fish, and the keys to the
house.” 362 The comedy here succeeds more through Branagh’s physically exaggerated
performance of hypocrisy than any subtle shift in behavior.
In a move to connect the two lovers—in thought and design—Branagh emphasizes
Beatrice’s “softer side” by having her gulling scene be less comic and more emotional. She
seems humanized by the knowledge that it was her wit that kept romance from her. Her lines are
spoken by “a very quiet, much moved” Beatrice. 363 This state contrasts an earlier sequence in
which she offers her own laundry list of qualities for an ideal mate; this scene also connects
Beatrice to the contemporary audience for her criteria are those that are still sought: “He were an
excellent man that were made/...in the midway between [Don John] and Benedick./ The one is
too like an image and says nothing, and the /other too like my lady’s eldest son, evermore
tattling.” 364 At “tattling,” Thompson makes a quacking gesture with her hand, reiterating the
annoying nature of idle chatter. Beatrice’s description continues: “With a good leg and a good
foot, and/ money enough in his purse, such a man would win/ any woman in the world, if ‘a
could get her good will.” 365 But for her ideal mate, Beatrice claims “He that hath a beard is more
than a youth, and he that hath no beard is less than a man. And he that is more than a youth is not
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for me, and he that is less than a man, I am not for him.” 366 This declaration is followed with a
warning to her cousin Hero not to accept a man she did not find attractive.
The interaction here between Beatrice and her uncles as well as her younger cousin
positions her in the role of rebellious female—insofar as rebelliousness is taken to mean
unconventional. Leonato (Richard Briers) and Antonio (Brian Blessed) accept their niece's nontraditional behavior as long as it does not influence that of Hero. 367 They are amused by Beatrice,
finding her resistance to love and marriage a personality quirk rather than a threat to the social
order. Therefore, their willingness to go along with Don Pedro’s plan to bring Beatrice and
Benedick together comes across more as a loving gesture than a manipulation. Similarly, Don
Pedro and Claudio do not wish to force Benedick into a loveless union but rather to show him the
folly of his ideas. Don Pedro’s plan to bring the lovers together is one made out of friendship and
with good intention. The conspirators—Don Pedro, Claudio, Leonato, Hero, and Ursula—
believe that the only thing keeping Benedick and Beatrice apart is stubborn pride; the plan, then,
is to remove the blinders and allow fate to take over. 368
The manner in which Benedick and Beatrice react to the news of the other’s unrequited
love reiterates the similarity between Shakespeare’s couple and today’s contemporary couples:
both act the way they believe the other would prefer. Benedick tries to appear suave and
confident, and Beatrice holds her tongue. He ceases his warrior-like attacks on anyone who
thinks differently, and Beatrice chooses to temper her tongue so it does not offend. They
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awkwardly admit their feelings for one another in a powerful scene after Claudio’s
renouncement of Hero. Benedick softens his tone and begs her to tell him what he can do to
remove her pain; her desire is for him to kill Claudio. While murdering a friend is not a realistic
request, Benedick agrees that he will seek Claudio out and demand a reasonable explanation; if
one cannot be given, then action will be taken. Beatrice recognizes the logic of his suggestion
and sees his action as further evidence of his genuine affection. He chooses her (and her
family’s) happiness over his friendship; she knows that she cannot help but love a man who
would sacrifice brotherhood for her love and she can no longer speak of him as she had. Later
scenes suggest that the pair continue their affectionate encounters; a particularly humorous
situation involving a horribly written love poem lends credence to the power of love to shape
behavior.
But true to the romantic comedy genre convention, when the scheme to connect the
lovers comes to light, Benedick and Beatrice are forced to reevaluate their own feelings. The
brief scene showcases the subtle acting possible through mere facial expression; the pair show
astonishment (wide eyes and exaggerated steps away from each other), followed by
embarrassment (flushed faces and crossed arms), and resignation (dramatic sighing and genuine
smiles). As they stand before the collected community, Benedick and Beatrice must choose their
own destiny—either return to the life of a cynic or accept a life with a loving companion as they
really are: flawed and human.
This pattern of behavior follows the conventions of the Hollywood romantic comedy.
This film draws on the most popular theme of romantic comedy: social regeneration through
coupling. As Mark Rubinfeld describes,
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...the goal of these Hollywood romantic comedies is to romantically bring the hero and
the heroine together, and more specifically, to bring them to the altar.... Heterosexual
romantic coupling, followed by marital coupling, is always pictured as natural and
unproblematic while any female resistance to such coupling is always depicted as
deviant. ... It can be argued that these Hollywood romantic comedies affirm the social
regeneration of patriarchy. 369
Rubinfeld aligns himself with the feminist critics of Shakespeare—primarily in terms of the
“silencing” of sharp-tongued women. The genre, as defined by its established conventions,
troubles Branagh’s critics because they feel that by shaping Much Ado About Nothing through a
rosy, romantic filter, Branagh condones the traditional social hierarchy. Celestino Deleyto argues
that while the film does in fact follow the genre conventions of a romantic comedy in that it
upholds traditional values, it showcases the sexual (and social) tension other romantic comedies
hide: “the pressure of homoerotic desire on a generic and social structure based on
heterosexuality.” 370 Specifically, Branagh’s film uses and reverses “the culturally ingrained male
fear of women... in order to produce a happy ending which, while acceptable to contemporary
audiences, ensures the continuity of the genre’s traditional structure.” 371
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However, the happy ending that occurs in Branagh’s film needs to be seen as more
egalitarian than patriarchal. Beatrice’s feminist bent is tempered willingly but done so with the
promise that Benedick would also alter his behavior. This form of resolution renders Beatrice
non-threatening to the social order and rehabilitates Benedick’s antiquated notions about
marriage. 372 By focusing the text and the camera on the reunion of this couple, Branagh argues
more for a union of equal partners rather than the domination of one over the other. In fact, the
final shot of the film suggests that more than just the couple have become equals but that the
whole of “society” can be on the same level. The pre-wedding dance involves every member of
the cast—save Don Pedro—and shows a giddy group—gentry and peasants alike—dancing
hand-in-hand through the estate’s gardens. Using “Sigh No More, Ladies,” (this time at a livelier
tempo) this final sequence closes the frame of the film’s opening by reaffirming the “green
world’s liberating, socially leveling spirit” and “celebrating love as ‘one of humankind’s
permanent obsessions.’” 373 Cavecchi sees this move as Branagh “[projecting] his own values of
universality and timelessness... thus [allowing Shakespeare] to speak directly to our age.” 374
Capitalizing on the success of other romantic comedies of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Branagh situates this production of Shakespeare so that the “timelessness” of the themes
resonates on multiple levels; he deliberately creates a world through setting, props, and costumes
“[that] could have existed almost anytime between 1700 to 1900... [a world which is] distant
enough to allow the language to work without the clash of period anachronisms and for a certain
372
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fairy tale quality to emerge.” 375 He presents characters with whom his audience can relate; his
female protagonist resembles modern women in her view of men and society while his male
protagonist complements her in both wit and appearance—both Branagh and Thompson share
hair and skin coloring in the film, making them even more complementary. Their relationship is
one of give and take—both in word and deed—and causes them to reevaluate themselves as
potential partners. Behaviorally, the pair awkwardly adjusts to societal expectation only to
realize their own limits. They have to decide on what terms to accept the other and ultimately
choose companionship over feigned enmity. Contemporary audiences would recognize
themselves in the action on-screen. Beatrice and Benedick, therefore, act as mirrors, reflecting
the process of finding and accepting a well-matched partnership as it is understood in the late
twentieth century.
The themes, characters, and behaviors included in this play affirm for Branagh the
relevance of Shakespeare to the modern era: “This great poet, this great genius from 400 years
ago, makes me feel as though I’m not the only stupid prat still knocking about, being silly in life
and in love.” 376 Movie-going audiences agreed with Branagh and proved the appeal of romantic
partnerships that are both comic and egalitarian; made for $8 million, the film grossed over $22
million in the United States alone. 377
By presenting audiences with a conventional plot and characters with whom they can
relate, Much Ado About Nothing fulfills Kenneth Branagh’s goal of offering audiences a nonthreatening Shakespeare. The commercial success of the film reassures Branagh of the viability
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of his mission of accessibility. With a focus on romantic partnerships that favor egalitarianism
more than misogyny, the film fits well with its contemporary romantic comedies. Branagh’s
ability to gauge the market for a Hollywood-style Shakespeare proved to be accurate for his first
attempt at adapting Shakespeare’s comedies to film.
His second attempt does not fare as well. Love’s Labour’s Lost’s reliance on complex
language renders it questionable as a market-appropriate selection. Examining these two films
together with an understanding of Branagh’s overall mission suggests that in order to maintain a
particular level of success (both popular and commercial), Branagh finds himself recalling his
previous achievements and attempting to outdo each one. The result is a game of one-upmanship
with only one player: Branagh himself.
The major difference between Much Ado About Nothing and Love’s Labour’s Lost is
Branagh’s insight into his audience, their interests, and the cultural climate into which he
introduced the film; he relies upon the same understanding of what is “popular” for both films.
While argument favoring the egalitarian partnership between a strong woman and a stubborn
man works well in the cultural climate in the early 1990s, the gendered argument put forth by
Love’s Labour’s Lost is less assured, less apparent, and therefore less effective. The men have to
prove themselves worthy for the women by defying their own legal edicts and remaining faithful
for an extended period of time. In some respects this may seem like a female-dominant situation,
but the women do not hold such a position. They do “call the shots” during the wooing process,
but they acquiesce to suits based on deception and willingly accept “exile” in the field outside
Navarre. The roles the women hold—even that of the Princess—are subordinate in both word
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and deed to those of the men. 378 This romantic comedy does not follow the egalitarian model set
forth by Much Ado About Nothing nor does it necessarily conform to the other romantic comedy
conventions Rubinfeld outlines. The traditional social patriarchy is not necessarily affirmed; it is
complicated by issues of nobility and politics. As heir to the throne of France, the Princess has to
consider the politics of her marriage. The members of the respective courts would likewise have
prescribed restrictions as to their marriages as well. In the end, the fact that the characters exist in
a clearly structured world complicates their translation to a contemporary social environment.
While Branagh accomplished his goal of popularizing Shakespeare with Much Ado About
Nothing, Love’s Labour’s Lost represents a moment of failure for Branagh’s mission. 379
Branagh’s plan to use the 1930s-Hollywood musical genre showed clever promise—the situation
of action between two World Wars would create a sense of timeliness and the song and dance
style (complete with posh costumes) would evoke a sense of nostalgia and glamour. The
inclusion of newsreel footage and bombastic voiceovers has its roots in 1930s cinema. His
casting decisions, while unfortunate, gesture towards a youth audience—a demographic that
tends to be the recipient of most of the cultural Bardolatry because of its school curriculum. The
inclusion of noted comic actor Nathan Lane lends needed humor to the role of Costard and the
involvement of both Richard Briers and Geraldine McEwan gives the production a sense of
theatrical clout (however awkwardly their roles were performed). But ultimately, Love’s
Labour’s Lost falls short of the standard set by Much Ado About Nothing. Rather than offering
audiences a playful song-and-dance Shakespeare that proclaims the power of love and romance
378
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to overpower edict, social structure and logic, Branagh undermines his film with directorial
miscues and misguided intentions. Branagh’s conscious stylization of Love’s Labour’s Lost as a
Hollywood musical fails to live up to the director’s aspirations or appeal to audiences—
mainstream and Shakespearean alike—because of genre confusion, poor casting decisions, and a
pervasive sense of overconfidence.
Branagh’s design for the film was based on his reading of the textually rich play. A play
that relies heavily upon the wit and cleverness of the characters, Love’s Labour’s Lost appeared,
to Branagh, to cry out for a contemporary rendition. However, transforming Love’s Labour’s
Lost was complicated by the fact that it is “so caught up with the idea of how language is used
and abused, and so politically connected to its time, with the kind of language that even in the
context of Shakespeare production [is not heard] that often.” 380 Branagh dealt with the difficulty
of the play’s language (most notably the reliance on the understanding of Latin) by heavily
editing it; he admits to having to question “‘what does that language do and what does its subject
matter add, in as far as one can understand it, to Shakespeare’s theme or essay here, and is there
anything, in relation to our cinematic presentation, that we can replace it with that would be
relevant or organic?’” 381 The answer was a decision “to replace that element which I, for better
or worse, deemed impossible to carry off in the cinema, with songs, and with songs from,
arguably in twentieth-century terms anyway, equally witty writers—people like Cole Porter and
Irving Berlin, who played with verbal conceit.” 382
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The purpose of the musical format was to capture the play’s emphasis on love as a game,
“where women called the shots while men do all the posturing” 383 and to position the story in a
specific time. In order to succeed on film, the play “needed a strong sense of reality, a strong
sense of location, a strong sense of a world in which you were happy to accept or
understand...why the King might engage in this three-year plan.” 384 Set in the years between
World Wars I and II, Love’s Labour’s Lost capitalizes on a very specific sense of time and place:
“the sense of perhaps one last idyll in the twentieth-century before the world really would change
forever. That sense of a stolen, magical, idyllic time which nevertheless had a clock ticking.” 385
This deliberate choice allows for a more believable sense of urgency and playfulness and
capitalizes on what Susan Bennett terms “performing nostalgia.” 386
The film’s opening—a background of red satin over which the title and credits appear—
establishes the film’s genre. The title—Love’s Labour’s Lost—contains a subheading: a
Romantic Musical Comedy. The style in which these credits appear adheres to those of the
musical comedies of the 1930s—a title written in an embellished italic font appears at an angle
across the screen. Subsequent frames dissolve in and out of one another, each providing the
film’s cast and crew. For the main characters (especially those portrayed by big name actors),
their character’s name appears linked with the actor’s real name; this element allows an audience
to link actor to character before any action even occurs. Branagh’s film follows this device.
Each group of characters is introduced by visual image—specifically, a still photo with the
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actor’s name above and character’s name listed in a larger font below. Presenting the players in
this fashion enables an audience to categorize characters and their relationship to one another; for
example, the first grouping introduced in the credits is The Ladies of France. The four photos
appear with the identifying information. A second group fades in at the bottom of the screen;
this group is labeled “Their Attendants.” From the beginning, Boyet and Malcolm are linked to
the Princess and her court by visual association, thus freeing Branagh from having to rely on the
text to convey the same association. This pairing is followed by the Men of Navarre and the
People of Navarre. Each of the characters is visually identified and classified in the opening
credits; this move offers us a glossy and romanticized Dramatis Personae, a visual Playbill of
sorts.
As the credits fade from the red silk background to a black screen, the music softens from
the lively melodic compositions of Patrick Doyle to a staccato trumpet alarum. The musical
selections featured in the opening credits support the visual organization; for each grouping, a
different melody is played, thereby offering an aural cue as to a character’s purpose in addition
to the visual one. The trumpets signal the first newsreel segment. A graphic of a globe
surrounded by bolts of lightning (representing the telegraphed method of sending news) is
featured behind words “Navarre Presents.” This proclamation establishes a “credible”
connection to the newsreels used in the early part of the twentieth-century. 387 Branagh’s
newsreel locates the film in a particular time and space: September 1939. 388 From the montage of
images, we can assume that Navarre is located near France—the newspaper shown has a French
title despite the articles being in English. As the King’s Men “cast off their military uniforms,”
387
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each is labeled by his bomber jacket. The King is called “King;” Berowne is the “Bad Boy,”
Dumaine is “Duke,” while Longaville is “Lucky.” These nicknames reveal elements of the
characters’ behavior—yet another way Branagh replaces text with image to clarify meaning.
In terms of genre, Love’s Labour’s Lost labels itself, both literally and cinematically. The
film’s subheading announces the film’s Romantic Musical comedy status, a classification that is
supported by the conventional stylization of the opening credits. However, it is interesting to
note the inversion of the film’s subheading. “Romantic” precedes “Musical” thereby
complicating the issue of the film’s genre classification. While some elements of the romance
genre align themselves with a musical format (i.e., swelling proclamations of love culminating in
song), the conventions of the romantic comedy (as seen with Much Ado About Nothing) are a bit
more difficult to position among musical numbers. Romantic comedy relies upon wit and verbal
exchange, an exchange whose tempo is not matched by a musical duet.
The purpose of the Navarre Newsreel, then, is to establish a backdrop against which a
musical (and romantic) comedy will occur and to provide clues as to how the two may coexist.
The narrator succinctly summarizes the play’s (and therefore the film’s) premise:
[The three men] will devote themselves to a rigorous three years of study. ...They’ll sleep
little, eat and drink less...and devote themselves instead to an inspiring program of selfimprovement... Boldest of all, perhaps, is the King’s absolute insistence...that no women
will be allowed inside the court. ...There is just one exception—Madame Holofernia, the
King’s principal tutor. With her able assistant Sir Nathaniel taking care of the men’s
spiritual health, they should have everything they need...to distract themselves from
thoughts of romance. ...It’s a tall order, by golly, but this able young monarch, one of
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Europe’s most eligible royal bachelors, seems determined to show the world there’s more
to life than guns and warfare.
While this brief explanation sets the stage for the film’s action and provides the film’s
underlying theme—there is more to life than guns and warfare—the cheeky tone of the narrator
(along with the reference to the King’s marital status as “one of Europe’s most eligible
bachelors”) implies that intellectual study will not fulfill the King’s intention, but that which the
men have foresworn—love and romance—will prove to be the most effective lesson learned.
This implication, therefore, introduces the element of romance into the film.
The comedy, on the other hand, does not come from the narrator but from the actors. In
the first post-newsreel scene, the King (Alessandro Nivola) charges his three friends with the
task of signing their names to the oath of study. As he speaks, the shot-reverse-shot construction
shows us the resolution on the King’s face and then the uneasy smiles on the other three men.
The comedic element here is the physical exchange (or lack thereof) among Longaville
(Matthew Lillard), Berowne (Branagh), and Dumaine (Adrian Lester). When the King mentions
the penalty for breaking the sworn oath, the camera shifts to show the three men. Longaville’s
eyes are wide with a sense of apprehension. Berowne’s brow is furrowed, his head pulled
slightly back and to the left, signaling trepidation. Dumaine’s lips are pressed together in a
forced smile, his left hand tightly clasped around his right wrist; these subtleties and the
exchanged glances among the men belie their reservations. The three continue their silent game
of chicken until Longaville is the first to sign the proclamation; Dumaine quickly follows. But
Berowne’s reluctance is illustrated by his nervous laughter and an attempt to negotiate the terms
of his agreement.
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His backpedalling and the other men’s attempts to sway him segue into the film’s first
musical number. The lyrics of “I’d Rather Charleston,” specifically “In you I never can detect/
the slightest sign of intellect/ ... You never seem inclined to use your mind/ You’re just a fella
who/ Has got his brains in his dancing shoes,” play on the banter among the men, especially
Berowne’s lack of commitment to learning. As the King sings, Berowne tap dances around the
room and is joined by the others in a choreographed Charleston. To each of the King’s
challenges (“Think of what you might be”), Berowne responds “I’d rather Charleston.” This
song takes the place of a lengthy exchange between Berowne and the King; and as such, the song
illustrates Berowne’s interest in less scholarly matters in a more visceral fashion. The back and
forth banter between the two men is distilled through song into a quirky expression of joie de
vivre.
The other songs featured in Love’s Labour’s Lost function in much the same way. Each
takes a word or theme expressed in the dialogue and uses it to segue into a musical number. In
this manner, the film is a musical; it includes lavishly costumed players, intricately
choreographed dance numbers, and quick recovery from song back to speech. The songs vary in
tempo from upbeat, like “I’d Rather Charleston” and “No Strings (I’m Fancy Free),” to the
romantic “I Get a Kick Out of You,” the sensual “Let’s Face the Music and Dance,” and the
melodramatic “ They Can’t Take That Away From Me” and “The Way You Look Tonight.”
Peter G. Christensen suggests that Branagh’s choice of songs reinforces the idea of the “fairytale musical,” a category defined by Rick Altman’s 1987 book The American Film Musical. The
“fairy-tale” musical “is a development of romantic comedy rather than Greek new comedy
[because rather than] presenting older, blocking characters who thwart young lovers, the
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lovers...find their own personalities the obstacles to the completion of their love affair.” 389 Such
is the case when the King is confronted with the illogic of his own proclamation; he has already
agreed to receive the Princess of France as an emissary from her ailing father. The film’s comedy
and conflict result from the men as they try to find ways around their oaths in order to woo their
respective female partners. The women confound the issue by vowing to “punish” the men for
their foolish banishment of all women; their method of “punishment” includes swapping of
costumes (masks) and favors to confuse the men when they come disguised to woo, and
deliberate baiting of verbal traps for the men’s attempt at logic.
As with any romantic comedy, the obstacles to love are conquered, but because the play
ends without closure, the film cannot create it. Branagh, recognizing that film audiences would
not tolerate (or understand) a film that does not have a clear ending, utilizes the setting between
the World Wars to bridge the gap between the play’s literal ending and Hollywood’s requisite
happy-ending. When Malcolm comes and delivers the news of the death of the King of France,
the Princess and her court leave Navarre and the men. Each of the four couples vow to reunite
after the year of mourning to see if their love is true (and strong) enough to withstand distance
and the passage of time. Branagh inserts the outbreak of war to explain what the characters did
during their time apart. Using black-and-white footage, the film offers us a glimpse of what each
of the characters did during the War. 390 At the war’s conclusion, we see footage of the couples’
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reunions as celebrations of not only their love but also of the triumph of love over the forces of
evil.
This resolution, for some critics, counteracts Branagh’s intention of a feel-good
Hollywood-style musical. Ramona Wray sees the six wartime scenarios as “shots [that] privilege
a ‘British’ context and figure Shakespeare’s Gallic protagonists as little more than the English on
holiday”; she continues by suggesting that by positioning all of the characters (save Boyet) in
“local” (i.e., British) terms, Branagh in fact compromises Shakespeare’s use of the French: “the
film both collapses and re-sorts the war’s messy global trajectory. VE Day is constructed as an
accomplishment in which all types of people...play a part, yet the roles elaborated are manifestly
unequal. ... The fate of the French is to be passive victims; the achievement of the British is to
win glory in domestic and international spheres.” 391 Wray argues that Branagh’s nostalgic
gesture refutes the film’s generic classification: “the essentially British orientation of the
newsreel comes into tension with the musical’s all-American modality.” 392
For the majority of the other critics of Branagh’s film, the generic clash is not so much a
matter of nationalistic references or confusion, but rather a misuse and misunderstanding of the
musical genre itself. 393 Chief among the faults of Branagh’s genre-bending is his casting of
players who can neither sing nor dance. All of the actors performed their own songs and dances
after two weeks rehearsal; however, only one (besides Branagh) seems to have any natural skill
in either area. Adrian Lester is a trained dancer; therefore, his dancing is often more complex
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than the other characters and performed “with such grace and skill that the rest of the performers,
both male and female, appear rank amateurs by comparison.” 394 Unfortunately, the leads—the
King (Alessandro Nivola) and the Princess (Alicia Silverstone)—are unable to perform on par
with Nathan Lane’s Costard. Both Nivola and Silverstone rely on cutesy facial contortions to
convey any sense of comedy; an example of this is Nivola’s exaggerated grimace (made apparent
by the use of a medium close-up shot) as he pretends to faint in the Library after being caught
confessing (or singing) his love for the Princess. Similarly, the medium-shot of Silverstone’s
deliberate wrinkling of her nose and widening of her eyes suggests innocence as she banters (in a
sing-songy girlish voice) with Costard over Berowne’s letter for Rosaline. These embellished
behaviors and the deliberate shot selection used to direct attention to them may indicate a level of
physical comedy, but in the broader context of the film, they stand out as glaring oddities.
Similarly, the casting of Matthew Lillard as Longaville seems to have no clear purpose
other than capitalizing on his youth appeal. 395 Emily Mortimer (Katharine) and Carmen Ejogo
(Maria) have limited dialogue and perform better in the deleted scenes. Nathan Lane’s Costard is
type-cast as an over-the-top buffoonish carnival performer. Richard Briers (Sir Nathaniel) and
Geraldine McEwan (Holofernia, the feminized version of Shakespeare’s Holofernes) seem out of
place among the younger cast; their primary scene—in the garden, singing “I Get a Kick Out of
You”—becomes awkwardly tinged with subtext as Holofernia struggles to appear in any way
feminine and Sir Nathaniel trips over his tongue whenever around her. The other cast
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members—namely Timothy Spall (Armando) and Stefania Rocca (Jacquanetta)—become
caricatures rather than characters.
Only Branagh’s Berowne and Natascha McElhone’s Rosaline come across as
appropriately cast. Berowne is a clever wit who enjoys his own company as well as the pursuit
of pleasure while Rosaline is an equal wit who does not tolerate artificiality. Much like his
casting of Emma Thompson in Much Ado About Nothing, Branagh’s choice of McElhone
complements his character in coloring (both are strawberry blonds), height, and selfconfidence—McElhone distinguishes herself from the other actresses by her subtlety and
conservative actions. Unfortunately, the cleverest banter between the two characters is cut from
Branagh’s script, leaving the characters to fill in the gap with implied references and physical
compatibility.
In the end, however, Love’s Labour’s Lost is undermined by Branagh himself. His vision
for the play had the potential to reshape its reputation for verbal density and difficulty; his
editing of the text and inclusion of twentieth-century songs offers the possibility for an intermedial exchange of ideas. 396 The “popular” elements (e.g., boy-meets-girl love story, witty
wordplay, and nostalgia) inherent in Branagh’s design are weakened by his inability to capitalize
on clever ideas. Rather than exercising the same level of attention to detail that he did in his
previous Shakespeare-on-film projects, Branagh seemingly becomes distracted by his own grand
design. His understanding of film genre becomes clouded by his obsession with popular culture
(of the Schlockspearean variety), causing him to conflate genres. Rather than incorporating
generic conventions of Hollywood into Shakespeare as he did in Much Ado About Nothing,
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Branagh instead inserts Shakespeare into a pre-existing genre, contorting him to make him fit a
prefabricated mold.
Branagh’s inability to follow through on the potential of Love’s Labour’s Lost
undermines the project. 397 Wray claims that “his filmic experiment emerges as a confused
amalgam, a screen product hesitating between modes of intertextual communication, layerings of
nostalgic construction, and collisions of generic and national identification.” 398 Kelli Marshall
argues that Branagh’s “adaptation distances contemporary audiences not only from the 1930s
studio musicals, but also from Shakespeare, which is unfortunate and ironic, because of the
director’s initial and well-meaning intentions to make the playwright understandable to today’s
audiences.” 399 What Love’s Labour’s Lost has accomplished, despite Branagh’s missed
opportunities, is the opening of an alternate avenue of discussion for Shakespeare’s applicability
for modern audiences. As a play, Love’s Labour’s Lost presents an intriguing premise: what
happens to a man, cloistered away from the world in an attempt to better understand it, when a
woman enters the picture? The “timeless” appeal of the obstacles to love does not fade, even
when inappropriately cast in musical form. Branagh’s attempt to find yet another means to
express Shakespeare’s modernity is not completely dismissible. Love’s Labour’s Lost stands as
a clever (albeit failed) endeavor to further justify Shakespeare’s position in popular culture.
Regardless of the caliber of performers or performances, the fact that the film models
itself on a 1930s-era film style is significant simply because the final Shakespearean film
comedy in the twentieth century evokes the decade of the first Shakespearean film comedies.
397
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While Reinhardt and Dieterle’s use of Busby Berkley and the grand dance performance may not
look like the Technicolor glitz of Branagh’s film, the latter film pays homage to the era which
gave rise to the former. In this way, Love’s Labour’s Lost completes a sort of filmic cycle in
which the ends of the century are drawn together in celluloid fashion.

As a play, Love’s Labour’s Lost is perhaps Shakespeare’s most difficult in terms of
density of language; in order to make the play translate on film, Branagh knew he had to reshape
the text into a palatable format. Allowing the music of Cole Porter and Ira Gershwin to stand as
textual substitutes represents an attempt to bridge the gap between the difficult text and the
audience’s ability to “get it.” This style of music—light, catchy, and poetic—would allow
audiences to gain a further sense of connection with Shakespeare’s text. Much like the use of
romantic comedy conventions in Much Ado About Nothing, Branagh’s connection between
Berowne’s love letter to Rosaline and Jerome Kern’s “The Way You Look Tonight” allows
audiences to relate to the characters and empathize with their feelings; similarly, Costard’s
“There’s No Business Like Show Business” helps clarify the purpose of the otherwise seemingly
random pageant. The filmic homage to Michael Curtiz’s Casablanca (1942) when the couples
part also attempts to forge a link between Shakespeare and other successful Hollywood films.
This sort of link would further lend credibility to the position of Shakespeare in popular culture
by pointing out his relevance to other examples of “acceptable” popular culture. Despite the
success or failure of Branagh’s individual films, his overall mission to change the perception of
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Shakespeare has worked; the “people” to whom Branagh wanted to return Shakespeare have a
lessened sense of apprehension or intimidation when encountering a text by him. 400
What makes Branagh and his goal remarkable within the Shakespeare-on-film tradition is
his decision to film Shakespearean comedy. As shown in the previous chapters, the Shakespeare
comedy films of earlier decades were not overwhelmingly received with raucous laughter;
instead, most left audiences wondering what was so funny about them. After choosing Much
Ado About Nothing as his first comedy, Branagh had a difficult task ahead of him. Branagh’s
most recent “competitor” was Zeffirelli whose 1967 Taming of the Shrew attempted to capitalize
on big name stars and social relevancy; however, the film became less about the comedy and
more about the performances of its stars. Branagh, much like the courtier poet of the
Renaissance, had to “showcase” his skill by presenting a production that not only used famous
faces but also was actually funny. In some ways, Much Ado About Nothing is a one-upmanship
gesture within the Shakespeare-on-film genre. As Shakespeare returned more and more to the
public eye, Branagh had more competitors. The success, then, of Branagh’s overall plan meant
that with each subsequent film he had to outdo not only the projects of other directors but also
his own films. He pushed his own envelope by using bigger stars, obtaining bigger budgets, and
employing more daring styles of adaptation—all with varying degrees of success, either
commercial or critical.
From its onset in 1989, Branagh’s populist mission has created “camps” within the field
of Shakespeare-on-film study which mirror those in the greater Culture War debate: those who
(along with Branagh) view pop culture’s acceptance of Shakespeare as a positive step toward
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cultural inclusion, and those who believe that mass-culture’s Shakespeare either debases the text
or merely spreads cultural ideological contamination to the contemporary body politic. Yet, there
is another way of appreciating Branagh’s role in the field—as an agent of progressive change. He
does not seek to undercut the value of the academy’s position or its views about Shakespeare’s
plays; he simply wants it to remember Shakespeare’s own role as popular entertainer. The image
of Shakespeare that Branagh presents to popular cinema illustrates his view of the Bard’s
relationship to (and understanding of) Elizabethan audiences. Appealing to the popular (i.e., the
majority) meant survival and in some cases success. Branagh’s use of the popular in the
twentieth century functions on much the same level. By offering the mainstream film audience
something to which they can relate, Branagh stands a better chance of insuring his commercial
success. Through his use of mass media marketing and widespread publicity, Branagh compels
academic scholars to reevaluate their own theories, taking into consideration elements of popular
culture that resist elitist rejection.
As referenced earlier in this chapter, Scott Shershow believes that any study of
Shakespeare “[reaffirms Shakespeare] as an imminent, durable, self-renewing center of value
and authority, at once thoroughly susceptible to appropriation and yet, precisely as such, finally
invulnerable to all ‘extrinsic’ claims.” 401 In his 2002 Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture,
Douglas Lanier echoes the spirit of Shershow’s thesis, claiming that the division among groups
only serves to create unnecessary tension which only serves to widen the divide between
“culture” camps. Lanier proposes a truce of sorts; he suggests that rather than seeing the late
twentieth-century trend of Shakespeare and popular culture as appropriation and artistic
debasement, scholars should see Shakespeare as a cultural process and respect what that process
401
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means for the future of the field: “Popular culture is one of the forces that have produced the
Shakespeare of our time, and studying its appropriations prompts us to turn our attention towards
broad questions about Shakespeare’s place, past, present, and future, in the politics of culture.” 402
This chapter echoes the spirit of Lanier’s truce. There can be no future of Shakespeare
studies without an inclusion of the role of Kenneth Branagh or his impact on Shakespeare’s
status in popular culture. As the director of the most Shakespeare films ever, he holds a
particularly principal position in the development and critical surge in not only Shakespeare-onfilm scholarship but also academic explorations of the role “canonical” literature plays in popular
culture. Even though Branagh’s latter entries into the Shakespeare-on-film canon have failed to
live up to the example set by their predecessors, they stand as examples of Branagh’s evolving
mission.403 Admittedly, elements of Branagh’s Love’s Labour’s Lost and As You Like It (2006)
come across as arbitrary and off the wall; but even a bizarre setting of nineteenth-century Japan
for As You Like It attests Branagh’s dedication to ensuring that Shakespeare does not become
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dull, trite, monotonous, or politically corrupted by any one theoretical point of view.
Maintaining a pluralistic view of Shakespeare is, for Branagh, the only way to insure his appeal
to future generations of both Shakespeare-on-film scholars and average moviegoers.
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Chapter Five:
Shakespeare in the Twenty-First Century:
A Film by Any Other Name...Would Sell More Tickets

As the Ladies of France approach the gates of Navarre for the meeting between the
Princess and the King in Branagh’s Love’s Labour’s Lost, we see the King and his friends
rushing toward the gathering place on the steps of the city—the gates of the city are shut and
marked with a sign indicating that women are not allowed inside. Each gentleman adjusts his
jacket and tie, trying to suppress his self-consciousness and appear presentable. The ladies,
meanwhile, fuss with their dresses and hats, arrange themselves according to protocol and
prepare to be presented. As the men turn and the ladies curtsy, the power of the gaze becomes
apparent through Branagh’s shot selection. Each man focuses his eyes on one particular woman
and vice versa. The use of a shot-reverse-shot editing emphasizes the romantic connection of the
pair. The camera work and editing tell audiences that a burgeoning romance will emerge
between each of the couples after they finish participating in a formal reception ceremony.
This scene in Love’s Labour’s Lost may seem to be a necessary moment in the film’s
plotline; however, the staging of the scene is familiar. Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream also opens with a formal reception ceremony and includes the
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revelation of future romance. The army of Athens has returned from the wars and is greeted by a
massive celebration. As the camera sweeps over the scene, several figures appear to be rushing
to meet the gaze of someone else. The formalities of the ceremony commence, but four people
seem disinterested in the celebration; they are too distracted by their search. Hermia wrings her
hands in anticipation as she frantically searches for Lysander, who is likewise looking for her.
Demetrius is trying to catch Hermia’s eye just as Helena smiles at him, trying to get his attention.
Much as it does in Branagh’s film, this camerawork establishes for audiences the eventual
pairing of characters. These four lovers, like the four couples in Love’s Labour’s Lost, are drawn
together by the gaze.
The fact that these two scenes seem similar is not a coincidence. Branagh’s conscious
styling of Love’s Labour’s Lost as a 1930s Hollywood musical reveals the influence of the 1935
A Midsummer Night’s Dream on his production design. Love’s Labour’s Lost marks the furthest
reaching moment in the Shakespeare comedy-on-film history. Branagh’s homage to the earliest
filmed Shakespeare comedies indicates the extent to which contemporary comedies are indebted
to those of the past. This moment in Love’s Labour’s Lost derives its significance from previous
films in the Shakespeare comedy-on-film canon. 404 Perhaps the self-consciousness of both the
Ladies of France and the Men of Navarre represents more than just romantic butterflies; the selfconsciousness of the characters, their desire to “appear presentable” and maintain the proper
decorum speaks to a larger, more culturally ambitious concern about Shakespearean comedy on
film. The existence of an established tradition means that each new entry into the canon must
“appear presentable” and meet the expectations already in place. The nervous anxiety of the
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potential lovers is shared by filmmakers and audiences alike: will this film be as good as the
others? Does it live up to the expectations of previous films?
This dissertation reveals the history of Shakespeare’s comedies on film and calls attention
to the self-consciousness of later films as they take their place in the canon. Contemporary films
illustrate their predecessors through scene blocking—like Branagh’s opening—through choice of
actors (big-budget draws versus theatrically trained), and through the thematic emphasis of a
given text. Recognizing this tradition of Shakespearean comedy on film establishes the
importance of these comedies in the larger Shakespeare-on-film canon. Filmed versions of the
tragedies seem to garner more critical attention and are produced more often during the
twentieth-century; this seems to indicate a presumption that the tragedies are somehow “better”
plays. I argue in this dissertation that this assumption is not valid in terms of the films of these
plays. The meaning and entertainment value of the Shakespearean comedies on film rests not
only in understanding the cultural and industrial contexts into which the film was introduced but
also the tradition of Shakespearean comedy in the twentieth-century. As the eyes of the Rosaline
and Berowne meet and Hermia and Lysander exchange longing glances, so too does our gaze go
not only to what is in front of us, but also to what has come before. We must look to the
tradition of Shakespearean comedy on film to fully understand the meaning and value of the
contemporary canonical entries.
Branagh’s exchange of cinematic glances—both between film characters and the films
themselves—asks audiences to see him as the progenitor (and proprietor) of a recognizable
tradition of Shakespearean comedy on film. If audiences recognize Love’s Labour’s Lost’s
connection to Reinhardt and Dieterle’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream in this moment, they are
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participating in the history as well as accepting Branagh’s role in it. This participation means that
they get a sense of pleasure by recognizing the connection, and this recognition only affirms their
own level of awareness (i.e., ego-satisfaction). Significantly, at this point audiences are
positioned (or manipulated) to see Branagh in dual roles: not only does he, as a director,
demonstrate his familiarity with previous films and promote his creativity by setting up a
cinematic homage, but as a central player in the Shakespeare-on-film debate, he also demands
recognition for what he has accomplished and solicits praise for his cleverness. The impact of
this maneuver only solidifies the existence of an established tradition of Shakespearean comedy
on film. Only by acknowledging a tradition can we recognize (and therefore evaluate) the
variations as they occur.
While the 1990s is hailed as the decade of Shakespeare’s “Renaissance” on film with
fifteen “traditional” adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays having release dates in the United States
and the United Kingdom, the years following Kenneth Branagh’s Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000)
illustrate the impact of an overwhelmed market. Since 2001, only two “traditional” adaptations
of comedies were released: Michael Radford’s The Merchant of Venice (2005) and Branagh’s illfated As You Like It (2006 release on HBO). Seemingly, the culture wars in which Branagh
played such an important role had a lasting impact on the tastes of movie-goers; the demographic
most disaffected with Shakespeare was the youth market to which Zeffirelli and Branagh had
catered. 405 As youth culture shifted away from an affection for literary adaptation and integration
into popular culture, the Shakespeare-on-film genre did not keep pace. Instead filmmakers chose
to cast bigger name stars and adopt more glamorous settings and costumes in the attempt to
405
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recapture some of the Shakespeare-on-film appeal that was pervasive in the early 1990s. Most
scholars mark the turning point of Shakespeare’s filmic appeal at the 1999 release of John
Madden’s Shakespeare in Love. The commercial success of this film (with an original budget of
$25,000,000, it grossed $100,241,322) as well as the critical success (the film was nominated for
thirteen Academy Awards and won seven, including Best Picture) set up Shakespeare as a
subject for both acclaim and mockery; Whoopi Goldberg’s monologue during the 1999 Academy
Awards stands as an often cited instance of Bardolatry in Hollywood. 406
If Branagh’s involvement in the Shakespeare and popular culture debate illustrates
anything, it reveals the pendulum-like nature of cultural trends. What was once considered high
culture, “appropriate” for only an elite few, can be transformed into a medium designed for the
tastes of the masses. However, the tastes of the masses change in a similar manner: what was
thought to be illuminating and innovative can quickly become trite and uninteresting when the
“new” becomes the “norm.” Such is the case with Shakespeare-on-film in the 1990s. Branagh’s
early films were considered ground-breaking because they empowered the ordinary movie-goer
to “get” Shakespeare somewhere other than the university classroom; audiences responded
favorably, creating a push to generate more Shakespeare-themed projects (film, television,
books, action figures, apparel, et cetera). But once the market was flooded with Shakespeareana,
audiences became increasingly difficult to attract by new or unusual ways of connecting with or
understanding Shakespeare. 407
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In the early stages of the sound era, which coincided with the depths of the Great
Depression, the film industry did not evoke an overwhelming sense of cultural appeal, at least
not the High Culture variety. Prior to 1934, Hollywood was notorious for films of licentious
excess. This period—also known as Pre-Code Hollywood—can be described very simply as a
time when “censorship was lax and [studios] made the most of it … for four years, the Code
commandments were violated with impunity and inventiveness in a series of wildly eccentric
films.” 408 Films glorifying gangsters and prostitutes, adulterous affairs and licentious behavior
were almost commonplace. Hollywood preferred to present what it felt America wanted—a
touch of reality with a bit of adventure and pizzazz; hence the fallen women, the gang wars, the
monster movies, and crossing of race and class lines. With the idea that Americans wanted a
means of escape from their Depression lives, studios allowed these movies to be released.
Critics of the era questioned the frequency (and severity) of the violence, the baring of skin, and
the undermining of social institutions (especially marriage).
Shakespeare, on the other hand, resonated with a sense of cultural propriety, so when
beleaguered studios (namely Warner Brothers) wanted to improve their cultural standing, they
turned to Shakespeare for source material. The three comedies produced during the 1930s reveal
a three-pronged approach to adapting Shakespeare to the screen. Sam Taylor’s Taming of the
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Shrew (1929) chose a more filmic approach, relying upon film sets and slapstick humor, as well
as famous Hollywood stars in order to make Shakespeare appealing to movie-going audiences.
Max Reinhardt (with William Dieterle’s help) enhanced his theatrical vision of the play by using
the technology available in the film industry to realize more fully his artistic vision in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935). His approach was more theatrical than Taylor in that he
relied on theatrical actors and staging, but he enhanced them with special effects and grand
musical numbers. Paul Czinner’s As You Like It (1936) is the hybrid of these two styles;
Czinner’s film sought to bring the theatrical experience to a larger film audience. Therefore, he
used two fixed sets, live animals and extras, and positioned the camera and microphone to focus
attention on the actors themselves. Academically, these three films when read together establish
a baseline for the Shakespearean comedy-on-film tradition. However, popular audiences may
have been entertained by watching their favorite screen stars, but they did not warm to
Shakespeare as an author.
In the 1960s when Shakespeare’s plays were considered beyond the realm of mass
consumption (and comprehension), filmmakers sought ways to make his work accessible—
casting famous Hollywood stars, recruiting noted directors, and restructuring the text to
emphasize a modern trend and/or ideology. Filmmakers like Franco Zeffirelli and Peter Hall
built on the foundation established in the 1930s and created films that attempt to both humble
and radicalize Shakespeare. He was humbled in that his plays are used to communicate
“universal” themes—love, romance, rivalry, power. Rather than elite works of exquisitely
crafted poetry, Shakespeare’s plays were marketed as Everyman-esque experiences. At the same
time, Shakespeare was radicalized in a similar fashion: his plays were used to articulate (or
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function as emphatic punctuation marks for) unconventional opinions in a cultural conversation.
Franco Zeffirelli paid homage to Taylor’s Taming of the Shrew by casting two of the most
popular movie stars for his own version of Taming of the Shrew (1967). This film took the
model of its 1929 predecessor and developed it into a vehicle for social commentary. While
Taylor’s film remained in the realm of farce and only hints at the power dynamic between the
genders, Zeffirelli’s film argued for a more comprehensive examination of romantic
partnerships. In what could be termed an eco-sensitive move, Peter Hall’s 1968 A Midsummer
Night’s Dream ignored the grandeur of the 1935 Warner Brother film with its reliance on
musical score and ballet interludes in order to posit the connection between the natural world and
the manufactured world of man. Hall’s film, like Czinner’s As You Like It, deliberately chose to
concentrate on the actors; while Czinner used a fixed microphone, Hall used close-up shots to
focus attention on the dialogue and the actors’ delivery. By shooting the film on location instead
of a closed studio, Hall was able to use the natural elements of his location to enhance his
thematic vision of the play. This move seems to be a slight reversal of Reinhardt’s film which
moved indoors in order to take advantage of film’s technology as a way of flesh out the
directorial vision.
Branagh sought to build further on the premise and promise of the Shakespeare films of
the 1960s by shaping the text to fit not only an applicable theme, but also an appealing genre
format. His “mission of accessibility” was designed to bring Shakespeare back into the realm of
popular culture and to the attention of those who felt disconnected from his work. The success
of Branagh’s mission is questionable; Much Ado About Nothing (1993) was a box-office success
and solidified Branagh as a major figure in Shakespeare-on-film. However, Love’s Labour’s
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Lost (2000) was a box-office failure that tested the limits of Branagh’s cinematic capital. While
Love’s Labour’s Lost did not succeed in bringing new audiences to Shakespeare, it does clearly
illustrate a sense of self-consciousness about being a part of a larger canon of films. The
stylization of Love’s Labour’s Lost echoes the films of the 1930s (specifically A Midsummer
Night’s Dream), and the film’s lack of success can be attributed to Branagh’s drive to match and
further outdo his previous films (and by extension, every other Shakespeare comedy on film).
This self-consciousness marks a significant moment in Shakespeare-on-film studies because it
verifies the history of Shakespearean comedy-on-film. This history illuminates the connections
between films (and their directors) as well as offering insights into cultural connections and
beliefs between generations of audiences. Branagh’s films shed light on this tradition by calling
attention to Shakespeare’s continued relevance in popular culture.
Unfortunately, as with most popular culture trends, once the “academy” becomes
involved in discussions and debates about the topic, the topic no longer appeals to the audiences
for which it was designed. Seemingly, there is a narrow window when “popular” taste and
critical appeal can coexist harmoniously. Branagh illustrates this theory in the progression of his
career with Shakespeare-on-film; he hit the “window” with Henry V, Much Ado About Nothing,
and Hamlet, but missed it by the time he released Love’s Labour’s Lost. Branagh’s early
success, as argued in Chapter Four, was due in part to an appropriate understanding of the
popular culture climate.
This judgment can be further established by the less than stellar performances of the other
two Shakespeare comedies filmed and released during the 1990s: Trevor Nunn’s Twelfth Night
(1996) and Michael Hoffman’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1999). Both films take a similar
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approach to Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing in that they are nostalgia pieces (i.e., have
historical settings intended to convey a sense of timeless appeal). Both Trevor Nunn and Michael
Hoffman build on Branagh’s model of using the past as a means of contextualizing (and in some
regards modernizing) Shakespeare’s romantic comedy. Both, too, are cinematically selfconscious and aware of participating in a history of Shakespearean comedy on film.

Branagh’s Adversary and his Acolyte: Trevor Nunn and Michael Hoffman
If the central idea behind Branagh’s mission of accessibility is to make Shakespeare
accessible to anyone by featuring recognizable actors (Hollywood and RSC alike) in situations to
which audiences can relate, then Trevor Nunn’s Twelfth Night (1996) tries to undermine the
legitimacy of Branagh’s quest. Nunn’s film counters Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing by
positing the “best” way to film Shakespeare is to keep him where he rightfully belongs—with the
British. Twelfth Night is often labeled as a “heritage” film. Heritage films “foreground” the past
and “in their commitment to the past, shy away from innovation, choosing to confirm rather than
subvert the expectations of a classically literate audience… They present a world mediated by
distance and literariness, isolated from surprises, kept polite by reliable, if old-fashioned social
codes.” 409 Twelfth Night fulfills these criteria despite the gender-bending twist central to the
play. While the gender-confused love triangles might constitute a “surprise” that heritage films
shy away from, they are precisely why Nunn chose to employ the nostalgic by situating the text
in a Victorian setting. His decision to use the Victorian era, according to Maria F. Magro and
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Mark Douglas, “stemmed from a desire to have the film ‘set at a time when, in their silhouette,
men were clearly men—no frills and lace—and when conversely women were expected to be
very cosmetic, frail and delicate creatures, to be protected from the harsher realities.’” 410
However, by choosing such an “English” setting, Nunn articulates his ideological rivalry
with Branagh and his more “Hollywood” style of Shakespearean comedy. Nunn closely
resembles Peter Hall in his stage-to-screen adaptation method and clearly wants to saturate the
film with all things British. Twelfth Night represents Nunn’s attempt to “rescue” Shakespeare
from inferior Hollywood conventions and mediocre actors (not to mention Branagh’s eager
commercialization). With the BBC as a primary production partner, the film is entirely shot on
location in Cornwall. Even the costume designer, John Bright, is a familiar player in British
heritage filmmaking. 411 Twelfth Night actively challenges Branagh’s mission to open the
nationalist doors to Shakespeare. While Branagh insists on international casts, Nunn limits his
cast to RSC-trained actors with established theatrical backgrounds and the “proper” training to
perform Shakespeare “correctly.” Nunn’s disapproval of Branagh and his mission resonates
clearly throughout the film. Released three years after Branagh’s Much Ado About Nothing,
Twelfth Night argues that the best (and only) way to “do” Shakespeare properly is to keep him at
home among his fellow countrymen. This is the only way to “rescue” Shakespeare from any
inferior Hollywood interlopers.
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While this claim is more implicitly made, Nunn himself asserts his desire to film this play
results from the intriguing relationship between love and gender: “I mean Shakespeare’s subject
is immediately clear: what’s the difference between a girl loving a man and a boy loving a man,
and a man loving a boy and a man loving a girl, and a girl loving a girl? What’s the difference if
they believe their genders to be opposite?” 412 This issue of sexual politics is emphasized through
his editing of the film. Laurie Osborne contends that Nunn’s “[use of] extensive film editing and
rearrangements [work] to elaborate character.” 413 She continues, arguing that by relying on film
editing rather than textual editing, Nunn avoids the temptation to edit the text excessively: “In
Nunn’s Twelfth Night, twentieth-century constructions of character emerge from within
ideologies of romantic love and gender; moreover, these constructions thrive through film cuts
rather than the textual cuts used in earlier centuries [and in earlier Shakespeare films].” 414
The result of Nunn’s film editing then becomes a character-driven nostalgia film—in
other words, a film that seeks to create a relationship between a character (or character type) and
a film audience, regardless of historical distance. 415 Essentially, while the emphasis of Branagh’s
412
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films is on character and character relationships, he establishes a connection between the film
and audiences by making those characters engaging and relevant, despite any historical time
difference. Nunn’s Twelfth Night, on the other hand, is a character-driven film whose emphasis
on the historical mise-en-scène of Edwardian England (complete with overcast skies and moody
lighting) complicates the attempt to foster a relationship between Shakespeare and the audience.
So much emphasis is placed on setting—especially Olivia’s estate—and time—as seen through
elaborate period costumes and hairstyles—that audiences find it difficult to imagine themselves
in the same place. They find connecting with such fixed characters difficult. 416 Once again, the
entirely “British” approach failed to appeal to international audiences; the film is locked into a
time and place with which most contemporary audiences cannot identify.
While some Shakespeare-on-film scholars praise Nunn’s conservative approach, most
believe the restraint keeps the film from being strikingly notable. 417 H.R. Coursen calls the film a
“straightforward translation ... [which] places itself squarely within the genre of Shakespeare
film by telling the story pretty much as the First Folio tells it, as opposed to making it an allegory
of our times.” 418 Similarly, Kenneth Rothwell claims that while Nunn’s film is “mainstream,” it
fulfills Shakespeare’s intentions: “In Twelfth Night, Shakespeare created a verbal structure that
probes the sadness and sweetness in the mystery of life, and Nunn has gracefully and wittily put
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that daunting challenge into moving images.” 419 Angela Maguin adds that “apart from the overdidactic nature of the prologue, due perhaps to Trevor Nunn’s anxiety to ensure that the nonShakespearean film-goer understands exactly what will trigger the action, this film captures to
perfection the spirit of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night… The director is backed up by a cast of
unfailing excellence, superb interpreters of a play written at the height of the playwright’s
powers.” 420
While staking a British-nationalist claim to “proper” ownership of Shakespeare, Trevor
Nunn uses the Victorian-era setting as a means of focusing attention on the gender issues
inherent within Twelfth Night, Michael Hoffman’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1999) uses the
same era to foreground the tension between social repression and the recklessness of love.
However, unlike Nunn, Hoffman fully embraces the core characteristics of a Shakespeare-byBranagh film: international casting (especially of big box-office stars), glossy costumes,
memorable soundtrack, and textual re-emphasis on more contemporary themes.
A Rhodes Scholar who studied Renaissance drama, Hoffman chose A Midsummer
Night’s Dream because “it is a play that, like a magic mirror, enchants us and reflects back to us
who we are, and what we know of love.” 421 In his introduction to the screenplay, Hoffman
explains his decision to set the film in the late Victorian era: “In a world dominated by
convention, but poised on the verge of a dramatic shift, there seemed no better visual metaphor
for the repression of the Self than stiff collars, high necklines, tight corsets, and silly accessories.
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(And then to lose it all in the dark elemental night).” 422 Another inspiration for this particular
time frame was the introduction of the bicycle; one critic comments that Hoffman “updated
Shakespeare’s story to late 19th-century Tuscany, mostly, it seems because he was captivated by
the image of Puck flying back and forth about his errands on a bicycle.” 423 In fact, as a means of
clarification Hoffman prefaces the film with an explanatory note to his audience: “The world of
the film is Tuscany at the turn of the last century. Necklines are high. Parents are rigid. Marriage
is seldom a matter of love. The good news: The bustle is on its decline allowing for the meteoric
rise of this newfangled creation, the bicycle.” This note attempts to position the film within a
particular space and time, but fails to create any sense of connection between the audience and
the film. What he does achieve, however, is the connection between his film and Branagh’s
Much Ado About Nothing; the opening shot fades in on a hillside in Tuscany, a direct reference
to Branagh’s opening shot. 424
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Like Branagh, Hoffman chooses actors who are in some ways typecast and casts them in
familiar roles; unfortunately, this approach has a negative consequence. Calista Flockhart’s
Helena is a Victorian-era Ally McBeal, complete with pouting, whining, and sulking. Michelle
Pfeiffer’s Titania is luminous and stunning but lacks any sense of true power. Rupert Everett’s
Oberon is gorgeous, sexually ambiguous, and non-threatening. Even Christian Bale’s Demetrius
lacks any sense of genuine affection for either of his female conquests; his pursuit of Hermia
seems more driven by social ambition than love. The Italian setting of “Athens” attempts to
achieve the same feeling as Branagh’s Tuscan Much Ado but only succeeds in appearing
geographically confused.
Despite its overt repositioning in time and space, this version of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream raises more intriguing questions of character, especially about Bottom. Hoffman
deliberately places Bottom at the center of the film’s “character.” 425 Unlike previous films of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream which cast Bottom as the braggart and/or the buffoon, this film
chooses to show Bottom as “Nick Bottom the dreamer, the actor, the pretender.” 426 Hoffman
chose to reconfigure the play’s common interpretation by making Bottom the dreamer of the title
and by rereading the film as a narrative about wanting love and the steps the characters take in
order to obtain it. 427 In order to give Bottom (Kevin Kline) a sense of context, Hoffman develops
a back-story for him that includes an unhappy marriage and a lackluster existence, both of which
are driving factors behind his behavior: “we know he clings to delusions of grandeur because he
has no love in his life. To imagine Bottom’s desire for love led to a remarkable opportunity for a
real love story between him and the Fairy Queen.... But if Bottom actually changed and grew
425
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through his experience in the forest and glimpsed the possibility that he was truly lovable, it
might give the film the emotional spine I’d wanted.” 428
However, if an “emotional spine” was Hoffman’s goal, he missed the mark by offering
audiences an extravagantly lush film that seems confused. 429 A soundtrack based entirely in
Italian opera provided the non-diegetic basis for a glitter-strewn fairy world that is shot on a
sound stage in an interior studio. Fairies dressed in brightly colored gauzy costumes mingle with
half-naked satyrs in a constructed “Fairy Bar.” The four lovers begin their quest for love and
freedom in an ornate library, continue it through the dark forest, engage in mud wrestling and
conclude it by waking nude on the edge of the forest. Film historians and Shakespeare-on-film
critics generally view this film with dismissive disdain, primarily due to the awkwardness of
Hoffman’s design and his blind devotion to a Branagh-esque production. Stephen Buhler argues
that Hoffman’s stylization of the images (in their vast variety) results in a visual sense of
contradiction: “Victorian-style fairies...seem out of place amidst the Ovidian satyrs and nymphs
already populating Hoffman’s forest world.” 430 Michael Anderegg expands on Buhler’s claim by
positing that “Hoffman provided a strangely soporific reading of a play full of action and
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For an extensive look at the cinematography of Oliver Stapleton, see Chris Pizzello, “Enchanted Forest,”
American Cinematographer 80, no. 5 (May 1999): 36-40, 42, 44, 46-47.
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Buhler, Shakespeare in the Cinema: Ocular Proof (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2002), 184.
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movement.” 431 James Welch, in a review for Literature/Film Quarterly, comments that the film
“though often charming and amusing in its way, comes up short.” 432
Hoffman’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream attempts to ride the wave of Branagh’s
successful appropriation of the “popular.” And much like Branagh’s own Love’s Labour’s Lost,
Hoffman’s film fails to live up to the director’s high expectations. What seems clever—casting
choices and setting decisions—come across awkward and confused. Shifting the attention onto
secondary characters (namely Bottom) results in a misdirection of audience focus—we care more
about Bottom than we do the lovers or the fairies. Hoffman may have tried to follow Branagh’s
populist playbook, but he overestimates the film’s cultural appeal; it becomes too pop culture
and not enough Shakespeare.
Sarah Mayo argues that Hoffman’s “treatment of Shakespeare...intends a redefinition of
both the Shakespearean text as narrative, which is modified and appropriated as a Hollywood
romantic comedy, but also of the Shakespearean text as a cultural signifier.” 433 Mayo focuses her
attention on Hoffman’s use (and appropriation) of Calista Flockhart as well as on Hoffman’s use
of Italian opera as a soundtrack. She claims that these two choices conflate the commercial
notion of popular (i.e., marketable TV star equals a specific demographic) with the high-culture
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Anderegg, Cinematic Shakespeare (New York: Rowan & Littlefield, 2004), 142-3.
Welch, “‘Ill-Met by Moonlight’: Michael Hoffman’s Dream,” Literature/Film Quarterly 26, no.2 (1999), 160. In
Hoffman’s defense stands Jay Halio who attempts to chronicle and explain away the various points of view of the
film. Ultimately, Halio argues, the film is a fair representation of the play’s spirit and stays true to its romantic and
popular nineteenth-century interpretation that inspired Reinhardt and Deiterle’s 1935 film. See Halio, “Michael
Hoffman’s Dream,” in Shakespeare in Performance: A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2003), 151-172. See also H.R. Coursen, Shakespeare in Space: Recent Shakespeare Productions
on Screen (New York: Peter Lang, 2002), especially Chapter Four; Maurice Hindle, “Michael Hoffman’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” in Studying Shakespeare on Film (New York: Palgrave, 2007), 130-135; Samuel
Crowl, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Shakespeare Bulletin 17 (Summer 1999): 41-42; and John Ford,
“Translating Audiences and Their Bottoms: Filming A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Publications of the Mississippi
Philological Association (2000): 1-9.
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idea of acceptability (i.e., opera equals cultural superiority). While Mayo’s argument raises an
element of cultural awareness that other critics do not address, it serves as a telling indicator of
Branagh’s influence on the marketing of and for late twentieth-century (and twenty-first-century)
Shakespeare films.
The positioning of Nunn’s Twelfth Night and Hoffman’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
along the history of Shakespearean comedy on film is significant. Because both films closely
follow Branagh’s successful Much Ado About Nothing, they seek to support and refute Branagh’s
populist mission. These films also signal the waning popularity of Shakespearean comedy on
film; their filmic gestures to previous films along the history do not resonate as solidly (or as
genuinely) as do those found in Branagh’s films. With Love’s Labour’s Lost and the apparent
conclusion of the mainstream Shakespearean-comedy-on-film history, the future of
Shakespearean comedy on film lies in an alternate tradition, one which developed as a response
to the more conventional Shakespeare-on-film tradition: Shakespearean comedy on film went to
high school.

Shakespeare Gets Schooled: Shakespeare and the Teen Film
A perhaps more revealing sign of the transfiguration of Shakespeare was the conscious
shift away from a mainstream Hollywood film to the more specific genre of the teen film. In
large part, the Shakespeare teen films developed in reaction to or against the increasingly selfconsciousness of the Shakespearean comedy on film tradition. Films became less applicable to
younger audiences and more geared toward educated adults. In response to this trend and
keeping in line with the main thrust of Branagh’s populist mission, teen films of Shakespeare
developed to remind younger audiences of the relevance to Shakespeare’s work. Never Been
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Kissed (Raja Gosnell 1999), 10 Things I Hate About You (Gil Junger 1999), Get Over It (Tommy
O’Haver 2001), She’s the Man (Andy Fickman 2006) have roots in various Shakespeare
comedies, while William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet (Baz Luhrmann 1996), O (Tim BlakeNelson 2001) and Hamlet (Michael Almereyda 2000) represent Shakespeare’s tragedies. 434
These teen films are adapted and cast to appeal directly to the demographic formerly targeted by
Zeffirelli and Branagh’s subtler approaches. While not runaway box-office successes, these
films succeed commercially because their target audience is that which is most likely to
experience Shakespeare in a more conventional form: secondary school. These films attempt to
make Shakespeare look relevant by employing contemporary settings and modern English.
However, they perpetuate the ongoing debate regarding the “Shakespeare Film,” or more
specifically the definition of a “Shakespeare Film.”
Kenneth Rothwell addresses this question of the criteria for considering a Shakespeare
film in his oft-cited essay, “How the Twentieth Century Saw the Shakespeare Film: ‘Is it
Shakespeare?’” 435 This essay chronicles the major critical works of Shakespeare-on-film and
discusses the various contentious threads (namely textual fidelity, editing, marketing, and critical
reaction) which drive the critics and scholars of the field. 436 Teen films, by their nature, do not
resemble a “traditional” Shakespeare production. They engage a specific audience on its own
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O was originally slated to be released in the spring of 1999 but was delayed due to the Columbine High School
shooting. The studio felt the high school based violence of O would resemble too closely the tragic events; therefore,
the film’s release was delayed two years. In addition, there is some debate whether or not Almereyda’s film should
be included as a “teen film”; however, I place it in the category due to the casting of twenty-something actors
(especially Julia Stiles as Ophelia) and the emphasis on Hamlet’s angst-like behavior as that of a embittered
teenager.
435
Literature/Film Quarterly 29, no. 2 (2001): 82-95.
436
Rothwell determines that Shakespeare-on-film criticism has “flipped-flopped through three stages, evolving from
a kind of positivism to hermeneutics…It has been a movement from Victorian conservatism to modernist
expansiveness to post-modernist permissiveness” (82). See also James Welsh, “What IS a ‘Shakespeare Film,’
Anyway?” Journal of the Wooden O Symposium 5(2005): 145-154.
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level through recognizable settings (high schools) and stock characters. 437 In addition to the
familiar aspects, teen filmmakers inject elements of social relevancy; for example, the heroines
of both 10 Things I Hate About You and She’s the Man illustrate strong female characters who
retain rather than relinquish their strength when falling in love. The male protagonists of the
same two films do not so much “conquer” as they compromise. In the case of 10 Things I Hate
About You, Patrick Verona, the Petruchio character, becomes the tamed rather than the tamer; the
film celebrates the independent and feisty nature of Kat Stratford rather than advocating her
subjugation. Similarly, in She’s the Man Viola Hastings “becomes” her twin brother Sebastian
not for her own safety but rather for the opportunity to play soccer at a higher level, a chance
denied to her due to her gender. The film’s amalgamation of Twelfth Night and As You Like It
allows Viola the chance to showcase her athletic ability but also her comic charm and wit. These
teen films, therefore, employ Shakespeare’s basic plot and character structure but infuse them
with a sense of cultural relevancy and social awareness. 438

437

The correlation between Shakespeare’s stock characters and the teen films relies upon class and behavioral
categories. For example, Shakespeare’s nobles become the rich teenagers, the rustics become the poor kids, and the
protagonists are often cast as a misunderstood hero/heroine.
438
The subgenre of Shakespeare and the teen film has garnered attention from mainstream critics due to the increase
in the number of teen films released as well as the marketability of the stars cast in the roles. For a comprehensive
compilation of criticism, see José Ramón Díaz Fernández, “Teen Shakespeare Films: An Annotated Survey of
Criticism,” Shakespeare Bulletin 26, no. 2 (2008):89-133. For an overview of Shakespeare’s role in contemporary
youth culture, see Shakespeare and Youth Culture, eds. Jennifer Hulbert, Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr., and Robert L. York
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006). For selected intriguing and thorough discussions of Shakespeare’s comedy
and the teen film, see the following: Emma French, “Hollywood teen Shakespeare movies,” in Selling Shakespeare
to Hollywood (Hertfordshire: University of Hertfordshire Press, 2006), 101-132; Sarah Neely, “Cool Intentions: The
Literary Classic, the Teenpic and the ‘Chick’ Flick,” in Retrovisions: Reinventing the Past in Film and Fiction, eds.
Deborah Cartmell, I.Q. Hunter and Imelda Whelehan (London: Pluto Press, 2001), 74-86; Courtney Lehmann,
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Agenda: How Shakespeare and the Renaissance Are Taking the Rage Out of Feminism,”
Shakespeare Quarterly 53, no. 2 (Summer 2002): 260-279; Alexander Leggatt, “Teen Shakespeare: 10 Things I
Hate About You and O,” in Acts of Criticism: Performance Matters in Shakespeare and his Contemporaries, eds.
Paul Nelson and June Schlueter (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2006), 245-258; Michael
Friedman, “The Feminist as Shrew in 10 Things I Hate About You,” Shakespeare Bulletin 22, no. 2 (Summer 2004):
45-66; L. Monique Pittman, “Taming 10 Things I Hate About You: Shakespeare and the Teenage Film Audience,”
Literature/Film Quarterly 32, no. 2 (2004): 144-152; L. Monique Pittman, “Dressing the Girl/Playing the Boy:
Twelfth Night Learns Soccer on the Set of She’s the Man,” Literature/Film Quarterly 36, no. 2 (2008): 122-136;
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But these very changes spark most of the controversy—changing Shakespeare means
changing Shakespeare, regardless of intention or outcome. Richard Burt argues in “T(e)en
Things I Hate about Girlene Shakesploitation Flicks in the Late 1990s, or, Not-So-Fast Times at
Shakespeare High” that teen films should not be classified as Shakespeare or even
Scholockspeare in some cases. 439 He claims that “Shakesploi flicks...dumb down Shakespeare in
fulfilling manufactured preteen fantasies about being popular (romantically successful) in high
schools, which are divided into losers and hotties.” 440 However, Burt goes on to illustrate how
the Shakesploi flicks (or at least the four he discusses) actually add to the Shakespeare-on-film
canon because “of the resistance they offer to existing versions of feminism, exposing some of
their limitations and blind spots by...making it difficult for feminists of whatever kind to treat
mall Shakesploi films either as just plain stupid or as cleverly promoting a sexist, reactionary
notion of stupidity.” 441 Ultimately, the value of these films, Burt concludes, lies in the discovery
of “a dialectical contradiction between dumbing down Shakespeare and making him a genius
(and, by extension, making those who appreciate him intelligent and morally superior).” 442 This
contradiction returns attention to the Shakespeare and culture debate by introducing new
evidence (the teen films) and a new audience (teen girls) into the multi-layered conversation.
However, the renewed culture debate (even with this new avenue of discussion) focuses
on a central question: are films like these teen films Shakespeare? The short answer is yes and

Laurie Osborne, “Twelfth Night’s Cinematic Adolescents: One Play, One Plot, One Setting, and Three Teen Films,”
Shakespeare Bulletin 26, no. 2 (2008): 9-36; Elizabeth Klett, “Reviving Viola: Comic and Tragic Teen Film
Adaptations of Twelfth Night,” Shakespeare Bulletin 26, no. 2 (2008): 69-87.
439
Burt, “T(e)en Things I Hate about Girlene Shakesploitation Flicks in the Late 1990s, or, Not-So-Fast Times at
Shakespeare High,” in Spectacular Shakespeare: Critical Theory and Popular Cinema, eds. Courtney Lehmann and
Lisa S. Starks (Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2002), 205-232.
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no. They are variations on a theme rather than strict versions. But in many ways, each film
adaptation of Shakespeare is a variation on a theme. Mary Pickford’s Kate winked at her
audience of female co-conspirators in 1929 in order to undermine the overt misogyny of Taming
of the Shrew, and Julia Stiles (as Kat Stratford) rehabilitates a wayward man in 10 Things I Hate
About You (1999)—each film “tames a shrew,” but the identity of said shrew changes. Making
adjustments such as these to Shakespeare’s plays in order to appeal to a younger audience is yet
another way to dispel the “untouchable Shakespeare” stereotype. Students are enabled to
understand him at a young age so that they do not see him as a big cultural bore by the time they
study him later. 443
443

In fact, films are not the only means by which secondary school students are being exposed to a “hip” image of
Shakespeare. Shakespeare-themed comic books as well as graphic novels have hit bookshelves. Perhaps most
interesting among these releases is the line of No Fear Shakespeare Graphic Novels published by Spark Publishing,
the same publishers as SparkNotes. The original No Fear Shakespeare line of texts offers a side-by-side
presentation of the text; one side features the original text while the opposite side offers a “modern English”
interpretation, so that students could have a running “translation” of the original. The No Fear Shakespeare Graphic
Novels present the text through graphic (visual) ornamentation. Students can now “read” Macbeth, Hamlet, and
Romeo & Juliet by looking at a visual representation of the text. But the No Fear Shakespeare Graphic line is not the
only line of visual Shakespeare; a search on Amazon.com reveals a startling number of texts not entirely geared for
classroom use. Interestingly, all of the titles are Shakespeare’s tragedies—Macbeth, Hamlet, King Lear, Romeo &
Juliet, Julius Caesar—except for one history: Henry V. For more on the “tradition” of Shakespeare and comics, see
Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr., “‘The Amazing Adventures of Superbard’: Shakespeare in Comics and Graphic Novels,” in
Shakespeare and Youth Culture, eds. Jennifer Hulbert, Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr., and Robert L. York (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 171-198. Another intriguing line of inquiry can be found through the criticism of
animated film versions of Shakespeare. See Laurie E. Osborne, “Poetry in Motion: Animating Shakespeare” in
Shakespeare the Movie: Popularizing the plays on Film, TV, and Video, eds. Richard Burt and Lynda E. Boose
(London: Routledge, 1997), 103-120, and Laurie Osbourne, “Mixing Media and Animating Shakespeare tales” in
Shakespeare the Movie II: Popularizing the plays on Film, TV, Video, and DVD, eds. Richard Burt and Lynda E.
Boose (London: Routledge, 2003), 140-153.
While the proliferation of visual representations of Shakespeare opens an entirely new avenue of critical
attention, it also allows film scholars to return to their question: how best to illustrate Shakespeare—whether
through acting (and movement implied by the text) or through literalized art? The future of Shakespearean comedy,
however, seems to lie not in the cinema but on the small screen: television. The BBC has returned its attention to
small scale reimagings of Shakespeare—both the man and the plays. In 2005, the BBC launched “Shakespea(Re)Told,” “a concerted drive to re-animate the relevancies of the Bard for a range of early twenty-first-century listeners
and audiences” (Wray, “Shakespeare and the Singletons” 185). Included among the various “tellings” of
Shakespeare were four television adaptations—Much Ado About Nothing, Macbeth, The Taming of the Shrew and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream—each one “translated into a modern vernacular the Shakespearean parlance while
simultaneously retaining the dramas’ structural schemes” (Wray 185). Each show features prominent British actors
(from both television and film), including Shirley Henderson, Rufus Sewell, James McAvoy, Keeley Hawes, Sarah
Parish, Billie Piper, Imelda Staunton and Sharon Smalls. The project as a whole gave a newly fashioned (and
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One intriguing consequence of the development of a Shakespeare-teen film tradition is
that like the Shakespearean comedy-on-film history, teen films begin to become self-conscious
of themselves as part of an existing tradition. As such, subsequent films tried to be cleverer and
more subtle with their Shakespeare references so as not to appear to copy another film’s design.
Perhaps the clearest example of this maneuver occurs in Andy Finkman’s She’s the Man. In the
scene where Viola walks around Illyria’s campus, a placard for an upcoming school drama
performance appears in the background. The play being advertised is What You Will, the subtitle
to Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, the play upon which She’s the Man is based. This subtle
inclusion is Finkman’s cinematic wink to those “true” Shakespeare fans who understand the
reference. Incorporating this kind of information comes across far more sophisticated than Gil
Junger’s adaptation of names (both of people and places) for elements of 10 Things I Hate About
You. Another signal of the existence of a Shakespeare-teen-film canon is the recurrence of
specific actors, namely Julia Stiles. Stiles first appears as Kat Stratford in Junger’s 10 Things
(1999), then as Desi in Blake-Nelson’s O (2001), and finally as Ophelia in Almereyda’s Hamlet

modernized) public face to Shakespeare and redirected attention to Shakespeare’s comic talent and relevancy. See
the BBC’s official website for the project: http://www.bbc.co.uk/drama/shakespeare/.
If the recent BBC invocations of Shakespeare reveal anything it is that Shakespeare—both the man and his
plays—are still fascinating for audiences and good box-office returns for producers. However, while the BBC tries
to “reanimate” Shakespeare’s relevancy, their efforts are being undermined by the British educational system which
has recently reduced the amount of time students study Shakespeare for its GCSE examination series. See Anthea
Lipsett, “Shakespeare is shunned in schools,” The Guardian,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2008/nov/25/shakespeare-tests-cancelled; and Anthea Lipsett, “Shakespeare
suffers slings and arrows of SATs fortune,” The Guardian, http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2008/nov/26/rsceducation-shakespeare-english-sats. The controversy over this move reignited the debate over the relevancy of
Shakespeare for today’s system of education. In the United States, many colleges and universities no longer require
author-centric courses much less a Shakespeare course for graduation. Some universities are consolidating faculty
positions and doing away with a strictly “Shakespearean” professor, choosing instead to rely upon a generalized
Renaissance period scholar to teach a variety of courses. Students who are exposed to Shakespeare in survey courses
often are shown the films in the place of textual discussions.
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(2000). 444 She was dubbed the “Shakespeare chick” and was the go-to actress for most
Shakespeare teen films. 445
The Shakespeare-teen-film tradition seems to have concluded with She’s the Man in
2006. Like its comedy counterpart, the teen-film tradition suffered from a decline in audience
interest as the cycle evolved and a shifting of demographic marketability. Films released later in
the history lack originality; most films appear to be remakes of earlier teen films. And most
importantly, the core group of teen actors who appeared in these films grew up and rejected any
further attempts at typecasting.

Love’s Labour’s Lost & the End of the World...for Shakespearean comedies on
film
In “The Shakespeare Code” (2007), in Series Three of the latest Doctor Who, the Doctor
(David Tennant) and his companion Martha Jones (Freema Agyeman) travel to Elizabethan
London to see a performance of Love’s Labour’s Lost. 446 They become involved in a mystery
when Shakespeare (Dean Lennox Kelly) becomes a conduit for an alien species bent on invading
Earth. The aliens influence Shakespeare so that his dialogue becomes the spell needed to open a
portal which would cause the destruction of Earth. 447 Shakespeare, with the Doctor’s help,
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Andrew Keegan also appeared in both 10 Things I Hate About You (Joey Donner) and O (Michael Cassio).
In The Prince & Me (Martha Coolidge, 2004), Stiles mocks her “Shakespeare chick” status by playing a character
who is confounded by Shakespeare’s language: “It’s gibberish. I have no idea what he’s saying… Why doesn’t he
just say [what he means]?”
446
This episode originally aired on BBC One on 7 April 2007 and features scenes shot in the Globe Theatre in
London. Interestingly, two of the lead actors of this episode have experience with Shakespeare. David Tennant is a
RSC-trained actor, who performed both lead and supporting roles in Shakespeare productions in Stratford. In 20082009, Tennant performed the role of Berowne in Love’s Labour’s Lost as well as the lead role in Hamlet to much
critical acclaim, including rumors of inclusion on the RSC’s Best Actors of Shakespeare list. Dean Lennox Kelly
played the role of Puck in the Shakespe(Re)-Told version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
447
The portal is to be opened by means of the Globe Theatre, a twelve-sided structure—a design for which the alien
race takes responsibility.
445
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literally must use his words to save the world. 448 Fans of the series gets to see Shakespeare in
the role in which traditional Shakespeare scholars already place him: Savior of the World (at
least by way of the written word).
Interestingly, the play that attempts to bring about the destruction of the world is Love’s
Labour’s Won, the sequel to Love’s Labour’s Lost. Of course, the unfinished nature of Lost lends
itself well to this sort of science fiction plotline, but for the purposes of this dissertation, the
choice of play is significant in that Lost is the most recent comedy filmed and released for global
audiences. Just as Doctor Who’s Shakespeare allowed outside influence (i.e., the aliens) to
negatively affect the progress of Shakespearean comedy (i.e., the writing of the next play),
Branagh’s Love’s Labour’s Lost allowed self-consciousness and ego to dictate the film’s design.
The combination of these overwhelming factors caused an awkward collapse of the
Shakespearean comedy on film tradition, not unlike the development of the inter-dimensional
vortex that develops in “The Shakespeare Code”—both result in the obliteration of seemingly
“normal” dramatic progress and the re-establishment of a comfortingly uncertain future. 449 In
Doctor Who, London is returned to normal, and Shakespeare is left with an understanding of the
power of his words and a glimpse of his legacy. For Shakespeare-on-film scholars, the post448

The humor of the episode revolves around the clash between Shakespeare’s idealized image and the “real”
Shakespeare. In an early scene, as the Doctor and Martha applaud the conclusion of the play, the Doctor offers a
glorified analysis of Shakespeare’s genius: “He always uses the best words, new, beautiful, brilliant words!” On
stage, Shakespeare then addresses the crowd: “Agh! Shut your big fat mouths!” The scene cuts to a disappointed
Doctor. Later in the episode, a subtler gesture to Shakespeare scholars worldwide emerges when Shakespeare flirts
with Martha. The Doctor interrupts, saying “C’mon. We can have a good flirt later.” With a sly smile, Shakespeare
moves his eyes from Martha to the Doctor: “Is that a promise, Doctor?” The Doctor sighs audibly and mutters:
“Fifty-seven academics just punched the air.” An obvious reference to the on-going debate over Shakespeare’s
sexuality, this line would only be funny to those who understood the context. The episode, written by Gareth
Roberts, effectively marries the longest-running television series with perhaps the world’s most popular playwright.
In a recent appearance on a British chat show, Tennant called Doctor Who’s head writer Russell T. Davies “the
Shakespeare of today.”
449
Ironically, Tennant announced the end of his wildly successful run as The Doctor while playing Berowne in the
2008-2009 RSC production of Love’s Labour’s Lost. Seemingly, in more ways than one Lost brings signals the end
of a successful streak of professional development.
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Branagh and post-Love’s Labour’s Lost period has left something of a vacuum. Branagh’s
influence has diminished; therefore, filmmakers are once again free to imagine Shakespeare and
his plays on their own terms. However, without Branagh’s “blueprint” Shakespeare is currently
not as marketable and the idea of future Shakespeare films does not motivate most movie
studios. The future of Shakespeare on film seems uncertain but not bleak. 450

If Love’s Labour’s Lost is some sort of harbinger of doom, bringing about the end of a
tradition, then we must see the tradition itself as something of merit. Recognizing the history of
Shakespearean comedy on film opens up new avenues of discussion for not only scholars but
also students of Shakespeare. These films offer a cinematic conversation that covers nearly a
century of material and includes dozens of unique voices. Understanding the speakers and
elements of the conversation moves our understanding of Shakespearean comedy on film beyond
just how the text is edited—what is taken out and what is added—and production design. We
can now examine the “why” of a Shakespeare project—why this play, why this cast, why this
setting, why these textual alterations? In many ways, this dissertation is a Venn diagram which
focuses on the area of overlap among Shakespeare, the film industry, and cultural trends (in
terms of popular culture as well as academic culture).
The underlying threads of this project—the culture debate, social awareness, rise of the
egalitarian romantic partnership—work together to suggest not only how Shakespeare has
remained a cultural touchstone but also why he should continue to be so. The future of
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According to Internet Movie Database, versions of Coriolanus (starring Gerard Butler and directed by Ralph
Fiennes), King Lear (starring Al Pacino and directed by Michael Radford), The Tempest (starring Helen Mirren and
Russell Brand and directed by Julie Taymor), Hamlet (starring Emile Hirsch and directed by Catherine Hardwicke)
are scheduled for release during the 2010-2011 time frame.
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Shakespeare-on-film scholarship is not film-centric but rather is and ought to be pluralistic. The
development of any artistic industry depends upon awareness and conversation with previously
existent elements of the genre. Shakespeare-on-film should be no different. Understanding why
a director presents Shakespeare the way he does enables other directors to explore new ways of
illustrating similar themes.
Shakespearean comedy on film has established a tradition and history. The films of the
1930s set the stage for the development of those in the 1960s. The films of Kenneth Branagh in
the 1990s illustrate the extent of the influence of the past films on the contemporary ones. The
legacy of the Shakespearean-comedy-on-film tradition lies in the development of the secondary
tradition of Shakespearean teen films. If the films of Kenneth Branagh reflect an awareness of
(and debt to) his predecessors, then the teen films of Gil Junger, Andy Fickman, and Raja
Gosnell do as well. This dissertation seeks to challenge the perception that Shakespeare’s
comedies on film stand alone as individual productions and are only valuable tools for
understanding a singular play. By exposing the existence and uncovering the extent of the history
of Shakespearean comedy on film, I argue for a broader, more comprehensive insight into the
value of Shakespeare’s romantic comedies as they show us what it means to love and be in love,
not just for our own time, but for all time.
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